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Veteran author and respected shooting expert Dr. Wayne van Zwoll has made the most
complete work ever published on bolt-action rifles even better by:Profiling the newest turnbolt
actions and riflesTaking an in-depth look at the history of bolt gunsAnalyzing the latest trends in
bold actionsOffering valuable tips on how to become a better shooter of bolt rifles
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BOLT ACTIONRIFLESEXPANDED4TH EDITIONBy Frank de Haas andDr. Wayne van
ZwollAbout Our CoversSIGARMS Inc. was founded in 1985 in Tyson’s Corner, Virginia, for the
purpose of importing the SIG SAUER pistol line manufactured by J.P. Sauer & Sohn GimbH of
Eckernfoerde, Germany. After moving to Herndon, Virginia, for several years, SIGARMS finally
settled in Exeter, New Hampshire, and while continuing to import SIG SAUER handguns, began
production of slides and the final assembly of the SIG line. The SIGARMS Academy opened its
doors in its new facility in Epping, New Hampshire, in 1994 for law enforcement and military
training. In 2000, the Academy began training civilian customers in personal self-defense and
sport shooting. The late 1990s also signaled a growth in product lines for SIGARMS as the
company expanded to include Sauer, Blaser, and Mauser rifles, as well as Hämmerli target
guns, and a new line of shotguns built specifically for the American shooter by Italian craftsmen.
Today, SIGARMS represents nine brands that cover the shooting and hunting sports as well as
law enforcement, military, and personal self-defense needs.Contact Info: SIGARMS Inc., 18
Industrial Drive, Exeter, NH 03833 Ph: (603) 772-2302 Fax: (603) 772-9082Brands: SIG SAUER
(handguns), Sauer (rifles), Blaser (rifles), Mauser (rifles and pistols), Swiss Arms (P210 series,
SG550 series of tactical rifles), Hämmerli (target pistols and rifles), Aurora (shotguns),
SIGARMS Academy (armed professional and responsible citizen training) and Laksen (outdoor
clothing)Top Cover Gun: The latest addition to the Sauer family is the Sauer 202 Take Down.
This exciting rifle quickly breaks down into three pieces without any tools. Currently available in
several big-game calibers, the Sauer 202 Take Down will be sure to find its way into any traveling
hunter’s gun cabinet.Bottom Cover Gun: Unlike conventional bolt actions, the Blaser R93 action
works by simply pulling the bolt to the rear and pushing it forward, with no lifting. Blaser R93
rifles were engineered to allow for barrel and caliber interchangeability. Over 30 calibers are
available. Quick takedown and a replacement barrel and bolt head are all that’s needed to
provide maximum versatility in the Blaser R93.To learn more about SIGARMS and its Blaser and
Sauer rifle lines.© 2003 by Krause PublicationsAll rights reserved.No portion of this publication
may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical,
including photocopy, recording or any information storage and retrieval system, without
permission in writing from the author, except by a reviewer who may quote brief passages in a
critical article or review to be printed in a magazine or newspaper of electronically transmitted on
the radio or television.Published by700 East State Street • Iola, WI 54990-0001715-445-2214 •
888-457-2873Please, call or write us for our free catalog of publications.Our toll-free number to
place an order or obtain a free catalog is 800-258-0929 or please us ourregular business
telephone 715-445-2214.Edited by Joel MarvinDesigned by Brian BrogaardAbout the
AuthorsFrank de Haas1916-1994Frank de Haas died December 19, 1994, just a few days after
finishing the 3rd Edition of this book. That final illness was sudden, and he died where he was
born, in Orange City, Iowa.During his writing career, from 1943 through 1994, de Haas wrote



nine books about guns and hundreds of articles in a wide range of publications. He wrote much
of this immense output from a gunsmithing point of view.De Haas never considered himself a
professional gunsmith. For a time he took in work, his shop in a corner of a plumber’s shop, later
in his basement at home. Whether for himself or not, with a Craftsman lathe and drill press, he
remodeled, restocked, rechambered and rebarreled all kinds of guns.For the last 30 years or so,
de Haas gunsmithed for his readers, doing jobs he could write about. He was good enough to
design single-shot rifle actions and did so, and some of those are shooting today. Indeed, he
was called “Mr. Single Shot” in some circles for his abiding interest in that classic sort of
American rifle.Frank de Haas was a Life Member of the National Rifle Association, a lifelong
church-goer and a family man.Dr. Wayne van ZwollA full-time journalist for the outdoors press,
Wayne van Zwoll lives in northern Washington State with his wife Alice. He has published more
than a thousand articles for more than two dozen magazine titles, including Sports Afield,
Outdoor Life and Field & Stream. He has explained the technical side of guns, ammunition and
optics in four of his nine books: Modern Sporting Rifle Cartridges, The Hunter’s Guide to
Ballistics, The Hunter’s Guide to Accurate Shooting and The Gun Digest Book of Sporting
Optics. They complement his historical work, America’s Great Gunmakers, and four
comprehensive treatises on big game hunting: Mastering Mule Deer, Elk Rifles, Cartridges and
Hunting Tactics, and Elk and Elk Hunting. Having served for more than a decade as a technical
editor for Rifle and Handloader, Wayne has become a staff writer for Rifle Shooter and Guns &
Ammo. Once the editor of Kansas Wildlife, he’s been shooting editor for Bugle for 14 years and
assembles the specifications section of Shooter's Bible. Wayne is also in charge of publications
for the Mule Deer Foundation. Early in his career, an academic background in natural resource
management led Wayne to work to work with the BLM, then Washington's Department of Game.
He served as a contract photographer for the U.S. Forest Service, has guided hunters in Utah
and Wyoming and joined the Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation as one of its first field directors.
Wayne has shot competitively since his days on the Michigan State University rifle team. He
qualified for the final Olympic smallbore tryouts in 1972 and has since won two state prone titles.
Volunteering as a hunter education instructor, he has taught in five states. For 12 years he’s
conducted a shooting program for Safari Club International, and teaches marksmanship at his
own High Country Adventures camp for women. He also presents seminars on shooting, optics
and big game hunting at sports shows. In 1996 he was named Shooting Sports Writer of the
Year by the Outdoor Writers Association of America. Wayne has taught English and Forestry
classes at Utah State University, where he earned a doctorate studying the effects of post-war
hunting motive on wildlife policy.Editor’s Note: To help the reader distinguish between the
contributions made to this book by each author, each chapter is labeled with FdH for Frank de
Haas or WvZ for Dr. Wayne van Zwoll.ContentsIntroductionPart I: Bolt Gun BeginningsThe
Mauser LegacyMauser Competitors & DerivativesAn American to Match Mauser: The Charles
Newton StoryPart II: Military Rifles & ActionsEnfield RiflesFrench Military TurnboltsGerman
Model 88 Commission RifleGerman Model 98/40Greek Model 1903 Mannlicher-



SchoenauerItalian Carcano RiflesJapanese Arisaka RiflesKrag-Jorgensens: U.S., Danish and
NorwegianLee-Enfield RiflesMauser MiscellanyMauser Model 98Mauser Models 71 &
71/84Mauser Models 92, 93, 94, 95 & 96Mauser Smokeless Powder Actions Models 88, 89, 90
& 91Mauser—Siamese MauserRussian Mosin-Nagant RiflesSpringfield Models 1903, 1903A3
& 1903A4Part III: Commercial Rifles & ActionsAmerican Hunting Rifles (AHR)Anschutz Classic
Centerfire RifleBlank Custom RifleBlaser Model R84 Takedown RifleBrno (Czech) Sporting
RiflesBrowning A-Bolt II BOSS RifleBrowning BBR RifleBSA Royal, Majestic, Monarch, Herter’s
U9 RiflesChamplin Firearms, Inc.Colt Sauer RifleCooper Model 38 Centerfire RifleCooper Arms
UpdateDakota Arms Model 76Dakota Traveler Takedown RifleDakota Longbow RifleDakota
Model 97 HunterFN Actions & RiflesFrench Model 36 MAS SporterGolden Eagle Model
7000Herter’s Plinker RifleH-S Precision RiflesHowa RiflesHusqvarna and Smith & Wesson
RiflesHusqvarna Model 8000Interarms Mark X MauserInterarms Mini-Mark XIthaca Model
LSA-55Jarrett RiflesKimber Model 82 HornetKimber Model 84Kimber Models 84M &
8400Kleinguenther Improved K15 Insta-FireKrico Model 300 HornetLazzeroni Model L2000SA
Mountain RifleMathieu Left-Hand RifleMauser Two-Shot ShotgunMauser Model 98
SportersMausers, Miscellaneous CommercialMontana 1999 ActionMossberg Model 800Nesika
Bay RiflesNew Ultra Light Arms RiflesNewton Original TurnboltOmega IIIRemington Model
788Remington Model Seven Carbine & Model 700 Mountain RifleRemington Models 30, 30S
and 720Remington Models 721, 722, 725, 700, 600, 660 and 40-XRemington’s Model 700 at
40Remington Model 700 Classic in 300 SavageRemington Model 673Remington Model
710Ruger Original Model 77Ruger Model 77 Mark IIRuger Model 77/22 HornetSako
RiflesSako’s Latest ModelsSako Tikka T3 RifleSavage Model 1920Savage Models 23B, C &
DSavage Models 40 Sporter & 45 Super SporterSavage Model 110 SeriesSavage Model 110
New Trigger UpdateSavage-Stevens Model 340Schuerman Arms Model SA40 RifleSchultz &
Larsen RiflesSmith & Wesson and Mossberg Model 1500Sportco Model 44 Target RifleSteyr-
Mannlicher Model SL RifleTar-Hunt Rifled Slug GunsTexas Magnum RifleTradewinds Series 600
ActionWeatherby Mark V RifleWeatherby Vanguard RifleWeatherby’s Newest Mark V
RiflesWinchester Model 43 RifleWinchester Model 70 ClassicWinchester Model 70
Post-’64Winchester Models 54 & 70Winchester Model 70 RevisitedPart IV: Trends in Bolt-Action
Rifles and CartridgesNot Quite CustomIt Doesn’t Even Look CheapA Bolt Rifle for Little
BucksTouch But Don’t LookReal Rifles Wear WoodBarrels for Bolt ActionsHeadspace 101The
Lightweight Trend in Bolt RiflesDoes it Kick?The Best Aren’t Always LastCartridges that Reach
as Far as You Can SeeShort Stature, Long ReachPart V: Shooting Bolt RiflesBetter Shooting at
your FingertipWhen Safeties Can’t HelpFive Steps to ZeroShoot BetterMore on StandingSlings
and Hasty SlingsAiming Where They Aren’tCantsPitching the Curve BallGetting the
DriftDocumenting MarksmanshipLast Thoughts on Long ShotsPart VI: ReferenceAppendix—
Magazine Guard Screw Sizes & ThreadsBarrel Shank DrawingsIntroductionThis is the fourth
rendition of Bolt Action Rifles. It is the first not completed by Frank de Haas. Frank’s original
edition came along in 1971; an encyclopedic work that told readers more than most readers



cared to know. But that was Frank. He wasn’t just a gun enthusiast; he was a mechanic,
someone keen to learn all he could about firearm mechanisms, and adept at passing that
knowledge along. He began writing in 1943, and continued until his death in 1994, just after
finishing the third edition of this book (the second was published 10 years earlier). Frank wrote
for shooting-industry periodicals and became one of the NRA gurus who answered reader
questions. Early on, the NRA paid him $1.25 a letter, furnishing the stationery and envelopes,
demanding carbons of the responses.Frank de Haas was certainly qualified for such duty.
Technically well-informed, he wrote in a matter-of-fact way that was neither entertaining nor
provocative. It was the facts, straight up. And Frank’s readers appreciated that. They wanted to
know how guns worked, why a given serial range was better than another for wildcatting, what
could be done to ensure feeding in a rifle rebarreled to a straighter case. Frank told them about
the origin and manufacture of rifles, what the barrel stampings meant, how to tell if a receiver
was of nickel or double heat-treated carbon steel. He offered his opinions too, but made sure to
identify them as such. And if he didn’t know what you wanted to find out, he’d tell you that too:
"… how strong and safe are the low-numbered 03 actions? This I cannot answer. When made,
they were proof tested with loads developing 70,000 psi, and very few failed this test..." Even
when conceding ignorance, Frank left you with a solid nugget of information.An inveterate
experimenter, Frank spent lots of time at his modest workbench – first in a local plumbing shop,
then in a corner of his basement. With a Craftsman lathe and drill press, he restocked military
rifles and rebarreled sporters. He took on gunsmithing jobs for friends and sometimes for
readers, if the work intrigued him. He wrote about what he saw and didn’t like to pass along
untested conclusions. While his colleagues collected rifles, Frank had a collection of rifle
actions. Most were candidates for projects. His interest lay inside the mechanisms, and no
company could long hide shoddy workmanship or poor design from Frank. In the interests of
better shooting, he’d suggest that Remington improve the trigger on its 788, then point out that
"the irregular pattern of the locking lugs on the (Mossberg) M800 turns me off." Even rifles he
praised – Kimber’s 82 Hornet, for example – took barbs: "I would also like my rifles to have a bolt
sleeve lock and perhaps a bolt handle of different shape to reduce the notch in the stock…"But
Frank seemed to like all rifles, and his summations reflected his innate gentleness. Devoted to
his family, he attended church regularly and was by all accounts a charitable man. He didn’t pass
himself off as an expert or even a professional gunsmith – though he designed and built his own
single-shot rifles. He established himself instead as a quiet authority on the workings of sporting
rifles, particularly bolt actions. It is in that spirit that I’ve brought this latest edition of Frank’s
premier work up to date. I have not changed what he has written, even where another view might
have been merited. The main task as I saw it was to add new actions and revisit old ones in new
chapters that tell plainly of the turn-bolt rifle.There was another mission, though: to assess
improvements in bolt rifles and offer readers better ways to equip and use them, especially for
big game hunting. During the past decade, since the third edition of Bolt Action Rifles, we
shooters have clung to the century-old bolt action as tightly as ever. But the sporting rifle’s form



has undergone marked changes. Synthetic stocks have evolved from crude, heavy, ungainly
handles into components so artfully designed and carefully fitted as to woo the most loyal fans of
French walnut. The lightest of these (less than a pound!) are still stronger and more stable than
wood, and reasonably priced. Stainless steel is no longer blackened but sells briskly with no
finish – both in barrels and receivers. Fluted barrels reduce weight without sacrificing stiffness.
Slender muzzle brakes take the bite from hard-recoiling rifles without marring their
profiles.Accuracy has improved too. Half-minute groups from hunting-weight rifles chambered
for cartridges that will floor an elk a quarter-mile away are not common, but they’re no longer
astonishing. With such levels of precision come new prospects for hunters. The advent of the
affordable, pocket-sized laser rangefinder is a boon to anyone wanting to test the effective reach
of his rifle. More powerful scopes, with convenient, turret-mounted parallax dials sharpen the
focus on distant targets, while range-finding, range-compensating reticles tell where to hold for a
hit with a specific load. Ballistics software delivers drop and drift data for any practical hunting
yardage … and beyond. With these technical achievements have also come ethical questions,
and the inevitable rules designed to keep hunting and shooting in the realm of sport.
Marksmanship remains an acquired skill.Unlike Frank, most riflemen who own bolt actions got
them with barrels and stocks attached, and they’re keen to use them. This edition of Bolt Action
Rifles is designed to give readers more about the history, design, manufacture, and – now – use
of the bolt-action rifle than any other book you can pick up. Far more. It’s the reference you’ll
come back to when you need just the facts, straight up. And when you need solid information on
making your bolt action more effective in the field. I think Frank would like this edition of Bolt
Action Rifles.Wayne van ZwollPart IBolt GunBeginningsBolt Gun BeginningsThe Mauser
LegacyMauser Competitors &DerivativesAn American to Match Mauser: The Charles Newton
StoryThe Mauser Legacy WvZDear David,Your 98 Mauser in 8x57 can be useful as is, given its
sporter stock and receiver sight.As you’re aware, the cartridge as commercially loaded in the
U.S. is about on par with the 30-40 Krag. European companies offer stouter loads.The 98 action
is strong and is among the best choices if you’re out to build a custom rifle. However, if the gun
was mine and I had only a few bucks to play with, I’d leave it alone. Here’s why:The 8mm bore
limits rechambering to wildcat cartridges only – the 8mm/06, for example. The action’s too short
for the 8mm Remington Magnum unless you want to remove some of the lower lug buttress.
You’d have to lengthen the magazine and open the bolt face for the magnum as well. Even the
8mm/06 would require a longer box.Rebarreling to 280, 30-06 or 35 Whelen would be another
option. You’d still need the longer box, and the fitted barrel would cost at least $200. Drilling for
scope bases, altering the safety and installing a new trigger will jack the cost above the price of
a commercial sporting rifle.No matter what you do with that 98—even if you handload 8x57s
above factory specs— you’ll do well to have it Rockwell tested for hardness. Unlike Winchester
70s and Rem-ington 700s that are built of chrome-moly steel, Mausers were of carbon steel,
heated to harden the surface. This "shell" around the soft steel action core may be only .004"
thick, Mauser Legacy and its hardness will vary. Some parts may not be treated at all. Mausers



built late in the war are notoriously unpredictable in this regard. Your receiver should test 38-42
on the Rockwell C scale. The bolt is best treated to Rockwell 42-46, so it operates
smoothly.Thickness of the hardened surface should be .015", according to a gunsmith friend of
mine.If your 98 doesn’t make the grade, you can have it heat-treated, another expense.You may
want to keep your 98 for those foul-weather days in deer cover when a receiver sight and
century-old cartridge are all you need. That would be my inclination.Sincerely,Wayne van ZwollI
wrote that note more than a decade ago. Many hundreds of similar responses to similar
questions had no doubt chattered off the carriages of manual typewriters for decades previous.
The fall of the Third Reich brought a flood of battle-bruised Mausers stateside. Soldiers had
learned to respect this rifle, not as quick to repeat as a Garand, but sturdy, reliable and accurate.
Returning G.I.s properly looked upon it as the sound basis for a custom rifle. They set about
rechambering, rebarrel-ing and restocking. The best work could turn a pitted veteran of the
Ardennes into a veritable work of art. But in their haste to revamp and refurbish, to make
American rifles of war trophies, American shooters overlooked the merits of both the rifle as
issued, and the cartridge that conquered Europe. While Mauser 1898 infantry rifles lack the
refinements coveted by hunters, it now seems a shame that so many 98s were sacrificed in
crude attempts to make them like sporting rifles that were easily affordable. Beaten-up Mausers
may have served no better purpose, but not all rifles liberated had been beaten up. American
cartridges naturally had more appeal to soldiers on the lookout for a cheap hunting rifle. But the
8x57 was no pipsqueak round. In fact, developments in military 8x57 ammunition set the
evolutionary course for our ‘06.The rimless, smokeless 8x57 clearly outperformed the 30-40
Krag. Beginning in 1900, when Army Ordnance set out to design a new infantry round, it
fashioned the 30-03 after the 8x57. The original loading of a 220-grain, full-jacket 308 bullet at
2300 fps was essentially a match for the 8x57’s 236-grain load at 2100 fps. About a year after
the 30-03 entered service, however, Germany came up with a new bullet and load: a 154-grain
spitzer that rocketed downrange at 2800 fps. The U.S. had to respond. Its Ball Cartridge, Caliber
30, Model 1906 featured a 150-grain pointed bullet at 2700 fps. Because the bullet was
somewhat shorter than its predecessor, case dimensions were changed. The 30-06 that
resulted has a hull .07" shorter than that of the 30-03: 2.494 inches. Pursuant to the change, all
30-03 rifles were recalled and rechambered. In battle, the 8x57 and 30-06 proved deadly equals.
Hunters who’ve since loaded or sought out commercial high-performance 8x57 ammunition will
tell you it’s as versatile as the ‘06 on big game. Sadly, the standard loads most accessible to
sportsmen in this country feature round-nose bullets at modest velocities. They’re good deer
killers but hardly show the potential of the round.If you were to start a book on bolt-action rifles,
you could start it with America’s first, or the earliest evidence of a turnbolt breech, but you’d run
into lots of short dead-ends. The story really begins with Peter Paul Mauser and his brother
Wilhelm, whose struggle to develop acceptable bolt-action rifles for the Prussian army resulted
in the 1898 rifle. From there, and from the 8x57 cartridge, has evolved the modern bolt-action
rifle in its myriad forms and chamberings. Soldiers, hunters and target shooters the world over



have confirmed its utility. Even now, when gas-operated autoloaders shoot sub-minute groups at
long range, sportsmen and snipers remain loyal to the bolt action and its powerful cartridges.
Here’s the story, distilled, from the beginning.Wayne’s 358 Norma Magnum is a rebarreled
Mauser with Leupold scope.Wayne’s 458 has a Mauser action with receiver sight mounted on
the bolt release.The Mauser has taken many forms. This sleek safari rifle in 416 Rigby shows
Mauser heritage.MauserA hundred years ago Teddy Roosevelt was spurring his Rough Riders
up San Juan Hill, while Alaskan gold tugged prospectors, nose to heel, over Chilkoot Pass. On
the other side of the Atlantic, a German inventor finished work on a firearm that would outlast
memories of both the Maine and the Klondike. Almost all bolt-action sporting rifles now in use
can be traced to Paul Mauser’s Model 1898, a design that capped two decades of invention and
refinement.Peter Paul Mauser was born the youngest of 13 children in 1838 in the Swabian
village of Oberndorf in Wuerttemberg. Brother Wil-helm, next oldest and four years his senior,
would later work with him as a partner. Wil-helm’s business acumen complemented Paul’s
mechanical talent. Unfortunately, the union was to be severed by Wilhelm’s untimely death in
1882.Unlike manufacturers now, Paul Mauser did not merely fashion a rifle to function with
existing cartridges — for several reasons. First, the self-contained metallic cartridge was still
relatively new in the 1860s when the young entrepreneur began his work in earnest. Secondly,
blackpowder would soon be supplanted by smokeless, which radically altered the requisites and
opportunities in rifle and cartridge design. And finally, the standardization we take for granted did
not then exist. At the turn of the century, many sportsmen had more ammunition options than
their counterparts have today!The Mauser cartridge line began with the 11.15x60R, a 43-caliber
blackpowder round designed for the Model 71 single-shot Mauser rifle that became a repeater
as the 71/84. Loaded for a time by Remington and Winchester, the 11mm Mauser fared poorly
against the 45-70 in the States, though it had an enthusiastic following of sportsmen in Europe.
In 1887, just 16 years after the German military establishment adopted the 11mm, Turkey
equipped its army with the last Mauser-designed blackpowder cartridge: the 9.5x60R.
Chambered in the 71/84, which soon gave way to the Model 1889-pattern Mauser rifle and the
smokeless 7.65x53 Mauser cartridge, the 9.5x60R was also used in Peabody-Martini single-
shot rifles.In 1892 Paul Mauser developed what is still the darling of deer and sheep hunters and
for a time became the most popular military round in the world. The 7x57 was first chambered in
a limited number of Model 92 Mausers by the Spanish government, which shortly replaced the
92 (a modified 1889) with the improved 1893. This rifle and cartridge soon popped up in
arsenals all over South and Central America. The 7x57 Mauser is the only 19th-century military
cartridge still commonly chambered in sporting rifles.Oddly enough, the most famous Mauser
cartridge of all, the 8mm, came not out of Paul Mauser’s shop, but from German Infantry Board
engineers at Spandau Arsenal. Initially designed for the Gewehr 88 (a modified Mannlicher, not
a Mauser), the 8x57 was really a 7.92x57, with a round-nose, 226-grain, .318-inch bullet at
about 2100 fps. In 1898 the superior Mauser rifle supplanted the Mannlicher derivation, but
Germany did not change cartridges. Seven years later the 7.92x57 became the 8x57 when



ordnance people boosted bullet diameter to .323 of an inch. At only 154 grains, the new pointed
(spitzer) bullet reached a speed of nearly 2900 fps. Both cartridges are now known as 8x57s, the
early version the 8x57J, and the .323-inch round the 8x57S.Smaller, faster bullets and higher
breech pressures relegated most 19th-century rifles to the scrap heap — and gave Paul Mauser
a chance to show his genius.Anybody could have designed a breech mechanism that worked
like a door latch. In fact, one of Paul Mauser’s first experimental firearms derived from the turn-
bolt action of the Dreyse needle-gun that had served as the primary German infantry weapon in
the Franco-Prussian War. No, Mauser’s main contribution to hunting rifles was not in the lock-up,
but in cartridge feeding. Even now, no one has improved on the Mauser method for whisking
rounds into and out of rifle chambers. Attempts at either bettering this clever German’s
accomplishments or making cheaper mechanisms that work as well have been notably
unsuccessful. But magazine form and function remains a crucial element of any bolt rifle.
Differences in feeding are among the primary ways to distinguish one modern bolt action from
another. Only triggers are as disparate; and they’re easy to replace with aftermarket
versions.This 1950s-era Mauser was marketed by Sears.While Paul Mauser’s redesign of the
Dreyse went unappreciated at the Wuerttem-berg, Prussian and Austrian War Ministries, it
intrigued Samuel Norris, an American visiting Europe as an agent for E. Remington &Sons.
Norris offered to bankroll the Mauser brothers if they agreed to convert the French Chassepot to
fire metallic cartridges. In 1867 they moved to Liege, Belgium and began work. But when Norris
failed to interest the French government in the effort, he broke the contract. Since they had no
money to do anything else, Paul and Wilhelm returned to Oberndorf, where they opened shop in
the home of Paul’s father-in-law.Fortuitously, the Royal Prussian Military Shooting School had
been testing a Mauser rifle submitted earlier. Ordnance people asked the Mausers to change a
few things before resubmitting the design for consideration by the Prussian infantry. In 1872 the
Mauser Model 1871, a single-shot breechloader firing an 11mm blackpowder cartridge, became
the o arm.Even with this coup, Paul and Wilhelm found riches elusive. The Prussian army paid
them only about 15 percent of what they’d been led to expect. Furthermore, the new rifles were
to be manufactured in government arsenals, not by the Mausers. To keep their shop solvent, the
brothers contracted with the army to produce 3000 sights for the Model 1871. Later, a Bavarian
order for 100,000 sights financed a new Mauser factory in Oberndorf. Then the Wuerttemberg
War Ministry negotiated with Paul and Wilhelm to build 100,000 rifles. To fulfill that contract they
bought the Wuerttemberg Royal Armory—with help from the Wuerttemberg Vereinsbank of
Stuttgart. The last of the 100,000 Model 71s left the Armory in 1878.After Wilhelm died, Mauser
Bros. & Co. offered stock. Ludwig Loewe & Co. of Berlin gained controlling interest. In 1889
Fabrique Nationale d’Armes de Guerre (FN) became established near Liege to produce Model
1889 Mauser rifles for the Belgian government. The 89, Paul’s first successful smokeless-
powder rifle, incorporated elements that established him as the dominant firearms designer in
Europe. Subsequent improvements included a staggered-column, fixed-box magazine (in 1893).
By 1895 the action had evolved into a prototype of the famous Model 1898.The German Army



adopted the 98 Mauser on April 5 of that year. It immediately became the most popular military
arm to that point in history. France, Great Britain, Russia and the U.S. designed and produced
their own battle rifles, but none surpassed the 98 in function or durability. Many other countries
either imported it or obtained license to build it. Among its most endearing features is its
magazine. Unobtrusive and commonly taken for granted, this device more than any other shows
Paul Mauser’s genius. When modern versions fail it is generally because in efforts to pare
production costs, rifle makers have dismissed as unimportant the details Paul Mauser and his
19-century German colleagues so carefully worked out.If the box is properly proportioned, a
Mauser bolt smoothly laps cartridges from the magazine.The late master riflemaker Maurice
Ottmar crafted this Mauser after German tradition.Unlike firearms companies now, Mauser
designed each magazine for a specific cartridge. Box and follower dimensions were predicated
on case dimensions. Paul figured that a staggered column would enable him to fit more
cartridges in the belly of a rifle action than would a single vertical column. But they surely
wouldn’t feed if stacked like scrap lumber in a box of indeterminate size and shape. Each round
needed support, from the box on one side and a cartridge or the follower on the other side and
underneath. He decided the stacking angle should be 30 degrees, so when viewed from the
end, three cartridges in contact would form the corners of an equilateral triangle.Paul Mauser
may have determined proper box width by trial and error. He may also have multiplied the cosine
of 30 degrees (.866) by the case head diameter, then added the diameter to that product. For
example, an 8x57 case measures .473 of an inch across the rim. So .866 x .473 = .410 + .473
= .883. Theoretically, that’s the correct inside rear box width for any cartridge deriving from the
8x57 case. But cartridges taper, and so must a magazine. The same formula yields proper box
width at the point of shoulder contact. Adding an extra .003 of an inch or so for oversized or dirty
cases makes sense.A box designed for one cartridge works for others with identical front and
rear diameters and the same span between them. Interchangeability is limited according to
Mauser’s thinking. A 7.65mm rifle rebarreled to 30-06 needs a longer magazine, and also one
that is wider up front. A 7.65 box measures .80l of an inch wide at the shoulder of an ‘06 round. A
properly-engineered 30-06 magazine is .822 of an inch wide there. Triangles between cartridge
centerlines get steep when the box is too narrow, and rounds tend to cross-stack.Paul Mauser
also relieved the box sides slightly, from just ahead of the cartridge base to just behind the
shoulder, so there would be no contact between box and case body. He lavished equal attention
on the follower, which on an original 98 mirrors the box taper. The width of its lower shelf
matches that of the case, with a 61-degree step between upper and lower shelf. The top shelf is
high enough to touch the next-to-last cartridge without lifting it off the last round in the stack (it’s
half a diameter above the lower shelf at base and shoulder). The follower has a slope to follow
case taper and keep the cartridges level in the box.Side clearance for a follower is crucial.
Custom gunmaker D’Arcy Echols, who is careful to follow the Mauser doctrine in lockstep,
makes his followers .060 of an inch narrower than their boxes so they can wiggle. That’s
especially important for the last cartridge. "Floorplates machined to hold the Mauser magazine



spring tightly don’t work," he says. "I made one once – figured Mauser’s machinists were just
sloppy in cutting spring slots .180 of an inch too wide at the rear. They most certainly were not!
Those springs are supposed to shimmy back and forth. If the spring can’t shuffle a bit as the bolt
strips a round, it twists; and the follower tips or ends up sideways or both." He adds that while
follower length is not critical, a follower that’s too short "dives." A follower with too much end-play
in a magazine can also bang the front of the box sharply enough to mar it under recoil.Receiver
rails position the cartridge for pickup by the bolt. Because Model 1898 rails are of machined
steel, only severe damage or alteration will affect their function. The lower edge of the 98’s bolt
face is milled flush with the center of the face so the case head can slide up into the extractor
claw. Thus begins "controlled-round feeding," with the cartridge snatched to the face of the bolt
as soon as it pops free of the magazine. At the turn of the century, this arrangement made sense
because it prevented infantrymen from double loading, or stripping a second round after
chambering one and, in the press of battle, reflexively cycling the bolt again before firing. An
extractor that grabbed the case right away would eject it on the pull stroke, clearing the
chamber.This Mauser in 404 Jeffery is ready for fitting and finishing. Note the classic straight
bolt handle.Checking the feeding of a Mauser in the shop of D’Arcy Echols, Wayne doesn’t
expect malfunctions.Two protrusions bracket the ejector groove on the left side of the 98’s bolt
face. They’re cartridge support lugs. The lower lug is precisely angled to guide the rim of the
cartridge as the magazine spring pushes it up into an open breech. This lower lug must herd
cartridges from both sides of the magazine into the center of bolt travel and coax the case rim
into the extractor claw. Once there, the case head is held tight against the claw by both
lugs.Case extractor grooves vary in depth. Weatherby brass from Norma is .010 of an inch
deeper there than Remington’s Weather-by brass. Mauser extractor claws should spring .004 of
an inch under tension, so on a custom rifle, a claw fitted to Norma cases will prove too tight for
Remingtons, and one fitted to Remingtons will fail to grip Normas. In neither case will the
extractor provide positive controlled-round feed.Paul Mauser purposefully did not engineer his
extractor to jump over the rim of a single round loaded by hand. But the 98 has about .030 of an
inch extra clearance broached in the right lug raceway of the receiver ring. The extractor claw,
which subtends about 20 percent of the rim’s arc, jumps the rim when the rear of the extractor is
pinched to the bolt body. To prevent cases from slipping from the extractor’s grasp, Mauser
undercut the extractor tongue and its groove in the bolt so that force applied during difficult
extraction would sink the claw deep into the extractor groove.The Magnum Mauser remains
queen of the long actions and a popular if costly choice for big-bore custom rifles. It is
roughly .375 of an inch longer than the military 98 Mauser action. For many years before the
Second World War, Magnum Mausers were exported to Britain, mainly through Rigby, which
supplied other London gunmaking firms too. The actions were machined in Oberndorf for
specific magazines. Chambering determined not only internal box dimensions but also the width
of the receiver recess. Fat rounds like the 416 Rigby couldn’t be stacked in regular fashion
because the receiver wasn’t wide enough. The huge 11.2x72 Schueler and 500 Jeffery



(12.7x70) could not be placed in a double column at all. They rated a four-round, single-column
magazine.After World War II, Mauser "Werke" (works) became "Waffenfabrik" (arms factory),
and Mauser’s business shifted toward the sporting trade. U.S. agent A.F. Stoeger, Inc. of New
York assigned numbers to the various Mauser actions. By the late 1930s there were 20 in four
lengths: magnum, standard, intermediate and short (kurz). The short action had a small receiver
ring and was factory-bar-reled for three cartridges: the 6.5x50, 8x51 and 250 Savage. Magnum
and kurz actions were made strictly for sporting use. Mauser did not adopt the Stoeger numbers
1 through 20, but they remain popular designations among collectors. Some Mausers had a
square bridge, the hump serving as a scope mount base. Those not machined to take scope
rings were checkered on top. "Double square bridge" Mausers feature a second hump on the
receiver ring.Many military 98s have been barreled to long belted rounds like the 300 H&H, but
this practice has few advocates now. Lengthening a magazine means trimming the feed ramp,
even after moving the magazine back as far as is practicable. The short ramp forces steep entry
angles on the cartridges. Ramp work takes metal from the bottom locking lug abutment,
weakening it. Moving the magazine rearward reduces the length of the bridge, robbing the bolt
body of support and increasing bolt play. Additionally, a long bolt throw reduces contact at the
bolt stop.The Mauser bolt face, left, shows its signature split lug, claw extractor, and open
bottom for controlled feed.Mauser Competitors & Derivatives WvZWhile the 98 was still teething,
military establishments around the world began designing mechanisms for the new smokeless
smallbore cartridges that were obviously superior to traditional infantry rounds. The conversions
came as quickly as engineers could come up with functional bolt rifles. U.S. ordnance officers by-
passed Arthur Savage’s lever-action rifle to adopt the Krag-Jorgensen, a Norwegian-designed
bolt gun with a single right-hand locking lug, recessed bolt face and long, top-mounted extractor
that grabbed the 30-40 case upon chambering. The ejector was a foot pivoting up from the belly
of the raceway. Norway’s 6.5x55 Krag had a similar action and side-box magazine, but a third of
the bolt face rim was cut away to allow the case head to slide into the extractor. Both actions
work smoothly with loaded cartridges, but only the Norwegian Krag offers controlled-round
feed.Britain’s 303 Short Magazine Lee Enfield also appeared in the 1890s. An improvement on
the 1888 Lee-Metford, it featured dual rear locking lugs and a flush bolt face with a short claw
mounted at 10 o’clock in a detachable bolt head. A pin in the left receiver wall served as ejector.
Despite their stamped, detachable box magazines, SMLEs feed smoothly and reliably. The little
extractor grabs the 303 case rim as soon as it pops free of the magazine. A well-used SMLE that
I examined recently slicked up empty cases from the battered feed lips like a cat gulping
sardines. Slamming the bolt home or closing it gently, I couldn’t jam the open-mouthed hull. Few
rifles of any design will function flawlessly (if at all) with empties.The 1903 Springfield rifle
featured Mauser’s dual locking lugs and an external extractor that grabbed cases immediately
from the magazine. Its coned breech was something new. The first successful Winchester bolt
rifle, the Model 54, showed Mauser and Springfield lineage. Its ejector derived from a Charles
Newton design and eliminated the need for a slotted locking lug. Meanwhile Remington



developed its Model 30, a sporting-class 1917 Enfield that also evidenced German ancestry.
Winchester’s Model 70 appeared in 1937. It retained the coned breech, dual locking lugs,
Mauser extractor and offset ejector of the Model 54 but wore a much better trigger. The 54
trigger, like the Mauser’s, doubled as a bolt stop. Sturdy and reliable, it had a long, heavy pull
that could not be adjusted. The Model 70 trigger, still widely acclaimed by aficionados as the
best ever for a hunting rifle, is bomb-proof and features adjustments for weight of pull and over-
travel. A separate bolt stop interrupts the left lug.Model 54 rifles stayed in Winchester’s line until
1941, but production slowed to a trickle during the last 5 years. Shooters were quick to embrace
the Model 70’s trigger and its low-slung safety that, unlike the Mauser-style 54’s, swung
horizontally under a scope. Misfires that had plagued the Model 54 disappeared when
Winchester added 1/16 inch to striker travel (though lock time increased 20 percent). On the
Model 70, bolt-head gas ports got help from a vent in the right side of the receiver ring. The 70’s
low, swept-back bolt handle mandated a receiver slot that served as a safety lug abutment. The
bolt shoulder was later eliminated. Machined bottom metal included a hinged floorplate and
looked classier than the 54’s stamped assembly. Winchester did not fit new barrels to the 70
because the 54’s hook-rifled tubes had earned a fine reputation. Fact is, the first M70 barrels
had the same threads and contours as the 54’s; they were interchangeable.The Mauser’s British
counterpart in the Great War was the Short Magazine Lee Enfield.In 1937 you could order a
Model 70 in one of nine chamberings: 22 Hornet, 220 Swift, 250-3000 Savage, 257 Roberts, 270
WCF, 7mm Mauser, 30-06 — plus 300 or 375 Holland and Holland Magnum. Between 1941 and
1963 nine more rounds were added, though only eight appeared in catalogs (they omitted the
300 Savage). With only one action size, Winchester used fillers and blocks and, in the case of
the Hornet, a special magazine to adapt the 70 to short cases. Its magazine had been designed
to accommodate the 300 and 375 H&H cartridges, introduced to American shooters in 1925 but
then available only in costly custom Mausers. The M70’s long action featured a magnum-length
magazine, properly engineered to hold four cartridges. Shorter boxes tailored for the 30-06 held
five. Incidentally, though the Winchester 70 emerged a Cadillac among factory rifles, it cost less
than a commercial Mauser. In 1939 the 70 retailed for $61.25, while a Mauser sporting rifle listed
from $110 to $250!Vern Woosley shot this dandy Oregon buck with a reworked 1917
Enfield.Remington’s 721-722 series, announced in 1948, differed in two important respects from
the Model 70. First, receivers came from tube stock and wore a separate recoil lug sandwiched
between barrel shoulder and receiver ring. This was a cheaper approach than the machining of
a receiver from a 7 ½-pound slab of chrome-moly. Stamped bottom metal and a trigger
assembly comprising stamped parts gave the Remingtons a bargain-basement look, though
barrel and stock contours resembled those of the Model 70. The other chief difference was in
the bolt face, which featured a small half-moon extractor clip secured in a groove cut into a thick
lip surrounding the recessed bolt face. This lip fully enclosed the case head, prompting
Remington to boast of "three rings of steel" (bolt head, receiver and barrel) supporting the
cartridge and protecting the shooter. There was no ejector slot; the plunger-style ejector



operated through a hole in the bolt face.A recessed bolt face did not allow for controlled-round
feed because the cartridge had to be chambered before the extractor could engage its rim. Cost
savings were substantial. These Remingtons lacked a coned breech. Despite their cheap
appearance, the Reming-ton 721 and 722 handled high-pressure cartridges with ease. They
shot accurately and fed reliably. Triggers were adjustable for engagement, weight and over-
travel.During the early 1940s Roy Weatherby had no rifles in which to chamber his peppy 257,
270, 7mm and 300 Magnums. In 1948 he began using commercial Mausers. A decade later he
and Weatherby engineer Fred Jennie developed the Mark V, a new rifle that would handle higher
pressures and accommodate the huge 378 and 460 Weatherby Magnums. The Mark V bolt had
a recessed face like the Remingtons’, but the small extractor claw was fastened on the side of
the bolt head. The round receiver wore an integral recoil lug. Roy added three gas ports to the
bolt body and enclosed the bolt sleeve to prevent gas escape to the rear. Breaking with tradition,
he used three sets of three locking lugs in an interrupted-thread design. This lowered bolt lift to
54 degrees. The "push feed" Mark V is essentially the same rifle now that it was in 1958 (the
year Savage also introduced its Model 110 bolt rifle). A recent lug version proportioned for
standard cartridges weighs about a pound less than the original Mark V.Husqvarna sporting
rifles appeared in the U.S. around 1954, first with steel bottom metal, then with alloy. Essentially
a Mauser, the Swedish Husky had the 98 extractor and a Model 70-style ejector that did not
require a split left lug. Early Husqvarnas (also marketed as the Sears 51) were later supplanted
by the Model 8000, which had a Sako-style extractor and plunger ejector.The 1952 Mannlicher-
Schoenauer, which to my mind was the best of the series begun in 1903, had a rotary magazine.
Its short, side-mounted claw looked like a Mauser’s from the front and offered controlled-round
feed. The ejector was an intricately machined foot fitted to the bolt face in a slot that allowed it to
kick forward at the end of bolt travel.In 1962 Remington replaced its 721-722 (long- and short-
action) rifles with the new 700. Two years later Winchester revamped the Model 70 to pare costs.
By 1965 all major American rifle manufacturers had abandoned Mauser extractors and
controlled-round feed. Plunger-style ejectors had replaced mechanical kickers. In 1968 when Bill
Ruger announced his Model 77, the aggressive claw reappeared, but it only looked the part.
Those first M77 extractors were made to hop the rim of a chambered round, not suck it from the
magazine. The Ruger 77 Mark II, first available in 1992, featured controlled-round feed. It joined
a new Winchester Model 70 that had sprouted in the New Haven custom shop under the eye of
Winchester engineer Ed Var-tanian and custom rifle maker David Miller. This Model 70, while
retaining some post-64 features (notably the anti-bind bolt rail), had a Mauser claw extractor that
worked like the original but was beveled to jump the rim of a chambered cartridge. In 1990
Winchester put this action into its production line, cataloging the rifles as Super Grades. By 1994
most Model 70s had controlled-round feed. The Mauser-style extractor is now the visible mark of
a Model 70 Classic in its various forms.Savage and Weatherby have stayed with the externally-
mounted snap-over extractors, and Remington 700s still wear a clip in a bolt-face groove.
Browning, which in 1972 abandoned its lovely High Power series based on Sako and FN



Mauser actions, equips its popular A-Bolt with a three-lug push-feed bolt and plunger ejector.
Sako has switched from a two-lug to a three-lug bolt, retaining the mechanical ejector and a claw
extractor that has earned such plaudits that some gunsmiths routinely install it on Remington
700s. (I don’t see any merit in that because the Rem-ington works fine and actually has more
claw surface.) Kimber Model 770s had a three-lug bolt and a plunger ejector. As on the Weath-
erby Mark V, 770 bolt body and lug diameters are identical. Kimber installs a Mauser claw on its
followup to the 770, the Model 84M.Arnold Arms offered a choice of feeding in its Apollo action.
The bolt featured a two-lug head with a split in the left lug for a mechanical ejector. Instead of a
Mauser extractor, the Apollo made only for controlled-round feed had no separate claw. The
cartridge slid up against the open lower section of the bolt face (per the Mauser 98) then into a
groove machined inside the righthand locking lug. Single loading into the chamber was
impossible. For that, Arnold manufactured a "combination" bolt. Its extractor was similar to a
Sako’s except that it slid at an angle instead of pivoting to accept the case rim. The design
offered controlled feeding and the option to close the bolt on a cartridge in the
chamber.Controlled-round feed remains a strong selling point for some shooters. The Dakota
76, a refined and handsomely-stocked rendition of the pre-64 Model 70, includes the Mauser
extractor. So does the round-action Dakota 97. Little-known, relatively high-cost bolt actions
such as the Olympic Arms BBK-01 and the Belgian Fortress Herstal have the feature as well. But
hanging a long slab of spring steel on a bolt and listing controlled-round feed as a selling point
don’t guarantee smooth, reliable bolt operation. Under pressure to build rifles that will profit the
company, designers and assemblers must compromise. It’s not economical to fashion separate
magazines for the 308 and 257 Roberts, or for the 7mm Remington and 300 Winchester
magnums, though Mauser doctrine would so dictate. Neither can mass production be delayed
for rigorous function testing—or stopped because one rifle sticks a bullet nose from the left rail
once every 30 cyclings. Shooters who want sure-feeding guarantees won’t get them from any
factory, though mechanical integrity is commonly assumed for every rifle shipped.I recently
returned to the maker a new rifle with controlled-round feed. It jammed almost every time from
one side when I stroked the bolt gently. It needed work on the feed ramp and rail. I can’t say if
every rifle of its type behaves that way. I doubt it. Small irregularities in individual rifles can cause
malfunctions.When short magnums appeared in the late 1950s, Model 70 magazines for these
rounds accepted only three. Winchester’s early magazine boxes had been tailored to Holland
&Holland rounds, but the new short-magnum guns got 30-06 boxes minus the rear rib. Some
shooters still insist on a pre-64 70 in 300 or 375 H&H Magnum as the basis for a custom rifle
chambered for a long case. But D’Arcy Echols, who designs and builds his own magazines in
the Paul Mauser tradition, says you’re better off with a 30-06: "Pre-64 Winchesters have pretty
short ramps when they’re hogged out for long magnum cartridges. But when you machine the
rear of a box recess back to the center guard screw hole, you get more ramp up front. If you start
with a ramp already shortened for a box Winchester extended forward, there’s no advantage to
moving it back." The new Model 70 magnums may be best of all. They’re about .187 of an inch



longer than early 70 magnums.The current trend toward detachable box magazines would give
Paul Mauser the willies. Stamped steel feed lips cannot guide cartridges as surely as machined
rails. Detachable boxes are also more susceptible to damage. In truth they feed as smoothly as
many fixed magazines on modern rifles because few match the slick feel of an early Mauser or
M70 or 1903 Springfield.Rifles without controlled-round feed seem to hold their own at market,
partly because this feature matters little to most hunters and partly because bolt-face extractors
keep a lid on prices. That beefy claw offers an extra measure of confidence when the game is
big and close and dangerous, but most of the time it isn’t. Over the years I’ve found push-feed
mechanisms as reliable as controlled-round designs, if not as smooth. There’s no accuracy
advantage to a Mauser bolt. In fact, the smallest groups come from rifles with puny extractors
and recessed bolt faces. A Mauser magazine and extractor simply cost more.About as many
Model 700 Remingtons as Model 70 Winchesters fill my rack now. It is also peppered with
Savage, Ruger and Weatherby rifles and a couple of Mark X Mausers. I used to have some
custom-built 98s, which I foolishly sold. One of them, a 300 H&H, collected my first bull elk. A
270 kept me in venison during college. Another 270 reached across a deep canyon to down a
bighorn ram. I don’t miss these rifles so much for their fine accuracy or handsome lines or
smooth function as for their character. They showed a genius that perhaps only John Browning
among gun designers has matched and in modern rifles hides beneath many refinements—only
some of which qualify as improvements.Paul Mauser got a good thing going.Big Three: Top to
bottom, Winchester M70, Remington M700, Ruger M77.An American to Match Mauser:The
Charles Newton Story WvZYou may have seen this proverb: Things turn out best for people who
make the best of the way things turn out. One of the most gifted gun and cartridge designers of
the 20th century put that notion to the test.His name was Charles Newton. Born in Delavan, New
York on January 8, 1870, he worked on his father’s farm until finishing school at age 16. He
taught school for two years, and then applied his quick mind to studying law. He was admitted to
the state bar at age 26, but his heart was not in the courtroom or library. After a 6-year stint in the
New York National Guard, Newton devoted his spare time to firearms, and to high-performance
cartridges using the then-new smokeless powders. His early association with Fred Adolph may
have prompted Newton to abandon law for the uncertain fortunes he faced as an inventor and
entrepreneur.Adolph was an accomplished German riflesmith who immigrated to the U.S. in
1908. Six years later, he issued a catalog from a shop he’d established in Genoa, New York. It
listed a wide range of sporting rifles, shotguns and combination guns. Some Adolph probably
imported; but others he built. The rifles were chambered for a variety of potent cartridges, among
them at least 10 designed by Charles Newton. The best known of these included the 22 High
Power, fashioned in 1905 from the 25-35 case. Kicking a 70-grain, .228-inch bullet out at 2800
fps, the "Imp" earned a bigger-than-life reputation on game as formidable as tigers.In 1912 the
talented Newton became perhaps the first man to experiment seriously with the 25-06. He called
it the 25 Newton Special. Another of his cartridges, the 7mm Special, foreshadowed the 280
Remington by half a century—as did the 7x64 Brenneke developed across the Atlantic at



roughly the same time. Also in 1912, Newton developed for Savage a short rimless 25. It
followed the 22 High Power as a new offering for the Model 99 lever-action rifle. Newton’s stubby
25 became known as the 250-3000, because Savage pointed out in ads that it launched an 87-
grain bullet at 3000 fps—a rocket in those days. Legend has it that for big game, Newton himself
preferred a 100-grain bullet in the 250 at a more modest 2800 fps.The prolific designer came up
with a 22 Long Range pistol cartridge by shortening and necking down the 28-30 Stevens. The
bullet was the same .228-inch jacketed spitzer loaded in the 22 High Power. He fashioned his 22
Newton from the 7x57 case, driving a 90-grain bullet at 3100 fps from a barrel with 1-in-8 twist.
The 22 Special, formed from 30-40 Krag brass, launched a 68-grain bullet at nearly 3300
fps.Charles Newton had a passion for single-shot rifles. He experimented with big-rimmed cases
like the 405 Winchester, necking it down to 7mm and even 25 caliber. He designed 30, 8mm and
35 Express cartridges from the 3 ¼-inch Sharps hull, a 40 Express from the 40-110 3 ¼-inch
Winchester and a 45 Express from the 45-125 3 ¼-inch Winchester. With Fred Adolph, Newton
formed the 30 Adolph Express using a rimless case with the capacity of the 404 Jeffery. This
round performed like a modern short magnum; it was also called the 30 Newton. Less well
known are the 35 Newton and various other rimless and rebated cartridges inspired by the 404
case, which appeared around 1910. The parent case for some later Newton rounds was the
11.2x72 Schuler, a cartridge that postdated World War I.Experimental Newton cartridges
included a rimless 280 and 33, neither of which got past token production. The 276 and 400
Newton are even less common. The 276, fashioned after the experimental military cartridge
Britain abandoned just before World War I, apparently did not see commercial manufacture.
Newton’s tool-room crew built a handful of rifles for the 400 Newton and probably made cases
by necking up 35s.The most significant of Newton’s many cartridge designs at that time was
arguably a 6.5mm-06. Despite its .264-inch bullets, it appeared as the 256 Newton. There were
two reasons for pursuing an alternative to the 25-06. First, 25-06 chambers cut by gunsmiths of
the day varied in dimension. Tight chambers boosted pressures, and not all rifles that
accommodated the 30-06 case would bottle those pressures. Newton did not want to be linked
to rifles that came apart. Secondly, though no commercial U.S. ammunition featured 6.5mm
bullets then (and wouldn’t until the 264 Winchester Magnum appeared in 1959), Mauser
routinely bored and rifled 6.5mm barrels. That was important because Charles Newton had
bigger ambitions, in which Mauser would play a role.Early in his career as a cartridge designer,
Newton dreamed of producing his own rifles. In 1914 he formed the Newton Arms Company in
Buffalo, New York. While a factory was being built there, Newton traveled to Germany to contract
for a supply of rifles from the likes of Mauser and J.P. Sauer &Sohn. His intent was to restock
these rifles and rebarrel them to 256 Newton and 30 Adolph Express. In the August 27, 1914,
issue of Arms And The Man magazine, Newton advertised high-quality Mauser rifles. A
concurrent flier hawked 256 Newton barrels "of the best Krupp steel" with raised, matted ribs
and sight slots—for $17. In March 1915, the first Newton rifles appeared in a company catalog.
Built on 98 Mauser actions, they wore barrels chambered in 256, 30 and 35 Newton, plus



graceful hunting-style stocks designed by Fred Adolph and noted California gunsmith Ludwig
Wundhammer (namesake of the "Wundhammer swell" found on the grips of many European
stocks even now). They came in three grades:Grade A: DWM Mauser in 30, 8mm or 35 Express
for $42.50; or in 33 or 40 for $62.50.Grade B: DWM Mauser in 256, 30, 8mm or 35 Express for
$55; or in 33 or 40 for $75 (double set trigger $2.50 extra).Grade C: Sauer Mauser with double
set trigger, half-octagon barrel, matted rib in 30, 8mm or 35 Express for $60; or in 33 or 40 for
$80.Some early catalog listings made no sense. For example, the only 8mm Newton in the
literature was a huge rimmed round not suited to the 98 Mauser action. A Grade D rifle in 256
featured an antiquated Model 88 Mauser action and was priced at $37.50, a departure from the
lettering sequence. There was also a Grade C with a full-length stock that has never been
documented.Charles Newton’s biggest problem in this venture was the war. His timing could
hardly have been worse! The first two dozen Mauser rifles were to arrive on August 15, 1914.
Germany went to war August 14. Apparently one shipment of Mausers did arrive at the Buffalo
plant before hostilities ended commerce. His enterprise at a standstill, Charles Newton turned to
the Marlin Firearms Company for barrels chambered in 256 Newton and threaded for 1903
Springfields. He planned to sell them for $12.50 as replacements to hunters who wanted
something other than a 30-06. He also contracted for Springfield sporting-style stocks, but these
after-market items moved slowly at the time, mainly because Springfields weren’t commercially
available during the war. Newton’s efforts to find a manufacturer of completed rifles failed
because all plants capable of rifle production were up to their gizzards in lucrative government
contracts. Charles Newton had to sit on his hands.He didn’t stop thinking, however. By 1916 he
had incorporated desirable features of the Mauser and Springfield designs into a rifle whose
only non-original part (claimed Newton) was the mainspring. He hired lengendary barrel-maker
Harry Pope to oversee barrel production, and pointed out in the 14th Newton catalog that Pope
had helped him develop the segmented rifling in Newton barrels. Segmented Newton rifling
comprised five grooves, cut with a tool whose radius was a trifle smaller than that of the
bore.The first of Charles Newton’s new rifles went on sale January 1, 1917, and got favorable
press. Once more, though, the timing was wrong. The U.S. entered the war on April 6, and the
government took immediate control of all cartridge production. Though Newton was loading his
own ammo, he depended on Remington for cases. Without cases, there was no ammunition—
and no market for Newton rifles. Charles Newton scrambled to get the tooling to make all
cartridge components from scratch. By January 1918, ammo was coming off the line.
Unfortunately, the banks that had carried the firm sent it into receivership, and by the end of the
year, the Newton Arms Company was no more. In total, about 2400 rifles had been produced;
another 1600 were completed by Bert Holmes, who acquired all company assets. Only about a
quarter of these passed inspection, however, and Holmes sold more than 1000 rifles for $5 each
before abandoning efforts to run the plant himself.In April 1919, New York machinery dealers
Lamberg, Schwartz and Land formed the Newton Arms Corporation. Their plan was to market as
genuine Newton rifles several bin-loads of poor-quality rifles they had bought from Bert Holmes.



Charles Newton immediately filed suit. Though the case was not heard until June 1920, Newton
won it on every count. A month later the Newton Arms Corporation went bankrupt. Meanwhile,
Charles had marshaled his assets for another try at establishing a gun company. On April 19,
1919, he launched the Chas. Newton Rifle Corporation. His plan was to equip a new factory with
surplus tooling from Eddystone Arsenal. He’d already cataloged an imported Mauser rifle with
Newton improvements and in Newton chamberings, listing it for $66. He offered 30-06 and 256
Newton ammunition at $9.50 per 100. You could buy 100 30 Newton rounds for $11, 100 35s for
$12.Nothing came of the Eddystone deal, unfortunately, and the only rifles marketed by the
Chas. Newton Rifle Corporation were commercial Mausers. They had butterknife bolt handles,
double set triggers, triple leaf sights—fine rifles by most standards. Some had parabolic rifling,
and a few featured a cloverleaf of muzzle grooves to vent gas evenly and prevent bullet tipping.
The Newton stocks added appeal, and about 1000 orders came in. But alas, Germany’s
overheated postwar economy could not supply that many rifles under the terms of the contract.
Evidently only about 100 of these 1922 Mausers arrived in the States, and oddly enough, a
handful remained in stock as late as 1928, even after the Chas. Newton Rifle Corporation had
ceased operations.Not to be deterred, Newton began anew in 1923, with Arthur Dayton and
Dayton Evans, two men who had helped him bankroll his 1919 venture. The Buffalo Newton Rifle
Corporation got off the ground in Buffalo, New York, but soon moved to New Haven,
Connecticut, where the first "Buffalo Newton" rifles were boxed up in 1924. They featured four-
groove nickel-steel barrels in 30-06 and four Newton chamberings: 256, 280, 30 and 35. Actions
of chrome-vanadium steel boasted interrupted-thread locking lugs. Stocks were of checkered
walnut with a ¼-inch castoff. They had a crossbolt behind the magazine well to absorb recoil—
but no recoil lug at the front of the action! Consequently, many stocks on Buffalo Newton rifles
split. Western Cartridge Company, which had begun supplying Newton ammunition in 1921,
continued. A challenge for company control by John Meeker, whose lending group supported
Newton, was unsuccessful, but not before Meeker had acquired parts for 260 Newton rifles,
which he assembled in New Jersey and sold under his own name.Money had again become
scarce for Charles Newton. After borrowing on his life insurance, he pleaded with Marlin to build
his rifles under contract. Marlin’s Frank Kenna demurred. So did one of Newton’s friends, despite
Newton’s insistence that the company was on the brink of success, and that, given a production
rate of 1000 rifles a month, it could build rifles for $8 each. At the time, Buffalo Newtons were
retailing for $60.The Buffalo Newton Rifle Corporation folded in 1929 after manufacturing about
1500 rifles.Charles Newton could not have known, early that year, what lay in store for American
businesses in October. He applied himself to another action design and came up with the "New
Newton Straight Pull Rifle." Its two-lug bolt and Springfield cocking piece suggested bolt-rifle
ancestry; but Newton had also borrowed from the straight-pull Lee Navy and even the
Winchester lever-action designs. In fact, partly no doubt to appeal to the legions of lever-action
shooters afield, Newton renamed the rifle the "Leverbolt." Again, he asked Frank Kenna for
assistance. If Marlin would produce the rifle, said Newton, he’d split the profits down the middle.



Kenna, a shrewd businessman, required proof of demand. Charles Newton responded with a
flyer that asked sportsmen for a $25 down payment on a new Leverbolt rifle. The remaining $35
would be due when the rifle was delivered. Sadly, this offer failed to generate the 500 orders
Frank Kenna had said he would need to sign a production contract. Then Wall Street collapsed,
taking with it Newton’s dreams, and those of a nation.Charles Newton died at his home in New
Haven on March 9, 1932, at the age of 62.If shooters these days remember Charles Newton at
all, it is probably for developing the 250 Savage. Few have seen the scarce Newton rifles, or the
angular Newton cartridges that in profile look much younger than they are—cartridges that,
given appropriate powders, would have matched the performance of the most efficient short
magnums half a century later. Hunters now are familiar with the three-position safety on
Winchester Model 70s, but may not be aware that Charles Newton put a similar safety on his
rifles 20 years before the Model 70 appeared. Newton’s multiple interrupted-thread locking lugs
predated the Weatherby Mark V rifle by 30 years. The 25-06 cartridge is generally credited to
Neidner, but in all likelihood, Newton fired it first. This lawyer-turned-inventor also designed
loading tools and fashioned a partition-style bullet in 1915. While most bullet jackets were of
cupro-nickel, he employed almost pure copper, as is done today on many controlled-expansion
bullets. Newton sought to improve bullet performance by inserting a central wire and insulating
the core with paper under the jacket so the lead didn’t soften during bore passage.All told,
Charles Newton accomplished a great deal in less than 30 years. Sadly, his brilliance as an
architect of rifles and cartridges, and his perseverance in bringing them to riflemen, earned him
few rewards. Luck does not always favor the most deserving.Note: An authoritative book from
which much of this information was gleaned is titled Charles Newton, Father of High Velocity. It’s
the work of Newton rifle enthusiast Bruce Jennings, Jr., of Sheridan, Wyoming. Bruce was also
gracious in sharing his thoughts and post-publication findings on this remarkable American
pioneer. My own book, America’s Great Gunmakers (Stoeger Publications), has a chapter on
Charles Newton as well.– Wayne van ZwollPart IIMilitaryRifles & ActionsMilitary Rifles &
ActionsEnfield RiflesFrench Military TurnboltsGerman Model 88 Commission RifleGerman
Model 98/40Greek Model 1903 Mannlicher-SchoenauerItalian Carcano RiflesJapanese Arisaka
RiflesKrag-Jorgensens: U.S., Danish and NorwegianLee-Enfield RiflesMauser
MiscellanyMauser Model 98Mauser Models 71 & 71/84Mauser Models 92, 93, 94, 95 &
96Mauser Smokeless Powder Actions Models 88, 89, 90 & 91Mauser—Siamese
MauserRussian Mosin-Nagant RiflesSpringfield Models 1903, 1903A3 & 1903A4Enfield Rifles
FdHU.S. Model 1917 Enfield rifle, caliber 30-06. This rifle has a 26” barrel, is 46.3” overall, and
weighs about 9.5 pounds. As originally made, the M1917 barrels had five grooves and a left-
hand rifling twist of 1:10”. Many 1917s were later fitted with two- and four-groove barrels.Part
I1917 U.S. EnfieldPROFESSIONAL AND AMATEUR gunsmiths have long been familiar with the
Model 1917 Enfield action. It has been used widely in recent years to build custom sporting rifles
in both standard 30-06 head-sized rimless and belted magnum cartridges. A large and rugged
action “as issued,” it is also a homely one. Fortunately, however, it is receptive to much alteration



and remodeling.When the United States entered WWI in 1917, it was short of rifles, and
immediate plans had to be made to acquire more. In 1913 British Ordnance developed a new
Mauser-type turnbolt action for a 276-caliber rimless cartridge. When England became involved
in the war, development work on this cartridge was dropped and the action was modified to
handle their standard military round, the 303 British rimmed cartridge. Rather than begin
production of this rifle (which was designated the Pattern 1914) in 1914, the British gave
contracts to three firms in the United States to make them.These firms were Winchester,
Remington and Eddystone. When the British found that they could produce enough of the older
Lee-Enfield rifles, they canceled the contracts in 1916. Thus, at the time the United States
entered the war there were three large plants tooled up to make a military rifle. With this in mind,
someone (it is believed that Remington initiated this conversion) got busy and redesigned the
Pattern 1914 action to handle the 30-06 cartridge. In 1917 new contracts were awarded to these
three firms to make the new rifle, officially called the “U.S. Rifle, Cal. .30, Model 1917.”Production
FiguresProduction of this rifle ended in these plants in November, 1918. According to reliable
sources, Winchester produced 545,511, Remington about 545,541 and about 1,181,908 were
made at Eddystone, all at an average cost to the government of $26 each. Of the total, perhaps
some 80,000 were unassembled rifles to be used for spare parts. These figures reveal that
Eddystone made more than Remington and Winchester combined, which accounts for the
predominance of the Eddystone.Markings and Serial NumbersThe model designation,
manufacturer’s name and serial number were stamped on the receiver ring in four lines as
follows:U.S.MODEL OF 1917EDDYSTONE (Or Winchester or Remington)(serial number)The
receiver is the only part serial numbered. Winchester M1917 Enfields were serial numbered from
number 1 on, and it is believed this practice was also followed by Remington and
Eddystone.Action ConstructionFor a military action, the 1917 Enfield was exceptionally well
made and finished. Few machine marks can be found under the Parkerized finish. The bolt is
made unusually smooth and even, the result a slick-operating action.The receiver and bolt are
machined from 3½ percent nickel steel forgings, a very strong alloy similar in composition to the
nickel steel used in many 1903 Springfield actions.Most of the receiver bottom is flat. The recoil
lug, located at the front of the flat bottom, is about 1” wide and ” deep. The extreme front end of
the receiver is round while the rest of the receiver ring is flat on the bottom and round on top. On
the right side of the receiver ring there is a raised rectangular portion to strengthen the receiver
over the inside mill cut for the extractor. The ” gas-escape vent hole, in the center of this raised
portion, is in line with the extractor hook and extractor cut in the barrel. The barrel threads are
square. The barrel breech is coned, with part of this funnel edge milled out for the extractor. The
front of the bolt breeches nearly against the barrel when the action is closed.The rear part of the
receiver, normally called the bridge, is made to house and protect the folding aperture rear sight.
Integral “ears” or “wings” project upward on either side to protect the folding sight components.
Although without windage adjustment, this sight was considered one of the best military sights
designed up to that time.The front of the bridge has grooves, these forming a guide for loading



the magazine via Springfield five-shot stripper clips. The bolt has two large front locking lugs.
The right (bottom) lug is solid; the left (top) lug is divided by a narrow slit for the ejector to pass
through when the action is opened. The bolt face is partially recessed, surrounding about two-
thirds of the cartridge rim. When the bolt is closed, the open, unrecessed segment is toward the
left, exactly opposite the gas vent.The bolt handle has a double bend backward, which positions
the hollowed grasping ball about ¾” back of the base of the bolt. The bolt handle, of the “low”
type, need never be altered if the action is to be fitted with a low-mounted scope. When the bolt
is closed the heavy base of the bolt handle fits into a deep notch in the receiver, acting as a
safety lug. The rear of the bolt handle base does not touch the receiver (which is as it should
be), making it a safety lug rather than a third locking lug.The upper or left end of the bolt handle
base is tapered to the rear. When the bolt is opened, it contacts a matching surface inside the
receiver bridge, providing positive primary extraction camming power.The extractor is a long
Mauser type attached to the bolt body by a collar in a recess in the body. A narrow lip in the front
of the extractor engages a groove cut into the head of the bolt to force the extractor to move
longitudinally with it. The extractor is designed to snap over a cartridge rim whether it is
chambered via the magazine or singly loaded. Some extractors have a small hole in the hook
recess to match the gas escape hole.The bolt-stop follows M98 Mauser design and is
positioned on the left rear of the receiver. It is securely held there by a screw through the rear
end of the bolt-stop and through an integral stud on the receiver. A heavy spring, fitted
lengthwise in the bolt-stop and rearward over a separate rest, keeps the bolt-stop against the
receiver. Fitted inside the bolt-stop, and held there by the bolt-stop screw, is the ejector. The
ejector is made with an integral spring leaf, which provides the tension to move its front end to
the right when the bolt is opened. Backward travel of the bolt is halted when its left locking lug
comes in contact with that part of the bolt-stop which projects through a hole in the receiver. A
grasping lip on the front of the bolt-stop lets it be swung out for bolt removal.The simple striker
mechanism consists of a bolt sleeve threaded into the rear of the bolt, a coil mainspring, a striker
(firing pin), and a cocking piece. The cocking piece is held to the striker by double interrupted
rings engaging the two parts. Ordnance specifications called for a firing pin protrusion of not
over .068”, and not under .058” minimum, and a firing-pin hole no larger than .085”.U.S. Model
1917 Enfield action.Two gas-escape holes in the front of the bolt direct escaping gases into the
left side locking raceway.Primary striker cocking occurs on raising the bolt handle, when the
forward end of the cocking piece engages a shallow cam in the rear of the bolt. Full cocking
takes place on the forward travel and closing of the bolt, after it has been fully opened. The
shallow cam and the short initial rearward movement given to the striker when the bolt handle is
raised are safety features which prevent the action from firing a cartridge unless the bolt is
locked sufficiently to hold it closed. The cocking piece is engaged when the bolt is open, and
also positions and prevents rotation of the bolt sleeve.The rugged rotary safety, just to the rear of
the bolt handle, is built into the tang of the receiver. With the action closed and cocked, tipping
the safety lever back locks the striker and bolt. The striker is locked back, and pulled back off the



sear, by the end of the safety system engaging a notch cut into the side of the cocking piece.
The bolt is locked closed by a pin pushed forward by the safety into a hole in the base of the bolt
handle.The trigger is a common double-stage military type. The long first stage of the pull moves
the sear almost all the way off the cocking piece, the final short pull fully releasing it. An added
safety feature, built into the sear, is a pin projecting upward through a hole in the receiver. Only
when the bolt is fully closed, which places a notch cut into the body of the bolt directly over the
pin, can the trigger be pulled to release the striker.The action is held in the stock by two guard
screws, one at either end of the action, passing through holes in the trigger guard plate. Stock
bushings, through which the guard screws pass, provide proper spacing between trigger guard
and receiver. The magazine box is a separate unit fabricated by riveting two flat thin pieces of
sheet steel, which form the sides, to the thicker ends. The top of the front end projects up into
the magazine-opening well to become part of the loading ramp. The magazine box is securely
positioned between the trigger guard and receiver, and is partly recessed into these parts. The
magazine-well opening in the bottom of the receiver is milled to leave lips for holding the
cartridges in place in the magazine. The milled steel floorplate, detachable from the trigger
guard, is held in place by projecting lips engaging recesses in the trigger guard, and is secured
by a small spring-loaded latch in the guard just to the rear of the magazine box opening.
Depressing this latch with a pointed tool, through a hole in the rear of the floorplate, allows the
latter to be moved back and released.Model 1917 Enfield action open.Top side view of Model
1917 Enfield action.Left side view of Model 1917 Enfield action.The trigger-guard bow is egg
shaped, the opening larger in front. The face of the curved trigger is grooved. The milled
magazine follower and the follower spring are the conventional Mauser type. The magazine
holds six cartridges in a staggered column. When the magazine is empty the follower rises in
front of the bolt, when the action is opened, preventing the bolt from being closed. All action
parts are made of steel; there are no stampings.DisassemblyTo remove the bolt, grasp the front
edge of the bolt-stop with the thumb, swing it outward, raise the bolt handle and pull the bolt out.
To remove the floorplate, insert a pointed tool into the hole in the rear of the plate, depress the
tool while at same time pulling it to the rear. This releases the floorplate, follower spring and
follower.To remove the barrel and action from the stock, first remove the upper and middle barrel
bands and handguard, then remove the front and rear guard screws. Lift the barrel and receiver
from stock, then pull out the trigger guard. The barrel is threaded very tightly into the receiver
and no attempt should be made to remove it unless proper equipment is on hand.Disassemble
the bolt by grasping the bolt body in the right hand and, with a tool (such as a small screwdriver)
in the other hand, pull the cocking piece back, rotating it and the bolt sleeve counterclockwise
about one-half turn. Unscrew the bolt sleeve further until the cocking piece drops down, then
repeat the process until the entire striker assembly is removed.To disassemble the striker
mechanism, place the firing pin tip on a hard surface and grasp the bolt sleeve very firmly; pull
the bolt sleeve down as far as it will go, then turn the cocking piece one-quarter turn in either
direction and lift it off.To remove the extractor, turn it on the bolt to cover the gas-escape vents,



then push it forward to disengage it from the extractor collar. The collar can then be spread apart
and removed from the bolt.Turn out the bolt-stop screw and remove the bolt-stop assembly.
Push out the sear pin and remove the trigger/sear assembly. With a small screwdriver turn out
the safety-lock holder screw and remove the holder. Swing the safety back, then pull the safety
out, after which the safety lock plunger and spring can be removed. Reassemble in reverse
order. In reassembling the safety, first insert the safety lock plunger spring, then the lock plunger
into the hole in the receiver. Using a screwdriver, turn the lock plunger so its V surface is in line
with the hole, then push the lock plunger forward and, at the same time, firmly grasp the front
end of the plunger with a pliers. While holding it, remove the screwdriver, insert the safety and
release the pliers.To assemble the bolt-stop, with the bolt forward and the handle raised, lay the
action on a bench with the left side up. Position the bolt-stop spring rest on the receiver. Insert
the ejector in the bolt-stop then insert the bolt-stop spring, pressing the hooked end of this
spring into the front end of the bolt-stop until it is level with the latter. Position the assembled bolt-
stop in place on the receiver, turning the rest to align the groove for the bolt-stop spring. Using a
screwdriver handle or similar tool, firmly press the rear end of the bolt-stop against the receiver,
then insert and turn in the bolt-stop screw.Close-up of rear part of Model 1917 Enfield action
showing how bolt handle forms safety lug by engaging a deep notch in the receiver
(arrow).Strong and Weak PointsThe only really weak part in this action is the ejector. It is a leaf
spring which usually breaks off and leaves the ejector useless.Not a design fault, but rather a
construction fault, is that some of the 1917 receivers develop hairline cracks. By no means a
common occurrence, it is common enough to be of some concern to owners of these actions.
The cracks usually appear some place around the receiver ring, often starting at the front edge
of the receiver and extending rearward in an erratic pattern. Although Winchester and
Remington receivers have been found with cracks, the Eddystone-made receivers are by far the
most frequent offenders. It is believed that many of these receivers were given a faulty heat-
treatment, the metal thereby becoming too hard and brittle. Not easily spotted, the cracks are
most often detected when the action is polished and reblued. They can often be detected with
the naked eye, or by carefully examining the receiver ring with a hand magnifier.Another good
way to detect cracks is to dunk the receiver in gasoline for a moment. If a crack (or cracks) is
present, the gasoline will seep from it after the rest of the receiver has dried. Cracked receivers
are generally not repairable, so they should not be used.While cracks may well be the result of
improper heat treatment, they’re most frequently found on receivers from which the original
barrel has been removed. Barrels were fitted extremely tight in these actions, some tighter than
others. It is possible that some of the receivers cracked when the barrels were originally
installed, but I believe most of the cracks occur when the original very tight barrel is removed, for
unscrewing a tight barrel puts a lot of strain on the receiver.The cock-on-closing feature is often
considered poor design, but that’s a matter of opinion. I’ve fired many shots through these
actions, but I’ve never found this feature objectionable, certainly not to the point where I would
spend time and money to change it.Others have condemned the long striker fall, the seemingly



slow lock time, but again I’ve had no occasion to complain about it. The same goes for the
double-stage trigger pull which, if one learns to use it, is almost without fault. At any rate, if any of
these features are objectionable there are accessories commercially available to change them.
Several firms make single-stage trigger mechanisms for this rifle while two firms make speed-
lock and cock-on-opening firing mechanisms.If it is desired to incorporate all these changes,
then installing the complete Dayton-Traister trigger and speed-lock mechanisms seems to be
the best solution.Round-nosed bullets pose a feeding problem, and many cures have been tried.
The simplest method is to install a device, the Tru-Feed Kit, made by Dayton- Traister.Although
I’ve fired several thousand shots with rifles based on the 1917 Enfield action I never experienced
a ruptured case head or primer, which might have allowed powder gases to get into the action.
Had a serious rupture occurred, I most likely would have got some of this gas in my face, for the
design doesn’t allow much gas escape through the action other than toward the rear. Drilling a
hole in the left receiver wall, opposite the rear vent hole in the bolt, would have helped.
Eliminating the two grooves on the striker shoulder would also have helped stop any gases
passing back along the mainspring to escape past the cocking piece, and would instead, tend to
deflect the gases out of the vent hole in the bolt at this point.Gunsmithing the 1917
EnfieldBesides installing the above mentioned accessories, the 19l7 Enfield action can be
“gunsmithed” no end.Through the years these rifles were available a great many articles were
written on their remodeling and conversion, and all of the major gunsmithing books have
covered the subject in detail, so I’ll just skim over this part.Underside of Model 1917 Enfield bolt
showing: (A) extractor, (B) dual-opposed locking lugs, (C) two gas-escape holes.The unsightly
part of this action is the receiver bridge and the protruding sight ears. Removing these ears and
rounding the bridge is generally the first thing the amateur gunsmith wants to change. The usual
instructions suggest grinding the bridge down to be the same contour as the receiver ring, which
is OK—but that still leaves a lot of metal where it is not needed. Top scope mounts for the
remodeled 1917 Enfield are usually made for a rear bridge that’s the same diameter as the front
ring. Be this as it may, I much prefer to grind the bridge down much lower, or to duplicate the
bridge on the FN Mauser action, which permits using mounts recommended for that action. At
the same time I like to remove all metal directly over the base of the bolt handle, as well as
removing metal occupied by the bolt-stop spring rest, leaving only about a ” metal ledge directly
behind the bolt-stop. The rear end of the bolt-stop spring can be heated and bent down to ride
on this ledge after cutting a bit off the end of the spring. All this eliminates considerable weight
and the entire action looks much trimmer. The bridge can be further trimmed to eliminate the clip
guide slots.The author’s “Baby Enfield” action and the rifle built around it.Yes, this action was
once a full-sized 1917 Enfield. It is now just 7.25” long and weighs 2 pounds. Customizing
consisted of cutting a section out of the receiver and bolt and welding the sections together
again, making and fitting a new bolt handle, removing the safety parts and these alterations: the
tang where the safety was located; the receiver bridge to FN Mauser contour; the bolt-stop; the
bolt sleeve; the bolt and cocking piece so the striker cocks on opening, and making and



installing an adjustable single-stage trigger mechanism. (Above) The “Baby Enfield” rifle
chambered for the 219 Improved Zipper cartridge. The 22” barrel has a .224” groove diameter
and a 1:14” rifling twist, a muzzle diameter of .700 ” and weight 3 lbs., 6 oz. The trim walnut stock
weighs just 30 oz. and, with the Lyman 5A scope, the complete rifle tips and scales at 8 pounds.
This rifle, highly accurate, has accounted for many varmints since it was made in 1942.If one
doesn’t like the 1917’s “dog leg” bolt handle, it can be heated and straightened out and, with
some filing, it can be made to look like the old 720 Remington bolt handle. Or a new bolt handle
can be lathe-made and welded on in place of the original.Another odd feature of this action is
the crooked front end of the trigger guard plate; unless this is changed the rifle will have a
definite belly. Usual practice is to straighten the guard plate by cutting off the front tang, welding
it back on and dressing it down so it is straight with the rest of the guard plate. After this the
magazine box is cut down so the original front guard screw can be used again. This reduces
magazine capacity to five. So far as I know, no firm has ever made a replacement hinged
floorplate/magazine/ trigger guard for the 1917 Enfield rifle, but a Model 1903 Springfield guard
can be installed. If this is done the stock can be made as slim around the action as on the
Springfield.Springfield guard screw hole spacing is not correct for the Enfield action, but can be
best taken care of by filling the rear guard screw hole with weld and drilling a new hole slightly
farther to the rear.Most Enfield receivers have a deep oblong recess milled in the top of the
bridge, rather unsightly looking on a finished sporter. After the sight ears have been removed
and the bridge dressed down nearly to the desired point, this recess can be filled. A simple
method is to use glass bedding compound dyed blue/black. If the inside of the recess is cleaned
thoroughly and the sides nicked a bit, the compound will become a permanent part of the
receiver. To advance this idea a bit further, a piece of steel can be concealed in the compound in
case an extra scope mount screw hole is needed in this area. The recess could also be filled
with steel weld; preferably this should be done by partly filling the recess with a piece of steel
and then filling in with electric weld.RebarrelingThe 1917 Enfield was made for the 30-06
cartridge, consequently it is equally suitable for other cartridges of 30-06 length and head
diameter. Therefore no changes need be made in this action when rebarreled to commercial
cartridges such as the 25-06, 270, 280, and 35 Whelen. This action is also most suitable for
cartridges slightly shorter than the 30-06, and without any changes it can handle the 6mm, 257
Roberts, 6.5x57, 7x57mm, 8x57mm and 9x57mm.Even such shorter cartridges as the 243 or
308 will usually feed quite well from the magazine into the chamber. The rear and/or the front of
the magazine box could be blocked off for the shorter cartridges but this is not usually necessary
unless 100 percent flawless feeding is required.After enlarging the recess in the bolt face and
shortening the extractor hook, this action is quite ideal for the family of short belted magnum
cartridges, such as the 264, 7mm, 300, 338 and 458 Magnums. If, in addition to the bolt face
alteration, the magazine is made longer, this action is also suitable for the longer belted magnum
cartridges—the 300 and 375 H&H Magnums and others. It is, however, always necessary to file
down the magazine-well lips to make the magazine well wider when used with belted magnums.



I’ve used the 1917 Enfield action for a wide variety of cartridges, from the 22-250 to the 450
Magnum, but because it is a big action I consider it best for such big bore heavy-recoiling
cartridges as the 35 Whelen, 338 Magnum and 458 Magnum.Although it has been nearly 50
years since the two million-plus 1917 actions and rifles were made, they are still very
common.1917 U.S. Enfield(Uses .30-06 cartridges)General SpecificationsType . . . . . . . . .Turn-
bolt repeater.Receiver . . . . . .One-piece machined steel forging with non-slotted bridge. Stripper
clip guide milled in bridge.Bolt . . . . . . . . . .One-piece with dual-opposed forward locking lugs.
Base of bolt handle acts as a safety lug. Low-profile bolt handle will clear low-mounted
scopes.Ignition . . . . . . . .One-piece firing pin, coil mainspring and cocking piece. Cocks on
closing.Magazine . . . . .Staggered-column non-detachable five-shot box magazine. Detachable
floorplate.Trigger . . . . . . .Non-adjustable, double-stage military type pull.Safety . . . . . . . .Right-
side rotary type, about 160° swing. Locks striker and bolt when swung
rearward.Extractor . . . . . .One-piece non-rotating spring type attached to bolt body by a
collar.Bolt-stop . . . . . .Separate, hinged to left rear of receiver. Stops rearward bolt travel by
contacting left locking lug.Ejector . . . . . . .Swinging type in bolt stop housing.Part IIPattern 14
EnfieldCHRONOLOGICALLY this part should precede the 1917 Enfield but since the P-14
action and rifle aren’t nearly as important to the average reader, I’ve given them a second
place.For a detailed review of the history and development of the British P-14, I suggest readers
get The Lee-Enfield Rifle, by E.G.B. Reynolds, and read Chapter 11.Briefly, the British became
interested about 1910 in adopting a different military cartridge and a new shoulder arm to
replace the old 303 British cartridge and the two-piece stocked Lee-Enfield rifle.The cartridge
favored was of 276-caliber in a rimless bottlenecked case. The Small Arms Committee which
had supervised development recommended the new rifle be based on a Mauser-type turnbolt
action, and made similar to the 1903 Springfield. The trial rifle was developed by Royal Small
Arms Factory at Enfield Lock, Middlesex, England. After some testing, in competition with other
rifles, the Enfield rifles showed promise. It was decided that 1000 of these rifles he made and
thoroughly tested before making any final decision on the rifle or cartridge. This was in 1913, and
the arm was named “Rifle, Enfield, Caliber .276, Pattern of 1913.”The 1000 Pattern 13 rifles were
manufactured at Enfield and distributed to various British troops for extensive testing. The 276
cartridge did not perform as expected, metal fouling being the major problem. Some minor faults
found in the rifle were easily corrected, and after the trials the Enfield plant made up six new
rifles without these faults. It was now 1914. England had got involved in World War I, so all
further experiments and trials of the 276 were dropped.However, the British had developed a
good rifle, and they were in desperate need of many rifles to arm their troops. The British
arsenals were still tooled up to make the Lee-Enfield rifles in quantity, so it was decided to retain
this arm, and have the new rifles, chambered for the 303 British cartridge, made elsewhere. It
was thus that the British awarded contracts to the three U.S. firms to make the new Enfield. This
was in 1914, and the new rifle then became known as the Model (or Pattern) 1914 Enfield.The
three firms were Winchester, Remington and Eddystone. During 1915, 1916 and 1917



Winchester made about 245,866 rifles for England, Eddystone made about 450,000 and
Remington probably made more. In March of 1917, shortly before the British contract was
canceled, Remington made up to 61,000 P-l4 rifles in that one month alone.Pattern (P-14) 1914
Enfield action made for the 303 British cartridge. Note the two grooves in the side of the
magazine box, grooves which produce ridges inside the box, and which are needed for the
rimmed 303 British cartridge.The Pattern 14 (P-14) ActionThe P-14 Enfield action is essentially
like the 1917 Enfield except that it is made to handle the rimmed 303 British cartridge.Here are
the specifications of the P-14 action which differ from the 1917 Enfield action.Bolt face
recess:Dia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..545”Depth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..60”Magazine box
length . . . . . . . . .3.06 ”Receiver well opening:Length . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3.135 ”Front
width . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..555”Rear width . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..610”The parts that are different are the
receiver, bolt, magazine box, follower, ejector and extractor.The P-14 receiver differs in having a
wider magazine-well opening, milled to hold and guide the 303 British round. The P-14 bolt had
a larger diameter cartridge head recess, and a left locking lug with a rounded front end.The
extractor has a narrow hook and this hook is well beveled so that the extractor will easily slip
over the rim of a cartridge that is chambered ahead of the extractor. The P-14 ejector is longer
than the Model 1917 ejector, and the P-14 receiver has a longer ejector slot to accommodate
it.The biggest difference between these two actions is in the magazine box and follower. The
P-14 magazine box has sides made of heavy gauge sheet metal into which grooves are pressed
to form rounded ridges in the rear of the box guide and hold the cartridges by their rims, and in
loading the 303 British rounds into the magazine in the normal way their rims slide to the rear of
these ridges. The rear ridges as well as the rear wall of the magazine box, angle slightly to the
rear, and as more than one cartridge is pressed into the magazine each preceeding cartridge
moves back a little so that the rim of the succeeding one will be ahead of the one below it. This
does a lot to help eliminate the problem of incorrect overlapping of the cartridge rims to prevent
feeding jams. The rear ridges also hold the cartridges securely in the magazine so that they
cannot move forward when the rifle recoils and thus protecting the points of the bullets. The
second ridges are near the center of the magazine box and these merely position and hold the
cartridges away from the side walls so that the bullets in the cartridges are pointed to feed
correctly.The P-14 follower has a rib along its left side to stagger the cartridges in the magazine,
and this rib is square in back to halt the forward movement of the bolt when the magazine is
empty, but it differs from the Model 1917 follower in that its right front groove curves upward to
properly guide the last cartridge in the magazine so its bullet will clear the loading ramp as it is
fed out.The P-14 action will handle the 30-40 Krag cartridge as well as the 303 British. Since it is
a very strong action it would be ideal for rebarreling to any wildcat cartridge based on the 303
British or 30-40 Krag case, such as the 22/303, 22/4000 Krag, 25/303, 25 Krag, 25 Krag
Improved and 35 Krag.Bolt head of the 1917 (right) and the P-14 Enfield (left). Note extractor
hook and left locking lug.Stoeger Arms Corp. once sold (about 1939) a double-set trigger
mechanism especially made for the P-14 Enfield.While the P-14 bolt face and extractor are



correct for the 300 H&H belted magnum head size, the magazine is too short to handle any of
the popular commercial and wildcat cartridges based on this case. However, by substituting the
1917 magazine box and follower it will handle most of these cartridges, and thus be ideal for
rebarreling to such short belted magnums as the 264, 7mm, 300, 308 Norma and others. The
magazine well and guide lips usually need some work to obtain perfect feeding.Since the time
P.O. Ackley first popularized the “improved” cartridge rechamberings, one which responded
favorably to this treatment was the 303 British.After the standard 303 British cases are fire
formed (blown-out) by firing them in the “improved” chamber, careful handloading can result in
considerably higher velocity.There are a number of rifles chambered for the 303 British
cartridge, but the P-14 is the only bolt-action rifle for which the 303 British Improved
rechambering can be recommended, because it is a strong action and can safely handle
pressures higher than the factory loaded 303 British cartridge normally develops. The
“improved” rechambering is a simple job, and it offers the handloader more energy and velocity
than the factory load can deliver.P-14 actions are fully as strong and safe as the 1917 Enfield
actions and, as with the 1917s, those with the Remington and Winchester names are preferred
over the Eddystones. Because the 303 British cartridge has long been very popular in Canada,
the P-14s have also been popular there; a great many of them were remodeled and sporterized
for big game hunting. The P-14 rifle can be so treated just like the 1917 Enfields, and the
illustration of the Remington Models 30, 30S and 720 show what can be done with either rifle.It
was good news when in the early 1990s a large quantity of P-14 rifles were unearthed and made
available again from a couple of surplus arms dealers. I obtained one for its action, shortened it
and modified it to be used as a single shot. I have not as yet chosen a cartridge for it but most
likely it will be the 219 Donaldson Wasp.FrenchMilitary Turnbolts FdHFrench Model 1886/93
Lebel rifle chambered for the 8mm Lebel cartridge, has two-piece stock and a tubular magazine
under the barrel in the forend.THE FIRST IMPORTANT metallic cartridge shoulder arm adopted
by France was the Model 1874 Gras single shot rifle— developed by General Basile Gras
(1836-1901) of the French Army. This turnbolt arm evolved from the bolt-action breech-loading
Model 1866 Chassepot needle-fire rifle, so called because the firing pin was needle-like to
penetrate the self-consuming paper or linen cartridge, and strike the priming mixture positioned
at the base of the bullet. The Gras rifle was chambered for the 11x59R French Gras centerfire
cartridge, developed and adopted with the Gras rifle in 1874. Usually called the 11mm Gras, this
cartridge is very similar to, but not interchangeable with, such other 43-caliber cartridges of the
same period as the 11mm Mauser, 11mm Murata and 11mm Werndl. The Gras rifles (there were
three principal versions having barrels of different lengths) were widely used in countries other
than France.Unlike some other 11mm foreign military arms, Gras rifles never were
commonplace in the United States. Even before the Model 1874 Gras rifle was officially
adopted, France converted many of her older M1866 Chassepot needle-fire rifles to the Gras
system to handle an 11mm self-contained cartridge.The Gras rifle had a very simple action. The
bolt was locked in the receiver by the heavy base of the bolt handle engaging in front of the



receiver bridge. The extractor was fitted in the separate bolt head. The action cocked by lifting
the bolt handle. There were two notches under the cocking piece and a checkered thumbpiece
depression on top that positioned the striker at “half-cock.” It had no safety. The stock was of one-
piece construction. Gras rifles, of value only to military arms collectors, are quite scarce today in
original and very good condition.The Kropatschek RifleAfter the single shot Gras was in
production for a few years, there was a growing demand for a repeating rifle. An Austrian
inventor named Alfred Kropatschek worked out a method to make the Gras rifle into a repeater.
France adopted his system about 1878, and it became known as the Model 1878 Gras-
Kropatschek. The repeating mechanism consisted of a Henry-type tubular magazine in the
forend, under the barrel, and a pivoting cartridge carrier positioned under an opening in the
bottom of the receiver. The magazine was loaded by pushing the cartridges into it through the
opened action. On closing the bolt, the carrier would tip down, allowing one cartridge to move
back onto the carrier platform. On opening the action the bolt would tip the carrier up, placing the
nose of the cartridge in line with the chamber. On closing the bolt, the cartridge would be pushed
into the chamber and the carrier depressed again to pick up another round. Gras-Kropatschek
rifles were used largely by the French Navy. Like the Gras rifle, the Gras-Kropatschek rifles had a
one-piece stock. They are quite rare and are prized by arms collectors.The Lebel RifleThe
original Gras rifle and the Gras-Kropatschek repeater were soon obsoleted by improved rifle and
cartridge designs. In France, a commission was set up to develop a new rifle and cartridge.
Headed by General Tramond of the French Army, Colonel Nicolas Lebel was one of the other
leading men on this board. The result of their efforts was the adoption of a new rifle and cartridge
in 1886.Actually, the new rifle was merely an improvement of the Gras-Kropatschek rifle. The
cartridge, however, was really new; it was the first relatively small-bore smokeless powder
cartridge to be adopted by any world power. Lebel is credited with being largely responsible for
developing this cartridge, and on this account it was named after him. He probably had a hand in
the design improvements of the rifle too (some sources refer to the “Lebel System”), but the rifle
bore his name largely because of the cartridge. At any rate, the cartridge is now universally
known as the 8mm Lebel, and the rifle as the French 8mm Model 1886 Lebel, or variations
thereof.Actually, the Lebel action is a major “beef-up” job on the Gras-Kropatschek. The changes
consisted mainly of providing a boxlike receiver to house the action parts, incorporating dual-
opposed locking lugs on the bolt head, and making the receiver accordingly. This made the
action much stronger to handle the more powerful 8mm Lebel cartridge.The Lebel receiver is a
long box-like housing. The barrel is threaded into the top front of this housing. The separate
forend containing the magazine tube is attached to the barrel by two bands and a hook at the
rear of the magazine tube—engaging a recess in the front of the receiver. The separate
buttstock is attached to the rear of the receiver by two tang screws. One of these screws
connects the separate lower tang to the upper tang (an integral part of the receiver) while the
second screw passes through a plate inletted into the bottom of the stock grip and threads into
the upper tang.The top of the receiver is bored and milled to accept the bolt assembly and



provide one opening for loading and another below the bolt for the carrier. The bolt handle and
its heavy rectangular base are integral parts of the bolt, positioned about midway on the bolt
body. The receiver bridge is slotted to allow passage of the bolt handle.Top view of the French
Lebel action.When the bolt is locked, the heavy bolt handle base becomes the safety lug ahead
of, but not contacting, the right wall of the bridge. At the front of the bolt body, in line with the bolt
handle base, is another heavy rectangular lug. The separate bolt head has a stem which fits into
the front of the bolt body. A heavy stud screw, threaded into this forward lug and extending into a
hole in the stem of the bolt head, holds the head to the body so it can rotate with the bolt.The
locking lugs are positioned on the forward end of the bolt head. When the bolt is locked the
locking lugs are horizontal—just as the Russian Model 1891 Moisin-Nagant. The left (lower)
locking lug contacts the cartridge carrier to tip it up and halt the rearward travel of the bolt when
the bolt is opened. The extractor is mortised into the bolt head. The face of the bolt head is
recessed for the cartridge rim.The firing mechanism—firing pin, mainspring, cocking piece and
firing pin button—is essentially like that in the Berthier action to be described later.The feeding
and trigger mechanisms of the Lebel rifle are not attached to the receiver, but rather to the
carrier plate which closes the bottom of the receiver. The trigger guard, combined with the lower
tang, is attached to this plate with a screw. The entire assembly is held in the receiver by a lip at
the front of the carrier plate engaging in a groove in the receiver, and by one screw through the
rear of the receiver.The sear is pivoted and attached to the upright projection on the carrier plate
on the pivot axis of the magazine cutoff lever. The trigger pivots on the sear via a pin. A V-type
spring compressed between the sear and the carrier plate tensions the sear.The cartridge
carrier is also held in place by, and pivots on, the axis of the magazine cutoff lever. The carrier is
tensioned to keep it either in the up or down position by a lever and a flat spring. The front end of
this pivoting lever also functions as the cartridge stop at the magazine tube opening. The carrier
is tipped up when the bolt is opened by the lower locking lug contacting a lug on the rear of the
carrier. It is tipped down when the bolt is closed (and locked) by the base of the bolt handle
depressing a lever linked to the carrier.The checkered round button of the L-shaped magazine
cutoff extends to the bottom rear edge of the receiver housing. Swinging this button forward
disengages the carrier-depressing lever so that the carrier remains in the tipped-up position
when the action is opened. The rifle can then be conveniently loaded and used as a single shot
while cartridges in the magazine are held in reserve.The M86 Lebel action (as well as the rifle)
underwent some changes to improve it; the result was designated the Model 1886/93—
presumably, the changes were adopted in 1893. The M86 receiver was made with a long
forward extension into which the barrel was threaded. This extension, called the barrel reinforce,
accounts for the extra length of this receiver when compared to the M86/93 receiver, as shown
in the specification chart. The bolt head to bolt body junction on the M86/93 was strengthened
by the addition of a separate collar and lug between these two parts. The latter action was also
made safer by having a small gas vent hole in the bolt head, plus other minor changes. These
various improvements made the M86/93 action considerably stronger and more reliable than the



M86. M86/93 rifles are usually marked to indicate the 1893 changes by Modele 86/93 or M 93
stamped on the left side of the receiver.French Lebel action.The caliber designation was not
stamped on the Lebel rifles. They were serial numbered, however, with the full number usually
stamped on the bolt handle base, barrel breech, receiver and carrier plate— last two digits of
this number were stamped sights. It is one of the shoulder arms used by the French army during
WWII, indicating the reluctance of France to discard old rifles.Lebel rifles were not very
satisfactory militarily; the tubular magazine could not be loaded quickly and it could be
dangerous if loaded with spitzer-point bulleted ammunition.Quite to my surprise, on taking apart
the Lebel rifle (illustrated) I found the entire rifle well made. The action parts were very nicely
finished, fitted and polished. In fact, parts like the springs, levers, sear and some bolt parts were
flawlessly polished. While the design of the action and rifle can be criticized, quality
workmanship is evident, especially in the action.All true French rifles are much more common in
the United States than are the body. Turn the firing pin button so its slot aligns with the notch in
the rear of the thumbpiece on the cocking piece. Grasp the bolt and cocking piece firmly and,
placing the firing pin tip on a hard surface, press down on the bolt until the firing pin button clears
the cocking piece and can be slipped off to one side. The firing pin and mainspring can now be
removed. Reassemble in reverse order.To remove the carrier plate assembly, remove the rear
tang screw and the carrier plate screw from the left side of the receiver and, grasping the trigger
guard bow, pull the assembly out of the receiver. The buttstock can now be removed by turning
out the front tang screw. Take off the forend by removing the two barrel bands, depressing the
magazine follower with a finger from inside on some of the other important parts. Various
inspector’s arsenal and proof marks are stamped on the breech end of the barrel, receiver and
bolt. Date of manufacture (year) is usually stamped on the breech end of the barrel, as
well.French Lebel action, open.Lebel ModelsThere were three principal models of the Lebel: 1)
the 1886 rifle has a 31.4” barrel, is 51.3” overall and weighs about 9.3 pounds; 2) the 1886/93
rifle has the same specifications as the 1886, but has the improved action; and 3) the 1886/93
R35 carbine has a 17.7 ” barrel, is about 37.65” overall and weighs about 7.84 pounds. The
carbine is merely a modification of the Model 1886/93 rifle— shorter barrel, forend and
magazine tube holding only three cartridges, and different French Gras and Gras-Kropatschek
rifles. The Lebel rifles are of more value and interest to the collector than to anyone.Takedown
and Assembly/LebelTo remove the bolt, raise bolt handle and pull the bolt back about halfway.
Turn the large-headed screw out of the forward bolt lug, turn the bolt head one-quarter turn
clockwise and, while holding the bolt head, pull the bolt from the receiver. The bolt head can
then be removed. Reassemble in reverse order.To disassemble the bolt, remove the extractor by
raising the hook end with a screwdriver, then drive the extractor to the rear. To remove the firing
mechanism from the bolt, first rotate the cocking piece counterclockwise so it falls against the
bolt the receiver, and then lifting the front of the forend away from the barrel until it is free.
Reassemble in reverse order.To remove the carrier plate assembly, remove the rear tang screw
and the carrier plate screw from the left side of the receiver and, grasping the trigger guard bow,



pull the assembly out of the receiver. The buttstock can now be removed by turning out the front
tang screw. Take off the forend by removing the two barrel bands, depressing the magazine
follower with a finger from inside the receiver, and then lifting the front of the forend away from
the barrel until it is free. Reassemble in reverse order.Disassemble the trigger and carrier
mechanism as follows: remove the screw from the right side of the carrier plate which aligns with
the bottom leaf of the trigger spring and, using pliers, pinch the spring together, pull it to the right
and remove.Remove the screw from the left front of the carrier plate and remove the magazine
cutoff spring and carrier lever spring; with the magazine cutoff button straight down, lift it out.
The cartridge carrier, sear and carrier lever (cartridge stop) can now be removed and separated.
Drive out the trigger pin to remove the trigger from the sear. Turn out the carrier lever spring
screw to separate it from the carrier lever. Remove the trigger guard front screw and drive the
guard rearward to separate it from the carrier plate. Reassemble in reverse order.French Lebel
M1886 and 1886/93(Uses 8mm Lebel cartridges)General SpecificationsType . . . . . . . . .Turnbolt
repeater.Receiver . . . . . .One-piece machined steel forging with integral upper tang. Slotted
bridge. Lower tang/trigger guard separate part fastened to receiver with screw. Made for two-
piece stock.Bolt . . . . . . . . . .Two-piece with dual-opposed locking lugs on separate bolt head.
Base of bolt handle is safety lug.Ignition . . . . . . .One-piece firing pin powered by coil mainspring.
Cocks on opening bolt.Magazine . . . . .Tubular magazine in fore-end loaded through opened
acton. Eight-shot capacity for rifle.Trigger . . . . . . .Non-adjustable, double-stage military
pull.Safety . . . . . . . .None provided.Extractor . . . . . .One-piece spring type mortised into the bolt
head.Magazine cutoff Lever type positioned at rear right side of receiver.Bolt-stop . . . . . .No
separate bolt stop; see text.Ejector . . . . . . .Stud screw threaded into the left receiver wall.Lebel
rifles, as well as the Berthier and MAS rifles described later, have two types of screws. The main
screws that are removed for field-stripping (bolt head, trigger guard, magazine housing and
carrier plate screws) are slotted so they can be removed with a screwdriver or similar tool.
Practically all other screws are unslotted and require special two-pronged screwdrivers to
remove them.The Berthier RifleThe Lebel design was soon superseded by another, and similar,
turnbolt system. M. Berthier, a Frenchman and an officer of the Algerian Railway Company,
adapted a Mannlicher-type magazine to the Lebel 8mm rifle, eliminating the unsatisfactory
tubular magazine. The main changes were as follows: 1) the “housing” type receiver was made
more like a conventional receiver; 2) cartridge-carrier mechanism and tubular magazine were
replaced by a single-column magazine under the receiver, making it largely a separate part of
the action; 3) the two-piece stock was replaced by a one-piece design; 4) relocating the dual-
opposed locking lugs on the bolt head so that they are vertical when the bolt is locked, and the
receiver machined accordingly.French Berthier action with five-shot magazine.A carbine form of
the new design was adopted in 1890, chambered for the 8mm Lebel cartridge. In time, various
rifles and carbines were developed around the Berthier action, these becoming the standard
French shoulder weapon in both World Wars. By far the most common French military rifle, it is
one of the few foreign arms that appeared on the surplus market after both wars. Remington



made several thousand “Lebels” for France during WW I which were never delivered; these were
the first ones offered on the U.S. market.The Berthier rifles and carbines have long been known
as “8mm Lebel” rifles, perhaps because they’re chambered for the 8mm Lebel cartridge, but the
correct designation is the “Berthier.” In any case, the French rifle discussed here has a single-
column Mannlicher-type magazine.In the 1920s and ’30s many of these rifles were imported and
sold at very low prices and they became the first French rifles to be sporterized. In the 1930s
Stoeger offered a sporter stock for it, and other commercial stockmaking firms followed suit.
Although most firearms experts and gun writers dismiss this action as being wholly
unsatisfactory for a hunting rifle, the fact is that many of them have been remodeled in years
past.The Berthier ActionThe receiver is machined from a one-piece steel forging. The barrel is
securely threaded into the receiver. The V-type threads are right hand. The barrel breech is
slightly coned and part of its circumference is beveled for the extractor. The receiver bridge is
slotted to allow passage of the bolt handle. The right wall of the receiver is partially cut away for
loading and allows the bolt to be turned down to the locked position. Raceways are milled inside
the left and right walls of the receiver for passage of the locking lugs. The raceways end abruptly
inside the bridge. The magazine well opening is milled from the bottom of the receiver to allow
insertion of the clip and cartridges. The cartridge loading ramp begins at a point about midway in
this opening, narrowing toward the front and sloping upward to guide the cartridges into the
chamber.Bolt head of the Berthier bolt showing: (A) dual-opposed locking lugs, (B) ejector slot,
(C) extractor and (D) bolt guide lug and screw.Berthier action, open.There is no recoil lug as
such, but a slotted lug under the receiver ring is fitted with a cross pin to engage the front end of
the magazine wall. Two flat surfaces at the rear tang junction take up most of the recoil, but other
parts of the receiver and trigger guard also absorb some recoil and prevent the action from
moving back in the stock.The magazine shell is attached to the trigger guard by two screws. The
follower assembly (follower arm, follower plate, two flat springs and a screw) is positioned by
and pivots on, a screw in the front of the shell. The front part of the trigger guard provides a
housing in which the clip latch and trigger are fastened—a single V-spring tensions both parts.
The top of this housing extends into the bottom of the receiver and is attached by a screw
passing through the receiver and the housing. The receiver and the magazine/trigger guard are
held together in the stock by this screw, the hook on the front of the magazine shell engaging the
receiver and the two guard screws which connect the rear of the trigger guard to the
receiver.The trigger let-off is the usual double-stage type. The Berthier trigger, like that of most
other French military rifles, is practically straight and extends into the guard bow like a peg or
stick.There were several variations in the Berthier magazines—all required a clip. The cartridges
are first placed in the clip, then the clip and cartridges are inserted into the magazine through the
top of the open action. When fully inserted, the clip latch holds the clip and cartridges down
against the pressure of the follower. After the last cartridge is fed from the clip, the clip drops free
from the bottom of the magazine.Left side of the French Berthier action.Most early Berthier rifles
had a three-shot magazine capacity, with the rear bottom part of the magazine open for the



empty clip to drop free. Later, the magazine was modified to hold a clip of five cartridges. This
extended the magazine well below the trigger guard. The bottom shell or cover of this magazine
has a hinged cover plate to block the clip opening and retain the clip within the action after the
last cartridge is fed from it. The cover plate can be opened, allowing the clip to fall out. Many
Berthiers were made for the five-shot clip, while many three-shot rifles were later converted to
the five-shot system.The bolt assembly, rather complex, has a separate head with dual-locking
lugs at the front; neither lug is slotted. The simple hook spring-extractor is dovetailed into a slot
cut into the bolt head. The bolt face, recessed for the cartridge rim, is cut only for the extractor
and ejector.The bolt handle has a heavy rectangular base which appears to be an integral part
of the bolt body. When the bolt is locked, this heavy base is in front of the receiver bridge and
becomes the safety lug. On the front of the bolt body, in line with the bolt handle base, is a heavy
lug which acts as a bolt guide. This lug extends forward of the bolt body and is notched to
engage over a small lug on the bolt head when it is in place. In addition, there is a large-headed
screw threaded through this lug and into a hole in the bolt head. The notch, lug and screw hold
the bolt head in place, preventing it from rotating on the bolt body.The bolt body is drilled from
the front to accept the coil mainspring and the one-piece firing pin. When the bolt head is in
place the mainspring is compressed between a shoulder on the firing pin and a collar in the rear
of the bolt body.The heavy cocking piece fits over the back end of the firing pin, which projects
from the bolt body. The firing pin is anchored within the cocking piece by a double hooked button
fitted in the rear of the cocking piece and engaging notches on the end of the firing pin. On top of
the cocking piece there is a heavy lug which fits the slot in the receiver bridge. Below this lug is a
cocking cam matching a notch in the bolt body. The action is cocked on lifting the bolt
handle.The Berthier action has no safety, no magazine cut-off, nor any separate bolt-stop. The
bolt stops when the locking lugs contact the ends of the lug raceways in the bridge. The ejector
is merely a small projection on top of the housing on the trigger guard which protrudes into a
groove in the bolt body and head.Top view of the Berthier action.French Model 1916 Berthier
rifle chambered for the 8mm Lebel cartridge.OperationTo load, raise the bolt handle and pull the
bolt back. Insert a fully- or partially-loaded clip into the opened action, pressing the cartridges
down until the clip latch has engaged the clip. Pushing the bolt forward moves the top cartridge
out of the clip into the chamber, allowing the follower to raise the next cartridge in the clip against
the bolt. Turning the bolt handle down locks the cartridge in the chamber and the action is
cocked. Pulling the trigger releases the firing mechanism, discharging the cartridge. On raising
the bolt handle, the striker is cocked and the fired case is cammed back when the front of the
bolt guide rib moves over the inclined surface of the receiver ring. Pulling the bolt back draws the
case from the chamber, ejecting it up and to the right. When the last cartridge is fed from the clip,
the clip is free to drop of its own weight, either falling from the magazine or when the hinged
cover plate is opened. To unload a full- or partially-loaded clip, open the bolt and slightly depress
the cartridges and clip while pressing the clip latch in the trigger guard. Releasing the pressure
on the cartridges allows the clip to rise and be pulled from the action.Takedown and AssemblyTo



remove the bolt, raise the bolt handle and pull the bolt about halfway back. With a large
screwdriver remove the large-headed screw from the bolt guide rib lug. Move the bolt until the
bolt head can be turned free from the bolt body, then pull the bolt to the rear and lift out the bolt
head. Reassemble in reverse order.To disassemble the firing mechanism, remove the bolt from
the action and rotate the cocking piece counterclockwise so it falls against the bolt body. Turn
the firing pin button so its slot aligns with the notch in the thumbpiece on the cocking piece.
Grasp the bolt and cocking piece firmly and, placing the firing pin tip on a hard surface, press
down on the bolt until the firing pin button clears the cocking piece and can be slipped off. The
firing pin and mainspring can then be pulled from the bolt. Reassemble in reverse order.To
remove barrel and action from the stock, remove the barrel bands from the forend. Remove the
screw from the right of the receiver bridge and the screw from the rear of the trigger guard, grasp
the trigger guard and pull it out of the stock. Remove the tang screw and lift the action and barrel
from the stock. All other parts can then be removed by turning out various screws and driving
pins from the receiver and magazine units. Reassemble in reverse order. The barrel should not
be unthreaded from the receiver unless absolutely necessary, and then only if the proper tools
are available.CommentsThe French Berthier rifles (there are many models and variations) were
rugged and serviceable military weapons and their long use has proved this. The action is strong
and safe enough for the 8mm Lebel cartridge. The rifles, provided the bore is in excellent
condition, are generally quite accurate. Feeding, ignition, extraction and ejection are positive and
reliable.All action parts are well made, generally, well-finished and smooth. No doubt good
steels were used in the manufacture and heat-treated where needed. All in all, Berthier rifles are
good.However, the Berthier action has a number of faults and undesirable features. The worst
feature is that a special clip must be used to fire the rifle as a repeater. Requiring the bolt to be
separated before it can be removed is also bad. The lack of a safety may also be highly
undesirable. The five-shot magazine projecting so far below the stock is never liked, and the
belly of the three-shot magazine is often disliked.Berthier MarkingsUsually the place of
manufacture and the model designation are stamped on the left side of the receiver, such as: St
Etienne Mle 1892.Since many Berthiers were “transformed” to another model at a later date, the
original model designation may not always be correct. The serial number is stamped at the base
of the bolt handle and breech end of the barrel. The date of manufacture (year) is usually
stamped on the breech end of the barrel as well, along with an assortment of inspector’s,
arsenal and proof marks. Sometimes there are two dates stamped on the barrel; the earliest
date probably indicating when the rifle was made originally and the later date perhaps showing
the year of “transformation.” The letters MAC, MAS or MAT are often stamped on the barrel.
These indicate the French arsenal where the rifle or barrel was made, or where it was rebuilt or
transformed. In each case, the letters MA stand for “Manufacture d’Armes,” and the last letter—
C, S or T—indicates the arsenal located at Chatellerault, St. Etienne or Tulle.French Berthier
Model 1890 (and later)(Uses 8mm Lebel cartridges)General
SpecificationsType . . . . . . . . .Turnbolt repeater.Receiver . . . . . .One-piece machined steel forging, 



slotted bridge. One-piece stock.Bolt . . . . . . . . . .Two-piece, dual-opposed forward locking lugs on 
separate bolt head. Base of the bolt handle is safety lug.Ignition . . . . . . . .One-piece firing pin
powered by coil mainspring. Cocks on opening bolt.Magazine . . . . .Single-column non-
detachable box magazine. Special clip required. Three- or five-shot capacity.Trigger . . . . . . .Non-
adjustable, double-stage military pull.Safety . . . . . . . .None provided.Extractor . . . . . .One-piece
spring type mortised into bolt head.Magazine cutoff None provided.Bolt-stop . . . . . .No separate
bolt-stop; see text.Ejector . . . . . . .Stud type, made as integral part of triggeThe 8mm Lebel
CartridgeThis cartridge was the first relatively small-bore smokeless powder rifle cartridge to be
adopted by a world power. In doing so, France led other countries by about two years. The 8mm
Lebel cartridge is based on a rimmed, bottlenecked case, with the case body having a double
taper. Although originally loaded with a full-jacketed flat-nosed bullet, for use in the tubular
magazine Lebel rifle, in 1898 it became the first military cartridge loaded with a spitzer-point
boattail bullet.During WW I, Remington contracted with France to make both rifles and
ammunition. As a result of contract cancellations after the war, a great many of these rifles
remained in the United States and were sold on the commercial market. Remington then loaded
sporting ammunition for these rifles until about 1964. Remington loaded 8mm Lebel sporting
ammo with a 170-grain softpoint bullet to a muzzle velocity of 2640 fps. At 200 yards the velocity
is 1960 fps, remaining energy 1450 foot pounds, while midrange trajectory over this range is
3.4”. This compares favorably with such more popular cartridges as 30-40, 303 British, 300
Savage and 8mm Mauser. Regardless of what I said about the French rifles chambered for the
8mm Lebel cartridge (to my knowledge no other rifles were so chambered), it is a good
load.French Model 1936 MAS rifle chambered for the 7.5mm French cartridge. Like the Lebel,
this rifle has a two-piece stock.The number of models, variations and transformations of rifles
and carbines based on the Berthier action are too many to list here. Starting with the very old
Gras action, we have seen how France used this basic turnbolt system with various types of
magazines of Kropatschek, Lebel and Berthier designs. This brings us to the last version, a
turnbolt action fitted with a Mauser-type staggered-column magazine. These rifles (there are
about three different variations) are known as the French Model 1934.French M1936 MAS
action.The Model 1934 French RifleI have to backtrack a bit here. In 1929, France developed a
modern rimless military cartridge for light machine gun use—it was difficult to make or adapt any
machine gun to handle the rimmed 8mm Lebel cartridge. The new cartridge, a rimless,
bottlenecked case loaded with a 7.5mm bullet, is known as the 7.5mm French Ml929C,
7.5x54mm French MAS or as the 7.5mm MAS. It was almost impossible to use the old 8mm
Lebel cartridge in anything but a tubular or single-column magazine and, since the prospects for
continued peace looked poor, the French officials decided to adapt the Model 1907/15 rifle (a
Berthier variation) to this new cartridge.This was done by fitting the old receiver with a box
magazine wide enough to hold a staggered-column of five 7.5mm cartridges. The bottom of the
magazine box has a detachable floorplate which fits in place and is held closed by a spring-
loaded plunger— like the M98 Mauser. The magazine well opening in the receiver was milled so



integral cartridge guide lips remain—also like the Mauser system. A follower, with a rib on one
side and set on a W-shaped follower spring, completed the magazine. Notches were then milled
in the front of the receiver bridge slot to accept a stripper clip—so the magazine could be loaded
quickly. Other necessary things were done with the action to handle the 7.5mm cartridge. The
barrel and action were set into a one-piece stock, and the result was the Model 1934—the year
in which it was adopted.The outside appearance of the M34 is not too unlike the three-shot
Berthier, except that it does not have quite as much belly. At best, the new rifle was only a
makeshift stop-gap affair, practically obsolete before it was made. Probably not too many M34s
were made—they are rare in the U.S., hence of considerable interest to the collector.The MAS
Model 1936A year or so after the 7.5mm French cartridge was introduced, French ordnance
began to develop a new shoulder arm for it. Discarding all previous turnbolt rifle designs, they
devised an entirely new action system in 1932, and that rifle is the MAS M-1932. A limited
number of M32s were made for testing, and after four years (with a number of modifications) the
final version was approved and adopted as the MAS Model 1936. The development work was
done in France’s largest arms making city, St. Etienne, by the Manufacture d’Armes St. Etienne,
of which “MAS” is an abbreviation. It was the latest and the best military bolt-action rifle adopted
and made by France.French MAS Model 1936(Uses French 7.5mm cartridges)General
SpecificationsType . . . . . . . . .Turn-bolt repeater.Receiver . . . . . .One-piece, machined steel
forging with integral magazine box. Non-slotted bridge. Two-piece stock.Bolt . . . . . . . . . .One-
piece, with dual-opposed locking lugs at rear. No safety lug.Ignition . . . . . . .One-piece hollow
striker powered by coil mainspring. Cocks on opening bolt.Magazine . . . . .Staggered-column
box magazine made integral with receiver. Five-shot capacity. Quick-detachable
floorplate.Trigger . . . . . . .Non-adjustable double-stage military pull.Safety . . . . . . . .None
provided.Extractor . . . . . .One-piece flat spring extractor mortised into bolt.Magazine cutoff None
provided.Bolt-stop . . . . . .Pivoting type engages in groove at bottom of
bolt.Ejector . . . . . . .Pivoting type integral with bolt-stop.The MAS M36 rifle weighs about 8.25
pounds, has a 22.6” round, stepped barrel and is 49.13” overall. The buttstock, held in place by a
single screw, is very short. The distance from buttplate to trigger is only 12.62”. A separate
forend (extending to within 5” of the muzzle) and the full-length wooden handguard are held to
the barrel by two bands. A metal hook, attached to the rear of the forend, engages in a recess at
the front of the receiver and holds the forend assembly against the receiver. The M36 is fitted
with a skewer-type bayonet carried reversed in a tube within the forend under the barrel. The
leather carrying sling is attached to the left side of the rifle on a bar on the buttstock and on a
loop on the middle barrel band. The aperture rear sight, mounted on the receiver bridge, is
adjustable for elevation only—from 200 to 1200 meters.The only variation of this rifle is the
paratroop model, designated the MAS Model 1936 CR39 rifle. This model has a folding
aluminum stock, hinged just forward of the trigger. When unlatched, it can be swung under and
to the left of the forend. It weighs about 8 pounds. Both rifles are chambered for the 7.5mm
French cartridge.French M1936 MAS action, open.The M1936 ActionThe receiver of the French



Model 1936 rifle is a box-like affair, or housing, with the entire magazine box made as an integral
part of the steel forging. The magazine housing extends to the front of the receiver and is hollow
forward of the front magazine wall. There is no receiver ring as such; the receiver housing is
bored and threaded to receive the barrel shank instead. There is a complete ring of steel in the
receiver against which the breech end of the barrel butts, and which surrounds the head of the
bolt when it is closed. The ring is about ¼” wide and the bolt is enclosed to this depth.The
loading/ejection port begins at the rear of this ring and extends to the receiver bridge—an
opening 2.925” long. When the bolt is open the breech end of the barrel and the chamber are
clearly visible. The right side of the ejection port is cut down to the level of the cartridge guide lip
of the magazine well, while the left side is cut slightly below the level of the top of the bolt,
leaving a wall about ½” high. A thumb notch is cut into the rear of this left wall to aid in stripping
cartridges from a clip when loading the rifle. Because the bolt diameter is quite large, the loading/
ejection port is also, but this is not at all objectionable.The receiver bridge, about 2.60” long, is
unslotted. An integral raised strip is milled on top of the bridge to form a housing for the rear
sight components. At the front of the receiver bridge is the clip charger guide.The one-piece bolt,
very rugged, is also quite large in diameter; .800” as compared to the Mauser and
Springfield .700”, and the Mark V Weatherby .840”. The front of the bolt is recessed for the
cartridge head. The only break in the recess is the narrow ejector slot and the cut for the
extractor, about .320 ” wide. The extractor, made of spring steel, and about 2.80” long, is
mortised and dovetailed into the bolt body. It has a sturdy beveled hook which easily slips over
and engages the extractor groove in the cartridge head. A small round stud under the front of the
extractor fits into a matching hole in the bolt; this prevents longitudinal movement of the extractor
in the bolt.The solid, dual-opposed locking lugs, about 1.75” from the rear of the bolt body,
engage in dual raceways and shoulders milled inside the heavy receiver bridge. The raceways
are inclined on the shoulder approaches and provides camming action to draw the bolt forward
as the bolt is closed and the handle is turned down.The bolt handle is an integral part of a collar
at the rear of the bolt—the collar is also part of the bolt. The bolt handle stem is round and tapers
to the round, hollow grasping ball—the stem is bent forward and down. When the bolt is closed,
the collar closes all openings at the rear of the receiver. A raised portion on the collar is beveled
to match a similar surface on the left rear of the receiver, and provides the initial extraction power
on raising the bolt handle. On moving the bolt forward to close the action, these surfaces impart
initial turning motion to the bolt.The bolt is drilled from the rear to accept the one-piece hollow
firing pin. The collar at the rear of the bolt is milled to accept the bolt closure button. This button
has two lugs, and the inside of the collar is milled leaving shoulders and recesses so the button
is locked in place when it is rotated after insertion. There is a rod projecting forward out of the
bolt button and the small coil mainspring is compressed over this rod as it extends into the
hollow firing pin.The rear underside of the bolt body, just forward of the bolt collar, is milled to
form a cocking cam surface. The cocking cam on the rear of the firing pin fits into this notch. The
cocking cam extends below the bolt body into a groove cut into the receiver, and has a notch to



engage the sear. On raising the bolt handle, the firing pin is forced back until the cocking cam
slips onto a flat spot on the end of the camming surface. On closing the bolt, the sear engages
the cocking cam and holds the firing pin back as the bolt is fully closed and locked.The sear is
positioned in a groove below the receiver bridge and is held in place by, and pivots on a pin.
Tension is provided by a stiff coil spring. A projection on the rear of the sear protrudes through a
hole in the receiver to engage the cocking cam of the firing pin. The trigger is pivoted on a pin in
the sear.Underside of M1936 MAS bolt showing: (A) twin gas vent holes in the bolt stop groove,
(B) center gas vent hole, (C) dual-opposed locking lugs and (D) cocking cam.The combination
bolt-stop/ejector fits partially inside the sear, partially over the trigger, and pivots on the pin with
the trigger. The front of the bolt-stop/ejector projects upward through a hole in the receiver and is
provided upward tension by a small coil spring between it and the sear. A narrow inclined groove
is cut into the bottom of the bolt, extending into the bolt face recess for the narrow ejector. A
wider groove is cut beside it for the bolt-stop, but this groove ends abruptly about ¼” from the
head of the bolt. The bolt-stop is released (to remove the bolt) by pulling the trigger back as far
as it will go. The bolt-stop/ejector, riding in the grooves, also acts as a bolt guide when the bolt is
operated and prevents the bolt from turning as it is drawn back.Two gas vent holes in the front of
the bolt-stop groove effectively take care of any gases that enter the firing pin hole by venting
them rearward through the thumb notch in the left receiver wall. If this is not enough, there is
another hole, in about the center of the bolt, to vent any gases getting back this far into the
magazine. The firing pin, bolt and bolt button are constructed to make gas escape impossible
through the rear of the bolt. There is no danger of the firing pin or button ever being blown out of
the bolt.The trigger guard bow is a separate part and a hook at the front engages a groove in the
rear wall of the magazine box. The buttstock is clamped between the trigger guard bow and
receiver by the guard screw threading into the receiver tang. The rear of the magazine housing is
hollowed out slightly, and the tenon on the front of the buttstock fits into this hollow to help
secure the stock to the receiver and prevent it from splitting.As mentioned before, the four walls
of the magazine box are an integral part of the receiver housing. The walls are quite thick
(about .090”) and reinforced in spots. A machined, hollow floorplate fits in the bottom of the
magazine box. It is held in place by a lip at the rear of the plate engaging in a groove in the
magazine box and by a push-button latch on the front engaging in a groove at the front of the
right magazine wall. A conventional steel follower and W-shaped follower spring are used. The
ends of the spring are mortised into the follower and floorplate.OperationThe MAS M36 rifle
operates like most other staggered-column box magazine bolt-action rifles. The bolt handle is
raised and drawn back to open the action. With the bolt open, the magazine is loaded by
pressing single cartridges directly into the magazine, or placing a loaded stripper clip in the clip-
charger and pressing the cartridges into the magazine. The bolt is then pushed forward, feeding
the topmost cartridge from the magazine into the chamber. Turning the bolt handle down locks
the cartridge in the chamber. The action is left cocked when the bolt handle is turned down, and
pulling the trigger will release the firing pin to discharge the cartridge. The rifle cannot be fired



unless the bolt handle is nearly all the way down and the bolt locked. On opening the bolt the
fired case will be extracted and ejected from the action—the cycle can then be repeated. The
rear of the follower is beveled and does not prevent the bolt from closing when the magazine is
empty. The magazine can be unloaded by removing the floorplate. There is no safety, but the
bolt handle fully raised makes an effective safety.Takedown and AssemblyMake sure the
chamber and magazine are empty. Remove the buttstock by turning out the trigger guard screw.
Pull the trigger guard from the stock and away from the receiver, and pull the stock back and
down from the receiver. Remove the forend and handguard by turning the cross screw out of the
front barrel band and pulling the band forward. Turn out the screw from the middle barrel band
and remove it, then lift off the forend and handguard. Reassemble in reverse order.Remove the
bolt by raising the bolt handle and drawing the bolt to the rear as far as it will go; pull the trigger
back all the way and then remove the bolt. To disassemble the bolt, grasp it in the left hand and,
with the right thumb, depress the bolt button and turn it clockwise ¼-turn or until it snaps out.
The bolt button, mainspring and firing pin can then be removed from the bolt. Reassemble as
follows: insert the firing pin in the bolt with the cocking cam lug resting on the flat spot of the
cocking cam. Insert the mainspring and bolt button, aligning the left index mark on the bolt
button with the index mark on the bolt. Press the button all the way into the bolt or until it can be
rotated counterclockwise ¼-turn.The extractor can be removed using a screwdriver and lifting its
front end up, away from the bolt, until the extractor can be pulled forward and out of the bolt.
Reassemble in reverse order.Depress the button on the right front of the floorplate and pull it,
along with the spring and follower, from the magazine box. The follower and floorplate can then
be pulled off the ends of the follower spring. In reassembling, the narrow end of the follower
spring goes into the follower. To remove the floorplate latch and spring, drive the small latch
retainer pin from the floorplate.Remove the trigger assembly by driving out the sear pin, then pull
down on the rear of the sear until it is free of the receiver. The trigger pin can then be driven out
to separate trigger, bolt-stop/ejector and bolt-stop/ejector spring from the sear. Reassemble in
reverse order.The barrel is threaded (right-hand threads) tightly into the receiver and it should
not be removed unless necessary, and then only if you have the proper tools.MarkingsThe
French MAS Model 1936 rifles are boldly marked with the designation MASM LE 1936 stamped
on the left side of the receiver. The serial number is stamped below the designation marking, as
well as on the floorplate and on the stem of the bolt handle. Various French proofmarks and
inspector’s marks are stamped on the receiver ring and the breech end of the barrel.CommentsI
have gone to some length describing the MAS Model 1936 rifle and action because I think this
action is most interesting and unusual. To be sure, this action has some faults, but it also has
some excellent features worthy of comment and consideration.It appears to be a very strong
action. The two locking lugs are solid and massive. There is a lot of metal in the receiver bridge
to support the lugs when the bolt is locked and there is no chance that these supporting
shoulders will fail. Though the left side wall of the receiver has a thumb notch, there is ample
metal connecting the receiver bridge to the ring. The receiver is strengthened further by the ridge



of metal along each side and by the heavy walled integral magazine. There is little chance of the
receiver parting in the middle even though the locking lugs are at the rear of the bolt. I cannot
see how the receiver could “stretch,” and the very heavy bolt is certainly not going to compress
when firing the rifle. For many years, the prevailing opinion has been that only a bolt action with
at least two forward locking lugs is worth considering. If we consider the success of the fine
Schultz & Larsen action, the Remington Model 788, the Steyr-Mannlicher SL and others with
locking lugs at the rear of the bolt, then I can see nothing wrong with the MAS design. The MAS
design also results in a shorter bolt travel (the reader may want to compare the action
specifications in this book), and this may aid in speed of operation. An important result of this
design is that the cartridges do not span any gap between the magazine and chamber, the
resultant feeding being more positive and reliable.I believe the MAS M36 is also a very safe
action because the front of the bolt is surrounded by a solid ring of steel when the bolt is locked,
the bolt face nearly contacts the barrel, and the rim of the cartridge is almost fully enclosed; the
rear of the bolt is entirely closed so that gases can’t escape.The bolt of the MAS is relatively
short and the long receiver bridge gives considerable support resulting in little “play” or
looseness of the bolt when the action is open. On the few rifles I have examined and handled,
bolt operation was easy and smooth. I noticed too, that the actions were generally very well
made and finished. I especially like the extractor of this action. It is simple and strong—modern
designers of turnbolt actions might do well to copy it. I certainly would consider it better then
some puny modern rifle extractors like those of the Remington M700 and Weatherby actions.As
for the magazine box being made as part of the receiver, I have not decided whether I like this or
not. The same goes for the two-piece stock design imposed by the “housing” type receiver.
However, I have always admired the Model 99 Savage rifle with its exposed receiver, and I do
not believe I’d mind the exposed MAS M36 receiver on a sporting rifle. To my way of thinking this
receiver has rather nice lines, including those where the buttstock contacts the receiver. I like the
magazine floorplate and the way it is released, although I’d rather have the floorplate fitted so it
would be flush with the bottom of the magazine box.Bolt head of the M1936 MAS showing: (A)
extractor, (B) cartridge head recess, (C) ejector slot and (D) bolt stop notch.Top view of M1936
MAS action.French Model 1916 Berthier carbine in 8mm Lebel caliber.I found the box magazine
to be a marvel the way it will accept and feed a wide variety of cartridges. It will only handle
cartridges about 3.0” in overall length, but many cartridges fall within these limits. For example, it
will feed perfectly such cartridges as the 22-250, 25-3000, 243, 6mm, 257 Roberts, 7mm, 284,
308, 35 Remington and 358. All of these cartridges have a smaller rim diameter than the 7.5mm
French cartridges and this would require that the rim recess in the bolt might have to be reduced
in some manner, and the claw of the extractor made longer.The MAS M36 is an astonishingly
simple action with a minimum of parts—fewer than any other high-powered turnbolt repeater of
which I am aware. For example, this action has twelve fewer component parts than the M98
Mauser, which has fewer part than the 03 Springfield. The entire M36 bolt assembly consists of
just five parts; bolt, extractor, firing pin, mainspring and bolt button. An action that has few parts



is not always an indication it is good, but like any piece of machinery, fewer parts lessen the
chance for breakdown.This action has no safety and that may be a strike against it—depending
on one’s viewpoint. I can’t see how a safety could be incorporated in the bolt to lock both the bolt
and firing pin, but a simple safety could be built into the trigger guard to lock the trigger.There is
one thing I do not like about this action—the bolt handle. To keep the action and the rifle as
compact as possible, the trigger and trigger guard were positioned well under the receiver
bridge. Since the base of the bolt handle must be on the rear end of the bolt due to the bolt
design, in order to keep the grasping ball from bruising the shooter’s finger it had to be arched
forward. I haven’t found this bolt handle placement to be awkward or inconvenient when
operating this action, but I don’t like the looks of it. So far, I’m still not used to the looks of the
forward-bent bolt handles on the 600 Remington and 800 Mossberg rifles, but like the MAS
M36, one should not mind the looks of the handle if the bolt is convenient to operate and is out
of the way of the trigger finger.7.5mm MAS and RechamberingAs previously mentioned, the
7.5mm French MAS (7.5x54mm) cartridge was introduced in 1929. It is a rimless bottlenecked
cartridge nearly identical in appearance and ballistics to the 308 Winchester or 7.62mm NATO
cartridges. The 7.5 indicates the caliber and bore diameter, which is .295”, and 54 indicates a
case length of 2.12”. The overall length of the cartridge is about 3.00”. The standard military ball
loading drives the 139-grain jacketed pointed bullet of .307” diameter at a muzzle velocity of
2674 fps.The above figures for the bore and bullet diameter show that the cartridge is very close
to being a 30-caliber like our 308 and 30-06 which have a normal bore size of .300”, and
normally use .308” bullets. The groove diameter of the 7.5mm MAS barrel runs about .3075”
to .3085”, and has a rifling twist of one turn in 10”. In handloading this cartridge, regular .308”
jacketed bullets can be used.The 7.5mm MAS cartridge was loaded only for military use and
was Berdan primed. The problem presented to the handloader is that the 7.5mm case is an odd
size, having a head diameter of about .481” compared to the .470” for the 30-06 case. The 7.5
MAS ammunition has always been very hard to obtain. I have heard that the best cartridge case
to use in handloading the ammunition is the 6.5x55mm. However, I cannot vouch for this
because I have never tried it.SporterizingSince the end of WW II, military surplus arms dealers
have imported and offered for sale many different bolt-action rifles. Most abundant of these have
been the many models of the Mausers, Lee-Enfields and Carcanos. MAS M36 rifles seem to
have been more scarce for I have not seen them advertised for sale for many years. There are,
however, a sprinkle of them throughout the country, and I suspect that most of them were sent
home by GIs who liberated them from the German Occupation Forces in France.Though I have
never remodeled this rifle, and probably never will, if I had one in the days when I did much
remodeling and rifle building, I probably would have approached the job with great enthusiasm.
This is what I would have done: I’d replace the barrel with one 22” of sporter weight chambered
for 257 Roberts or 7mm Mauser; fit a tapered forend of the Model 99 Savage rifle pattern;
remove the military rear sight and base from the receiver and install a Lyman or Redfield
receiver sight and a ramp front sight on the barrel, or mount a scope on the receiver using a



Buehler blank base. I’d weld a strap to the front of the trigger guard to move it about 1” farther to
the rear and make a similar tang extension on the receiver for the guard screw; the trigger would
be altered, positioning it to the rear in the relocated trigger guard. A crossbolt safety in the rear of
the trigger guard would lock the trigger and a new buttstock with a capped pistol grip and panels
forward of the grip like the Model 99 Savage stock. With the trigger, trigger guard and grip
located farther back on the action, I would then bend the bolt handle down, and shorten its stem
to place the grasping ball within easy reach. Finally, I’d polish and blue the metal parts, jewel the
bolt and checker the grip and forend.In my search for information about the MAS M36, I came
across an item written by a well-known gun authority stating that Manufacture d’Armes had
made a sporting rifle on the M36 action. According to him these were made in 7x57mm,
8x60mm Magnum and 10.75x68mm. The last two cartridges are longer than the magazine
opening of the military action, therefore, the sporter action must have had a longer box. A safety
was also provided in the trigger guard.German Model 88Commission Rifle FdH(Pictured above)
M88 (KAR.88) German Commission carbine.THE GERMAN MODEL 88 rifle, adopted in 1888
and correctly known as the German Commission Model 88, was the official German military rifle
until succeeded by the famous Model 98 Mauser in 1898. The M71 Mauser single shot and the
M71/84 Mauser repeater, both in 11mm caliber, preceded the M88 as the official German
military shoulder arms.The 88 rifle was developed by a group of men, headquartering in
Spandau, Germany, who formed the German Military Rifle Testing Commission, thus its unusual
name. Although it has some features taken from earlier and Mannlicher rifles, it is neither a
“Mauser” nor a “Mannlicher.” A well-planned and thought out rifle, the main features of the
receiver and bolt were used long afterward on the Mannlicher-Schoenauer sporting
rifles.Developed with the M88 rifle was Germany’s first small-caliber smokeless military
cartridge. It was a bottle-necked, rimless cartridge of 8mm caliber, and the forerunner of the
world famous 8x57 Mauser cartridge.Vast quantities of M88 Commission rifles and carbines
were made in various German government arsenals. These rifles were usually marked “GEW.88”
stamped on the left side of the receiver. “GEW” is an abbreviation of the German word Gewehr,
meaning rifle. The rifles had a 29.1” barrel, the carbines with a 17.62” barrel; the receivers were
usually marked “KAR.88.” “KAR.” is an abbreviation for Karabiner, meaning carbine. Both the rifle
and carbine were made with a barrel jacket, a thin-walled steel tube covering the entire length of
the barrel. The jacket is large enough to leave an air space between the jacket and barrel. The
carbine has a turned-down spoon-shaped bolt handle, while the rifle has a straight bolt handle
with a round grasping ball. A great many of these arms were also made in plants in Austria,
including the great Steyr works.As these rifles became obsolete, many of them turned up in the
United States. During the 1920s and ’30s, the M88 Carbine was especially common, many of
them used “as issued” for hunting big game.Action ConstructionThe receiver is milled from a
one-piece steel forging. The receiver ring is round except for a very small projection underneath
which forms the recoil lug. The small recoil lug required that a square-stemmed cross-bolt be
used in the stock—the recoil lug engaging a groove milled into the cross-bolt. A longer projection



at the bottom rear of the receiver ring forms the cartridge guide. The front of the receiver is
threaded on the outside for the barrel jacket collar and on the inside for the barrel shank. The
breech end of the barrel abuts against two semi-circular shoulders milled inside the receiver
ring; these shoulders partially ring the bolt head. To the rear of these shoulders, the inside of the
receiver is milled out to receive the locking lugs of the bolt.The rear part of the receiver,
commonly called the bridge, is slotted on top so that the bolt handle can pass through it when
opening and closing the action. A simple bolt stop is positioned on the left side of the receiver
bridge and hinged there by a pin through a stud on the receiver. Tension is provided to the bolt
stop by a small coil spring.The bolt assembly is comprised of the bolt body with its integral
handle, bolt head assembly and firing mechanism. The bolt body is a cylindrical, hollow tube
drilled from front to rear. The opposed dual locking lugs are on the extreme forward end of the
bolt body and engage matching recesses in the receiver when the bolt is closed.The left (or top)
locking lug has a narrow slot cut through it. This allows the bolt to pass over a finger on the end
of the bolt stop—this finger activates the ejector when the bolt is opened. The right (or bottom)
locking lug is solid with its top front corner beveled to match a similar bevel machined on the top
shoulder inside the receiver ring. This provides the initial extraction camming power on opening
the bolt.The separate bolt head is made to fit closely on and inside the front end of the belt body.
A small lug on the stem of the bolt head fits in a matching circular recess cut inside the bolt body
to hold the two parts together, except when the bolt head is rotated to a certain position. The
small spring extractor is mortised into a groove in the right side of the bolt head. The extractor
easily snaps over the cartridge rim when the bolt is closed on a cartridge singly loaded into the
chamber, or on a cartridge that is chambered from the magazine ahead of the extractor. A lug on
the left of the belt bead matches the left locking lug on the bolt and contains the very small
ejector. On some bolt heads, the ejector is held in place by a small screw, while on others friction
alone holds it in place when the bolt head is disassembled from the bolt body. The end of the
ejector protrudes through a hole in the face of the bolt head recess. The face of the bolt head is
recessed for the cartridge head. On some bolt heads, the rim of the recess covers about 75
percent of the circumference of the cartridge head. On others, the rim is not cut away at all—
except for the extractor cut. The bolt head does not rotate with the bolt. It is prevented from doing
so by the flattened end of the firing pin fitted into its slotted stem.The rear end of the bolt has a
hole that is smaller than the main hole through the bolt body. The mainspring is compressed
between the shoulder formed by the smaller hole and the shoulder on the front of the firing
pin.German M88 (GEW.88) Commission rifle.Close-up of the M88 German Commission carbine
action.The threaded rear end of the firing pin extends through the center of the cocking piece
and is retained there by the firing pin nut. A flat spot on the rear of the unthreaded part of the
firing pin matches a flat surface inside the cocking piece and prevents the firing pin from turning.
A notch in the front of the firing pin nut engages the rear end of the safety when it is turned tight—
to prevent the nut from coming loose. The rear, flared part of the firing pin nut has a narrow
flange extending into the cocking cam raceway of the receiver and a wide flange, the size of the



locking lug raceway, extending to the left. Their purpose is to deflect powder gases away from
the shooter’s face—in the event of a ruptured primer or case head.The rear end of the bolt body
has a deep cam notch to engage the cam on the front of the cocking piece. When the bolt
handle is lifted, the cocking piece is cammed back about .370”.the remaining cocking motion is
done on closing the bolt. Essentially, the M88 is a “cock-on-opening” action, since the greatest
amount of cocking is done when the bolt is opened. This action can be uncocked without
snapping by closing the bolt while holding the trigger back. This should only be done on an
empty chamber.The wing safety fits into a hole bored longitudinally in the top part of the cocking
piece. It is held in place by the firing pin nut. A small coil spring around the safety stems holds
the safety back against the firing pin nut to prevent the nut from turning, yet allows the safety to
be pushed forward so the nut can be unscrewed. It also provides tension to the safety so it will
remain in the position to which it is rotated.Rotating the safety to the “up” or “right” position, its
forward end engages a notch cut into the rear of the bolt body, camming the cocking piece back
slightly so it is free of the main sear and, at the same time, locking the bolt so it cannot be
opened. Since the safety, safety spring, cocking piece, firing pin nut and firing pin are assembled
as a unit, they all move as a unit when the action is cocked and fired.The trigger assembly is a
simple one, composed of a trigger, sear housing, sear trigger spring, trigger pin, sear pin and
sear housing pin. The sear housing pin holds the assembly to the receiver. The trigger is the
double-stage type. The first part of the trigger pull, quite long and light, nearly disengages the
sear from the cocking piece. A shorter, but heavier, final pull disengages the sear from the
cocking piece.The trigger guard/magazine is machined and formed as a single unit. A long
screw, through a hole in the rear of the trigger guard, threads into the tang of the receiver. A
shorter screw, through a hole in the front of the guard, threads into a round stud, silver soldered
to the barrel jacket. Both hold the action and barrel in the stock.The trigger guard bow opening is
long— the bow itself is very thick and wide. The magazine box, more or less a walled shell,
extends below the stock line, forward of the guard bow, housing the various magazine parts
which hold and guide the cartridge clip. It is essential that a clip be used in this action, since it is
the clip that holds the cartridges in position in the magazine. I will go into more detail later.A
catch, which pivots on a screw and is given tension by a small coil spring, is positioned in the
rear of the magazine. This catch has a hook on its upper end to engage and hold the loaded clip
down. A button on the lower end of the catch protrudes inside the guard bow and can be
depressed to release the loaded clip. The follower arm, positioned in the front of the magazine
on a screw, is given tension by a heavy coil spring and plunger, located in a hole in the heavy
front part of the magazine. The rear underside of the magazine is open to allow the empty clip to
fall out. The remainder of the magazine opening is closed by a flat piece of steel, held in place
by a screw.The clip is a U-shaped piece of spring steel which holds five cartridges. The top and
bottom of the clip are identical. The edges of the side are curved inward to hold the cartridges
and to form guide or retainer lips when the loaded clip is in the action. Ridges inside the rear of
the clip match the extractor groove in the cartridge head. When loading the cartridges into the



clip they must be inserted with their heads engaged behind these ridges. The ridges thus hold
the cartridges securely in the clip, and the rifle’s recoil cannot dislodge the cartridges forward
from the clip. This clip form is of some advantage when soft point ammunition is used, as it will
keep the bullet point from being battered—by striking the front of the magazine from recoil.Two
types of bolt heads used in M88 Commission rifles. Top: Bolt head with the wide extractor hook
and undercut recess rim. When feeding from the magazine into the chamber, the cartridge head
moves upward with the extractor hook engaging the cartridge. If the bolt is closed but not rotated
and locked, the cartridge will be extracted and ejected on opening the bolt. Bottom: This is,
perhaps, the earlier type of bolt head with the narrow extractor and a full-recess rim. The
cartridge is pushed into the chamber ahead of the extractor, but the extractor hook cannot
engage the cartridge head unless the bolt is fully closed and locked. With this bolt head, it is
possible to “double load” the rifle. Unless the bolt is rotated and locked, the cartridge will not be
extracted.The loaded clip is inserted into the top of the opened action and pushed down against
the tension of the follower arm until engaged by the clip catch. Since the top and bottom of the
clip are identical, it isn’t possible to insert the clip incorrectly. As each cartridge is fed out of the
clip, the follower arm raises the remaining cartridges in the clip—the clip remaining stationary. A
fully or partially loaded clip can be released from the top of the opened action by depressing the
clip catch. When all the cartridges have been fed from the clip, it will drop from the magazine of
its own weight.Military M88s are usually serial numbered. The full number is stamped on the
receiver, barrel, barrel jacket and bolt. Other parts of the action may also be stamped with the
same number or with part of that number. If all the numbers match, this indicates that all the
parts are original. The date (year) of the rifle’s manufacture is usually stamped on the receiver
ring. Commercial sporting rifles based on this action usually follow the serial numbering practice
used on military arms, though they are not always stamped with the date of manufacture. Military
rifles seldom have the caliber designation stamped on them. On sporting rifles, the caliber is
usually stamped on the barrel, but it may be underneath the barrel, requiring the removal of the
stock to see it.Strong and Weak PointsThe German M88 actions are well made, all the parts are
of steel, machined and finished to close tolerances and properly heat-treated. The outside of the
bolt body, the inside of the receiver and all the contracting surfaces of the firing mechanism
within the bolt and receiver carry a very fine finish, resulting in exceptionally smooth and easy
opening and closing of the bolt. Despite the slotted receiver bridge, there is little sloppiness of
the bolt in the receiver, even when the bolt is open. Feeding of the cartridges from the magazine
is smooth and reliable, and there is ample extraction camming power. The bolt stop is quite
rugged; the safety positive. Although the bolt head is a separate part of the bolt, and the front
end of the bolt is hollowed out to accept it, there seems to be ample metal at the front to
adequately support the dual locking lugs.This action, however, has more weak and undesirable
features than strong ones. The weakest part is the very small extractor. Not only is it weak and
delicate, but it can be lost easily when the bolt is taken apart. The ejector is small and delicate
also.The separate bolt head can be readily disassembled and can be easily lost—another



undesirable feature. The bolt can be assembled in the action minus the bolt head, and it is
possible to fire a cartridge in the rifle with the bolt head missing with unpredictable
consequences.The worst feature is the need for a special clip to hold the cartridges in the
magazine. When the M88 rifle was used as a military weapon, with the ammunition supplied in
clips, these clips were then expendable. However, when these rifles were used as sporting arms,
the sporting ammunition was not furnished in clips, and their easy loss became a problem. A
small device known as a “clip-saver” was developed to prevent the clips from dropping from the
magazine. It was a small, sliding spring cover slipped over the rounded edges of the bottom of
the magazine. Covering the hole in the magazine held the empty clip in the magazine.
Commercial sporting rifles made on this action often had a hinged magazine hole cover serving
the same purpose.Another undesirable feature is the mass of metal attached to the striker,
resulting in rather slow lock time. This mass includes the heavy striker, massive cocking piece,
striker nut, safety, and safety spring.No provision is made to allow powder gases to escape
harmlessly from the action in the event of a pierced primer or ruptured case head. There are no
gas escape vents in the bolt or receiver ring.Minor design faults include the forward position of
the bolt handle, inconveniently placed for rapid bolt operation. The split bridge design prevents
installing a conventional receiver sight and also places some limitations on the choice of scope
mounts which can be used. The magazine box extending below the stock line is also a nuisance
in carrying the rifle. Although not an action fault, the barrel jacket is not a desirable
feature.Takedown and AssemblyOpen the bolt and, while depressing the bolt stop, withdraw the
bolt from the receiver. Disassemble the bolt as follows: Press the safety forward and unscrew the
striker nut. Remove the cocking piece from the firing pin. Holding the bolt in the left hand, firmly
grasp the bolt head with the fingers of the right hand and turn the bolt head ½-turn clockwise.
Bolt head, firing pin and mainspring can now be pulled out of the bolt. The extractor is removed
from the bolt head by raising the hooked end and sliding it forward. The ejector can be removed
by pushing it back with a drift punch. Reassemble the bolt parts in reverse order, as follows: Lay
the bolt on a table with the lugs to the right and the bolt handle toward you. Place the bolt head
on the firing pin with the ejector lug aligned with the flat spot on the rear of the firing pin. Slip the
mainspring over the firing pin. Now, grasp the bolt with the left hand and, with the bolt handle
pointing toward you, insert mainspring, firing pin and bolt head into the front of the bolt. With the
ejector lug pointing away from you, or opposite the bolt handle, push the bolt head into the bolt
as far as it will go; then turn the bolt head ¼-turn counterclockwise so the ejector lug is aligned
with the left locking lug. Place the cocking piece over the rear end of the firing pin, with the safety
lug in line with the bolt handle. Insert the safety and spring into place with the safety wing to the
left and, while depressing the safety, turn on the striker nut until the rear end of the firing pin is
flush with the end of the nut.Top view of the M88 German Commission action.Remove the
barrel, action and magazine assembly from the stock by removing the front and rear guard
screws from the bottom of the magazine/guard. Remove the bolt stop by driving out the bolt stop
pin from the bottom. Remove the trigger assembly by driving out the trigger sear pin. Depress



the follower arm and insert a wire or brad into the hole exposed at the end of the follower
plunger. Then remove the follower screw to remove the follower. Remove the magazine plate
screw and slide out the magazine plate. Remove the clip catch screw and remove the catch and
spring. Pull out the wire or brad from the follower plunger to move the plunger and spring.
Reassemble in reverse order. Do not unscrew the barrel jacket or barrel from the receiver unless
you have the proper tools available.RemodelingAs soon as the M88 rifle had been adopted,
German and other European gunmakers began making sporting rifles on this action. The
practice continued long after the M88 was dropped in favor of the far better M98 Mauser.At first,
these sporting rifles were generally chambered for the 8mm cartridge originally designed for this
action. This round was originally known as the 7.9mm, and later on as the 7.9x57mm or
8x57mm Mauser. Its commercial designation was 8x57J, the “J” meaning Infanterie.* This
cartridge was loaded with a bullet of .318” diameter to match the normal bore (.311”) and groove
(.320”) diameters of the military barrel. Therefore, the correct ammunition to use in the military
M88 rifles and carbines is the 8x57J. The sporting rifles were also chambered for the 6.5x57mm,
7x57mm, 8x56mm, 9x57mm and other cartridges, all of them originally factory loaded to breech
pressures of less than 45,000 psi. That was considered maximum safe working pressure for this
action.The clip of the M88 will accept and handle any rimless cartridge having the standard
30-06 head size and those that are no more than about 3.250” long. Cartridges feed in a straight
line into the chamber, and even those as short as the 35 Remington will function very nicely. In
past years, I have seen several M88 carbines rebarreled to 35 Remington, and their owners liked
them very much for hunting deer. I have also seen some rebarreled with an M98 Mauser 8mm
barrel so that commercially loaded U.S. 8mm Mauser hunting ammunition could be safely used.
U.S.-loaded 8mm Mauser cartridges show a breech pressure of less than 40,000 psi and,
therefore, are quite safe for these old actions if the new barrel fitted has a groove diameter
matching the .323” diameter bullet used in these cartridges. In fitting the M98 barrel to this
action, it is necessary to turn and thread a new shank.M88 German Commission action,
opened.German Model 88 Commission RifleGeneral SpecificationsType . . . . . . .Turnbolt
repeater.Receiver . . .One-piece machine steel forging. Slotted bridge.Bolt . . . . . . .Two-piece with 
dual-opposed locking lugs on forward part of body. Separate, non-rotating bolt
head.Ignition . . . .One-piece firing pin, coil mainspring, cocking piece and firing pin nut. Cocks
on opening bolt.Magazine . . .Single column, non-detachable box magazine. Five-shot capacity.
Special clip needed.Trigger . . . . .Non-adjustable, double-stage military type.Safety . . . . .Rotary
wing-type safety built into bolt sleeve. 180° swing from left to right, locking striker and bolt when
in the “up” or right-side positions.Extractor . . .Machined, one-piece spring type built into bolt
head.Bolt-stop . . .Separate, hinged to the rear left of receiver. Stops bolt travel by contacting left
locking lug.Ejector . . . . .Plunger type, built into the bolt head, activated by an integral finger on
the bolt stop.When the German gunmakers used the M88 action for a sporting rifle, they seldom
used the barrel jacket. The front guard screw was threaded into a nut inletted into the barrel
channel in the forend. When using the military action without the barrel jacket, the collar on the



jacket can be used to cover the threads on the front of the receiver. For looks only, the new barrel
should have a shoulder like any sporting rifle barrel, as shown in the drawing of the barrel shank
specifications. German gunsmiths installed some double-set trigger mechanisms in these
actions, and I see no great problem involved in installing those made for the M98 Mauser in the
M88 action.The German gunmakers also used the basic M88 action, but minus the magazine,
for making up many fine, lightweight shot target/hunting rifles. I once owned and used a rifle of
this type chambered for the 5.6x52R (22 Savage Hi-Power) cartridge. The receivers of these
rifles have a solid bottom, and the action is almost always fitted with a fine double-set trigger.
The barrels are usually partially octagonal, fully octagonal or ribbed, and fitted with sporting
sights. When the 219 Zipper cartridge was introduced in 1937, I made up a single shot varmint
rifle on the military M88 action. I left off all the magazine parts, filled the magazine well opening
in the receiver with an aluminum block and used a Krag trigger guard. The bolt face was easily
opened to accept the rimmed 219 case. It was one of my first successful varmint rifles, and it
dropped many a crow in the Iowa farm country where I lived.CommentsThus far I have referred
to the action under discussion as the German Model 88 Commission action since it was the first
of this type and design to be adopted. Actually, the action is partly Mannlicher design, partly Paul
Mauser’s, with some ideas thrown in by the German Testing Commission—whose job it was to
find, develop if necessary, and test the new action which was to be adopted. The magazine was
entirely the invention of Ferdinand Ritter von Mannlicher, an Austrian arms inventor. It seems
likely that Mannlicher may have had a hand in designing the receiver and bolt, although the two-
piece design of the bolt, the firing mechanism, safety, trigger and the slotted receiver were all
Mauser patents. The forward dual-opposed locking lug system had been used previously on
some other rifles, a design feature that is neither Mannlicher nor Mauser. Credit must be given to
the testing commission for arranging all of these features in a single action that turned out so
well. Later on, the great Steyr arms factory in Austria, the firm that manufactured most of the
many rifles von Mannlicher invented, produced other military and sporting rifles based
essentially on the same action. These included the M92 and M93 Rumanian rifles in 6.5mm
caliber and the M95 Dutch Infantry rifle. Using a rotary spool magazine invented by Otto
Schoenauer, one-time head of the Steyr factory, they also manufactured 6.5mm military rifles for
Greece.The bolt and receiver of this rifle, with minor changes and improvements, was
essentially the same as the M88 Commission rifle. The M1903 Greek action later became the
basis for the world renowned Mannlicher-Schoenauer sporting rifle.M88 German Commission
action.While the M88 Commission action is not generally referred to as a “Mannlicher” action,
other similar actions are, including those with the Schoenauer magazine. Some authorities have
flatly stated that the Mann-licher-Schoenauer action has a receiver and bolt invented by von
Mannlicher and a magazine invented by Schoenauer—but can the receiver bolt be Mannlicher
when the bolt and receiver of its parent action, the M88, was admittedly based largely on
Mauser features and those of the Commission? Incidentally, the Hungarian G98/40 (also known
as the Model 98/40 Mauser) has a bolt and receiver based on the same design, but fitted with



the Mauser staggered-column box magazine.M88 rifles and carbines are getting scarcer as
each year passes. Beginning military arms collectors will find that obtaining either or both of
these arms in original, very good condition is not as easy as it was years ago. Amateur
gunsmiths, however, will find it much easier to obtain them, since there are still a lot of them
around in a condition suitable for gunsmithing purposes—those in less than good condition,
having been previously reworked or missing some parts. Speaking of parts, parts houses have
long been out of bolt heads and extractors for the M88. So, unless you can make these parts, be
certain they are not missing from the gun you plan to buy.In gathering information on the M88, I
discovered two unusual items. I found the first one in the 1902 Sears, Roebuck & Co. catalog,
which listed and illustrated a sporting version of this rifle at $24. It was described as a
Mannlicher six-shot, high-power sporting rifle in 8mm caliber as made by C.G. Haenel in Suhl,
Germany. It had a sporting stock with a pistol grip and short forend, and the 25” barrel appears to
be covered by a jacket. In describing the 8mm cartridge, the Sears catalog shows a maximum
range of 4500 yards, a killing range of 3000 yards, and a point-blank range of 300 yards! The
other item was a Golden State Arms advertisement in a 1958 issue of American Rifleman which
still listed surplus M88 rifles at $9.95 each. These two items give us some idea of the time
spread that these have been on the American market, indicate that a lot of them must have been
made, and that there must still be a lot of them in this country.The M95 Netherlands (Dutch) rifle
in 6.5mm caliber is a variation of the M88 action. It has the two-piece bolt and the Mannlicher
magazine requiring a special clip.Left-side view of the M95 Netherlands (Dutch) rifle. Notice how
the stock is made to cover this side of the magazine.* The literal meaning of this letter “J” in
English translation or terminology has been the cause of much confusion. In fact, the “J” in
German printing stands for “I,” not our :J.”GermanModel 98/40 FdHGerman Model G98/40
rifle.IN THE CHAPTER on the German Model 88 Commission action, I mentioned that the
receiver and bolt of the very popular Mannlicher-Schoenauer action evolved from the German
Commission-designed Model 88 action, and that several other rifles, including the Model 98/40,
have a similar receiver and bolt. In the M88 Commission rifle, we see how the German Testing
Commission copied some features from the 71/84 Mauser rifle, used some of their own, and
incorporated a Mannlicher-designed single-column magazine to come up with a distinctive and
smooth working action. This was followed by the Hungarian Model 1935, also with a Mannlicher
single-column magazine. From this rifle, the Hungarian Model 98/40 and the German G 98/40
action evolved—changing the Mann-licher magazine for the Mauser staggered-column flush
magazine.The German 98/40 (the G is usually dropped from the designation), as well as the
Hungarian 98/40 (this rifle is more correctly designated as the Hungarian Model 43— “43”
because Hungary adopted it in 1943), were created because of Germany’s dire need for military
shoulder arms at the beginning of WWII. The Hungarian government arsenal in Budapest was
tooled up to make the Mannlicher-magazined Model 1935 rifle, which, except for the magazine
drawbacks, was a good rifle. Then by adapting the staggered-column Mauser magazine to it,
and chambering it for the 8mm (8x57mm or 7.9x57mm) Mauser cartridge, the 98/40 was born. It



is so designated because it has the basic M98 Mauser magazine and was adopted in 1940.The
German Model 98/40 RifleThe German 98/40 rifle has a 23.6 ” barrel, is 43.62” overall, and
weighs about 8.9 pounds. It has a two-piece stock similar to the British Lee-Enfield rifle, with the
forend attached to the barrel by the front guard screw and two barrel bands. The muzzle barrel
band contains a bayonet stud so the regular M98 Mauser bayonet can be affixed. Unlike the 98K
Mauser barrel, the G 98/40 (G stands for Gewehr, German for rifle) barrel has no steps, but has
a straight taper from the breech shoulder forward. The magazine holds 5 rounds.MarkingsThe
model designation of G 98/40 is stamped on the left receiver wall. The date (year) of
manufacture, such as 41, which means 1941, is stamped on the top rear of the receiver ring.
The factory code letters jhv are stamped on the top front of the receiver ring. The letters jhv are
the code letters for the Metallwaren Waffen u Maschinenfabrik arsenal in Budapest, Hungary.
The caliber (bore diameter), e.g., 7.91, is stamped on the barrel shoulder next to the receiver.
The serial number is stamped on the breech end of the barrel, left side of the receiver ring,
trigger guard, floorplate, buttstock socket and bolt, and with the last two digits of this number
stamped on most of the other major parts.The 98/40 ActionAlthough the Model 98/40 action
closely follows the design features of the German 88 Commission action and some of the
Mannlicher actions mentioned earlier, it has enough individual features to require a separate
description. The receiver ring is about 1.735” long. The loading port is about 3.2” long with the
higher left receiver wall made with a deep thumb notch like that in the M98 Mauser action. The
receiver bridge is very long (about 2.25”) and split; that is, there is a slot milled through the top to
allow passage of the bolt handle and guide rib. The front corners of this slot are grooved to
accept the M98 Mauser stripper clips so the magazine can be quickly loaded. The bottom of the
receiver is flat. The recoil lug, on the front of this flat, is about 1.60” wide and 2.25” deep. The
magazine well is milled out of this flat, leaving an opening 3.30” long and cartridge-guide lips to
hold the cartridges in the magazine and to guide them into the chamber.The magazine box is
solidly constructed of sheet metal with reinforced ends, and the bottom of the receiver is milled
to hold it securely in place. The rear wall of the magazine box also acts as a recoil lug and makes
up for the small area of the main recoil lug on the front of the receiver. Recoil is mainly absorbed
by the buttstock against the butt socket, while the rear of the magazine box and the recoil lug
prevent the forend from moving forward.Inside the receiver ring, there are two shoulders which
the breech end of the barrel contacts. They are divided by cuts made to allow entrance of the
extractor and ejector. The barrel is threaded tightly (right-hand thread) into the receiver with the
barrel made with a narrow shoulder to abut against the front of the receiver. A shallow groove cut
across the face of the barrel provides room for the extractor and ejector to engage the cartridge
rim. This breeching system is the same as used in the Greek Mannlicher-Schoenauer action.Left
side of the German Model 98/40 action, opened.The inside of the receiver is milled out to accept
the bolt assembly. Locking lug raceways are milled nearly the length of the action and inside the
receiver ring to form locking shoulders for the two locking lugs on the bolt. Slight inclines on the
approaches of these shoulders cam the bolt forward as the bolt handle is lowered.The bolt is of



two-piece design with a separate bolt head which fits into the front of the bolt body. The heavy
hook extractor is mortised into the right side of the head, held in place and tensioned by a flat
spring mortised in place behind it.The extractor has a very wide hook and is made so it cannot
be pulled out from the front. It has ample movement so the hook can easily slip over the rim of a
cartridge placed in the chamber ahead of the bolt. I believe this is even a better extractor than in
the commercial Mannlicher-Schoenauer action. The ejector, almost an exact copy of the
Mannlicher-Schoenauer ejector, is held in place by a small screw. The bottom corner of the
extractor and ejector are rounded off so that, when the bolt pushes a cartridge from the
magazine to the chamber, the rim of the cartridge slips under the extractor. This prevents double
loading if the bolt is not fully locked before it is drawn back again. This is a good feature. The
extractor is also made so that it holds the bolt head in place in the bolt, and on removing the bolt
from the rifle, the bolt head cannot accidentally fall out and be lost.The bolt body has an integral
guide rib along most of its length. The bent bolt handle is an integral part of this rib. This rib
functions to guide and prevent the bolt from binding as it is operated. It also serves as the safety
locking lug since it engages forward of the right receiver bridge wall when the bolt is closed. Its
front end moves over an inclined surface on the rear of the receiver ring and provides the initial
extractor camming power when the bolt is opened. The grasping ball on the bolt handle is
flattened underneath, and this flat surface is checkered.The bolt body is drilled from the front to
accept the coil mainspring and the one-piece firing pin. One side of the rear end of the firing pin
is flattened to match a similar hole in the cocking piece through which the rear end of the firing
pin extends. This prevents the pin from turning. The firing pin nut threads onto the rear of the
firing pin and holds the assembly together. The heavy cocking piece has a heavy rib which
moves in a slot in the receiver bridge preventing it from turning when the bolt handle is raised
and lowered. There is a small cam on the cocking piece which fits a matching shallow cam and
notch in the rear of the bolt body. All this cam and notch do is hold the cocking piece and firing
pin back unless the bolt handle is fully down and the action locked, thus preventing accidental
firing unless the action is fully locked. When the bolt is open, the cocking cam resting in the
shallow notch prevents the cocking piece from turning.The stem of the wing safety fits in a hole
drilled lengthwise in the cocking piece rib. A coil spring over the stem holds the safety back
against a notch in the firing pin nut and prevents the nut from turning. When the action is closed
and cocked, swinging the safety to the right rotates the flattened end of the safety stem into a
notch in the bolt. This locks both the bolt and cocking piece. The safety can also be swung to the
right when the cocking piece is forward; this draws the firing pin tip within the face of the bolt and
locks it back, as well as locking the bolt.There is a thumb-piece on the firing pin nut by which the
action can be manually cocked with the thumb, or the action can be uncocked (the firing pin
lowered) by reversing the procedure. This provides a means to recock the action in case of a
misfire. I do not know why the safety was made to lock the cocking piece and bolt when the
action is uncocked. This feature is of doubtful value.The 98/40 bolt-stop is nearly identical to the
one on the Greek Mannlicher-Schoenauer action. It is fitted on a stud on the left side of the



receiver bridge, and is pivoted on a pin and tensioned by a coil spring. It projects through a hole
into the left locking lug raceway and stops the bolt on contacting the ejector, which fits over the
locking lug. Like the M-S action, there is a ridge-and-groove arrangement on the bolt-stop and
left locking lug, so that unless the ejector and/or bolt head are not assembled on the bolt, the
bolt cannot be inserted into the receiver unless the bolt-stop is depressed, but with the bolt head
and ejector in place, the bolt can be inserted without depressing the bolt-stop. Since this rifle
could actually be fired without the bolt head, which would be very dangerous, the fact that the
bolt cannot be inserted into the receiver without first depressing the bolt-stop is a safety feature
which reminds the shooter that the bolt is not fully assembled.The trigger and sear mechanism
is similar to that in the M-S rifle. The sear is pivoted on the bottom of the receiver on a pin. The
trigger is pivoted on the rear end of the sear on a pin and has two humps which provide the
double-stage pull. A projection in the rear of the sear extends through a hole in the cocking piece
raceway in the receiver tang to contact the sear on the cocking piece, and holds it back when
the action is closed. This action is cocked on the forward or closing motion of the bolt.The sear
and trigger are tensioned by a coil spring. A head pin inside this spring, with its head resting on
the front of the sear, projects into a hole in the receiver. There is a hole drilled into the rear edge
of the bolt body, and when the bolt is fully closed and locked, this hole is aligned over the end of
the sear safety pin so that, unless the bolt is fully locked, the rifle cannot be fired. This
arrangement is similar to that used in the M93 Mauser, Japanese Arisaka and 1917 Enfield. This
extra safety device is of no value since the cocking piece will not let the firing pin protrude from
the face of the bolt head unless the bolt handle is turned down completely. There is also a
narrow groove in the bottom of the bolt which aligns with the sear safety pin when the bolt is
forward, but with the bolt handle raised. This allows the trigger to be pulled to release the sear
from the cocking piece so that it can follow the bolt forward. However, to lower the bolt handle
afterward, the cocking piece has to be pulled back slightly.Well constructed of sheet metal, the
magazine box is held in place under the receiver by the trigger guard plate, with the plate
attached to the action by a guard screw through each end and threading into the receiver. A
latch in the front of the larger trigger guard bow holds the magazine floorplate in place.
Depressing this latch allows the floorplate to be removed. One end of the W-shaped follower
spring in mortised into the floorplate, while its other narrower end fits into the bottom of the
milled steel follower. The rear end of the follower is square, and when the magazine is empty, it
prevents the bolt from being closed, indicating to the shooter that the magazine is empty. This
prevents blind loading. The magazine box, trigger guard plate and latch are not too unlike those
of the Japanese 38 Arisaka action.Model 98/40 bolt head showing: (A) dual locking lugs, (B)
extractor, (C) bolt head, (D) ejector and (E) gas vent hole in the bolt body.The method used to
stock this rifle is quite different from any other stocking method used on military rifles known to
me. It is most like that used on the British Lee-Enfield rifles; that is, with a two-piece stock; a
separate buttstock and forend with the buttstock attached to the action by a through bolt. From
this point on, however, the Lee-Enfield and the G 98/40 stocking methods differ.On the Lee-



Enfield, the part of the action to which the buttstock is attached is an integral part of the receiver
and called the butt socket. On the 98/40 action, the part which I will also call the butt socket is a
separate part fitted between the rear end of the trigger guard and the receiver tang. The rear
guard screw passes through this part to hold it in place. In addition, the top and bottom of this
butt socket are milled out to fit closely over the tang end of the trigger guard to prevent it from
pivoting. Hooks at the top and bottom of this part also engage in grooves in the tang and trigger
guard, and secure it to the action. In fact, it is so well attached to the action that it is almost an
integral part. Two long oblong holes are milled through the inside of the butt socket so that
tenons can be made on the forend and buttstock where they fit against it.A heavy bolt threaded
into a tenon on the butt socket is used to fasten the buttstock securely to the action. The forend,
with tenons which extend halfway into the butt socket, is also held securely in place on the
action by the trigger guard plate, magazine box, recoil lug and the front trigger guard screw.
Even without the two barrel bands, the forend is secure.While the buttstock attachment is no
better than on the Lee-Enfield, the forend attachment method on the 98/40 is much superior to
that of the Lee-Enfield. As I mentioned in the chapter on the Lee-Enfields, the British had a
problem with the forends of their rifles, and I believe a lot of this could have been eliminated and
the bedding problems easily corrected had the rear end of the forend been tenoned into the butt
socket. The designers of the 1935 Hungarian rifle, from which the 98/40 was developed,
probably knew about the forend problems of the Lee-Enfield and designed their forend and the
action so that it would be as secure as if the forend were part of the buttstock. It is believed that
the designers went to the two-piece stock design for reasons of economy and to achieve a
stronger buttstock. In doing this, they developed perhaps the very best method and arrangement
for fitting two-piece stocks.CommentsAll-in-all, the German Model 98/40 is a good action. It has
its share of undesirable features, but it also has some strong points. Manufactured from 1940 to
1945, those made early in this period show much better workmanship and finish than the ones
toward the end. In early samples, the bolt moves in the receiver as smoothly as the best
Mannlicher-Schoenauer action. Although some experts dislike the separate bolt head feature, I
don’t think it is that bad. The extractor is probably more rugged than the extractor in the
commercial Mannlicher-Schoenauer action. The forward placement of the bolt handle is not
liked, but it is necessary in this type of action.There is no need for the thumb-piece on the firing
pin nut. The cock-on-closing feature is not generally liked, and without any extra trouble this
action could just as well have been made to cock on the uplift of the bolt handle. The magazine
floorplate release latch is neat, and although the floorplate is not hinged to the trigger guard, it is
convenient for unloading since it can be quickly removed.Every part of the 98/40 action is made
of steel—there are no stampings or alloy parts. There is little question that the finest steels were
used in the manufacture of the major parts of this action, with the receiver and bolt parts
properly heat-treated. I believe this action entirely suitable for almost any modern cartridge that
is not too long for the magazine box; for if it was safe for the 8mm German military load, it should
also be safe for other cartridges developing breech pressures in the 50,000 psi



range.GunsmithingThe 98/40 rifle and action offer a number of remodeling, sporterizing and
rebarreling possibilities. First, the 8mm Mauser cartridge for which this rifle is chambered is
entirely satisfactory for big game hunting, and if the rifle you have has an excellent bore, it would
be best to leave it in its present caliber. The 98/40 barrel has a very pleasing contour and taper,
quite ideal for a sporter. To make a simple sporter, the original military sights can be removed
and other sights installed. After removing the military rear sight, the small square step on the
barrel can be filed down to smooth out the shoulder contour. Good replacement sights for a
hunting rifle made on the 98/40 would be the Williams Guide rear sight mounted on the Williams
ramp base. The barrel is not too long, but it can be shortened if desired.German Model
98/40General SpecificationsType . . . . . . . . .Turnbolt repeater.Receiver . . . . . .One-piece
machined steel foraging. Slotted bridge with stripper-clip guides.Bolt . . . . . . . . . .Two-piece with
separate non-rotating bolt head. Dual opposed locking lugs forward. Bolt guide rib on bolt with
its integral bolt handle acts as a safety lug. Flat bolt face.Ignition . . . . . . .One-piece firing pin
powered by coil mainspring. Cocks on closing.Magazine . . . . .Non-detachable staggered-
column box type. Quick-detachable floorplate.Bolt-stop . . . . . .Mannlicher type positioned on the
left side of receiver bridge, stops bolt travel by contacting ejector over the left locking
lug.Trigger . . . . . . .Non-adjustable, double-stage military pull.Safety . . . . . . . .Wing-type built into
the cocking piece, locks striker and bolt when swung to the right.Extractor . . . . . .Non-rotating,
fitted into the bolt head. Uses separate flat spring.Magazine cutoff None
provided.Ejector . . . . . . .Sliding type attached to the left side of bolt head.The issue stock and
forend can be remodeled if you want to keep expenses to a minimum. The main thing is to
shorten the forend. It need not be any longer than about 14 inches.There are no commercial
receiver sights, triggers or safeties available for this rifle, although it is possible to install a
double-set trigger made for the M98 Mauser action in the 98/40. There are no rechambering
possibilities for this rifle. While no one makes a threaded and chambered barrel available for this
rifle, a different calibered barrel can be fitted to the action. By rebarreling, this action would be
suitable for such cartridges as the 257 Roberts, 7mm Mauser, 308 and 358.I see no practical
way to change the action so it cocks on opening, or an easy way to lengthen the magazine to
accept longer cartridges.Takedown and AssemblyMake sure the rifle is unloaded. To remove the
bolt, raise the bolt handle and pull the bolt back while depressing the bolt-stop. Disassemble the
bolt by first removing the bolt head. This is done by turning the bolt head so the ejector is in line
with the bolt rib. Using a cartridge, place its rim under the extractor hook, lift or tip the hook
outward, and pull the bolt head from the bolt. Turn out the ejector screw to remove the ejector.
Remove the extractor by pushing down on the extractor spring with a tool so the extractor can be
moved back and lifted out. Lift out the extractor spring. In reassembling the extractor, first insert
the extractor spring in its slot with its round end to the rear, then push the extractor down until it
slips in place.Remove the firing mechanism by pressing the safety forward and unscrewing the
firing pin nut from the firing pin, after which all the parts can be removed. Reassemble in reverse
order, turning the firing pin nut on as far as it will go and then backing it off until the safety



engages in its notch in the nut. Remove the buttstock by first removing the buttplate; then using a
long screwdriver, turn out the stock bolt. Depress the floorplate latch and remove the floorplate,
follower and spring. The follower and floorplate can then be slipped off of the spring. Remove
barrel bands and trigger guard screws. Next, remove the trigger guard from the forend and the
forend from the barrel. The buttstock socket and the magazine box are also released at this time.
Drive out the floorplate latch pin to remove the latch and spring. Drive out the sear pin to remove
the sear and trigger mechanism.Push the bolt-stop pin out toward the bottom and remove the
bolt-stop and spring. Reassemble in reverse order. The narrow end of the follower spring fits into
the follower.The barrel is threaded very tightly into the receiver and cannot be easily removed,
nor should it be removed unless necessary, and then only if the proper tools are
available.GreekModel 1903Mannlicher-Schoenauer FdHTO MOST RIFLEMEN, the name Mann-
licher-Schoenauer brings to mind a sleek little sporting rifle having a slim forend that extends to
the muzzle of its short barrel. It is in the “elite” class of bolt-action sporting rifles, and it’s gained
worldwide recognition and fame. Its popularity does not seem to decrease despite the great
many other bolt-action rifles it has had to compete against since it was first introduced many
years ago. It all started with the Greek Model 1903 M-S military rifle, for the M-S sporting rifle is
basically a sporterized version of the military rifle.The M-S action was developed in the Austrian
Arms Factory at Steyr in 1900, the name deriving from those of Ferdinand Ritter von Mannlicher
and Otto Schoenauer. Mannlicher, born in Mainz, Germany, in 1848, became one of the world’s
leading military arms designers. He died in Austria in 1904. He is most noted for his
development of the clip-loading magazine system, “straight-pull” rifle actions, and automatic
rifles and pistols, for which he obtained many U.S. and foreign patents. Most military arms
produced by the great Austrian Arms Factory, often called the Great Steyr Works, from the
mid-1880s on, were of Mannlicher design. Otto Schoenauer, a native Austrian, was the director
of the Austrian Arms Factory for a number of years. His main claim to fame is the rotary-type
magazine used in the M-S rifle.Although he was not the first inventor of the rotary-spool
magazine system, Otto Schoenauer began working with that idea before 1885; it was first
combined with a turnbolt 43-caliber rifle of Mannlicher design in 1887. A year later it was
adapted to a Mannlicher straight-pull rifle. In the United States, Arthur Savage was working on
his lever-action rifle fitted with a rotary-spool magazine, which he perfected by 1893 and on
which he obtained patents. He became famous for his efforts which resulted in the Model 99
Savage rifle, which was made for many years.The Schoenauer spool magazine, however, was
not fully perfected until about 1900, when it was first successfully combined with a small-caliber
turnbolt rifle. It is believed that Portugal obtained a few of the Model 1900 M-S military rifles. This
rifle, with minor modifications, was adopted by Greece in 1903, and designated the Greek Model
1903 Mannlicher-Schoenauer rifle. It was produced in large numbers by the factory of which
Schoenauer was the director. Mannlicher supplied most of the action designs.At this point, I
must backtrack a bit. In an earlier chapter I described the German Model 88 Commission action,
designed by a group of men who borrowed some features from an earlier Mauser action and



used the Mannlicher patented clip-loading single-column magazine system. Adopted by
Germany in 1888, the only thing about this action which was “Mannlicher” was the
magazine.The Austrian Arms Factory in Steyr was one of the firms which contracted to make the
M88 rifles for Germany. Because of the magazine, and because Mannlicher was also associated
with the firm, and perhaps because they made some sporting rifles based on this action, the 88
rifles were often referred to as “Mannlicher” rifles.When the Steyr factory developed the M-S rifle
in 1900, they freely borrowed and copied the basic receiver and bolt features of the 88 action,
fitting it with the Schoenauer rotary-spool magazine. This was an expedient thing to do, since it
was a smooth and very reliable turnbolt system and they were already making the 88 rifle. No
doubt Mannlicher had a hand in modifying and adapting the 88 receiver for the Schoenauer
magazine, but designing it so it could be readily detached from the rifle for cleaning. He was also
responsible for the several changes and improvements on the bolt. The basic action,
nonetheless, was not his creation.Regardless of the minor role that Mann-licher had in the
development of the Model 1903 Greek rifle, that rifle, as well as all future rifles based on this
action, were and are still known as “Mannlicher-Schoenauer” actions.Greece adopted the M-S
rifle in 1903, and it was to remain their principle military shoulder arm until after WWII. Compared
to many other military bolt-action rifles, the M1903 and the later 1903/14 Greek rifles did not
gain any spectacular recognition as military arms outside of Greece. The M-S action, however,
gained worldwide acclaim and popularity when used in the Steyr-built sporting rifles. First made
and introduced to European hunters in 1903 or 1904, its most distinctive feature was a very
short barrel and a very slim forend that extended to the muzzle. It is this feature more than
anything else that the name “Mannlicher” has been associated with, and to such an extent that
even today any rifle similarly stocked is called a Mannlicher-stocked rifle.There were two model
designations and a carbine and rifle version of each designation of the Greek M-S military arm.
The 1903 Greek rifle (marked STEYR 1903 on the receiver) is 43.3” overall, has a 28.5” barrel
and weighs about 8.3 pounds. The 1903 Greek carbine is 39.4” overall, has a 19.7” barrel and
weighs about 7.3 pounds. Both have a wooden handguard which extends from the receiver to
the middle barrel band. The Model 1903/14 Greek rifle and carbine (marked STEYR 1903/14 on
the receiver) adopted in 1914 are almost the same as the 1903s except that the handguard
extended from the receiver to the upper barrel band. All are chambered for the 6.5 M-S cartridge
and made so a bayonet can be attached to the muzzle.The 1903 and 1903/14 Greek military
rifles were rather late-comers on the U.S. surplus arms market, not generally offered for sale until
about 1961. Carbines were first priced about $35 each, the rifles at about $30; M98 military
Mausers were then selling for about the same prices. I thought the Greek M-S rifles a good value
when compared with any other military surplus bolt-action rifle then being offered, except that
their bores were neglected and usually dark. However, they apparently sold well, for after a year
or so they were no longer advertised. Evidently, however, many of them must have had bores
and/or stocks in such poor shape that, shortly after the rifles were first offered, separate actions
were also made available. Moderately priced ($10 to $15) the actions also apparently sold well,



for they too were soon off the market. At any rate, for a short time the amateur gunsmith had the
opportunity to purchase a genuine Mannlicher-Schoenauer rifle or action, an opportunity which
may never again be presented.The Greek Mannlicher-Schoenauer ActionThe receiver is a
heavy one-piece steel forging machined to accept the barrel, bolt, magazine and other parts.
The front end of the receiver is bored and threaded to accept the barrel shank. Inside the
receiver ring, there is a collar against which the barrel abuts. This collar surrounds the bolt head
except for a slot on the left side for the ejector. Underneath the round receiver ring is a small stud
projection, which is tapped for the front receiver screw. It is not large enough to transfer
adequately the recoil to the stock, but on military rifles, a separate recoil plate is inletted into the
stock, just to the rear of the stud.The top and right center of the receiver are cut out to gain
access to the magazine opening. Much metal is left under the center of the receiver, enough
metal for front and rear walls, and this is milled to accept the various magazine parts. The
magazine well opening in the receiver is milled out on the left side of the receiver bottom to allow
passage of the cartridges from the magazine into the chamber.The inside of the receiver proper
is precisely bored and milled out for the bolt and its locking lugs. Recesses with angled
approaches, cut into the rear of the receiver ring, leave locking shoulders to engage locking lugs.
The angled slope on the forward corner of each shoulder draws the bolt forward as the bolt is
rotated closed. The receiver bridge is slotted to allow passage of the bolt handle, and the front of
this slot is grooved to accept a magazine-charger clip. The rear of the receiver ends in a tang
into which the rear receiver screw threads.Left-side view of the Opened military Mannlicher-
Schoenauer action.Greek Model 1903 military Mannlicher-Schoenauer action.The small one-
piece bolt-stop is attached to the left side of the receiver bridge and pivots on a stud made
integral with the receiver. A pin holds the bolt-stop on the stud, and a coil spring in the rear of the
bolt-stop provides the tension. An extension on the front of the bolt-stop, projecting through a
hole in the receiver wall into the locking lug raceway, halts the bolt in its rearward motion as it
contacts the ejector and bolt locking lug.The bolt has a separate non-rotating bolt head.
Mortised into the right side of the bolt head and its stem is a one-piece spring extractor—no
stronger or weaker than that of the 88 Commission action. Loosely mortised into the left side of
the bolt head, so that it has some longitudinal movement, is the ejector. It is held in place by a
small screw. The ejector extends back and overlaps the locking lug when the bolt handle is
raised so that, on pulling the bolt back, the bolt-stop pushes the ejector forward to eject the
cartridge or fired case before the bolt is halted, when the ejector contacts the locking lug. This
arrangement, and the ejector itself, is much better than the ejector system in the 88 action. The
outside front edge of the ejector is beveled to move the bolt-stop out of the way when the
assembled bolt is inserted into the receiver.The bolt-head face is not recessed for the cartridge
head. Instead, the breeching system is so made that, when the bolt is locked closed, the flat face
of the bolt head contacts the breech end of the barrel. The chamber is deep enough to let the
cartridge head lie flush with the end of the barrel. Shallow grooves cut across the face of the
barrel allow room for the ejector and extractor. A good arrangement, but it makes barrel fitting a



bit more difficult than it is with the 88 action, which has a recessed bolt head.The bolt body is
drilled from the front to accept the firing pin, mainspring and bolt head. A small lug on the stem
of the bolt head, and a matching longitudinal and circular groove inside the front of the bolt, hold
these two parts together, allowing the bolt head to be removed and replaced when it is turned to
a certain position. The dual-opposed locking lugs are on the extreme front end of the bolt body,
both solid and quite large. The top front corner of the right (or bottom) locking lug is beveled to
match a similar beveled surface left inside the locking-lug recess in the receiver ring. This
provides the initial extraction camming power when the bolt handle is raised.The front of the left
locking lug has a circular groove cut across its face. The rear of the projection on the bolt-stop,
which projects into the locking lug raceway, has a ridge to match the groove in the left locking
lug. Unless the ejector is in place, or the bolt head and ejector are not assembled on the bolt, the
bolt cannot be inserted into the receiver unless the bolt-stop is purposely depressed in doing so.
Thus, the groove and hook arrangement on the locking lug and bolt-stop serves as a warning
that, unless the bolt can be inserted into the receiver without manually depressing the bolt-stop,
something is amiss. This could prevent an extremely dangerous situation from arising, since it is
possible to fire the rifle with the bolt head missing.The straight bolt handle, with its large hollow
grasping ball, is an integral part of the bolt body. Also made integral with the bolt is the guide rib,
which extends forward of, and becomes part of, the base or root of the bolt handle. This rib
affords additional anchorage for the bolt handle, but also guides the bolt and prevents its
binding. The rear of the rib, or the base of the bolt handle, is not high enough to contact the front
of the receiver bridge, so apparently no effort was made to provide a positive safety lug
arrangement. In the event the front locking lugs or receiver ring should fail, however, the bolt
handle itself would prevent the bolt from being driven out of the receiver. The center of the guide
rib is milled out to keep weight to a minimum.The firing pin and mainspring are inserted through
the front of the bolt, the mainspring being compressed over the firing pin stem between a
shoulder on the front of the firing pin and a shoulder in the rear of the bolt body. The heavy
cocking piece fits over the rear end of the firing pin, held there by the firing pin nut, which is
secured to the firing pin with an interrupted lug arrangement. Flat surfaces on the rear of the
firing pin, engaging a matching hole in the cocking piece, and the flattened front end of the firing
pin, engaging a matched slot in the bolt head, prevent these parts from turning on the firing pin.A
cam projection on the cocking piece, matching a notch in the rear of the bolt body, cocks the
firing mechanism when the bolt handle is lifted. This cocking action is easy because of the
smoothness of the contacting metal surfaces. Since the firing pin nut, cocking piece, safety and
safety spring are part of the firing mechanism, and are attached to the firing pin, lock time is a bit
sluggish, but ignition is positive because of the weight of these parts.The wing safety is
positioned in a hole in the upper part of the cocking piece and into an extension of the cocking
piece which extends forward into the slot in the receiver bridge. It is tensioned by a short coil
spring which fits over the stem of the safety. This keeps it pushed back against the firing pin nut,
which holds the safety in place, and which in turn prevents the firing pin nut from being turned



unless the safety is pushed forward. When the action is cocked, swinging the safety up and to
the right locks both bolt and cocking piece. This is accomplished by the end of the safety stem
engaging in a notch in the end of the bolt. With the action uncocked (striker forward), the safety
can be depressed and swung over to the right to lock the bolt, but this is to allow the bolt to be
disassembled easily, rather than to lock the bolt in the action.Main parts of the military M-S
action, showing complete bolt assembly at top, receiver in the center, and detachable rotary
magazine assembly at bottom.One very small gas escape hole in the bolt is the only outlet
should gas enter the firing pin hole. This hole, just forward of the mainspring shoulder on the
firing pin, is exposed in the front of the receiver opening when the bolt is closed and locked.The
trigger assembly consists of trigger, trigger pin, sear, sear pin, sear lever, sear lever pin and sear
lever spring, mounted under the receiver on the sear lever pin. The trigger has the usual two
humps that provide the standard double-stage military pull.The trigger guard bow, large and
heavy, is held in place in the stock, along with the rear part of the receiver, by a tongue-and-
groove arrangement with the receiver at the front, and by the rear receiver screw, which passes
through the rear of the guard and stock, and threads into the receiver tang. The front of the
receiver is held in the stock by a screw that runs through an escutcheon in the bottom of the
stock.Top view of the Greek military Mannlicher-Schoenauer action.Issue military M-S trigger
(right) can be modified and improved, as shown at left, by installing an adjustment screw on its
upper end, plus bending and straightening the lower end.The Schoenauer Magazine
SystemThe most interesting feature of the Mannlicher-Schoenauer action is the box magazine,
whose spring-tensioned rotary spool feeds cartridges into the path of the bolt.The heart of the
magazine is the spool, held in upright standards over a box-like trough, much like an old-
fashioned chicken feeder. The spool has 5 shallow grooves that conform to the diameter and
shape of the 6.5 M-S cartridges. The cartridges are not separated except for the first and last,
which are divided by a wing that is actually the follower. A coil spring inside the spool provides
the rotary power to feed the cartridges into the action. Bearings at the spring ends provide the
means to anchor the spool to the standards and to keep the spool wound.The floorplate is
attached to the bottom of the box via a stud and spring clip, allowing the plate to rotate. The fore
and aft magazine projecting walls under the receiver are milled out to accept the magazine box.
Their inner ends are grooved for the ends of the floorplate so the magazine is locked in place
when the floorplate is lengthwise with the action. A spring clip in the bottom of the magazine box,
engaging a recess in the floorplate, locks the floorplate in its lengthwise position and, when
depressed, allows it to be rotated.The magazine well opening, in the left side of the receiver,
slants slightly in that direction so that as the cartridges are fed into and out of the magazine, they
are guided around the spool and magazine box. Circular cartridge guideways about ¼” wide,
built into the front and rear of the magazine opening in the receiver, and in the magazine box,
hold the cartridges in a circle against the spool, allowing the cartridges to move around without
much friction.To allow insertion of cartridges into the magazine and to prevent them from coming
out again, a cartridge-stop was fitted into a milled cut in the underside of the right receiver wall. It



is held in place, and pivots on, a screw through the front of the receiver wall. It is tensioned by a
small coil spring. The rear part of the cartridge-stop projects through a hole near the rear of the
right side of the magazine well opening, and a checkered projection protrudes through another
opening in the top of the wall.On loading a cartridge into the magazine and pressing it down with
the thumb, the cartridge-stop is depressed as the cartridge moves over it; when thumb pressure
is removed, the cartridge, forced up by the tension of the magazine spool, is halted by the bolt-
stop so that only part of the cartridge projects in the path of the bolt. The magazine can be fully
loaded by inserting one cartridge at a time, or loaded by stripping cartridges from a charger clip.
The loaded magazine can be quickly emptied by merely pressing down on the checkered
projection on the bolt-stop.The Schoenauer magazine system is reliable in every way. It holds
five cartridges in a space only slightly larger than needed for a staggered-column magazine.
Feeding is positive and smooth, and there is only one path for the cartridges to take as they are
fed into the chamber. The spool prevents cartridges from moving forward as the rifle recoils. This
prevents bullet point mutilation. Finally, the magazine box and spool can be easily removed for
cleaning.The Schoenauer magazine has disadvantages. It is much more costly to make than a
staggered-column type because every part of the system has to be made for the specific
cartridge for which the rifle is chambered. Once so made, it is not readily adaptable to cartridges
with different dimensions.Takedown and AssemblyMake sure chamber and magazine are
empty. To remove the bolt, raise the bolt handle and pull it back and out while depressing the
bolt-stop. To disassemble the bolt, grasp the bolt body in one hand and, with the other, rotate the
cocking piece ¼-turn counterclockwise so it is against the bolt; depress the safety and swing it to
the right. Turn the firing pin nut ¼-turn counterclockwise and pull it free; swing the safety to the
left, remove it from the cocking piece off the firing pin; now grasp bolt head firmly (remember it is
under tension of the mainspring), turn it counterclockwise until the ejector is in line with the
guide rib and ease it forward. This will release the firing pin and mainspring so they can be
pulled forward out of the bolt. Remove the ejector by turning out its screw and sliding it forward.
Remove the extractor by lifting its front end up with a screwdriver, then pull it forward. To avoid
any chance of breaking the extractor, it should not be removed unless necessary. Reassemble in
reverse order.Using a bullet point or some other pointed tool, depress the floorplate latch spring
through the front hole in the floorplate. Turn it about ¼-turn and pull out the magazine. Remove
the magazine spool by depressing the rear spool bearing and lifting up the rear of the spool.
Remove the bearings and magazine spring from the spool by rotating the front bearing counter-
clockwise about -turn until it pops out and unwinds; the bearings and spring assembly can now
be pulled out. It is best not to remove the spring bearings, although this can be done by lifting the
hooked ends of the spring from each bearing. The spool spring, with bearings attached, is
reassembled by inserting it into the spool and rotating it until the small bearing projects through
the spool; now depress the large bearing and turn it about one full turn counter-clockwise until it
falls into place and is locked into the spool. The assembled spool is fitted in place by inserting
the large bearing into its slot in the magazine box and then depressing the rear bearing until it



slips into place.Mannlicher-Schoenauer TriggersSingle and Double-Set for Rifles and
CarbinesAdjustable Single or Double-Set TriggersAll models, both rifle and carbine, come with
choice of regular single trigger or double-set triggers. The single trigger is of the clean crisp
shotgun type, that is, it is completely without creep, the pull being about 4½ lbs., and is the type
most shooters are accustomed to. Below, it will be seen that the single trigger is provided with a
regulating screw, permitting adjustment of pull.The double-set trigger represents a novelty to
most American shooters, but once understood, has numerous advantages, particularly when
used with a scope. In this type, the front trigger alone always fires the gun, the rear trigger never
does, its sole function being to “set” the front trigger thus making a “hair” trigger of it. If the rear
trigger is ignored, the gun is fired by using the front trigger, though the pull is somewhat heavier
and less sharp than on the regular single trigger model. The reason for this will be clear from a
study of the two illustrations, whereby it will be seen that the leverage exerted in the single
trigger is several times as great as in the double-set.To make a “hair” trigger of the front trigger,
the rear is pulled back until it clicks, and the front trigger is then “set” and a pressure of a few
ounces fires it. This is perfect for long-distance scope shots as the gun may be fired the instant
the bead is on the target. If the trigger is “set”, it can be unset without firing the gun or opening
the bolt.To accomplish this, the rear trigger is pulled first, and while pressure is on the rear
trigger, the front trigger is pulled very lightly, and the gun is back to normal pull. This last “trick”
should be practiced on an empty chamber until it is thoroughly understood. A small regulating
screw is located between the triggers, permitting adjustment of from nothing to about three
ounces.This illustration shows double-set trigger unit complete with trigger lever. This entire unit
can be replaced or used interchangeably with the single trigger mechanism shown at right.This
is the new style single trigger mechanism (illustrated more fully below) which can be used to
replace the double trigger unit if desired. This new-style trigger is being furnished on all current
Mannlicher-Schoenauers.OLD SINGLE TRIGGER MECHANISMNEW SINGLE TRIGGER
MECHANISMA page from the 1939 Stoeger’s catalog showing the different trigger mechanisms
for the commercial M-S sporter at that time. (Courtesy Stoeger Industries)Regular sporter-type
rifle built around the Greek military M-S action. The action was fitted with a new barrel, a flat bolt
handle and a 1903 Springfield trigger guard bow, and to this the Fajen stock was fitted. The
Weaver K-6 scope is mounted in Weaver top-detachable rings on a Weaver 60 base attached to
the receiver ring with two 8x40 screws.The floorplate can be removed by driving the spring clip
off of the floorplate stud, which will release the floorplate and the spring catch. Reassemble in
reverse order. The assembled magazine can then be inserted into the action and locked in place
by turning the floorplate lengthwise with the action.To remove the barrel and action from the
stock, remove the magazine and barrel bands; turn out the rear receiver screw, lift the rear of the
trigger guard out of the stock, slide it back and remove it; turn out the front receiver screw and
the barreled action can be lifted out of the stock. Drive out (downward) the bolt-stop pin to
remove the bolt-stop and spring. Turn out the cartridge-stop screw from the right side of the
receiver and work out the cartridge-stop and spring. Drive out the sear lever pin to remove the



trigger assembly. Drive out the sear and trigger pins to remove the sear and trigger. Reassemble
in reverse order. The barrel is screwed tightly into the receiver (right-hand threads), and it should
not be removed unless the action is to be rebarreled, and then only if the proper tools are
available.Rechambering and RebarrelingI’ve already pointed out some limitations of the M-S
action and magazine, but there are more. There is just no way in which this action, made for the
6.5 M-S cartridge, can be altered to handle a cartridge whose overall length is more than about
3.10”, nor any practicable or easy way it can be made to handle any cartridge much shorter than
about 2.875”. The new cartridge, which must also be a rimless type, practically eliminates all
modern cartridges except the 257 Roberts, 244 (or 6mm Remington) and the 7mm Mauser.
While these three fall within the noted length limitations, they still pose an insurmountable
problem in the altering of the magazine to handle them because the bodies if these cartridges
are of larger diameter than the 6.5 M-S cartridge. I feel that the only practicable rebarreling of the
Greek M-S would be to its original caliber.Good and Poor FeaturesTo begin with, all of the Greek
M-S military actions I’ve seen and handled, whether Steyr- or Beretta-made, were very well
made in every detail. Undoubtedly the very best steels were used to make the various parts, and
these parts properly hardened and tempered (or heat-treated) according to the task they had to
perform. All parts are well fitted, finished and smooth. Some parts are polished very smooth,
including the exterior of the bolt, magazine spool and the contracting surfaces of the various
moving parts. All of this makes for a tight fitting yet smooth working action. Its smoothness of
operation rivals that of our Krag. In fact, most of these military actions I’ve handled operated as
easily and as smoothly as the action of any commercial M-S sporting rifle made. It is this
smoothness, plus the looks and feel of the sporting carbine, that most impresses the sportsman
who handles this rifle for the first time.I like the breeching system of this action, which is not too
unlike the M98 Mauser breeching, and the bolt-stop and ejector system, plus the fact that both
locking lugs are solid. I also like the cartridge-stop arrangement, which allows easy and
convenient removal of cartridges from the magazine.There are many things I don’t like about the
M-S action, some of which I consider poorly designed. I don’t like the slotted bridge or the
forward placement of the bolt handle, nor do I like the firing mechanism, with the heavy cocking
piece and safety hung on the firing pin.After almost 70 years of nearly continuous manufacture,
the modern M-S action had almost the same firing mechanism, and I should think that it could
have been improved.I do not particularly dislike the separate bolt head, but the extractor is far
from being the best. Of all its action parts, the bolt head and extractor are most often lost, and
the extractor the part most often broken. Because of the separate bolt head design, the receiver
ring and bolt travel are proportionally longer. Because of the long cocking piece, the receiver
bridge is also quite long. The rotary spool magazine system requires longer space than would a
staggered-column box magazine holding a cartridge of the same length. Considering, however,
the size and length of the 6.5 M-S cartridge, the M-S action seems unduly long and heavy.Close-
up of the above sporting rifle showing the altered safety wing, flat bolt handle, 1903 Springfield
trigger and guard bow, and Weaver scope mount.Greek 1903 Mannlicher-Schoenauer(Uses 6.5



M-S cartridges)General SpecificationsType . . . . . . . . .Turnbolt repeater.Receiver . . . . . .One-
piece machined steel forging with slotted bridge. Stripper-clip charger guide milled in the
bridge.Bolt . . . . . . . . . .Two-piece, with separate non-rotating bolt head. Dual-opposed locking
lugs on front of bolt body. Bolt handle acts as a safety lug.Ignition . . . . . . .One-piece firing pin,
coil spring powered. Cocks on opening bolt.Magazine . . . . .Rotary spool, five-shot capacity,
detachable box-type.Trigger . . . . . . .Non-adjustable, double-stage military
pull.Safety . . . . . . . .Rotary wing-type built into cocking piece. 180° swing from left to right, locks
striker and bolt when swung up or right.Extractor . . . . . .One-piece non-rotating spring extractor
mortised in bolt head.Magazine cutoff None.Bolt-stop . . . . . .Pivoting type, located at left rear of
receiver.Ejector . . . . . . .Sliding type fitted on bolt head, activated by bolt stop.Despite these
criticisms, I still like this action very much. Just as many shooters complained when the Model
70 Winchester action was changed in 1964, I imagine that a similar reaction occurred when the
Mannlicher-Schoenauer action was changed.GunsmithingWhen surplus Greek M-S rifles and
actions were available in the early 1960s, amateur gunsmiths all over the U.S. and Canada
expressed a great deal of interest in them. I know that many were rather disappointed in this
action because of its limitations, while others bought a rifle or an action or two or more to lay
away for the day they could build that “Mannlicher” rifle— that sleek little sporter they have seen
in the Stoeger’s catalog for many years but could never afford.When the Greek M-S military rifles
and actions were first available as surplus arms, I obtained several of the actions. I did
considerable experimental work with them, since little has been written about them in
gunsmithing books. What I learned should interest those wanting to know the practical use of
this rifle or action when remodeling or building a rifle on it.If you have a complete and original
Greek M-S rifle or carbine in excellent condition inside and out, you might consider the fact that
they have some value as a collector’s item because they’re not very common.The M-S rifle or
carbine can be readily remodeled into a very fine sporter, for it has one of the best shaped and
designed stocks of any military rifle. If you have the rifle, a standard-type sporter can be made
from it by discarding the handguard, removing the rear sight, cutting off the forend just to the rear
of the middle barrel band, and shortening the barrel to 24” or 22”. Or, if you want to make a
typical Mannlicher carbine from either the rifle or carbine, shorten the barrel to 18”, fit a steel
Mannlicher-type forend cap on the end of the forend and then trim the entire forend down. Install
an open rear sight and a front sight of your choice on the barrel. Lastly, cut off the bolt handle
and weld on a flat Mannlicher-type handle. I have made flat handles from the shank of a small
open-end wrench or a flat spoke from an old farm implement wheel.If your rifle or carbine has a
ruined bore and you want to use it, my suggestion would be to have a new barrel fitted in its
original caliber. It can then be remodeled as outlined above.There is no receiver sight made for
this rifle, and it is most difficult to adapt any other receiver sight to fit it. I’ve successfully mounted
a scope on this action using the one-piece Weaver 60 base, attaching it to the receiver ring with
two 8x40 screws. This also required the installation of a new bolt handle to clear the
scope.Typical “Mannlicher” styled sporting rifle made up on the Greek military M-S action. The



action was attached to a 6.5 caliber barrel, open sights fitted into the barrel, the original bolt
handle replaced with a flat type, and then a Fajen Mannlicher stock fitted to the barreled
action.In attaching a new bolt handle to achieve a very low profile, and so it will clear the
eyepiece of a low-mounted scope, it may be necessary to weld it directly to the bolt guide rib.
This will then require notching the side of the stock and cutting down the right side of the
receiver bridge. In any case, the clip-charger humps should be filed down.To my knowledge,
there is no commercial safety or trigger made for this action. I solved the safety problem when a
scope is mounted low by cutting off most of the wing from the original safety and silver soldering
on an L-shaped piece of flat steel, as shown in the illustration. The original trigger can be
improved by fitting it with an adjustment screw, as shown. I have also replaced the original
trigger with a 1903 Springfield trigger, modifying it as required. The original M-S trigger guard
bow is unusually large and heavy, and on one rifle, I replaced it with a 1903 Springfield guard.
This not only improves the looks, but in combination with the Springfield trigger, the trigger and
bow are placed farther to the rear and closer to the grip, making for better handling and feel.A
double-set trigger mechanism made for the M98 Mauser can be installed in the Greek M-S
action. On one rifle I remodeled, I sawed off the bow, or loop part, from the guard, installed the
trigger mechanism in the plate that was left, and then fitted a double-barrel shotgun guard to the
plate and grip, nearly duplicating the original double trigger set-up of the commercial M-S
rifle.Additional CommentsI don’t know how many Greek M-S military rifles and carbines were
made, but the figure must surely be in the scores or hundreds of thousands. Of all the military
and commercial centerfire turnbolt actions discussed in this book, I believe more separate
manufacturing operations are required to make the Mannlicher-Schoenauer action than any of
the others.The 1903 and the 1903/14 Greek M-S rifles are serial numbered. The complete serial
number is usually stamped on the receiver ring, on the bolt guide rib and on the breech end of
the barrel, and with two or more digits of this number stamped on such other parts as the bolt
head, cocking piece, firing pin, firing pin nut and safety. If all the numbers match, this indicates
all of the numbered parts are original. The place and date (year) of manufacture are usually
stamped on the left receiver wall, as for example: STEYR 1914 or BERETTA and date. The
model designation of the rifle is usually stamped on the receiver ring, as for example: Y:1903/14.
A crown over a cross within a shield is also usually found stamped on the receiver ring.The 6.5
M-S CartridgeThe 6.5 M-S cartridge was developed and introduced with the M-S military rifle in
1900, and adopted by Greece in 1903. It is a rimless, bottlenecked cartridge, loaded with a long
round-nosed bullet. The 6.5 M-S case is slightly smaller at the head (.453”) than the 30-06 case
(.473” head dia.). As a military cartridge, it was certainly as good as the 6.5mm Japanese and
6.5mm Italian-Carcano cartridges, but since Greece was such a small country, the 6.5 M-S
cartridge never became a noteworthy military cartridge. It did, however, become a worldwide
favorite sporting cartridge in the famous M-S sporting carbine, and it has been successfully used
for taking all species of big game, including elephant.The 6.5 M-S is also known as the 6.5x54 or
6.5x53 M-S. The “6.5” indicates the caliber in millimeters of .256”.the approximate bore size of



the barrel. The “53” or “54” (the latter figure is most generally used today) is the case length in
millimeters. Bullets are usually of .264” diameter to match the groove diameter of barrels made
for this cartridge, which normally range from .266 ” to .268”. M-S rifle barrels usually have a very
fast rifling twist, one turn in 7.87 ”.The 6.5 M-S Greek military cartridge was normally loaded with
a 159-grain full-jacketed round-nosed bullet, muzzle velocity about 2225 fps. Sporting loads,
which were made in such countries as Austria, Germany, Great Britain, Canada and the U.S.,
were usually loaded with 150- to 160-grain round-nosed expanding-type bullets.If you own a rifle
in this caliber and want to shoot it, you surely can find an ammunition source by contacting
dealers who sell imported ammunition. Check the “Directory of the Arms Trade” in GUN DIGEST
for the names and addresses of importers and manufacturers of ammunition. And when you
shoot your rifle, save the empty cases because they can be reloaded. In the directory, you
should also be able to find a commercial stock maker who can furnish semi-shaped/inletted
stocks for the Mannlicher-Schoenauer.The handloader will want to use Norma cases because
they accept Boxer primers. Because the 6.5 M-S chamber has a very deep throat for the long-
bulleted factory load, and the M-S action and magazine are made specifically for such a load,
the handloader will have the best results with long and heavy 6.5mm bullets.Beginning in 1903,
the Mannlicher-Schoenauer factory began producing fine sporting carbines on the M-S action.
These lightweight and short barreled rifles with a full length form became popular the world over.
Pictured here is the 1905 Model. Other models followed including the 1908 and 1910. The most
popular caliber was the 6.5x54mm but they were also made in 8x56mm, 9x56mm and
9.5x57mm. (Photo from the Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Winchester Museum.)ItalianCarcano
Rifles FdHModel 38 Italian Carcano Short Rifle, caliber 7.35mm.THE CARCANO BOLT-ACTION
rifle was adopted by Italy in 1891 as her official military shoulder arm. Adopted with it was the
6.5mm Carcano cartridge, one of the first small caliber smokeless military cartridges to be used
by a major military power. The Model 1891 Carcano rifle and its various versions, and the 6.5mm
cartridge, were in continual production and use until Italy’s defeat in WW II. No doubt several
million of these Carcanos were made in this long period (about 54 years). Returning American
servicemen brought many home as souvenirs, but this number was a mere drop of water in a tub
compared to the countless thousands dumped on the U.S. military surplus arms market since
the late 1940s.The Carcano action was developed jointly by Lt. Col. Salvatore Carcano and Col.
G. Parravicino, both employed in the Torino (Turin) Arms Factory in Turin, Italy. Perhaps most of
these rifles and carbines were made in Terni, but they were also made in Turin, Brescia, and
Gardone in government or privately owned arsenals. The action, a turnbolt repeater with dual
front locking lugs on the bolt, was copied from the Model 89 Mauser, but made with a single
column box magazine of Mannlicher design. As a result of the various names and places
connected with these arms, they have been called the Parravicino Carcano, but they’re now
generally called the Mannlicher-Carcano, Italian Carcano, or Terni.Carcano MarkingsMarkings
are many and varied, and specific models are not always marked alike. The model designation is
never stamped on the rifle, nor are the words “ Carcano” or “Italy.” Some receivers are entirely



unmarked.The serial number, usually beginning with one or two letters, may be stamped on the
breech end of the barrel, on the receiver, or on both.The serial number, or any part of it, is
seldom stamped on any other part of the rifle.There is usually an assortment of inspector’s and/
or proof marks stamped on the barrel breech, receiver, and bolt. Often unclear, they’re not really
important.The name of the manufacturer, and/or the Carcano city where the rifle was made, is
usually stamped on the receiver ring or on the breech end of the barrel. The marking TERNI
indicates manufacture there by the Italian Army small arms arsenal. The marking RE TERNI
stands for Regio Esercito Terni, which means ARMY, TERNI. The marking “F.N.A. Brescia”
stands for Fabbrica Naziionale d’Armi (National Arms Factory) in the city of Brescia. The marking
BERETTA GARDONE means manufacture by P. Beretta Arms Factory in Gardone, V.T., Italy.The
year of manufacture of many Carcanos is often stamped on the receiver ring. On others the date
of manufacture may be stamped on the barrel breech, such as 01 for 1901. Most rifles produced
during the Fascist regime were also marked with a Roman numeral, such as XVI, indicating
manufacture in the 16th year of the regime.Many Italian rifles were re-marked; for example, some
are found marked SPECIAL-GUARD-BAVARIA; others carry the letters SA within a rectangle,
which means “Suomen Armeija” or “Finnish Army.” The Finns obtained these rifles from Italy
during WW II for defense against Russia. No doubt there are Carcano rifles and carbines with
other markings unknown to me. Various Carcano rifle and carbine models were produced. Since
they’re all based on the same action, I’ll describe the principal models briefly.The first model was
the 1891 Carcano rifle, its 30.8” barrel adapted for a knife bayonet. Next came the M1891
Carcano carbine with a folding bayonet permanently attached to its 17.5” barrel, and the M1891
TS carbine with a 17.5”-plus barrel and detachable knife bayonet. There was also the Model 41
rifle with a 27” barrel. All of these were made only in 6.5mm caliber.In 1938 Italy adopted a new
cartridge of larger caliber—the 7.35mm Carcano. It was based on the same case as the 6.5mm
Carcano cartridge but with the neck expanded to hold the larger 7.35mm bullet. The rifles
chambered for this cartridge were the M38 short rifle with a 21.1” barrel and detachable bayonet,
and the M38 carbine with a 17.5”-plus barrel. Italy, however, soon became involved in WW II and
could not make a complete change-over to the new caliber, so it was dropped in favor of the
older 6.5mm. As a result, many M38 rifles and carbines made for the 7.35mm cartridge were
rebarreled for the 6.5mm load.W.H.B. Smith, in his The Book of Rifles says that some M38 rifles
were made in 7.92mm caliber (8x57mm Mauser) for use by Germany during WW II.The 6.5mm
Carcano rifle barrels were made with progressive or gain twist rifling; that is, the rate of twist
gradually increasing from breech to muzzle. At the breech the twist was about one turn in 19”,
increasing to about one turn in 8” at the muzzle.The 7.35mm Carcano barrels were made with a
uniform rate of twist, one turn in 10”.The Carcano ActionThe Carcano is a relatively simple
turnbolt, 6-shot repeating action having some Mauser and Mannlicher features, plus others
found only in this action. Despite wide criticism leveled against it, the Carcano is a well designed
and rugged action for military use since, presumably, the Italians did not have any major trouble
with it or they would have changed the design.The Carcano receiver appears to have started as



a forging which was then milled and machined to final dimensions. The round receiver ring is
quite large in diameter (1.335”), with only a small projection underneath to form the recoil
shoulder. The inside of the receiver ring, threaded to receive the barrel shank, has a thin collar
left in its center against which the breech end of the barrel abuts. The barrel breech is flat except
for a thin ring which fits inside the receiver collar and around the head of the bolt, The rear of the
receiver ring is milled to form locking recesses for the bolt lugs. There is more than ample metal
at this point to securely support both locking lugs. In the lower left side, in the locking lug recess,
a shelf of metal is retained which has a forward sloping surface. The angle of this surface
matches a beveled corner on the left (upper) locking lug; on opening the bolt this arrangement
provides the initial extraction camming power; on closing the bolt rapidly it helps to start the
closing rotation of the bolt. The receiver walls behind the receiver ring are smaller in diameter
than the ring; on the left side of the receiver there is a definite step, as in the large ring 98
Mauser action.The left receiver wall is much higher than the right, and the high left wall lacks a
thumb notch. A long opening is milled in the bottom of the receiver for the magazine. The rear
half of this opening is wide enough to accept the cartridge clip, while the front half is only slightly
wider than the body of the cartridge. The front end of this opening is sloped toward the chamber
to form a loading ramp to raise and guide the cartridge from the magazine to the chamber.
Cartridge feeding into the chamber is positive and reliable.The receiver bridge is split or slotted
at the top to allow passage of the bolt handle. The receiver ends in a top tang about 2.5”
long.The trigger mechanism is mounted below the receiver bridge and tang. The sear attaches
to the receiver, pivoting on a pin crosswise through a hole in the bottom of the bridge. A
projection (made separately, but more or less permanently pinned in place) on the rear of the
sear projects upward through a hole in the tang into a groove which is milled out for the sear
notch to engage the cocking piece when the bolt is closed. The sear is tensioned by a coil spring
positioned between recessed holes in the front of the sear and receiver. The trigger, attached to
the sear, pivots on a pin through the sear. The upper part of the trigger, which bears against the
bottom of the receiver, has twin humps which produce the two stage pull.The ejector is a
collared pin positioned over and inside the sear spring and extending upward through a hole in
the receiver. A long tapering groove is cut into the front half of the bolt body to allow the ejector
to rise, as the bolt is opened, to contact the head of the cartridge or case and eject it from the
action. This appears to be a very efficient, though simple, arrangement.Italian Model 91
Mannlicher-Carcano action (shown with loaded clip in place).The bolt-stop is equally as efficient
and simple as the ejector. It is a bar extending upward through a hole in the bottom right side of
the receiver which projects into the right locking lug raceway in the receiver bridge. The bolt-stop
is attached to an arm on the trigger. Pulling the trigger back moves the bolt-stop down so the bolt
can be removed.The bolt and bolt handle appear to have been machined from a one-piece
forging, although the latter may have been permanently attached to the bolt by other means. The
bolt handle is near the center of the bolt and, when the action is closed and locked, the heavy
rectangular base of the bolt handle is forward of the receiver bridge, acting as a safety lug



should the forward locking lugs fail. The shank of the bolt handle, round and quite thin, ends in a
round grasping ball. On the Carcano rifles the bolt handle sticks straight out, but is bent down on
the carbine.The dual-opposed front locking lugs are quite large and solid; neither has any slots
or holes. The bolt face is recessed for the cartridge rim, but the rim of the recess is cut away one-
fourth of its diameter for the extractor hook. Another quarter is cut away beyond the bottom of the
extractor hook to allow the cartridge head to slip under the extractor hook when fed into the
chamber from the magazine. This prevents double loading.The one-piece spring steel extractor,
about 2” long, is mortised into the front of the bolt. A projection under the front end of the
extractor fits in a slot in the bolt, preventing the extractor from pulling out. Cartridges normally
slip under the extractor hook when being chambered from the magazine. Closing the bolt on a
cartridge that is chambered ahead of the extractor (as in single loading the rifle by dropping a
cartridge into the chamber) is difficult because the extractor hook is not made to slip easily over
the cartridge rim.The major parts of the firing mechanism are the firing pin, coil mainspring, firing
pin nut, cocking piece and bolt sleeve. In addition, there is a spring and plunger in the cocking
piece, the purpose of which is to prevent the firing pin nut from turning. The mainspring is
compressed between a shoulder on the one-piece firing pin and the bolt sleeve which is backed
by the cocking piece. All are retained on the firing pin by the firing pin nut, which threads on the
rear of the firing pin. A flat spot on the firing pin matching a similar spot in the cocking piece
prevents either part from turning on the other. A shoulder at the rear end of the firing pin prevents
longitudinal movement of the firing pin in the cocking piece when the firing pin nut is fully
tightened.The bolt sleeve is usually defined as that part of the action which holds the firing
mechanism in the bolt. In the Carcano action the bolt sleeve does this, but it also performs the
function of a safety. A small lug on the front part of the bolt sleeve slides into a groove and notch
cut into the rear of the bolt body. When the action is cocked, the bolt sleeve is held forward by
the lug engaging the notch, and heavy mainspring pressure holds it in this notch so that it rotates
with the bolt. When the bolt is closed and the bolt handle down (it must be in this position or the
rifle cannot be fired) part of the flange on the rear of the bolt sleeve is also engaged in a notch
cut into the receiver tang. This keeps the bolt sleeve in place, and there is little chance of it being
blown out even in the event of a severe primer rupture.Italian Carcano action, open.Model 91
Italian Carcano action.A deep cocking notch is cut into the rear of the bolt body, which the
cocking cam on the cocking piece engages. The cocking cam, quite long, extends into the left
locking lug raceway in the receiver bridge. When the striker is down, raising the bolt handle
cocks the action.To prepare the action for firing, the checkered safety wing on the bolt sleeve is
positioned forward and to the right. To place the bolt sleeve (or safety—whatever you want to call
it) in the “safe” position, it is pushed slightly forward and turned up. When this is done the bolt
sleeve is partly released to move back against the cocking piece, relaxing the firing mechanism
in the bolt. In this position the firing pin is held back, its tip held well within the bolt, so a blow on
the cocking piece cannot fire the rifle. In this position the bolt is also locked, and cannot be
opened.To engage the safety it is necessary to grasp the bolt handle, while depressing and



turning the safety (bolt sleeve), to prevent the bolt from opening. The bolt sleeve is under full
mainspring tension and it is not easily operated. Moving the bolt sleeve on to “safe” calls for a
strong thumb, but turning it again to the “fire” position is quite hard to do.The action is securely
held in the stock by two guard screws, these passing through holes in each end of the trigger
guard/magazine, and threaded into the tang and receiver ring. Stock bushings (or spacers) are
used with each guard screw. The very small recoil shoulder on the receiver would be entirely
inadequate to absorb the recoil if inletted directly into the stock. In the Carcano action recoil is
taken up by a clever T-shaped stock bushing and spacer through which the front guard screw
passes. The top of the “T” is a heavy metal bar about 1.20” long and .40 ” deep, its top grooved
to fit the small lug on the receiver. With this T-bushing snugly bedded into the stock, and
anchored between the trigger guard tang and the receiver by the guard screw, action set-back in
the stock is hardly possible. In restocking this rifle I strongly suggest this T-bushing be used.The
trigger guard/magazine is made of a single piece of steel. The trigger guard bow is wide and
heavy, the bow opening larger than needed. The thin-walled magazine box is an elongation of
the guard bow bottom, thus extends well below the stock line. The single follower arm pivots on
a pin through the lower front of the follower housing. It is given strong upward tension by a flat
spring mortised in the follower housing. The follower housing closes the bottom front half of the
magazine box and is in turn partly mortised in the magazine box and held in place by a screw. A
special cartridge clip, holding up to 6 cartridges, must be used with the Carcano action if the rifle
is to be shot as a repeater. The fully or partially loaded clip is inserted through the top of the
open action, depressing the follower by the bottom cartridge. There is no top or bottom to the
clip; it can be inserted either end first. When the clip is pressed down fully the spring-loaded
magazine catch, located in the rear of the magazine box, engages it and holds it down. The
bottom portion of the magazine box below the clip is open and when all the cartridges are fed
out of the clip, it drops out. The fully or partly loaded clip can be released to pop up out of the
open action by depressing the clip slightly and then depressing the magazine catch button in the
front of the trigger guard.There are no gas-escape holes in the receiver, and only one small hole
is provided in the bolt near the front end. When the bolt is closed this hole opens into the right
locking lug raceway in the receiver ring. Any gases escaping through this hole would be directed
backward alongside the bolt. This provision is sufficient unless the rifle is fired from the left
shoulder. To make the action safer there should be a hole in the left side of the receiver ring to
coincide with the under-cut in the bolt face recess. Without this hole any gases that got into the
left lug raceway would surely be felt by the shooter.Takedown and AssemblyCheck to make sure
the rifle is unloaded. To remove the bolt raise the bolt handle, hold the trigger back and pull the
bolt from the receiver.To disassemble the bolt, first rotate the cocking piece one-quarter turn
clockwise; with the thumbnail depress the firing pin nut plunger and unscrew firing pin nut; the
cocking piece can now be pulled off the firing pin. Next, depress bolt sleeve (safety) slightly and
rotate it a bit clockwise, allowing it to come back. Do this again and bolt sleeve, firing pin, and
mainspring can be removed from the bolt. Remove the firing pin nut plunger by driving out the



cross pin. Remove the extractor only if necessary. It is removed by raising the hooked end with a
screwdriver until it can be moved forward. Since the stem of the extractor is usually wedged very
tightly into the dovetail groove in the bolt, it may be necessary to drive the extractor forward with
a pointed tool while the hook end is held up. Reassemble in reverse order.To take the barrel and
action from the stock remove barrel bands and the two guard screws. With barrel and action
removed, the sear, sear spring, ejector, bolt-stop, and trigger can be removed by driving out the
sear and trigger pin.Pull trigger guard/magazine from the stock. Turn out the clip latch screw,
remove the clip latch and spring. Turn out the follower housing screw, drive the housing forward
to remove it. Depress the follower arm fully, insert a screwdriver blade in the slots in the sides of
the housing to hold the follower spring down, and remove the follower pin and follower. Pull the
screwdriver out and the follower spring can be removed. Reassemble in reverse order. Do not
attempt to remove the barrel unless proper tools are available.Carcano Action StrengthMany
Carcano rifles may not be well finished compared to M91 Mausers, but they’re certainly better
than most of the many Japanese Model 99 rifles I’ve seen, and far better than most WWII M98
Mausers. Carcano receivers are not always smoothly polished, and some concealed parts show
no polish at all, but the bolts are generally well-machined and smooth. The receiver and bolt
appear made of good steels and to be properly heat treated. Although the 6.5 and 7.35 Carcano
military cartridges are only loaded to a maximum breech pressure of less than 38,000 psi, I
believe Carcano actions are strong and safe enough to handle heavier loads. The 6.5
Mannlicher-Schoenauer cartridge is generally loaded to 40,000- 45,000 psi and, in those 6.5
Carcano rifles rechambered for this cartridge, the actions seem to take these higher pressures in
stride. However, in handloading Carcano cartridges I advise keeping loads moderate, not
exceeding 40,000 psi.Top view of the Model 91 Italian Carcano action. The jeweling on the bolt
is not the original finish.Italian Carcano Model 91General SpecificationsType . . . . . . . . .Turnbolt
repeater.Receiver . . . . . .One-piece machined steel forging; slotted bridge.Bolt . . . . . . . . . .One-
piece, with dual-opposed forward locking lugs. Base of the bolt handle serves as safety
lug.Ignition . . . . . . .One-piece firing pin and coil mainspring. Cocks on bolt
opening.Magazine . . . . .Single column, non-detachable six-shot box magazine. Special clip is
required to load and hold cartridges in magazine.Trigger . . . . . . .Non-adjustable, double-stage
military pull.Safety . . . . . . . .Combined with the bolt sleeve; 90° swing from right to up. When up,
safety locks bolt and relaxes firing pin.Extractor . . . . . .One-piece spring type recessed in front of
bolt.Bolt-stop . . . . . .One-piece, connected to, and released by trigger. Stops bolt by contacting
right (lower) locking lug.Ejector . . . . . . .Plunger type located in receiver bottom.The Carcano
ClipAs noted before, a special clip must be used if the Carcanos are to function as repeaters.
These clips, made of steel or brass, hold 6 rounds. Two crimped-in ridges, inside the back part
of the clip, engage in the extractor groove of the cartridges to hold the rounds against the clip
rear.The receiver and the magazine box are milled out to accept the loaded clip, with shoulders
left so it cannot move forward. This also holds the cartridges securely in the magazine so they
cannot move forward from recoil. The ridges in the clip extend nearly to each end, allowing just



enough room for cartridges to be, inserted and removed (or fed out via the bolt) when the head
of the cartridge is pressed against the curved lips of the clip. This is a good arrangement: the clip
is easy to load; the fully loaded or partly loaded clip is easily inserted into the action (from the
top with the bolt open); it is easily removed; feeding is in a straight line and reliable. The
drawbacks are these: when the clip is emptied it drops out and is easily lost; without the clip the
rifle can only be used as a single shot. Clips are still readily available at this writing, and both
Italian 6.5mm and 7.35mm cartridges use the same clip.Gunsmithing the CarcanoCarcano rifles
are among the least desirable of all modern military bolt actions to remodel or sporterize, nor is
the Carcano action a very good choice on which to build a rifle. I’ve already mentioned a couple
of poor and undesirable features of the Carcano: the very awkward and hard-to-operate safety,
and the necessity of using a clip. There are many more. The slotted receiver bridge prevents the
installation of a regular receiver sight. No commercial replacement safety is made for this action,
and there is no practical way the military safety can be altered to improve it. No replacement
trigger is made for the action although the military trigger can be improved. The box magazine
extends below the stock and it isn’t feasible to make it flush with the stock. The clip is too narrow
to accept standard 30-06 head size cartridges, so cartridge choice for rechambering or
rebarreling is very limited.None of these objections has really bothered or stopped the
enterprising amateur gunsmith from tackling them and working the rifle over into a
sporter.Rebarreling to another caliber, if the rifle is to remain a repeater, is also limited.Even as a
single shot, cartridge choice is limited because the bolt head and extractor are not easily
altered.The only satisfactory remodeling of the Carcano carbine consists of starting with one
having a good bore, then limit the work to putting on new sights, refinishing the metal,
remodeling the issue stock or installing a new one. A good rear sight choice is the Williams
Guide, adjustable for windage and elevation. This should be paired with a new front blade or
bead sight mounted on the Williams Shorty ramp base. Mounting a scope on Carcanos is just
not practicable.Bolt head of the Italian Carcano6.5 & 7.35 Carcano CartridgesThe 6.5 military
round was normally loaded with a 162-grain round-nosed, full-jacketed bullet, muzzle velocity
about 2300 fps. It was a good military cartridge, comparing favorably with other 6.5 military
loads.The commercial Norma 6.5 Carcano is loaded with a 156-grain soft-point, round-nosed
bullet, 2000 fps muzzle velocity. Although this seems a very mild load it has ample power to take
deer-sized game to about 200 yards. It could be handloaded safely to higher velocities with the
same weight or lighter bullets. Because of the deep throat in the Carcano barrel, best results will
be had with bullets of at least 130 grains. Poor accuracy may result with lighter bullets.The usual
7.35 Carcano military cartridge carried a 128-grain semi-pointed, full-jacketed bullet, its velocity
about 2482 fps; normal bullet diameter is .298”-.300”.Italian Youth CarbineThis title—the name it
commonly goes by in English-speaking countries—describes one of the most unusual military
arms of the WW II period. Mussolini and the Fascist Party leaders—aping the Nazis—wanted to
start training Italian boys at an early age (probably at about 6) and a special small-sized arm was
developed and manufactured for this purpose alone. The Youth Carbine is an almost identical



but scaled-down version of the regular Model 91 Carbine with folding bayonet.A photo
comparison of the Italian Youth Carbine action (top) with the regular Model 91 Italian Carcano
action.It is believed that about 30,000 of these small Carcano carbines were made between
1930 and 1940. American servicemen in Italy during the war took a number of these carbines
home, but they’re quite scarce today.The IYCs are marked F.N.A. BRESCIA on the receiver for
Fabbrica Nazionale d’Armi. Their serial number usually begins with a letter. The year date of
manufacture is also stamped on the receiver as well as the Roman numeral(s) indicating the
Fascist regime year. On the carbine illustrated a rectangular stamping, atop the receiver ring,
shows an insignia or crest with the Roman fasces.The official Italian designation for the Youth
Carbine is Moschetto Regolomentare Ballila Modelo 1891 Ridutto. Translated, this means
“Ballila Regulation Musket Model 1891 Reduced.” “Ballilo” was the name of the Italian Fascist
Youth Party.The IYC was used for drill training only, since only blank ammunition was made for
them, and the tip of the bayonet dulled. Some are smoothbored, others have a rifled bore of
6.5mm caliber. The blank cartridge is about the size of the 222 Remington, but has a longer
neck ending in a folded crimp. The chambers are reamed minus any neck or throat; the neck of
the blank cartridge is made small enough to enter directly into the bore, whether rifled or not. It is
thought that perhaps IYCs with rifled barrels were made from discarded Model 91 Carcano
barrels.The action of the IYC is a regular little gem, and just over half the weight of the regular
M91 and M38 Carcano actions. In every detail it is similar to the larger action. I don’t believe it is
made of good enough steel to be used with a modern bulleted cartridge, otherwise this
miniature action would be just the right size for the 222 Remington.The blank cartridges made
for these carbines are extremely scarce, much more so than the carbines, and are prized
collector items.(Top)Model 91 Italian Carcano carbine, caliber 6.5mm. The barrel of this carbine
has been increased to 18.50” by silver soldering a steel sleeve to the muzzle. (Above) Italian
Youth Carbine (minus the folding bayonet).JapaneseArisaka Rifles FdH6.5mm Japanese
Arisaka Type 38 (1905) carbine.PRIOR TO WWII there were very few Japanese military rifles in
the United States, apart from a small number of the older 11mm Japanese Murata rifles in
various private and museum collections. Beginning with the bombing of Pearl Harbor on
December 7, 1941, and ending with signing of the peace treaty on board the battleship Missouri
in Tokyo Bay on September 2, 1945, our servicemen went through untold hardships in the
Pacific area to win that peace. Perhaps because of these hardships, regulations regarding
sending or taking home captured rifles for souvenirs were kept lenient, and largely overlooked by
our military officers, so that by the end of the war Japanese rifles had become commonplace
items.Before and during the first part of the war not much was known about Japanese military
rifles and cartridges. At that time gun writers generally scoffed at both the rifles and the
cartridges, berating the rifles generally as junk and the 6.5mm cartridge as vastly inferior to our
30-06. This was unfortunate, since many servicemen reading these reports before they were
inducted for duty in the Pacific area, didn’t have the respect they should have had for their
opponents’ weapons. I could cite a couple of instances of this from among my own



acquaintances, but suffice it to say they soon learned better, and it was not long before the
“puny” 6.5mm Japanese cartridge, and later the 7.7mm cartridge, were rated among the world’s
best military cartridges.It took somewhat longer, however, to establish the fact that the Japanese
rifles firing these cartridges were also good. The Japanese knew this, of course, but it took some
convincing to change the minds of some of our gun experts that the Japanese Arisaka rifles
were good. The fact is, we discovered that the Type 38 and 99 Arisaka actions were perhaps the
world’s strongest and safest bolt actions, and that it is almost impossible to blow them
up.DevelopmentJapan’s first important breech-loading military shoulder arm was the Type 13
(1880) Murata chambered for the 11mm Murata cartridge. A single shot bolt-action rifle, it was
later modified and made as a repeater by installing a feed mechanism and a tubular magazine in
the forend. Then, in 1887, Japan adopted an 8mm cartridge (8mm Japanese Murata) and used
it in a further modification of the Murata rifle, again with a tubular magazine.In Japan, as was
done in many other countries, a commission was appointed to study, develop, test and adopt
new military arms. In the late 1890s the superintendent of the Tokyo Arsenal, Col. Nariaki
Arisaka, headed such a commission, which in 1897 recommended the adoption of a 6.5mm
cartridge and a new rifle to handle it. The rifle adopted was the Type 30 (1897), the cartridge a
semi-rimmed, bottlenecked, smokeless-powder one now commonly known as the 6.5mm
Japanese. Although Col. Arisaka probably had little to do with the designing of either the
cartridge or the rifle, his name is usually given to them, as well as to later versions. The Type 30
was a further development of the old Murata design, but with a staggered-column box
magazine, a separate bolt head and a finger-hook safety. First made in about 1889, a still further
development came around 1902 with the adoption of the Type 35 (1902) Arisaka rifle, of which
only a limited number were made.The Type 38 ArisakaHaving by this time perfected the 6.5mm
cartridge, the commission, still under Col. Arisaka, continued looking for a better action. By 1905
they had found it. The rest of this chapter is about the Type 38 action, its modifications and the
rifles built on it.Before going into details of the action, I’ll briefly describe the rifles and carbines
based on this action the Japanese adopted in 1906, all of them chambered for the 6.5mm
cartridge.1. Type 38 (1905) Rifle. About 9.5 pounds, 31.25” barrel, 50.25” overall. The standard
Japanese infantry shoulder arm from 1906 to 1940.2. Type 38 (1905) Short Rifle. About 8.5
pounds, 25.25” barrel, 44.25” overall. Not many made.3. Type 38 (1905) Carbine. About 7.75
pounds, 19” barrel, 38” overall. The standard carbine.4. Type 97 (1937) Sniper Rifle. Same as
the Type 38 rifle but fitted with a short 2.5xscope attached to the left side of the receiver; the
detachable mount holds the scope off-set to the left to allow loading the magazine with a
stripper clip. This model has a bent down bolt handle.The above rifles have two-piece, pistol grip
stocks. The bottom piece of the buttstock, a separate piece of wood, is glued to the top part. All
have a one-piece cleaning rod in the forend and are made to accept a bayonet. All have sliding
breech covers, and all but the sniper rifle have straight bolt handles.5. Type 44 (1911) Cavalry
Carbine. About 8.75 pounds, 19” barrel, 38.25” overall. Straight bolt handle, sliding breech cover
and a non-detachable folding bayonet.The 6.5mm rifles and carbines of late manufacture



usually have the bore and bolt face chrome-plated.The Type 38 ActionA modified Mauser
design, the Type 38 action has several features distinctly of Mauser design, but a couple of
others which were new and entirely Japanese designed. These new features make this action
different from any other military bolt action made before or since. In some ways it is a crude
action, not being very easy to operate, but it is simple and extremely strong.The receiver is a
round steel forging of the same diameter for its entire length. The front is bored out and threaded
to accept the barrel shank. There is no collar inside the receiver ring as in the Model 98 Mauser
action; instead, a collar forms part of the breech end of the barrel, this becoming a shroud for the
front end of the bolt. More on this later. Ample-sized locking shoulders are left in the rear of the
receiver ring, in which the locking lugs on the bolt engage. The forward corners of these
shoulders are beveled off to form inclines, so that the final closing draws the bolt forcibly
forward.6.5mm Japanese Arisaka Type 44 (1911) Cavalry carbine, a folding bayonet recessed in
the bottom of the forend.The top and right side of the receiver center are milled away to form an
opening, leaving the left receiver wall quite high. To the rear of this opening is the receiver
bridge, of the same diameter as the receiver ring. Stripper-clip slots are milled into the front of
the solid bridge. Raceways milled in the left receiver wall and in the right of the receiver ring and
bridge allow passage of the locking lugs and extractor. The rear part of the bridge has an L-
shaped slot milled from the top rear to the right front for passage of the bolt handle. The forward
side of this slot, beginning at the corner, is angled slightly forward; this provides the initial
camming power for extraction when the bolt is opened, and helps to rotate the bolt when it is
closed smartly.6.5mm caliber Japanese type “I” rifle, made in Italy for Japan.The bolt and bolt
handle are of one-piece construction. The straight bolt handle, at the rear of the bolt, has a large
oval-shaped grasping knob. The base or root of the bolt handle is squared. The large dual-
opposed front locking lugs lie ahead of the receiver locking shoulders when the bolt is closed,
holding the cartridge securely in the chamber. The right (bottom) lug is solid, the left (top) lug is
partly slotted in front to allow passage of the ejector, this slot extending partly into the bolt-face
recess.7.7mm Japanese Arisaka Type 99 (1939) rifle, shown with the breech cover and
monopod, but minus cleaning rod.There is also an auxiliary lug (not a locking lug) just to the rear
of the left (top) locking lug. This acts as an activator for the ejector, and as the bolt-stop lug when
it engages with the bolt-stop when the bolt is opened. An inclined slot in the rear of this lug
prevents the bolt hanging up on the ejector, and trips the ejector when the bolt is fully
opened.BOLT ACTIONRIFLESEXPANDED4TH EDITIONBy Frank de Haas andDr. Wayne van
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Eckernfoerde, Germany. After moving to Herndon, Virginia, for several years, SIGARMS finally
settled in Exeter, New Hampshire, and while continuing to import SIG SAUER handguns, began
production of slides and the final assembly of the SIG line. The SIGARMS Academy opened its
doors in its new facility in Epping, New Hampshire, in 1994 for law enforcement and military



training. In 2000, the Academy began training civilian customers in personal self-defense and
sport shooting. The late 1990s also signaled a growth in product lines for SIGARMS as the
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provide maximum versatility in the Blaser R93.To learn more about SIGARMS and its Blaser and
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may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical,
including photocopy, recording or any information storage and retrieval system, without
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settled in Exeter, New Hampshire, and while continuing to import SIG SAUER handguns, began
production of slides and the final assembly of the SIG line. The SIGARMS Academy opened its
doors in its new facility in Epping, New Hampshire, in 1994 for law enforcement and military
training. In 2000, the Academy began training civilian customers in personal self-defense and
sport shooting. The late 1990s also signaled a growth in product lines for SIGARMS as the
company expanded to include Sauer, Blaser, and Mauser rifles, as well as Hämmerli target
guns, and a new line of shotguns built specifically for the American shooter by Italian craftsmen.
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DrawingsIntroductionThis is the fourth rendition of Bolt Action Rifles. It is the first not completed
by Frank de Haas. Frank’s original edition came along in 1971; an encyclopedic work that told
readers more than most readers cared to know. But that was Frank. He wasn’t just a gun
enthusiast; he was a mechanic, someone keen to learn all he could about firearm mechanisms,
and adept at passing that knowledge along. He began writing in 1943, and continued until his
death in 1994, just after finishing the third edition of this book (the second was published 10
years earlier). Frank wrote for shooting-industry periodicals and became one of the NRA gurus
who answered reader questions. Early on, the NRA paid him $1.25 a letter, furnishing the
stationery and envelopes, demanding carbons of the responses.Frank de Haas was certainly
qualified for such duty. Technically well-informed, he wrote in a matter-of-fact way that was
neither entertaining nor provocative. It was the facts, straight up. And Frank’s readers
appreciated that. They wanted to know how guns worked, why a given serial range was better
than another for wildcatting, what could be done to ensure feeding in a rifle rebarreled to a
straighter case. Frank told them about the origin and manufacture of rifles, what the barrel
stampings meant, how to tell if a receiver was of nickel or double heat-treated carbon steel. He
offered his opinions too, but made sure to identify them as such. And if he didn’t know what you
wanted to find out, he’d tell you that too: "… how strong and safe are the low-numbered 03
actions? This I cannot answer. When made, they were proof tested with loads developing
70,000 psi, and very few failed this test..." Even when conceding ignorance, Frank left you with a
solid nugget of information.An inveterate experimenter, Frank spent lots of time at his modest
workbench – first in a local plumbing shop, then in a corner of his basement. With a Craftsman
lathe and drill press, he restocked military rifles and rebarreled sporters. He took on gunsmithing
jobs for friends and sometimes for readers, if the work intrigued him. He wrote about what he
saw and didn’t like to pass along untested conclusions. While his colleagues collected rifles,
Frank had a collection of rifle actions. Most were candidates for projects. His interest lay inside
the mechanisms, and no company could long hide shoddy workmanship or poor design from
Frank. In the interests of better shooting, he’d suggest that Remington improve the trigger on its
788, then point out that "the irregular pattern of the locking lugs on the (Mossberg) M800 turns



me off." Even rifles he praised – Kimber’s 82 Hornet, for example – took barbs: "I would also like
my rifles to have a bolt sleeve lock and perhaps a bolt handle of different shape to reduce the
notch in the stock…"But Frank seemed to like all rifles, and his summations reflected his innate
gentleness. Devoted to his family, he attended church regularly and was by all accounts a
charitable man. He didn’t pass himself off as an expert or even a professional gunsmith – though
he designed and built his own single-shot rifles. He established himself instead as a quiet
authority on the workings of sporting rifles, particularly bolt actions. It is in that spirit that I’ve
brought this latest edition of Frank’s premier work up to date. I have not changed what he has
written, even where another view might have been merited. The main task as I saw it was to add
new actions and revisit old ones in new chapters that tell plainly of the turn-bolt rifle.There was
another mission, though: to assess improvements in bolt rifles and offer readers better ways to
equip and use them, especially for big game hunting. During the past decade, since the third
edition of Bolt Action Rifles, we shooters have clung to the century-old bolt action as tightly as
ever. But the sporting rifle’s form has undergone marked changes. Synthetic stocks have evolved
from crude, heavy, ungainly handles into components so artfully designed and carefully fitted as
to woo the most loyal fans of French walnut. The lightest of these (less than a pound!) are still
stronger and more stable than wood, and reasonably priced. Stainless steel is no longer
blackened but sells briskly with no finish – both in barrels and receivers. Fluted barrels reduce
weight without sacrificing stiffness. Slender muzzle brakes take the bite from hard-recoiling rifles
without marring their profiles.Accuracy has improved too. Half-minute groups from hunting-
weight rifles chambered for cartridges that will floor an elk a quarter-mile away are not common,
but they’re no longer astonishing. With such levels of precision come new prospects for hunters.
The advent of the affordable, pocket-sized laser rangefinder is a boon to anyone wanting to test
the effective reach of his rifle. More powerful scopes, with convenient, turret-mounted parallax
dials sharpen the focus on distant targets, while range-finding, range-compensating reticles tell
where to hold for a hit with a specific load. Ballistics software delivers drop and drift data for any
practical hunting yardage … and beyond. With these technical achievements have also come
ethical questions, and the inevitable rules designed to keep hunting and shooting in the realm of
sport. Marksmanship remains an acquired skill.Unlike Frank, most riflemen who own bolt actions
got them with barrels and stocks attached, and they’re keen to use them. This edition of Bolt
Action Rifles is designed to give readers more about the history, design, manufacture, and – now
– use of the bolt-action rifle than any other book you can pick up. Far more. It’s the reference
you’ll come back to when you need just the facts, straight up. And when you need solid
information on making your bolt action more effective in the field. I think Frank would like this
edition of Bolt Action Rifles.Wayne van ZwollIntroductionIntroductionThis is the fourth rendition
of Bolt Action Rifles. It is the first not completed by Frank de Haas. Frank’s original edition came
along in 1971; an encyclopedic work that told readers more than most readers cared to know.
But that was Frank. He wasn’t just a gun enthusiast; he was a mechanic, someone keen to learn
all he could about firearm mechanisms, and adept at passing that knowledge along. He began



writing in 1943, and continued until his death in 1994, just after finishing the third edition of this
book (the second was published 10 years earlier). Frank wrote for shooting-industry periodicals
and became one of the NRA gurus who answered reader questions. Early on, the NRA paid him
$1.25 a letter, furnishing the stationery and envelopes, demanding carbons of the
responses.Frank de Haas was certainly qualified for such duty. Technically well-informed, he
wrote in a matter-of-fact way that was neither entertaining nor provocative. It was the facts,
straight up. And Frank’s readers appreciated that. They wanted to know how guns worked, why a
given serial range was better than another for wildcatting, what could be done to ensure feeding
in a rifle rebarreled to a straighter case. Frank told them about the origin and manufacture of
rifles, what the barrel stampings meant, how to tell if a receiver was of nickel or double heat-
treated carbon steel. He offered his opinions too, but made sure to identify them as such. And if
he didn’t know what you wanted to find out, he’d tell you that too: "… how strong and safe are the
low-numbered 03 actions? This I cannot answer. When made, they were proof tested with loads
developing 70,000 psi, and very few failed this test..." Even when conceding ignorance, Frank
left you with a solid nugget of information.An inveterate experimenter, Frank spent lots of time at
his modest workbench – first in a local plumbing shop, then in a corner of his basement. With a
Craftsman lathe and drill press, he restocked military rifles and rebarreled sporters. He took on
gunsmithing jobs for friends and sometimes for readers, if the work intrigued him. He wrote
about what he saw and didn’t like to pass along untested conclusions. While his colleagues
collected rifles, Frank had a collection of rifle actions. Most were candidates for projects. His
interest lay inside the mechanisms, and no company could long hide shoddy workmanship or
poor design from Frank. In the interests of better shooting, he’d suggest that Remington improve
the trigger on its 788, then point out that "the irregular pattern of the locking lugs on the
(Mossberg) M800 turns me off." Even rifles he praised – Kimber’s 82 Hornet, for example – took
barbs: "I would also like my rifles to have a bolt sleeve lock and perhaps a bolt handle of different
shape to reduce the notch in the stock…"But Frank seemed to like all rifles, and his summations
reflected his innate gentleness. Devoted to his family, he attended church regularly and was by
all accounts a charitable man. He didn’t pass himself off as an expert or even a professional
gunsmith – though he designed and built his own single-shot rifles. He established himself
instead as a quiet authority on the workings of sporting rifles, particularly bolt actions. It is in that
spirit that I’ve brought this latest edition of Frank’s premier work up to date. I have not changed
what he has written, even where another view might have been merited. The main task as I saw
it was to add new actions and revisit old ones in new chapters that tell plainly of the turn-bolt
rifle.There was another mission, though: to assess improvements in bolt rifles and offer readers
better ways to equip and use them, especially for big game hunting. During the past decade,
since the third edition of Bolt Action Rifles, we shooters have clung to the century-old bolt action
as tightly as ever. But the sporting rifle’s form has undergone marked changes. Synthetic stocks
have evolved from crude, heavy, ungainly handles into components so artfully designed and
carefully fitted as to woo the most loyal fans of French walnut. The lightest of these (less than a



pound!) are still stronger and more stable than wood, and reasonably priced. Stainless steel is
no longer blackened but sells briskly with no finish – both in barrels and receivers. Fluted barrels
reduce weight without sacrificing stiffness. Slender muzzle brakes take the bite from hard-
recoiling rifles without marring their profiles.Accuracy has improved too. Half-minute groups from
hunting-weight rifles chambered for cartridges that will floor an elk a quarter-mile away are not
common, but they’re no longer astonishing. With such levels of precision come new prospects
for hunters. The advent of the affordable, pocket-sized laser rangefinder is a boon to anyone
wanting to test the effective reach of his rifle. More powerful scopes, with convenient, turret-
mounted parallax dials sharpen the focus on distant targets, while range-finding, range-
compensating reticles tell where to hold for a hit with a specific load. Ballistics software delivers
drop and drift data for any practical hunting yardage … and beyond. With these technical
achievements have also come ethical questions, and the inevitable rules designed to keep
hunting and shooting in the realm of sport. Marksmanship remains an acquired skill.Unlike
Frank, most riflemen who own bolt actions got them with barrels and stocks attached, and
they’re keen to use them. This edition of Bolt Action Rifles is designed to give readers more
about the history, design, manufacture, and – now – use of the bolt-action rifle than any other
book you can pick up. Far more. It’s the reference you’ll come back to when you need just the
facts, straight up. And when you need solid information on making your bolt action more effective
in the field. I think Frank would like this edition of Bolt Action Rifles.Wayne van ZwollPart IBolt
GunBeginningsBolt Gun BeginningsThe Mauser LegacyMauser Competitors &DerivativesAn
American to Match Mauser: The Charles Newton StoryPart IBolt GunBeginningsPart IBolt
GunBeginningsBolt Gun BeginningsThe Mauser LegacyMauser Competitors &DerivativesAn
American to Match Mauser: The Charles Newton StoryBolt Gun BeginningsThe Mauser
LegacyMauser Competitors &DerivativesAn American to Match Mauser: The Charles Newton
StoryThe Mauser Legacy WvZDear David,Your 98 Mauser in 8x57 can be useful as is, given its
sporter stock and receiver sight.As you’re aware, the cartridge as commercially loaded in the
U.S. is about on par with the 30-40 Krag. European companies offer stouter loads.The 98 action
is strong and is among the best choices if you’re out to build a custom rifle. However, if the gun
was mine and I had only a few bucks to play with, I’d leave it alone. Here’s why:The 8mm bore
limits rechambering to wildcat cartridges only – the 8mm/06, for example. The action’s too short
for the 8mm Remington Magnum unless you want to remove some of the lower lug buttress.
You’d have to lengthen the magazine and open the bolt face for the magnum as well. Even the
8mm/06 would require a longer box.Rebarreling to 280, 30-06 or 35 Whelen would be another
option. You’d still need the longer box, and the fitted barrel would cost at least $200. Drilling for
scope bases, altering the safety and installing a new trigger will jack the cost above the price of
a commercial sporting rifle.No matter what you do with that 98—even if you handload 8x57s
above factory specs— you’ll do well to have it Rockwell tested for hardness. Unlike Winchester
70s and Rem-ington 700s that are built of chrome-moly steel, Mausers were of carbon steel,
heated to harden the surface. This "shell" around the soft steel action core may be only .004"



thick, Mauser Legacy and its hardness will vary. Some parts may not be treated at all. Mausers
built late in the war are notoriously unpredictable in this regard. Your receiver should test 38-42
on the Rockwell C scale. The bolt is best treated to Rockwell 42-46, so it operates
smoothly.Thickness of the hardened surface should be .015", according to a gunsmith friend of
mine.If your 98 doesn’t make the grade, you can have it heat-treated, another expense.You may
want to keep your 98 for those foul-weather days in deer cover when a receiver sight and
century-old cartridge are all you need. That would be my inclination.Sincerely,Wayne van ZwollI
wrote that note more than a decade ago. Many hundreds of similar responses to similar
questions had no doubt chattered off the carriages of manual typewriters for decades previous.
The fall of the Third Reich brought a flood of battle-bruised Mausers stateside. Soldiers had
learned to respect this rifle, not as quick to repeat as a Garand, but sturdy, reliable and accurate.
Returning G.I.s properly looked upon it as the sound basis for a custom rifle. They set about
rechambering, rebarrel-ing and restocking. The best work could turn a pitted veteran of the
Ardennes into a veritable work of art. But in their haste to revamp and refurbish, to make
American rifles of war trophies, American shooters overlooked the merits of both the rifle as
issued, and the cartridge that conquered Europe. While Mauser 1898 infantry rifles lack the
refinements coveted by hunters, it now seems a shame that so many 98s were sacrificed in
crude attempts to make them like sporting rifles that were easily affordable. Beaten-up Mausers
may have served no better purpose, but not all rifles liberated had been beaten up. American
cartridges naturally had more appeal to soldiers on the lookout for a cheap hunting rifle. But the
8x57 was no pipsqueak round. In fact, developments in military 8x57 ammunition set the
evolutionary course for our ‘06.The rimless, smokeless 8x57 clearly outperformed the 30-40
Krag. Beginning in 1900, when Army Ordnance set out to design a new infantry round, it
fashioned the 30-03 after the 8x57. The original loading of a 220-grain, full-jacket 308 bullet at
2300 fps was essentially a match for the 8x57’s 236-grain load at 2100 fps. About a year after
the 30-03 entered service, however, Germany came up with a new bullet and load: a 154-grain
spitzer that rocketed downrange at 2800 fps. The U.S. had to respond. Its Ball Cartridge, Caliber
30, Model 1906 featured a 150-grain pointed bullet at 2700 fps. Because the bullet was
somewhat shorter than its predecessor, case dimensions were changed. The 30-06 that
resulted has a hull .07" shorter than that of the 30-03: 2.494 inches. Pursuant to the change, all
30-03 rifles were recalled and rechambered. In battle, the 8x57 and 30-06 proved deadly equals.
Hunters who’ve since loaded or sought out commercial high-performance 8x57 ammunition will
tell you it’s as versatile as the ‘06 on big game. Sadly, the standard loads most accessible to
sportsmen in this country feature round-nose bullets at modest velocities. They’re good deer
killers but hardly show the potential of the round.If you were to start a book on bolt-action rifles,
you could start it with America’s first, or the earliest evidence of a turnbolt breech, but you’d run
into lots of short dead-ends. The story really begins with Peter Paul Mauser and his brother
Wilhelm, whose struggle to develop acceptable bolt-action rifles for the Prussian army resulted
in the 1898 rifle. From there, and from the 8x57 cartridge, has evolved the modern bolt-action



rifle in its myriad forms and chamberings. Soldiers, hunters and target shooters the world over
have confirmed its utility. Even now, when gas-operated autoloaders shoot sub-minute groups at
long range, sportsmen and snipers remain loyal to the bolt action and its powerful cartridges.
Here’s the story, distilled, from the beginning.Wayne’s 358 Norma Magnum is a rebarreled
Mauser with Leupold scope.Wayne’s 458 has a Mauser action with receiver sight mounted on
the bolt release.The Mauser has taken many forms. This sleek safari rifle in 416 Rigby shows
Mauser heritage.MauserA hundred years ago Teddy Roosevelt was spurring his Rough Riders
up San Juan Hill, while Alaskan gold tugged prospectors, nose to heel, over Chilkoot Pass. On
the other side of the Atlantic, a German inventor finished work on a firearm that would outlast
memories of both the Maine and the Klondike. Almost all bolt-action sporting rifles now in use
can be traced to Paul Mauser’s Model 1898, a design that capped two decades of invention and
refinement.Peter Paul Mauser was born the youngest of 13 children in 1838 in the Swabian
village of Oberndorf in Wuerttemberg. Brother Wil-helm, next oldest and four years his senior,
would later work with him as a partner. Wil-helm’s business acumen complemented Paul’s
mechanical talent. Unfortunately, the union was to be severed by Wilhelm’s untimely death in
1882.Unlike manufacturers now, Paul Mauser did not merely fashion a rifle to function with
existing cartridges — for several reasons. First, the self-contained metallic cartridge was still
relatively new in the 1860s when the young entrepreneur began his work in earnest. Secondly,
blackpowder would soon be supplanted by smokeless, which radically altered the requisites and
opportunities in rifle and cartridge design. And finally, the standardization we take for granted did
not then exist. At the turn of the century, many sportsmen had more ammunition options than
their counterparts have today!The Mauser cartridge line began with the 11.15x60R, a 43-caliber
blackpowder round designed for the Model 71 single-shot Mauser rifle that became a repeater
as the 71/84. Loaded for a time by Remington and Winchester, the 11mm Mauser fared poorly
against the 45-70 in the States, though it had an enthusiastic following of sportsmen in Europe.
In 1887, just 16 years after the German military establishment adopted the 11mm, Turkey
equipped its army with the last Mauser-designed blackpowder cartridge: the 9.5x60R.
Chambered in the 71/84, which soon gave way to the Model 1889-pattern Mauser rifle and the
smokeless 7.65x53 Mauser cartridge, the 9.5x60R was also used in Peabody-Martini single-
shot rifles.In 1892 Paul Mauser developed what is still the darling of deer and sheep hunters and
for a time became the most popular military round in the world. The 7x57 was first chambered in
a limited number of Model 92 Mausers by the Spanish government, which shortly replaced the
92 (a modified 1889) with the improved 1893. This rifle and cartridge soon popped up in
arsenals all over South and Central America. The 7x57 Mauser is the only 19th-century military
cartridge still commonly chambered in sporting rifles.Oddly enough, the most famous Mauser
cartridge of all, the 8mm, came not out of Paul Mauser’s shop, but from German Infantry Board
engineers at Spandau Arsenal. Initially designed for the Gewehr 88 (a modified Mannlicher, not
a Mauser), the 8x57 was really a 7.92x57, with a round-nose, 226-grain, .318-inch bullet at
about 2100 fps. In 1898 the superior Mauser rifle supplanted the Mannlicher derivation, but



Germany did not change cartridges. Seven years later the 7.92x57 became the 8x57 when
ordnance people boosted bullet diameter to .323 of an inch. At only 154 grains, the new pointed
(spitzer) bullet reached a speed of nearly 2900 fps. Both cartridges are now known as 8x57s, the
early version the 8x57J, and the .323-inch round the 8x57S.Smaller, faster bullets and higher
breech pressures relegated most 19th-century rifles to the scrap heap — and gave Paul Mauser
a chance to show his genius.Anybody could have designed a breech mechanism that worked
like a door latch. In fact, one of Paul Mauser’s first experimental firearms derived from the turn-
bolt action of the Dreyse needle-gun that had served as the primary German infantry weapon in
the Franco-Prussian War. No, Mauser’s main contribution to hunting rifles was not in the lock-up,
but in cartridge feeding. Even now, no one has improved on the Mauser method for whisking
rounds into and out of rifle chambers. Attempts at either bettering this clever German’s
accomplishments or making cheaper mechanisms that work as well have been notably
unsuccessful. But magazine form and function remains a crucial element of any bolt rifle.
Differences in feeding are among the primary ways to distinguish one modern bolt action from
another. Only triggers are as disparate; and they’re easy to replace with aftermarket
versions.This 1950s-era Mauser was marketed by Sears.While Paul Mauser’s redesign of the
Dreyse went unappreciated at the Wuerttem-berg, Prussian and Austrian War Ministries, it
intrigued Samuel Norris, an American visiting Europe as an agent for E. Remington &Sons.
Norris offered to bankroll the Mauser brothers if they agreed to convert the French Chassepot to
fire metallic cartridges. In 1867 they moved to Liege, Belgium and began work. But when Norris
failed to interest the French government in the effort, he broke the contract. Since they had no
money to do anything else, Paul and Wilhelm returned to Oberndorf, where they opened shop in
the home of Paul’s father-in-law.Fortuitously, the Royal Prussian Military Shooting School had
been testing a Mauser rifle submitted earlier. Ordnance people asked the Mausers to change a
few things before resubmitting the design for consideration by the Prussian infantry. In 1872 the
Mauser Model 1871, a single-shot breechloader firing an 11mm blackpowder cartridge, became
the o arm.Even with this coup, Paul and Wilhelm found riches elusive. The Prussian army paid
them only about 15 percent of what they’d been led to expect. Furthermore, the new rifles were
to be manufactured in government arsenals, not by the Mausers. To keep their shop solvent, the
brothers contracted with the army to produce 3000 sights for the Model 1871. Later, a Bavarian
order for 100,000 sights financed a new Mauser factory in Oberndorf. Then the Wuerttemberg
War Ministry negotiated with Paul and Wilhelm to build 100,000 rifles. To fulfill that contract they
bought the Wuerttemberg Royal Armory—with help from the Wuerttemberg Vereinsbank of
Stuttgart. The last of the 100,000 Model 71s left the Armory in 1878.After Wilhelm died, Mauser
Bros. & Co. offered stock. Ludwig Loewe & Co. of Berlin gained controlling interest. In 1889
Fabrique Nationale d’Armes de Guerre (FN) became established near Liege to produce Model
1889 Mauser rifles for the Belgian government. The 89, Paul’s first successful smokeless-
powder rifle, incorporated elements that established him as the dominant firearms designer in
Europe. Subsequent improvements included a staggered-column, fixed-box magazine (in 1893).



By 1895 the action had evolved into a prototype of the famous Model 1898.The German Army
adopted the 98 Mauser on April 5 of that year. It immediately became the most popular military
arm to that point in history. France, Great Britain, Russia and the U.S. designed and produced
their own battle rifles, but none surpassed the 98 in function or durability. Many other countries
either imported it or obtained license to build it. Among its most endearing features is its
magazine. Unobtrusive and commonly taken for granted, this device more than any other shows
Paul Mauser’s genius. When modern versions fail it is generally because in efforts to pare
production costs, rifle makers have dismissed as unimportant the details Paul Mauser and his
19-century German colleagues so carefully worked out.If the box is properly proportioned, a
Mauser bolt smoothly laps cartridges from the magazine.The late master riflemaker Maurice
Ottmar crafted this Mauser after German tradition.Unlike firearms companies now, Mauser
designed each magazine for a specific cartridge. Box and follower dimensions were predicated
on case dimensions. Paul figured that a staggered column would enable him to fit more
cartridges in the belly of a rifle action than would a single vertical column. But they surely
wouldn’t feed if stacked like scrap lumber in a box of indeterminate size and shape. Each round
needed support, from the box on one side and a cartridge or the follower on the other side and
underneath. He decided the stacking angle should be 30 degrees, so when viewed from the
end, three cartridges in contact would form the corners of an equilateral triangle.Paul Mauser
may have determined proper box width by trial and error. He may also have multiplied the cosine
of 30 degrees (.866) by the case head diameter, then added the diameter to that product. For
example, an 8x57 case measures .473 of an inch across the rim. So .866 x .473 = .410 + .473
= .883. Theoretically, that’s the correct inside rear box width for any cartridge deriving from the
8x57 case. But cartridges taper, and so must a magazine. The same formula yields proper box
width at the point of shoulder contact. Adding an extra .003 of an inch or so for oversized or dirty
cases makes sense.A box designed for one cartridge works for others with identical front and
rear diameters and the same span between them. Interchangeability is limited according to
Mauser’s thinking. A 7.65mm rifle rebarreled to 30-06 needs a longer magazine, and also one
that is wider up front. A 7.65 box measures .80l of an inch wide at the shoulder of an ‘06 round. A
properly-engineered 30-06 magazine is .822 of an inch wide there. Triangles between cartridge
centerlines get steep when the box is too narrow, and rounds tend to cross-stack.Paul Mauser
also relieved the box sides slightly, from just ahead of the cartridge base to just behind the
shoulder, so there would be no contact between box and case body. He lavished equal attention
on the follower, which on an original 98 mirrors the box taper. The width of its lower shelf
matches that of the case, with a 61-degree step between upper and lower shelf. The top shelf is
high enough to touch the next-to-last cartridge without lifting it off the last round in the stack (it’s
half a diameter above the lower shelf at base and shoulder). The follower has a slope to follow
case taper and keep the cartridges level in the box.Side clearance for a follower is crucial.
Custom gunmaker D’Arcy Echols, who is careful to follow the Mauser doctrine in lockstep,
makes his followers .060 of an inch narrower than their boxes so they can wiggle. That’s



especially important for the last cartridge. "Floorplates machined to hold the Mauser magazine
spring tightly don’t work," he says. "I made one once – figured Mauser’s machinists were just
sloppy in cutting spring slots .180 of an inch too wide at the rear. They most certainly were not!
Those springs are supposed to shimmy back and forth. If the spring can’t shuffle a bit as the bolt
strips a round, it twists; and the follower tips or ends up sideways or both." He adds that while
follower length is not critical, a follower that’s too short "dives." A follower with too much end-play
in a magazine can also bang the front of the box sharply enough to mar it under recoil.Receiver
rails position the cartridge for pickup by the bolt. Because Model 1898 rails are of machined
steel, only severe damage or alteration will affect their function. The lower edge of the 98’s bolt
face is milled flush with the center of the face so the case head can slide up into the extractor
claw. Thus begins "controlled-round feeding," with the cartridge snatched to the face of the bolt
as soon as it pops free of the magazine. At the turn of the century, this arrangement made sense
because it prevented infantrymen from double loading, or stripping a second round after
chambering one and, in the press of battle, reflexively cycling the bolt again before firing. An
extractor that grabbed the case right away would eject it on the pull stroke, clearing the
chamber.This Mauser in 404 Jeffery is ready for fitting and finishing. Note the classic straight
bolt handle.Checking the feeding of a Mauser in the shop of D’Arcy Echols, Wayne doesn’t
expect malfunctions.Two protrusions bracket the ejector groove on the left side of the 98’s bolt
face. They’re cartridge support lugs. The lower lug is precisely angled to guide the rim of the
cartridge as the magazine spring pushes it up into an open breech. This lower lug must herd
cartridges from both sides of the magazine into the center of bolt travel and coax the case rim
into the extractor claw. Once there, the case head is held tight against the claw by both
lugs.Case extractor grooves vary in depth. Weatherby brass from Norma is .010 of an inch
deeper there than Remington’s Weather-by brass. Mauser extractor claws should spring .004 of
an inch under tension, so on a custom rifle, a claw fitted to Norma cases will prove too tight for
Remingtons, and one fitted to Remingtons will fail to grip Normas. In neither case will the
extractor provide positive controlled-round feed.Paul Mauser purposefully did not engineer his
extractor to jump over the rim of a single round loaded by hand. But the 98 has about .030 of an
inch extra clearance broached in the right lug raceway of the receiver ring. The extractor claw,
which subtends about 20 percent of the rim’s arc, jumps the rim when the rear of the extractor is
pinched to the bolt body. To prevent cases from slipping from the extractor’s grasp, Mauser
undercut the extractor tongue and its groove in the bolt so that force applied during difficult
extraction would sink the claw deep into the extractor groove.The Magnum Mauser remains
queen of the long actions and a popular if costly choice for big-bore custom rifles. It is
roughly .375 of an inch longer than the military 98 Mauser action. For many years before the
Second World War, Magnum Mausers were exported to Britain, mainly through Rigby, which
supplied other London gunmaking firms too. The actions were machined in Oberndorf for
specific magazines. Chambering determined not only internal box dimensions but also the width
of the receiver recess. Fat rounds like the 416 Rigby couldn’t be stacked in regular fashion



because the receiver wasn’t wide enough. The huge 11.2x72 Schueler and 500 Jeffery
(12.7x70) could not be placed in a double column at all. They rated a four-round, single-column
magazine.After World War II, Mauser "Werke" (works) became "Waffenfabrik" (arms factory),
and Mauser’s business shifted toward the sporting trade. U.S. agent A.F. Stoeger, Inc. of New
York assigned numbers to the various Mauser actions. By the late 1930s there were 20 in four
lengths: magnum, standard, intermediate and short (kurz). The short action had a small receiver
ring and was factory-bar-reled for three cartridges: the 6.5x50, 8x51 and 250 Savage. Magnum
and kurz actions were made strictly for sporting use. Mauser did not adopt the Stoeger numbers
1 through 20, but they remain popular designations among collectors. Some Mausers had a
square bridge, the hump serving as a scope mount base. Those not machined to take scope
rings were checkered on top. "Double square bridge" Mausers feature a second hump on the
receiver ring.Many military 98s have been barreled to long belted rounds like the 300 H&H, but
this practice has few advocates now. Lengthening a magazine means trimming the feed ramp,
even after moving the magazine back as far as is practicable. The short ramp forces steep entry
angles on the cartridges. Ramp work takes metal from the bottom locking lug abutment,
weakening it. Moving the magazine rearward reduces the length of the bridge, robbing the bolt
body of support and increasing bolt play. Additionally, a long bolt throw reduces contact at the
bolt stop.The Mauser bolt face, left, shows its signature split lug, claw extractor, and open
bottom for controlled feed.The Mauser Legacy WvZThe Mauser Legacy WvZDear David,Your
98 Mauser in 8x57 can be useful as is, given its sporter stock and receiver sight.As you’re
aware, the cartridge as commercially loaded in the U.S. is about on par with the 30-40 Krag.
European companies offer stouter loads.The 98 action is strong and is among the best choices
if you’re out to build a custom rifle. However, if the gun was mine and I had only a few bucks to
play with, I’d leave it alone. Here’s why:The 8mm bore limits rechambering to wildcat cartridges
only – the 8mm/06, for example. The action’s too short for the 8mm Remington Magnum unless
you want to remove some of the lower lug buttress. You’d have to lengthen the magazine and
open the bolt face for the magnum as well. Even the 8mm/06 would require a longer
box.Rebarreling to 280, 30-06 or 35 Whelen would be another option. You’d still need the longer
box, and the fitted barrel would cost at least $200. Drilling for scope bases, altering the safety
and installing a new trigger will jack the cost above the price of a commercial sporting rifle.No
matter what you do with that 98—even if you handload 8x57s above factory specs— you’ll do
well to have it Rockwell tested for hardness. Unlike Winchester 70s and Rem-ington 700s that
are built of chrome-moly steel, Mausers were of carbon steel, heated to harden the surface. This
"shell" around the soft steel action core may be only .004" thick, Mauser Legacy and its
hardness will vary. Some parts may not be treated at all. Mausers built late in the war are
notoriously unpredictable in this regard. Your receiver should test 38-42 on the Rockwell C scale.
The bolt is best treated to Rockwell 42-46, so it operates smoothly.Thickness of the hardened
surface should be .015", according to a gunsmith friend of mine.If your 98 doesn’t make the
grade, you can have it heat-treated, another expense.You may want to keep your 98 for those



foul-weather days in deer cover when a receiver sight and century-old cartridge are all you need.
That would be my inclination.Sincerely,Wayne van ZwollI wrote that note more than a decade
ago. Many hundreds of similar responses to similar questions had no doubt chattered off the
carriages of manual typewriters for decades previous. The fall of the Third Reich brought a flood
of battle-bruised Mausers stateside. Soldiers had learned to respect this rifle, not as quick to
repeat as a Garand, but sturdy, reliable and accurate. Returning G.I.s properly looked upon it as
the sound basis for a custom rifle. They set about rechambering, rebarrel-ing and restocking.
The best work could turn a pitted veteran of the Ardennes into a veritable work of art. But in their
haste to revamp and refurbish, to make American rifles of war trophies, American shooters
overlooked the merits of both the rifle as issued, and the cartridge that conquered Europe. While
Mauser 1898 infantry rifles lack the refinements coveted by hunters, it now seems a shame that
so many 98s were sacrificed in crude attempts to make them like sporting rifles that were easily
affordable. Beaten-up Mausers may have served no better purpose, but not all rifles liberated
had been beaten up. American cartridges naturally had more appeal to soldiers on the lookout
for a cheap hunting rifle. But the 8x57 was no pipsqueak round. In fact, developments in military
8x57 ammunition set the evolutionary course for our ‘06.The rimless, smokeless 8x57 clearly
outperformed the 30-40 Krag. Beginning in 1900, when Army Ordnance set out to design a new
infantry round, it fashioned the 30-03 after the 8x57. The original loading of a 220-grain, full-
jacket 308 bullet at 2300 fps was essentially a match for the 8x57’s 236-grain load at 2100 fps.
About a year after the 30-03 entered service, however, Germany came up with a new bullet and
load: a 154-grain spitzer that rocketed downrange at 2800 fps. The U.S. had to respond. Its Ball
Cartridge, Caliber 30, Model 1906 featured a 150-grain pointed bullet at 2700 fps. Because the
bullet was somewhat shorter than its predecessor, case dimensions were changed. The 30-06
that resulted has a hull .07" shorter than that of the 30-03: 2.494 inches. Pursuant to the change,
all 30-03 rifles were recalled and rechambered. In battle, the 8x57 and 30-06 proved deadly
equals. Hunters who’ve since loaded or sought out commercial high-performance 8x57
ammunition will tell you it’s as versatile as the ‘06 on big game. Sadly, the standard loads most
accessible to sportsmen in this country feature round-nose bullets at modest velocities. They’re
good deer killers but hardly show the potential of the round.If you were to start a book on bolt-
action rifles, you could start it with America’s first, or the earliest evidence of a turnbolt breech,
but you’d run into lots of short dead-ends. The story really begins with Peter Paul Mauser and his
brother Wilhelm, whose struggle to develop acceptable bolt-action rifles for the Prussian army
resulted in the 1898 rifle. From there, and from the 8x57 cartridge, has evolved the modern bolt-
action rifle in its myriad forms and chamberings. Soldiers, hunters and target shooters the world
over have confirmed its utility. Even now, when gas-operated autoloaders shoot sub-minute
groups at long range, sportsmen and snipers remain loyal to the bolt action and its powerful
cartridges. Here’s the story, distilled, from the beginning.Wayne’s 358 Norma Magnum is a
rebarreled Mauser with Leupold scope.Wayne’s 458 has a Mauser action with receiver sight
mounted on the bolt release.The Mauser has taken many forms. This sleek safari rifle in 416



Rigby shows Mauser heritage.MauserA hundred years ago Teddy Roosevelt was spurring his
Rough Riders up San Juan Hill, while Alaskan gold tugged prospectors, nose to heel, over
Chilkoot Pass. On the other side of the Atlantic, a German inventor finished work on a firearm
that would outlast memories of both the Maine and the Klondike. Almost all bolt-action sporting
rifles now in use can be traced to Paul Mauser’s Model 1898, a design that capped two decades
of invention and refinement.Peter Paul Mauser was born the youngest of 13 children in 1838 in
the Swabian village of Oberndorf in Wuerttemberg. Brother Wil-helm, next oldest and four years
his senior, would later work with him as a partner. Wil-helm’s business acumen complemented
Paul’s mechanical talent. Unfortunately, the union was to be severed by Wilhelm’s untimely death
in 1882.Unlike manufacturers now, Paul Mauser did not merely fashion a rifle to function with
existing cartridges — for several reasons. First, the self-contained metallic cartridge was still
relatively new in the 1860s when the young entrepreneur began his work in earnest. Secondly,
blackpowder would soon be supplanted by smokeless, which radically altered the requisites and
opportunities in rifle and cartridge design. And finally, the standardization we take for granted did
not then exist. At the turn of the century, many sportsmen had more ammunition options than
their counterparts have today!The Mauser cartridge line began with the 11.15x60R, a 43-caliber
blackpowder round designed for the Model 71 single-shot Mauser rifle that became a repeater
as the 71/84. Loaded for a time by Remington and Winchester, the 11mm Mauser fared poorly
against the 45-70 in the States, though it had an enthusiastic following of sportsmen in Europe.
In 1887, just 16 years after the German military establishment adopted the 11mm, Turkey
equipped its army with the last Mauser-designed blackpowder cartridge: the 9.5x60R.
Chambered in the 71/84, which soon gave way to the Model 1889-pattern Mauser rifle and the
smokeless 7.65x53 Mauser cartridge, the 9.5x60R was also used in Peabody-Martini single-
shot rifles.In 1892 Paul Mauser developed what is still the darling of deer and sheep hunters and
for a time became the most popular military round in the world. The 7x57 was first chambered in
a limited number of Model 92 Mausers by the Spanish government, which shortly replaced the
92 (a modified 1889) with the improved 1893. This rifle and cartridge soon popped up in
arsenals all over South and Central America. The 7x57 Mauser is the only 19th-century military
cartridge still commonly chambered in sporting rifles.Oddly enough, the most famous Mauser
cartridge of all, the 8mm, came not out of Paul Mauser’s shop, but from German Infantry Board
engineers at Spandau Arsenal. Initially designed for the Gewehr 88 (a modified Mannlicher, not
a Mauser), the 8x57 was really a 7.92x57, with a round-nose, 226-grain, .318-inch bullet at
about 2100 fps. In 1898 the superior Mauser rifle supplanted the Mannlicher derivation, but
Germany did not change cartridges. Seven years later the 7.92x57 became the 8x57 when
ordnance people boosted bullet diameter to .323 of an inch. At only 154 grains, the new pointed
(spitzer) bullet reached a speed of nearly 2900 fps. Both cartridges are now known as 8x57s, the
early version the 8x57J, and the .323-inch round the 8x57S.Smaller, faster bullets and higher
breech pressures relegated most 19th-century rifles to the scrap heap — and gave Paul Mauser
a chance to show his genius.Anybody could have designed a breech mechanism that worked



like a door latch. In fact, one of Paul Mauser’s first experimental firearms derived from the turn-
bolt action of the Dreyse needle-gun that had served as the primary German infantry weapon in
the Franco-Prussian War. No, Mauser’s main contribution to hunting rifles was not in the lock-up,
but in cartridge feeding. Even now, no one has improved on the Mauser method for whisking
rounds into and out of rifle chambers. Attempts at either bettering this clever German’s
accomplishments or making cheaper mechanisms that work as well have been notably
unsuccessful. But magazine form and function remains a crucial element of any bolt rifle.
Differences in feeding are among the primary ways to distinguish one modern bolt action from
another. Only triggers are as disparate; and they’re easy to replace with aftermarket
versions.This 1950s-era Mauser was marketed by Sears.While Paul Mauser’s redesign of the
Dreyse went unappreciated at the Wuerttem-berg, Prussian and Austrian War Ministries, it
intrigued Samuel Norris, an American visiting Europe as an agent for E. Remington &Sons.
Norris offered to bankroll the Mauser brothers if they agreed to convert the French Chassepot to
fire metallic cartridges. In 1867 they moved to Liege, Belgium and began work. But when Norris
failed to interest the French government in the effort, he broke the contract. Since they had no
money to do anything else, Paul and Wilhelm returned to Oberndorf, where they opened shop in
the home of Paul’s father-in-law.Fortuitously, the Royal Prussian Military Shooting School had
been testing a Mauser rifle submitted earlier. Ordnance people asked the Mausers to change a
few things before resubmitting the design for consideration by the Prussian infantry. In 1872 the
Mauser Model 1871, a single-shot breechloader firing an 11mm blackpowder cartridge, became
the o arm.Even with this coup, Paul and Wilhelm found riches elusive. The Prussian army paid
them only about 15 percent of what they’d been led to expect. Furthermore, the new rifles were
to be manufactured in government arsenals, not by the Mausers. To keep their shop solvent, the
brothers contracted with the army to produce 3000 sights for the Model 1871. Later, a Bavarian
order for 100,000 sights financed a new Mauser factory in Oberndorf. Then the Wuerttemberg
War Ministry negotiated with Paul and Wilhelm to build 100,000 rifles. To fulfill that contract they
bought the Wuerttemberg Royal Armory—with help from the Wuerttemberg Vereinsbank of
Stuttgart. The last of the 100,000 Model 71s left the Armory in 1878.After Wilhelm died, Mauser
Bros. & Co. offered stock. Ludwig Loewe & Co. of Berlin gained controlling interest. In 1889
Fabrique Nationale d’Armes de Guerre (FN) became established near Liege to produce Model
1889 Mauser rifles for the Belgian government. The 89, Paul’s first successful smokeless-
powder rifle, incorporated elements that established him as the dominant firearms designer in
Europe. Subsequent improvements included a staggered-column, fixed-box magazine (in 1893).
By 1895 the action had evolved into a prototype of the famous Model 1898.The German Army
adopted the 98 Mauser on April 5 of that year. It immediately became the most popular military
arm to that point in history. France, Great Britain, Russia and the U.S. designed and produced
their own battle rifles, but none surpassed the 98 in function or durability. Many other countries
either imported it or obtained license to build it. Among its most endearing features is its
magazine. Unobtrusive and commonly taken for granted, this device more than any other shows



Paul Mauser’s genius. When modern versions fail it is generally because in efforts to pare
production costs, rifle makers have dismissed as unimportant the details Paul Mauser and his
19-century German colleagues so carefully worked out.If the box is properly proportioned, a
Mauser bolt smoothly laps cartridges from the magazine.The late master riflemaker Maurice
Ottmar crafted this Mauser after German tradition.Unlike firearms companies now, Mauser
designed each magazine for a specific cartridge. Box and follower dimensions were predicated
on case dimensions. Paul figured that a staggered column would enable him to fit more
cartridges in the belly of a rifle action than would a single vertical column. But they surely
wouldn’t feed if stacked like scrap lumber in a box of indeterminate size and shape. Each round
needed support, from the box on one side and a cartridge or the follower on the other side and
underneath. He decided the stacking angle should be 30 degrees, so when viewed from the
end, three cartridges in contact would form the corners of an equilateral triangle.Paul Mauser
may have determined proper box width by trial and error. He may also have multiplied the cosine
of 30 degrees (.866) by the case head diameter, then added the diameter to that product. For
example, an 8x57 case measures .473 of an inch across the rim. So .866 x .473 = .410 + .473
= .883. Theoretically, that’s the correct inside rear box width for any cartridge deriving from the
8x57 case. But cartridges taper, and so must a magazine. The same formula yields proper box
width at the point of shoulder contact. Adding an extra .003 of an inch or so for oversized or dirty
cases makes sense.A box designed for one cartridge works for others with identical front and
rear diameters and the same span between them. Interchangeability is limited according to
Mauser’s thinking. A 7.65mm rifle rebarreled to 30-06 needs a longer magazine, and also one
that is wider up front. A 7.65 box measures .80l of an inch wide at the shoulder of an ‘06 round. A
properly-engineered 30-06 magazine is .822 of an inch wide there. Triangles between cartridge
centerlines get steep when the box is too narrow, and rounds tend to cross-stack.Paul Mauser
also relieved the box sides slightly, from just ahead of the cartridge base to just behind the
shoulder, so there would be no contact between box and case body. He lavished equal attention
on the follower, which on an original 98 mirrors the box taper. The width of its lower shelf
matches that of the case, with a 61-degree step between upper and lower shelf. The top shelf is
high enough to touch the next-to-last cartridge without lifting it off the last round in the stack (it’s
half a diameter above the lower shelf at base and shoulder). The follower has a slope to follow
case taper and keep the cartridges level in the box.Side clearance for a follower is crucial.
Custom gunmaker D’Arcy Echols, who is careful to follow the Mauser doctrine in lockstep,
makes his followers .060 of an inch narrower than their boxes so they can wiggle. That’s
especially important for the last cartridge. "Floorplates machined to hold the Mauser magazine
spring tightly don’t work," he says. "I made one once – figured Mauser’s machinists were just
sloppy in cutting spring slots .180 of an inch too wide at the rear. They most certainly were not!
Those springs are supposed to shimmy back and forth. If the spring can’t shuffle a bit as the bolt
strips a round, it twists; and the follower tips or ends up sideways or both." He adds that while
follower length is not critical, a follower that’s too short "dives." A follower with too much end-play



in a magazine can also bang the front of the box sharply enough to mar it under recoil.Receiver
rails position the cartridge for pickup by the bolt. Because Model 1898 rails are of machined
steel, only severe damage or alteration will affect their function. The lower edge of the 98’s bolt
face is milled flush with the center of the face so the case head can slide up into the extractor
claw. Thus begins "controlled-round feeding," with the cartridge snatched to the face of the bolt
as soon as it pops free of the magazine. At the turn of the century, this arrangement made sense
because it prevented infantrymen from double loading, or stripping a second round after
chambering one and, in the press of battle, reflexively cycling the bolt again before firing. An
extractor that grabbed the case right away would eject it on the pull stroke, clearing the
chamber.This Mauser in 404 Jeffery is ready for fitting and finishing. Note the classic straight
bolt handle.Checking the feeding of a Mauser in the shop of D’Arcy Echols, Wayne doesn’t
expect malfunctions.Two protrusions bracket the ejector groove on the left side of the 98’s bolt
face. They’re cartridge support lugs. The lower lug is precisely angled to guide the rim of the
cartridge as the magazine spring pushes it up into an open breech. This lower lug must herd
cartridges from both sides of the magazine into the center of bolt travel and coax the case rim
into the extractor claw. Once there, the case head is held tight against the claw by both
lugs.Case extractor grooves vary in depth. Weatherby brass from Norma is .010 of an inch
deeper there than Remington’s Weather-by brass. Mauser extractor claws should spring .004 of
an inch under tension, so on a custom rifle, a claw fitted to Norma cases will prove too tight for
Remingtons, and one fitted to Remingtons will fail to grip Normas. In neither case will the
extractor provide positive controlled-round feed.Paul Mauser purposefully did not engineer his
extractor to jump over the rim of a single round loaded by hand. But the 98 has about .030 of an
inch extra clearance broached in the right lug raceway of the receiver ring. The extractor claw,
which subtends about 20 percent of the rim’s arc, jumps the rim when the rear of the extractor is
pinched to the bolt body. To prevent cases from slipping from the extractor’s grasp, Mauser
undercut the extractor tongue and its groove in the bolt so that force applied during difficult
extraction would sink the claw deep into the extractor groove.The Magnum Mauser remains
queen of the long actions and a popular if costly choice for big-bore custom rifles. It is
roughly .375 of an inch longer than the military 98 Mauser action. For many years before the
Second World War, Magnum Mausers were exported to Britain, mainly through Rigby, which
supplied other London gunmaking firms too. The actions were machined in Oberndorf for
specific magazines. Chambering determined not only internal box dimensions but also the width
of the receiver recess. Fat rounds like the 416 Rigby couldn’t be stacked in regular fashion
because the receiver wasn’t wide enough. The huge 11.2x72 Schueler and 500 Jeffery
(12.7x70) could not be placed in a double column at all. They rated a four-round, single-column
magazine.After World War II, Mauser "Werke" (works) became "Waffenfabrik" (arms factory),
and Mauser’s business shifted toward the sporting trade. U.S. agent A.F. Stoeger, Inc. of New
York assigned numbers to the various Mauser actions. By the late 1930s there were 20 in four
lengths: magnum, standard, intermediate and short (kurz). The short action had a small receiver



ring and was factory-bar-reled for three cartridges: the 6.5x50, 8x51 and 250 Savage. Magnum
and kurz actions were made strictly for sporting use. Mauser did not adopt the Stoeger numbers
1 through 20, but they remain popular designations among collectors. Some Mausers had a
square bridge, the hump serving as a scope mount base. Those not machined to take scope
rings were checkered on top. "Double square bridge" Mausers feature a second hump on the
receiver ring.Many military 98s have been barreled to long belted rounds like the 300 H&H, but
this practice has few advocates now. Lengthening a magazine means trimming the feed ramp,
even after moving the magazine back as far as is practicable. The short ramp forces steep entry
angles on the cartridges. Ramp work takes metal from the bottom locking lug abutment,
weakening it. Moving the magazine rearward reduces the length of the bridge, robbing the bolt
body of support and increasing bolt play. Additionally, a long bolt throw reduces contact at the
bolt stop.The Mauser bolt face, left, shows its signature split lug, claw extractor, and open
bottom for controlled feed.Mauser Competitors & Derivatives WvZWhile the 98 was still teething,
military establishments around the world began designing mechanisms for the new smokeless
smallbore cartridges that were obviously superior to traditional infantry rounds. The conversions
came as quickly as engineers could come up with functional bolt rifles. U.S. ordnance officers by-
passed Arthur Savage’s lever-action rifle to adopt the Krag-Jorgensen, a Norwegian-designed
bolt gun with a single right-hand locking lug, recessed bolt face and long, top-mounted extractor
that grabbed the 30-40 case upon chambering. The ejector was a foot pivoting up from the belly
of the raceway. Norway’s 6.5x55 Krag had a similar action and side-box magazine, but a third of
the bolt face rim was cut away to allow the case head to slide into the extractor. Both actions
work smoothly with loaded cartridges, but only the Norwegian Krag offers controlled-round
feed.Britain’s 303 Short Magazine Lee Enfield also appeared in the 1890s. An improvement on
the 1888 Lee-Metford, it featured dual rear locking lugs and a flush bolt face with a short claw
mounted at 10 o’clock in a detachable bolt head. A pin in the left receiver wall served as ejector.
Despite their stamped, detachable box magazines, SMLEs feed smoothly and reliably. The little
extractor grabs the 303 case rim as soon as it pops free of the magazine. A well-used SMLE that
I examined recently slicked up empty cases from the battered feed lips like a cat gulping
sardines. Slamming the bolt home or closing it gently, I couldn’t jam the open-mouthed hull. Few
rifles of any design will function flawlessly (if at all) with empties.The 1903 Springfield rifle
featured Mauser’s dual locking lugs and an external extractor that grabbed cases immediately
from the magazine. Its coned breech was something new. The first successful Winchester bolt
rifle, the Model 54, showed Mauser and Springfield lineage. Its ejector derived from a Charles
Newton design and eliminated the need for a slotted locking lug. Meanwhile Remington
developed its Model 30, a sporting-class 1917 Enfield that also evidenced German ancestry.
Winchester’s Model 70 appeared in 1937. It retained the coned breech, dual locking lugs,
Mauser extractor and offset ejector of the Model 54 but wore a much better trigger. The 54
trigger, like the Mauser’s, doubled as a bolt stop. Sturdy and reliable, it had a long, heavy pull
that could not be adjusted. The Model 70 trigger, still widely acclaimed by aficionados as the



best ever for a hunting rifle, is bomb-proof and features adjustments for weight of pull and over-
travel. A separate bolt stop interrupts the left lug.Model 54 rifles stayed in Winchester’s line until
1941, but production slowed to a trickle during the last 5 years. Shooters were quick to embrace
the Model 70’s trigger and its low-slung safety that, unlike the Mauser-style 54’s, swung
horizontally under a scope. Misfires that had plagued the Model 54 disappeared when
Winchester added 1/16 inch to striker travel (though lock time increased 20 percent). On the
Model 70, bolt-head gas ports got help from a vent in the right side of the receiver ring. The 70’s
low, swept-back bolt handle mandated a receiver slot that served as a safety lug abutment. The
bolt shoulder was later eliminated. Machined bottom metal included a hinged floorplate and
looked classier than the 54’s stamped assembly. Winchester did not fit new barrels to the 70
because the 54’s hook-rifled tubes had earned a fine reputation. Fact is, the first M70 barrels
had the same threads and contours as the 54’s; they were interchangeable.The Mauser’s British
counterpart in the Great War was the Short Magazine Lee Enfield.In 1937 you could order a
Model 70 in one of nine chamberings: 22 Hornet, 220 Swift, 250-3000 Savage, 257 Roberts, 270
WCF, 7mm Mauser, 30-06 — plus 300 or 375 Holland and Holland Magnum. Between 1941 and
1963 nine more rounds were added, though only eight appeared in catalogs (they omitted the
300 Savage). With only one action size, Winchester used fillers and blocks and, in the case of
the Hornet, a special magazine to adapt the 70 to short cases. Its magazine had been designed
to accommodate the 300 and 375 H&H cartridges, introduced to American shooters in 1925 but
then available only in costly custom Mausers. The M70’s long action featured a magnum-length
magazine, properly engineered to hold four cartridges. Shorter boxes tailored for the 30-06 held
five. Incidentally, though the Winchester 70 emerged a Cadillac among factory rifles, it cost less
than a commercial Mauser. In 1939 the 70 retailed for $61.25, while a Mauser sporting rifle listed
from $110 to $250!Vern Woosley shot this dandy Oregon buck with a reworked 1917
Enfield.Remington’s 721-722 series, announced in 1948, differed in two important respects from
the Model 70. First, receivers came from tube stock and wore a separate recoil lug sandwiched
between barrel shoulder and receiver ring. This was a cheaper approach than the machining of
a receiver from a 7 ½-pound slab of chrome-moly. Stamped bottom metal and a trigger
assembly comprising stamped parts gave the Remingtons a bargain-basement look, though
barrel and stock contours resembled those of the Model 70. The other chief difference was in
the bolt face, which featured a small half-moon extractor clip secured in a groove cut into a thick
lip surrounding the recessed bolt face. This lip fully enclosed the case head, prompting
Remington to boast of "three rings of steel" (bolt head, receiver and barrel) supporting the
cartridge and protecting the shooter. There was no ejector slot; the plunger-style ejector
operated through a hole in the bolt face.A recessed bolt face did not allow for controlled-round
feed because the cartridge had to be chambered before the extractor could engage its rim. Cost
savings were substantial. These Remingtons lacked a coned breech. Despite their cheap
appearance, the Reming-ton 721 and 722 handled high-pressure cartridges with ease. They
shot accurately and fed reliably. Triggers were adjustable for engagement, weight and over-



travel.During the early 1940s Roy Weatherby had no rifles in which to chamber his peppy 257,
270, 7mm and 300 Magnums. In 1948 he began using commercial Mausers. A decade later he
and Weatherby engineer Fred Jennie developed the Mark V, a new rifle that would handle higher
pressures and accommodate the huge 378 and 460 Weatherby Magnums. The Mark V bolt had
a recessed face like the Remingtons’, but the small extractor claw was fastened on the side of
the bolt head. The round receiver wore an integral recoil lug. Roy added three gas ports to the
bolt body and enclosed the bolt sleeve to prevent gas escape to the rear. Breaking with tradition,
he used three sets of three locking lugs in an interrupted-thread design. This lowered bolt lift to
54 degrees. The "push feed" Mark V is essentially the same rifle now that it was in 1958 (the
year Savage also introduced its Model 110 bolt rifle). A recent lug version proportioned for
standard cartridges weighs about a pound less than the original Mark V.Husqvarna sporting
rifles appeared in the U.S. around 1954, first with steel bottom metal, then with alloy. Essentially
a Mauser, the Swedish Husky had the 98 extractor and a Model 70-style ejector that did not
require a split left lug. Early Husqvarnas (also marketed as the Sears 51) were later supplanted
by the Model 8000, which had a Sako-style extractor and plunger ejector.The 1952 Mannlicher-
Schoenauer, which to my mind was the best of the series begun in 1903, had a rotary magazine.
Its short, side-mounted claw looked like a Mauser’s from the front and offered controlled-round
feed. The ejector was an intricately machined foot fitted to the bolt face in a slot that allowed it to
kick forward at the end of bolt travel.In 1962 Remington replaced its 721-722 (long- and short-
action) rifles with the new 700. Two years later Winchester revamped the Model 70 to pare costs.
By 1965 all major American rifle manufacturers had abandoned Mauser extractors and
controlled-round feed. Plunger-style ejectors had replaced mechanical kickers. In 1968 when Bill
Ruger announced his Model 77, the aggressive claw reappeared, but it only looked the part.
Those first M77 extractors were made to hop the rim of a chambered round, not suck it from the
magazine. The Ruger 77 Mark II, first available in 1992, featured controlled-round feed. It joined
a new Winchester Model 70 that had sprouted in the New Haven custom shop under the eye of
Winchester engineer Ed Var-tanian and custom rifle maker David Miller. This Model 70, while
retaining some post-64 features (notably the anti-bind bolt rail), had a Mauser claw extractor that
worked like the original but was beveled to jump the rim of a chambered cartridge. In 1990
Winchester put this action into its production line, cataloging the rifles as Super Grades. By 1994
most Model 70s had controlled-round feed. The Mauser-style extractor is now the visible mark of
a Model 70 Classic in its various forms.Savage and Weatherby have stayed with the externally-
mounted snap-over extractors, and Remington 700s still wear a clip in a bolt-face groove.
Browning, which in 1972 abandoned its lovely High Power series based on Sako and FN
Mauser actions, equips its popular A-Bolt with a three-lug push-feed bolt and plunger ejector.
Sako has switched from a two-lug to a three-lug bolt, retaining the mechanical ejector and a claw
extractor that has earned such plaudits that some gunsmiths routinely install it on Remington
700s. (I don’t see any merit in that because the Rem-ington works fine and actually has more
claw surface.) Kimber Model 770s had a three-lug bolt and a plunger ejector. As on the Weath-



erby Mark V, 770 bolt body and lug diameters are identical. Kimber installs a Mauser claw on its
followup to the 770, the Model 84M.Arnold Arms offered a choice of feeding in its Apollo action.
The bolt featured a two-lug head with a split in the left lug for a mechanical ejector. Instead of a
Mauser extractor, the Apollo made only for controlled-round feed had no separate claw. The
cartridge slid up against the open lower section of the bolt face (per the Mauser 98) then into a
groove machined inside the righthand locking lug. Single loading into the chamber was
impossible. For that, Arnold manufactured a "combination" bolt. Its extractor was similar to a
Sako’s except that it slid at an angle instead of pivoting to accept the case rim. The design
offered controlled feeding and the option to close the bolt on a cartridge in the
chamber.Controlled-round feed remains a strong selling point for some shooters. The Dakota
76, a refined and handsomely-stocked rendition of the pre-64 Model 70, includes the Mauser
extractor. So does the round-action Dakota 97. Little-known, relatively high-cost bolt actions
such as the Olympic Arms BBK-01 and the Belgian Fortress Herstal have the feature as well. But
hanging a long slab of spring steel on a bolt and listing controlled-round feed as a selling point
don’t guarantee smooth, reliable bolt operation. Under pressure to build rifles that will profit the
company, designers and assemblers must compromise. It’s not economical to fashion separate
magazines for the 308 and 257 Roberts, or for the 7mm Remington and 300 Winchester
magnums, though Mauser doctrine would so dictate. Neither can mass production be delayed
for rigorous function testing—or stopped because one rifle sticks a bullet nose from the left rail
once every 30 cyclings. Shooters who want sure-feeding guarantees won’t get them from any
factory, though mechanical integrity is commonly assumed for every rifle shipped.I recently
returned to the maker a new rifle with controlled-round feed. It jammed almost every time from
one side when I stroked the bolt gently. It needed work on the feed ramp and rail. I can’t say if
every rifle of its type behaves that way. I doubt it. Small irregularities in individual rifles can cause
malfunctions.When short magnums appeared in the late 1950s, Model 70 magazines for these
rounds accepted only three. Winchester’s early magazine boxes had been tailored to Holland
&Holland rounds, but the new short-magnum guns got 30-06 boxes minus the rear rib. Some
shooters still insist on a pre-64 70 in 300 or 375 H&H Magnum as the basis for a custom rifle
chambered for a long case. But D’Arcy Echols, who designs and builds his own magazines in
the Paul Mauser tradition, says you’re better off with a 30-06: "Pre-64 Winchesters have pretty
short ramps when they’re hogged out for long magnum cartridges. But when you machine the
rear of a box recess back to the center guard screw hole, you get more ramp up front. If you start
with a ramp already shortened for a box Winchester extended forward, there’s no advantage to
moving it back." The new Model 70 magnums may be best of all. They’re about .187 of an inch
longer than early 70 magnums.The current trend toward detachable box magazines would give
Paul Mauser the willies. Stamped steel feed lips cannot guide cartridges as surely as machined
rails. Detachable boxes are also more susceptible to damage. In truth they feed as smoothly as
many fixed magazines on modern rifles because few match the slick feel of an early Mauser or
M70 or 1903 Springfield.Rifles without controlled-round feed seem to hold their own at market,



partly because this feature matters little to most hunters and partly because bolt-face extractors
keep a lid on prices. That beefy claw offers an extra measure of confidence when the game is
big and close and dangerous, but most of the time it isn’t. Over the years I’ve found push-feed
mechanisms as reliable as controlled-round designs, if not as smooth. There’s no accuracy
advantage to a Mauser bolt. In fact, the smallest groups come from rifles with puny extractors
and recessed bolt faces. A Mauser magazine and extractor simply cost more.About as many
Model 700 Remingtons as Model 70 Winchesters fill my rack now. It is also peppered with
Savage, Ruger and Weatherby rifles and a couple of Mark X Mausers. I used to have some
custom-built 98s, which I foolishly sold. One of them, a 300 H&H, collected my first bull elk. A
270 kept me in venison during college. Another 270 reached across a deep canyon to down a
bighorn ram. I don’t miss these rifles so much for their fine accuracy or handsome lines or
smooth function as for their character. They showed a genius that perhaps only John Browning
among gun designers has matched and in modern rifles hides beneath many refinements—only
some of which qualify as improvements.Paul Mauser got a good thing going.Big Three: Top to
bottom, Winchester M70, Remington M700, Ruger M77.Mauser Competitors & Derivatives
WvZMauser Competitors & Derivatives WvZWhile the 98 was still teething, military
establishments around the world began designing mechanisms for the new smokeless
smallbore cartridges that were obviously superior to traditional infantry rounds. The conversions
came as quickly as engineers could come up with functional bolt rifles. U.S. ordnance officers by-
passed Arthur Savage’s lever-action rifle to adopt the Krag-Jorgensen, a Norwegian-designed
bolt gun with a single right-hand locking lug, recessed bolt face and long, top-mounted extractor
that grabbed the 30-40 case upon chambering. The ejector was a foot pivoting up from the belly
of the raceway. Norway’s 6.5x55 Krag had a similar action and side-box magazine, but a third of
the bolt face rim was cut away to allow the case head to slide into the extractor. Both actions
work smoothly with loaded cartridges, but only the Norwegian Krag offers controlled-round
feed.Britain’s 303 Short Magazine Lee Enfield also appeared in the 1890s. An improvement on
the 1888 Lee-Metford, it featured dual rear locking lugs and a flush bolt face with a short claw
mounted at 10 o’clock in a detachable bolt head. A pin in the left receiver wall served as ejector.
Despite their stamped, detachable box magazines, SMLEs feed smoothly and reliably. The little
extractor grabs the 303 case rim as soon as it pops free of the magazine. A well-used SMLE that
I examined recently slicked up empty cases from the battered feed lips like a cat gulping
sardines. Slamming the bolt home or closing it gently, I couldn’t jam the open-mouthed hull. Few
rifles of any design will function flawlessly (if at all) with empties.The 1903 Springfield rifle
featured Mauser’s dual locking lugs and an external extractor that grabbed cases immediately
from the magazine. Its coned breech was something new. The first successful Winchester bolt
rifle, the Model 54, showed Mauser and Springfield lineage. Its ejector derived from a Charles
Newton design and eliminated the need for a slotted locking lug. Meanwhile Remington
developed its Model 30, a sporting-class 1917 Enfield that also evidenced German ancestry.
Winchester’s Model 70 appeared in 1937. It retained the coned breech, dual locking lugs,



Mauser extractor and offset ejector of the Model 54 but wore a much better trigger. The 54
trigger, like the Mauser’s, doubled as a bolt stop. Sturdy and reliable, it had a long, heavy pull
that could not be adjusted. The Model 70 trigger, still widely acclaimed by aficionados as the
best ever for a hunting rifle, is bomb-proof and features adjustments for weight of pull and over-
travel. A separate bolt stop interrupts the left lug.Model 54 rifles stayed in Winchester’s line until
1941, but production slowed to a trickle during the last 5 years. Shooters were quick to embrace
the Model 70’s trigger and its low-slung safety that, unlike the Mauser-style 54’s, swung
horizontally under a scope. Misfires that had plagued the Model 54 disappeared when
Winchester added 1/16 inch to striker travel (though lock time increased 20 percent). On the
Model 70, bolt-head gas ports got help from a vent in the right side of the receiver ring. The 70’s
low, swept-back bolt handle mandated a receiver slot that served as a safety lug abutment. The
bolt shoulder was later eliminated. Machined bottom metal included a hinged floorplate and
looked classier than the 54’s stamped assembly. Winchester did not fit new barrels to the 70
because the 54’s hook-rifled tubes had earned a fine reputation. Fact is, the first M70 barrels
had the same threads and contours as the 54’s; they were interchangeable.The Mauser’s British
counterpart in the Great War was the Short Magazine Lee Enfield.In 1937 you could order a
Model 70 in one of nine chamberings: 22 Hornet, 220 Swift, 250-3000 Savage, 257 Roberts, 270
WCF, 7mm Mauser, 30-06 — plus 300 or 375 Holland and Holland Magnum. Between 1941 and
1963 nine more rounds were added, though only eight appeared in catalogs (they omitted the
300 Savage). With only one action size, Winchester used fillers and blocks and, in the case of
the Hornet, a special magazine to adapt the 70 to short cases. Its magazine had been designed
to accommodate the 300 and 375 H&H cartridges, introduced to American shooters in 1925 but
then available only in costly custom Mausers. The M70’s long action featured a magnum-length
magazine, properly engineered to hold four cartridges. Shorter boxes tailored for the 30-06 held
five. Incidentally, though the Winchester 70 emerged a Cadillac among factory rifles, it cost less
than a commercial Mauser. In 1939 the 70 retailed for $61.25, while a Mauser sporting rifle listed
from $110 to $250!Vern Woosley shot this dandy Oregon buck with a reworked 1917
Enfield.Remington’s 721-722 series, announced in 1948, differed in two important respects from
the Model 70. First, receivers came from tube stock and wore a separate recoil lug sandwiched
between barrel shoulder and receiver ring. This was a cheaper approach than the machining of
a receiver from a 7 ½-pound slab of chrome-moly. Stamped bottom metal and a trigger
assembly comprising stamped parts gave the Remingtons a bargain-basement look, though
barrel and stock contours resembled those of the Model 70. The other chief difference was in
the bolt face, which featured a small half-moon extractor clip secured in a groove cut into a thick
lip surrounding the recessed bolt face. This lip fully enclosed the case head, prompting
Remington to boast of "three rings of steel" (bolt head, receiver and barrel) supporting the
cartridge and protecting the shooter. There was no ejector slot; the plunger-style ejector
operated through a hole in the bolt face.A recessed bolt face did not allow for controlled-round
feed because the cartridge had to be chambered before the extractor could engage its rim. Cost



savings were substantial. These Remingtons lacked a coned breech. Despite their cheap
appearance, the Reming-ton 721 and 722 handled high-pressure cartridges with ease. They
shot accurately and fed reliably. Triggers were adjustable for engagement, weight and over-
travel.During the early 1940s Roy Weatherby had no rifles in which to chamber his peppy 257,
270, 7mm and 300 Magnums. In 1948 he began using commercial Mausers. A decade later he
and Weatherby engineer Fred Jennie developed the Mark V, a new rifle that would handle higher
pressures and accommodate the huge 378 and 460 Weatherby Magnums. The Mark V bolt had
a recessed face like the Remingtons’, but the small extractor claw was fastened on the side of
the bolt head. The round receiver wore an integral recoil lug. Roy added three gas ports to the
bolt body and enclosed the bolt sleeve to prevent gas escape to the rear. Breaking with tradition,
he used three sets of three locking lugs in an interrupted-thread design. This lowered bolt lift to
54 degrees. The "push feed" Mark V is essentially the same rifle now that it was in 1958 (the
year Savage also introduced its Model 110 bolt rifle). A recent lug version proportioned for
standard cartridges weighs about a pound less than the original Mark V.Husqvarna sporting
rifles appeared in the U.S. around 1954, first with steel bottom metal, then with alloy. Essentially
a Mauser, the Swedish Husky had the 98 extractor and a Model 70-style ejector that did not
require a split left lug. Early Husqvarnas (also marketed as the Sears 51) were later supplanted
by the Model 8000, which had a Sako-style extractor and plunger ejector.The 1952 Mannlicher-
Schoenauer, which to my mind was the best of the series begun in 1903, had a rotary magazine.
Its short, side-mounted claw looked like a Mauser’s from the front and offered controlled-round
feed. The ejector was an intricately machined foot fitted to the bolt face in a slot that allowed it to
kick forward at the end of bolt travel.In 1962 Remington replaced its 721-722 (long- and short-
action) rifles with the new 700. Two years later Winchester revamped the Model 70 to pare costs.
By 1965 all major American rifle manufacturers had abandoned Mauser extractors and
controlled-round feed. Plunger-style ejectors had replaced mechanical kickers. In 1968 when Bill
Ruger announced his Model 77, the aggressive claw reappeared, but it only looked the part.
Those first M77 extractors were made to hop the rim of a chambered round, not suck it from the
magazine. The Ruger 77 Mark II, first available in 1992, featured controlled-round feed. It joined
a new Winchester Model 70 that had sprouted in the New Haven custom shop under the eye of
Winchester engineer Ed Var-tanian and custom rifle maker David Miller. This Model 70, while
retaining some post-64 features (notably the anti-bind bolt rail), had a Mauser claw extractor that
worked like the original but was beveled to jump the rim of a chambered cartridge. In 1990
Winchester put this action into its production line, cataloging the rifles as Super Grades. By 1994
most Model 70s had controlled-round feed. The Mauser-style extractor is now the visible mark of
a Model 70 Classic in its various forms.Savage and Weatherby have stayed with the externally-
mounted snap-over extractors, and Remington 700s still wear a clip in a bolt-face groove.
Browning, which in 1972 abandoned its lovely High Power series based on Sako and FN
Mauser actions, equips its popular A-Bolt with a three-lug push-feed bolt and plunger ejector.
Sako has switched from a two-lug to a three-lug bolt, retaining the mechanical ejector and a claw



extractor that has earned such plaudits that some gunsmiths routinely install it on Remington
700s. (I don’t see any merit in that because the Rem-ington works fine and actually has more
claw surface.) Kimber Model 770s had a three-lug bolt and a plunger ejector. As on the Weath-
erby Mark V, 770 bolt body and lug diameters are identical. Kimber installs a Mauser claw on its
followup to the 770, the Model 84M.Arnold Arms offered a choice of feeding in its Apollo action.
The bolt featured a two-lug head with a split in the left lug for a mechanical ejector. Instead of a
Mauser extractor, the Apollo made only for controlled-round feed had no separate claw. The
cartridge slid up against the open lower section of the bolt face (per the Mauser 98) then into a
groove machined inside the righthand locking lug. Single loading into the chamber was
impossible. For that, Arnold manufactured a "combination" bolt. Its extractor was similar to a
Sako’s except that it slid at an angle instead of pivoting to accept the case rim. The design
offered controlled feeding and the option to close the bolt on a cartridge in the
chamber.Controlled-round feed remains a strong selling point for some shooters. The Dakota
76, a refined and handsomely-stocked rendition of the pre-64 Model 70, includes the Mauser
extractor. So does the round-action Dakota 97. Little-known, relatively high-cost bolt actions
such as the Olympic Arms BBK-01 and the Belgian Fortress Herstal have the feature as well. But
hanging a long slab of spring steel on a bolt and listing controlled-round feed as a selling point
don’t guarantee smooth, reliable bolt operation. Under pressure to build rifles that will profit the
company, designers and assemblers must compromise. It’s not economical to fashion separate
magazines for the 308 and 257 Roberts, or for the 7mm Remington and 300 Winchester
magnums, though Mauser doctrine would so dictate. Neither can mass production be delayed
for rigorous function testing—or stopped because one rifle sticks a bullet nose from the left rail
once every 30 cyclings. Shooters who want sure-feeding guarantees won’t get them from any
factory, though mechanical integrity is commonly assumed for every rifle shipped.I recently
returned to the maker a new rifle with controlled-round feed. It jammed almost every time from
one side when I stroked the bolt gently. It needed work on the feed ramp and rail. I can’t say if
every rifle of its type behaves that way. I doubt it. Small irregularities in individual rifles can cause
malfunctions.When short magnums appeared in the late 1950s, Model 70 magazines for these
rounds accepted only three. Winchester’s early magazine boxes had been tailored to Holland
&Holland rounds, but the new short-magnum guns got 30-06 boxes minus the rear rib. Some
shooters still insist on a pre-64 70 in 300 or 375 H&H Magnum as the basis for a custom rifle
chambered for a long case. But D’Arcy Echols, who designs and builds his own magazines in
the Paul Mauser tradition, says you’re better off with a 30-06: "Pre-64 Winchesters have pretty
short ramps when they’re hogged out for long magnum cartridges. But when you machine the
rear of a box recess back to the center guard screw hole, you get more ramp up front. If you start
with a ramp already shortened for a box Winchester extended forward, there’s no advantage to
moving it back." The new Model 70 magnums may be best of all. They’re about .187 of an inch
longer than early 70 magnums.The current trend toward detachable box magazines would give
Paul Mauser the willies. Stamped steel feed lips cannot guide cartridges as surely as machined



rails. Detachable boxes are also more susceptible to damage. In truth they feed as smoothly as
many fixed magazines on modern rifles because few match the slick feel of an early Mauser or
M70 or 1903 Springfield.Rifles without controlled-round feed seem to hold their own at market,
partly because this feature matters little to most hunters and partly because bolt-face extractors
keep a lid on prices. That beefy claw offers an extra measure of confidence when the game is
big and close and dangerous, but most of the time it isn’t. Over the years I’ve found push-feed
mechanisms as reliable as controlled-round designs, if not as smooth. There’s no accuracy
advantage to a Mauser bolt. In fact, the smallest groups come from rifles with puny extractors
and recessed bolt faces. A Mauser magazine and extractor simply cost more.About as many
Model 700 Remingtons as Model 70 Winchesters fill my rack now. It is also peppered with
Savage, Ruger and Weatherby rifles and a couple of Mark X Mausers. I used to have some
custom-built 98s, which I foolishly sold. One of them, a 300 H&H, collected my first bull elk. A
270 kept me in venison during college. Another 270 reached across a deep canyon to down a
bighorn ram. I don’t miss these rifles so much for their fine accuracy or handsome lines or
smooth function as for their character. They showed a genius that perhaps only John Browning
among gun designers has matched and in modern rifles hides beneath many refinements—only
some of which qualify as improvements.Paul Mauser got a good thing going.Big Three: Top to
bottom, Winchester M70, Remington M700, Ruger M77.An American to Match Mauser:The
Charles Newton Story WvZYou may have seen this proverb: Things turn out best for people who
make the best of the way things turn out. One of the most gifted gun and cartridge designers of
the 20th century put that notion to the test.His name was Charles Newton. Born in Delavan, New
York on January 8, 1870, he worked on his father’s farm until finishing school at age 16. He
taught school for two years, and then applied his quick mind to studying law. He was admitted to
the state bar at age 26, but his heart was not in the courtroom or library. After a 6-year stint in the
New York National Guard, Newton devoted his spare time to firearms, and to high-performance
cartridges using the then-new smokeless powders. His early association with Fred Adolph may
have prompted Newton to abandon law for the uncertain fortunes he faced as an inventor and
entrepreneur.Adolph was an accomplished German riflesmith who immigrated to the U.S. in
1908. Six years later, he issued a catalog from a shop he’d established in Genoa, New York. It
listed a wide range of sporting rifles, shotguns and combination guns. Some Adolph probably
imported; but others he built. The rifles were chambered for a variety of potent cartridges, among
them at least 10 designed by Charles Newton. The best known of these included the 22 High
Power, fashioned in 1905 from the 25-35 case. Kicking a 70-grain, .228-inch bullet out at 2800
fps, the "Imp" earned a bigger-than-life reputation on game as formidable as tigers.In 1912 the
talented Newton became perhaps the first man to experiment seriously with the 25-06. He called
it the 25 Newton Special. Another of his cartridges, the 7mm Special, foreshadowed the 280
Remington by half a century—as did the 7x64 Brenneke developed across the Atlantic at
roughly the same time. Also in 1912, Newton developed for Savage a short rimless 25. It
followed the 22 High Power as a new offering for the Model 99 lever-action rifle. Newton’s stubby



25 became known as the 250-3000, because Savage pointed out in ads that it launched an 87-
grain bullet at 3000 fps—a rocket in those days. Legend has it that for big game, Newton himself
preferred a 100-grain bullet in the 250 at a more modest 2800 fps.The prolific designer came up
with a 22 Long Range pistol cartridge by shortening and necking down the 28-30 Stevens. The
bullet was the same .228-inch jacketed spitzer loaded in the 22 High Power. He fashioned his 22
Newton from the 7x57 case, driving a 90-grain bullet at 3100 fps from a barrel with 1-in-8 twist.
The 22 Special, formed from 30-40 Krag brass, launched a 68-grain bullet at nearly 3300
fps.Charles Newton had a passion for single-shot rifles. He experimented with big-rimmed cases
like the 405 Winchester, necking it down to 7mm and even 25 caliber. He designed 30, 8mm and
35 Express cartridges from the 3 ¼-inch Sharps hull, a 40 Express from the 40-110 3 ¼-inch
Winchester and a 45 Express from the 45-125 3 ¼-inch Winchester. With Fred Adolph, Newton
formed the 30 Adolph Express using a rimless case with the capacity of the 404 Jeffery. This
round performed like a modern short magnum; it was also called the 30 Newton. Less well
known are the 35 Newton and various other rimless and rebated cartridges inspired by the 404
case, which appeared around 1910. The parent case for some later Newton rounds was the
11.2x72 Schuler, a cartridge that postdated World War I.Experimental Newton cartridges
included a rimless 280 and 33, neither of which got past token production. The 276 and 400
Newton are even less common. The 276, fashioned after the experimental military cartridge
Britain abandoned just before World War I, apparently did not see commercial manufacture.
Newton’s tool-room crew built a handful of rifles for the 400 Newton and probably made cases
by necking up 35s.The most significant of Newton’s many cartridge designs at that time was
arguably a 6.5mm-06. Despite its .264-inch bullets, it appeared as the 256 Newton. There were
two reasons for pursuing an alternative to the 25-06. First, 25-06 chambers cut by gunsmiths of
the day varied in dimension. Tight chambers boosted pressures, and not all rifles that
accommodated the 30-06 case would bottle those pressures. Newton did not want to be linked
to rifles that came apart. Secondly, though no commercial U.S. ammunition featured 6.5mm
bullets then (and wouldn’t until the 264 Winchester Magnum appeared in 1959), Mauser
routinely bored and rifled 6.5mm barrels. That was important because Charles Newton had
bigger ambitions, in which Mauser would play a role.Early in his career as a cartridge designer,
Newton dreamed of producing his own rifles. In 1914 he formed the Newton Arms Company in
Buffalo, New York. While a factory was being built there, Newton traveled to Germany to contract
for a supply of rifles from the likes of Mauser and J.P. Sauer &Sohn. His intent was to restock
these rifles and rebarrel them to 256 Newton and 30 Adolph Express. In the August 27, 1914,
issue of Arms And The Man magazine, Newton advertised high-quality Mauser rifles. A
concurrent flier hawked 256 Newton barrels "of the best Krupp steel" with raised, matted ribs
and sight slots—for $17. In March 1915, the first Newton rifles appeared in a company catalog.
Built on 98 Mauser actions, they wore barrels chambered in 256, 30 and 35 Newton, plus
graceful hunting-style stocks designed by Fred Adolph and noted California gunsmith Ludwig
Wundhammer (namesake of the "Wundhammer swell" found on the grips of many European



stocks even now). They came in three grades:Grade A: DWM Mauser in 30, 8mm or 35 Express
for $42.50; or in 33 or 40 for $62.50.Grade B: DWM Mauser in 256, 30, 8mm or 35 Express for
$55; or in 33 or 40 for $75 (double set trigger $2.50 extra).Grade C: Sauer Mauser with double
set trigger, half-octagon barrel, matted rib in 30, 8mm or 35 Express for $60; or in 33 or 40 for
$80.Some early catalog listings made no sense. For example, the only 8mm Newton in the
literature was a huge rimmed round not suited to the 98 Mauser action. A Grade D rifle in 256
featured an antiquated Model 88 Mauser action and was priced at $37.50, a departure from the
lettering sequence. There was also a Grade C with a full-length stock that has never been
documented.Charles Newton’s biggest problem in this venture was the war. His timing could
hardly have been worse! The first two dozen Mauser rifles were to arrive on August 15, 1914.
Germany went to war August 14. Apparently one shipment of Mausers did arrive at the Buffalo
plant before hostilities ended commerce. His enterprise at a standstill, Charles Newton turned to
the Marlin Firearms Company for barrels chambered in 256 Newton and threaded for 1903
Springfields. He planned to sell them for $12.50 as replacements to hunters who wanted
something other than a 30-06. He also contracted for Springfield sporting-style stocks, but these
after-market items moved slowly at the time, mainly because Springfields weren’t commercially
available during the war. Newton’s efforts to find a manufacturer of completed rifles failed
because all plants capable of rifle production were up to their gizzards in lucrative government
contracts. Charles Newton had to sit on his hands.He didn’t stop thinking, however. By 1916 he
had incorporated desirable features of the Mauser and Springfield designs into a rifle whose
only non-original part (claimed Newton) was the mainspring. He hired lengendary barrel-maker
Harry Pope to oversee barrel production, and pointed out in the 14th Newton catalog that Pope
had helped him develop the segmented rifling in Newton barrels. Segmented Newton rifling
comprised five grooves, cut with a tool whose radius was a trifle smaller than that of the
bore.The first of Charles Newton’s new rifles went on sale January 1, 1917, and got favorable
press. Once more, though, the timing was wrong. The U.S. entered the war on April 6, and the
government took immediate control of all cartridge production. Though Newton was loading his
own ammo, he depended on Remington for cases. Without cases, there was no ammunition—
and no market for Newton rifles. Charles Newton scrambled to get the tooling to make all
cartridge components from scratch. By January 1918, ammo was coming off the line.
Unfortunately, the banks that had carried the firm sent it into receivership, and by the end of the
year, the Newton Arms Company was no more. In total, about 2400 rifles had been produced;
another 1600 were completed by Bert Holmes, who acquired all company assets. Only about a
quarter of these passed inspection, however, and Holmes sold more than 1000 rifles for $5 each
before abandoning efforts to run the plant himself.In April 1919, New York machinery dealers
Lamberg, Schwartz and Land formed the Newton Arms Corporation. Their plan was to market as
genuine Newton rifles several bin-loads of poor-quality rifles they had bought from Bert Holmes.
Charles Newton immediately filed suit. Though the case was not heard until June 1920, Newton
won it on every count. A month later the Newton Arms Corporation went bankrupt. Meanwhile,



Charles had marshaled his assets for another try at establishing a gun company. On April 19,
1919, he launched the Chas. Newton Rifle Corporation. His plan was to equip a new factory with
surplus tooling from Eddystone Arsenal. He’d already cataloged an imported Mauser rifle with
Newton improvements and in Newton chamberings, listing it for $66. He offered 30-06 and 256
Newton ammunition at $9.50 per 100. You could buy 100 30 Newton rounds for $11, 100 35s for
$12.Nothing came of the Eddystone deal, unfortunately, and the only rifles marketed by the
Chas. Newton Rifle Corporation were commercial Mausers. They had butterknife bolt handles,
double set triggers, triple leaf sights—fine rifles by most standards. Some had parabolic rifling,
and a few featured a cloverleaf of muzzle grooves to vent gas evenly and prevent bullet tipping.
The Newton stocks added appeal, and about 1000 orders came in. But alas, Germany’s
overheated postwar economy could not supply that many rifles under the terms of the contract.
Evidently only about 100 of these 1922 Mausers arrived in the States, and oddly enough, a
handful remained in stock as late as 1928, even after the Chas. Newton Rifle Corporation had
ceased operations.Not to be deterred, Newton began anew in 1923, with Arthur Dayton and
Dayton Evans, two men who had helped him bankroll his 1919 venture. The Buffalo Newton Rifle
Corporation got off the ground in Buffalo, New York, but soon moved to New Haven,
Connecticut, where the first "Buffalo Newton" rifles were boxed up in 1924. They featured four-
groove nickel-steel barrels in 30-06 and four Newton chamberings: 256, 280, 30 and 35. Actions
of chrome-vanadium steel boasted interrupted-thread locking lugs. Stocks were of checkered
walnut with a ¼-inch castoff. They had a crossbolt behind the magazine well to absorb recoil—
but no recoil lug at the front of the action! Consequently, many stocks on Buffalo Newton rifles
split. Western Cartridge Company, which had begun supplying Newton ammunition in 1921,
continued. A challenge for company control by John Meeker, whose lending group supported
Newton, was unsuccessful, but not before Meeker had acquired parts for 260 Newton rifles,
which he assembled in New Jersey and sold under his own name.Money had again become
scarce for Charles Newton. After borrowing on his life insurance, he pleaded with Marlin to build
his rifles under contract. Marlin’s Frank Kenna demurred. So did one of Newton’s friends, despite
Newton’s insistence that the company was on the brink of success, and that, given a production
rate of 1000 rifles a month, it could build rifles for $8 each. At the time, Buffalo Newtons were
retailing for $60.The Buffalo Newton Rifle Corporation folded in 1929 after manufacturing about
1500 rifles.Charles Newton could not have known, early that year, what lay in store for American
businesses in October. He applied himself to another action design and came up with the "New
Newton Straight Pull Rifle." Its two-lug bolt and Springfield cocking piece suggested bolt-rifle
ancestry; but Newton had also borrowed from the straight-pull Lee Navy and even the
Winchester lever-action designs. In fact, partly no doubt to appeal to the legions of lever-action
shooters afield, Newton renamed the rifle the "Leverbolt." Again, he asked Frank Kenna for
assistance. If Marlin would produce the rifle, said Newton, he’d split the profits down the middle.
Kenna, a shrewd businessman, required proof of demand. Charles Newton responded with a
flyer that asked sportsmen for a $25 down payment on a new Leverbolt rifle. The remaining $35



would be due when the rifle was delivered. Sadly, this offer failed to generate the 500 orders
Frank Kenna had said he would need to sign a production contract. Then Wall Street collapsed,
taking with it Newton’s dreams, and those of a nation.Charles Newton died at his home in New
Haven on March 9, 1932, at the age of 62.If shooters these days remember Charles Newton at
all, it is probably for developing the 250 Savage. Few have seen the scarce Newton rifles, or the
angular Newton cartridges that in profile look much younger than they are—cartridges that,
given appropriate powders, would have matched the performance of the most efficient short
magnums half a century later. Hunters now are familiar with the three-position safety on
Winchester Model 70s, but may not be aware that Charles Newton put a similar safety on his
rifles 20 years before the Model 70 appeared. Newton’s multiple interrupted-thread locking lugs
predated the Weatherby Mark V rifle by 30 years. The 25-06 cartridge is generally credited to
Neidner, but in all likelihood, Newton fired it first. This lawyer-turned-inventor also designed
loading tools and fashioned a partition-style bullet in 1915. While most bullet jackets were of
cupro-nickel, he employed almost pure copper, as is done today on many controlled-expansion
bullets. Newton sought to improve bullet performance by inserting a central wire and insulating
the core with paper under the jacket so the lead didn’t soften during bore passage.All told,
Charles Newton accomplished a great deal in less than 30 years. Sadly, his brilliance as an
architect of rifles and cartridges, and his perseverance in bringing them to riflemen, earned him
few rewards. Luck does not always favor the most deserving.Note: An authoritative book from
which much of this information was gleaned is titled Charles Newton, Father of High Velocity. It’s
the work of Newton rifle enthusiast Bruce Jennings, Jr., of Sheridan, Wyoming. Bruce was also
gracious in sharing his thoughts and post-publication findings on this remarkable American
pioneer. My own book, America’s Great Gunmakers (Stoeger Publications), has a chapter on
Charles Newton as well.– Wayne van ZwollAn American to Match Mauser:The Charles Newton
Story WvZAn American to Match Mauser:The Charles Newton Story WvZYou may have seen
this proverb: Things turn out best for people who make the best of the way things turn out. One
of the most gifted gun and cartridge designers of the 20th century put that notion to the test.His
name was Charles Newton. Born in Delavan, New York on January 8, 1870, he worked on his
father’s farm until finishing school at age 16. He taught school for two years, and then applied his
quick mind to studying law. He was admitted to the state bar at age 26, but his heart was not in
the courtroom or library. After a 6-year stint in the New York National Guard, Newton devoted his
spare time to firearms, and to high-performance cartridges using the then-new smokeless
powders. His early association with Fred Adolph may have prompted Newton to abandon law for
the uncertain fortunes he faced as an inventor and entrepreneur.Adolph was an accomplished
German riflesmith who immigrated to the U.S. in 1908. Six years later, he issued a catalog from a
shop he’d established in Genoa, New York. It listed a wide range of sporting rifles, shotguns and
combination guns. Some Adolph probably imported; but others he built. The rifles were
chambered for a variety of potent cartridges, among them at least 10 designed by Charles
Newton. The best known of these included the 22 High Power, fashioned in 1905 from the 25-35



case. Kicking a 70-grain, .228-inch bullet out at 2800 fps, the "Imp" earned a bigger-than-life
reputation on game as formidable as tigers.In 1912 the talented Newton became perhaps the
first man to experiment seriously with the 25-06. He called it the 25 Newton Special. Another of
his cartridges, the 7mm Special, foreshadowed the 280 Remington by half a century—as did the
7x64 Brenneke developed across the Atlantic at roughly the same time. Also in 1912, Newton
developed for Savage a short rimless 25. It followed the 22 High Power as a new offering for the
Model 99 lever-action rifle. Newton’s stubby 25 became known as the 250-3000, because
Savage pointed out in ads that it launched an 87-grain bullet at 3000 fps—a rocket in those days.
Legend has it that for big game, Newton himself preferred a 100-grain bullet in the 250 at a more
modest 2800 fps.The prolific designer came up with a 22 Long Range pistol cartridge by
shortening and necking down the 28-30 Stevens. The bullet was the same .228-inch jacketed
spitzer loaded in the 22 High Power. He fashioned his 22 Newton from the 7x57 case, driving a
90-grain bullet at 3100 fps from a barrel with 1-in-8 twist. The 22 Special, formed from 30-40
Krag brass, launched a 68-grain bullet at nearly 3300 fps.Charles Newton had a passion for
single-shot rifles. He experimented with big-rimmed cases like the 405 Winchester, necking it
down to 7mm and even 25 caliber. He designed 30, 8mm and 35 Express cartridges from the 3
¼-inch Sharps hull, a 40 Express from the 40-110 3 ¼-inch Winchester and a 45 Express from
the 45-125 3 ¼-inch Winchester. With Fred Adolph, Newton formed the 30 Adolph Express
using a rimless case with the capacity of the 404 Jeffery. This round performed like a modern
short magnum; it was also called the 30 Newton. Less well known are the 35 Newton and
various other rimless and rebated cartridges inspired by the 404 case, which appeared around
1910. The parent case for some later Newton rounds was the 11.2x72 Schuler, a cartridge that
postdated World War I.Experimental Newton cartridges included a rimless 280 and 33, neither
of which got past token production. The 276 and 400 Newton are even less common. The 276,
fashioned after the experimental military cartridge Britain abandoned just before World War I,
apparently did not see commercial manufacture. Newton’s tool-room crew built a handful of rifles
for the 400 Newton and probably made cases by necking up 35s.The most significant of
Newton’s many cartridge designs at that time was arguably a 6.5mm-06. Despite its .264-inch
bullets, it appeared as the 256 Newton. There were two reasons for pursuing an alternative to
the 25-06. First, 25-06 chambers cut by gunsmiths of the day varied in dimension. Tight
chambers boosted pressures, and not all rifles that accommodated the 30-06 case would bottle
those pressures. Newton did not want to be linked to rifles that came apart. Secondly, though no
commercial U.S. ammunition featured 6.5mm bullets then (and wouldn’t until the 264 Winchester
Magnum appeared in 1959), Mauser routinely bored and rifled 6.5mm barrels. That was
important because Charles Newton had bigger ambitions, in which Mauser would play a
role.Early in his career as a cartridge designer, Newton dreamed of producing his own rifles. In
1914 he formed the Newton Arms Company in Buffalo, New York. While a factory was being built
there, Newton traveled to Germany to contract for a supply of rifles from the likes of Mauser and
J.P. Sauer &Sohn. His intent was to restock these rifles and rebarrel them to 256 Newton and 30



Adolph Express. In the August 27, 1914, issue of Arms And The Man magazine, Newton
advertised high-quality Mauser rifles. A concurrent flier hawked 256 Newton barrels "of the best
Krupp steel" with raised, matted ribs and sight slots—for $17. In March 1915, the first Newton
rifles appeared in a company catalog. Built on 98 Mauser actions, they wore barrels chambered
in 256, 30 and 35 Newton, plus graceful hunting-style stocks designed by Fred Adolph and
noted California gunsmith Ludwig Wundhammer (namesake of the "Wundhammer swell" found
on the grips of many European stocks even now). They came in three grades:Grade A: DWM
Mauser in 30, 8mm or 35 Express for $42.50; or in 33 or 40 for $62.50.Grade B: DWM Mauser in
256, 30, 8mm or 35 Express for $55; or in 33 or 40 for $75 (double set trigger $2.50 extra).Grade
C: Sauer Mauser with double set trigger, half-octagon barrel, matted rib in 30, 8mm or 35
Express for $60; or in 33 or 40 for $80.Some early catalog listings made no sense. For example,
the only 8mm Newton in the literature was a huge rimmed round not suited to the 98 Mauser
action. A Grade D rifle in 256 featured an antiquated Model 88 Mauser action and was priced at
$37.50, a departure from the lettering sequence. There was also a Grade C with a full-length
stock that has never been documented.Charles Newton’s biggest problem in this venture was
the war. His timing could hardly have been worse! The first two dozen Mauser rifles were to
arrive on August 15, 1914. Germany went to war August 14. Apparently one shipment of
Mausers did arrive at the Buffalo plant before hostilities ended commerce. His enterprise at a
standstill, Charles Newton turned to the Marlin Firearms Company for barrels chambered in 256
Newton and threaded for 1903 Springfields. He planned to sell them for $12.50 as replacements
to hunters who wanted something other than a 30-06. He also contracted for Springfield
sporting-style stocks, but these after-market items moved slowly at the time, mainly because
Springfields weren’t commercially available during the war. Newton’s efforts to find a
manufacturer of completed rifles failed because all plants capable of rifle production were up to
their gizzards in lucrative government contracts. Charles Newton had to sit on his hands.He
didn’t stop thinking, however. By 1916 he had incorporated desirable features of the Mauser and
Springfield designs into a rifle whose only non-original part (claimed Newton) was the
mainspring. He hired lengendary barrel-maker Harry Pope to oversee barrel production, and
pointed out in the 14th Newton catalog that Pope had helped him develop the segmented rifling
in Newton barrels. Segmented Newton rifling comprised five grooves, cut with a tool whose
radius was a trifle smaller than that of the bore.The first of Charles Newton’s new rifles went on
sale January 1, 1917, and got favorable press. Once more, though, the timing was wrong. The
U.S. entered the war on April 6, and the government took immediate control of all cartridge
production. Though Newton was loading his own ammo, he depended on Remington for cases.
Without cases, there was no ammunition—and no market for Newton rifles. Charles Newton
scrambled to get the tooling to make all cartridge components from scratch. By January 1918,
ammo was coming off the line. Unfortunately, the banks that had carried the firm sent it into
receivership, and by the end of the year, the Newton Arms Company was no more. In total, about
2400 rifles had been produced; another 1600 were completed by Bert Holmes, who acquired all



company assets. Only about a quarter of these passed inspection, however, and Holmes sold
more than 1000 rifles for $5 each before abandoning efforts to run the plant himself.In April
1919, New York machinery dealers Lamberg, Schwartz and Land formed the Newton Arms
Corporation. Their plan was to market as genuine Newton rifles several bin-loads of poor-quality
rifles they had bought from Bert Holmes. Charles Newton immediately filed suit. Though the
case was not heard until June 1920, Newton won it on every count. A month later the Newton
Arms Corporation went bankrupt. Meanwhile, Charles had marshaled his assets for another try
at establishing a gun company. On April 19, 1919, he launched the Chas. Newton Rifle
Corporation. His plan was to equip a new factory with surplus tooling from Eddystone Arsenal.
He’d already cataloged an imported Mauser rifle with Newton improvements and in Newton
chamberings, listing it for $66. He offered 30-06 and 256 Newton ammunition at $9.50 per 100.
You could buy 100 30 Newton rounds for $11, 100 35s for $12.Nothing came of the Eddystone
deal, unfortunately, and the only rifles marketed by the Chas. Newton Rifle Corporation were
commercial Mausers. They had butterknife bolt handles, double set triggers, triple leaf sights—
fine rifles by most standards. Some had parabolic rifling, and a few featured a cloverleaf of
muzzle grooves to vent gas evenly and prevent bullet tipping. The Newton stocks added appeal,
and about 1000 orders came in. But alas, Germany’s overheated postwar economy could not
supply that many rifles under the terms of the contract. Evidently only about 100 of these 1922
Mausers arrived in the States, and oddly enough, a handful remained in stock as late as 1928,
even after the Chas. Newton Rifle Corporation had ceased operations.Not to be deterred,
Newton began anew in 1923, with Arthur Dayton and Dayton Evans, two men who had helped
him bankroll his 1919 venture. The Buffalo Newton Rifle Corporation got off the ground in
Buffalo, New York, but soon moved to New Haven, Connecticut, where the first "Buffalo Newton"
rifles were boxed up in 1924. They featured four-groove nickel-steel barrels in 30-06 and four
Newton chamberings: 256, 280, 30 and 35. Actions of chrome-vanadium steel boasted
interrupted-thread locking lugs. Stocks were of checkered walnut with a ¼-inch castoff. They had
a crossbolt behind the magazine well to absorb recoil—but no recoil lug at the front of the action!
Consequently, many stocks on Buffalo Newton rifles split. Western Cartridge Company, which
had begun supplying Newton ammunition in 1921, continued. A challenge for company control
by John Meeker, whose lending group supported Newton, was unsuccessful, but not before
Meeker had acquired parts for 260 Newton rifles, which he assembled in New Jersey and sold
under his own name.Money had again become scarce for Charles Newton. After borrowing on
his life insurance, he pleaded with Marlin to build his rifles under contract. Marlin’s Frank Kenna
demurred. So did one of Newton’s friends, despite Newton’s insistence that the company was on
the brink of success, and that, given a production rate of 1000 rifles a month, it could build rifles
for $8 each. At the time, Buffalo Newtons were retailing for $60.The Buffalo Newton Rifle
Corporation folded in 1929 after manufacturing about 1500 rifles.Charles Newton could not have
known, early that year, what lay in store for American businesses in October. He applied himself
to another action design and came up with the "New Newton Straight Pull Rifle." Its two-lug bolt



and Springfield cocking piece suggested bolt-rifle ancestry; but Newton had also borrowed from
the straight-pull Lee Navy and even the Winchester lever-action designs. In fact, partly no doubt
to appeal to the legions of lever-action shooters afield, Newton renamed the rifle the "Leverbolt."
Again, he asked Frank Kenna for assistance. If Marlin would produce the rifle, said Newton, he’d
split the profits down the middle. Kenna, a shrewd businessman, required proof of demand.
Charles Newton responded with a flyer that asked sportsmen for a $25 down payment on a new
Leverbolt rifle. The remaining $35 would be due when the rifle was delivered. Sadly, this offer
failed to generate the 500 orders Frank Kenna had said he would need to sign a production
contract. Then Wall Street collapsed, taking with it Newton’s dreams, and those of a
nation.Charles Newton died at his home in New Haven on March 9, 1932, at the age of 62.If
shooters these days remember Charles Newton at all, it is probably for developing the 250
Savage. Few have seen the scarce Newton rifles, or the angular Newton cartridges that in profile
look much younger than they are—cartridges that, given appropriate powders, would have
matched the performance of the most efficient short magnums half a century later. Hunters now
are familiar with the three-position safety on Winchester Model 70s, but may not be aware that
Charles Newton put a similar safety on his rifles 20 years before the Model 70 appeared.
Newton’s multiple interrupted-thread locking lugs predated the Weatherby Mark V rifle by 30
years. The 25-06 cartridge is generally credited to Neidner, but in all likelihood, Newton fired it
first. This lawyer-turned-inventor also designed loading tools and fashioned a partition-style
bullet in 1915. While most bullet jackets were of cupro-nickel, he employed almost pure copper,
as is done today on many controlled-expansion bullets. Newton sought to improve bullet
performance by inserting a central wire and insulating the core with paper under the jacket so
the lead didn’t soften during bore passage.All told, Charles Newton accomplished a great deal
in less than 30 years. Sadly, his brilliance as an architect of rifles and cartridges, and his
perseverance in bringing them to riflemen, earned him few rewards. Luck does not always favor
the most deserving.Note: An authoritative book from which much of this information was
gleaned is titled Charles Newton, Father of High Velocity. It’s the work of Newton rifle enthusiast
Bruce Jennings, Jr., of Sheridan, Wyoming. Bruce was also gracious in sharing his thoughts and
post-publication findings on this remarkable American pioneer. My own book, America’s Great
Gunmakers (Stoeger Publications), has a chapter on Charles Newton as well.– Wayne van
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RiflesKrag-Jorgensens: U.S., Danish and NorwegianLee-Enfield RiflesMauser
MiscellanyMauser Model 98Mauser Models 71 & 71/84Mauser Models 92, 93, 94, 95 &
96Mauser Smokeless Powder Actions Models 88, 89, 90 & 91Mauser—Siamese
MauserRussian Mosin-Nagant RiflesSpringfield Models 1903, 1903A3 & 1903A4Military Rifles
& ActionsEnfield RiflesFrench Military TurnboltsGerman Model 88 Commission RifleGerman
Model 98/40Greek Model 1903 Mannlicher-SchoenauerItalian Carcano RiflesJapanese Arisaka
RiflesKrag-Jorgensens: U.S., Danish and NorwegianLee-Enfield RiflesMauser
MiscellanyMauser Model 98Mauser Models 71 & 71/84Mauser Models 92, 93, 94, 95 &
96Mauser Smokeless Powder Actions Models 88, 89, 90 & 91Mauser—Siamese
MauserRussian Mosin-Nagant RiflesSpringfield Models 1903, 1903A3 & 1903A4Enfield Rifles
FdHU.S. Model 1917 Enfield rifle, caliber 30-06. This rifle has a 26” barrel, is 46.3” overall, and
weighs about 9.5 pounds. As originally made, the M1917 barrels had five grooves and a left-
hand rifling twist of 1:10”. Many 1917s were later fitted with two- and four-groove barrels.Part
I1917 U.S. EnfieldPROFESSIONAL AND AMATEUR gunsmiths have long been familiar with the
Model 1917 Enfield action. It has been used widely in recent years to build custom sporting rifles
in both standard 30-06 head-sized rimless and belted magnum cartridges. A large and rugged
action “as issued,” it is also a homely one. Fortunately, however, it is receptive to much alteration
and remodeling.When the United States entered WWI in 1917, it was short of rifles, and
immediate plans had to be made to acquire more. In 1913 British Ordnance developed a new
Mauser-type turnbolt action for a 276-caliber rimless cartridge. When England became involved
in the war, development work on this cartridge was dropped and the action was modified to
handle their standard military round, the 303 British rimmed cartridge. Rather than begin
production of this rifle (which was designated the Pattern 1914) in 1914, the British gave
contracts to three firms in the United States to make them.These firms were Winchester,
Remington and Eddystone. When the British found that they could produce enough of the older
Lee-Enfield rifles, they canceled the contracts in 1916. Thus, at the time the United States
entered the war there were three large plants tooled up to make a military rifle. With this in mind,
someone (it is believed that Remington initiated this conversion) got busy and redesigned the
Pattern 1914 action to handle the 30-06 cartridge. In 1917 new contracts were awarded to these
three firms to make the new rifle, officially called the “U.S. Rifle, Cal. .30, Model 1917.”Production
FiguresProduction of this rifle ended in these plants in November, 1918. According to reliable
sources, Winchester produced 545,511, Remington about 545,541 and about 1,181,908 were
made at Eddystone, all at an average cost to the government of $26 each. Of the total, perhaps
some 80,000 were unassembled rifles to be used for spare parts. These figures reveal that
Eddystone made more than Remington and Winchester combined, which accounts for the
predominance of the Eddystone.Markings and Serial NumbersThe model designation,
manufacturer’s name and serial number were stamped on the receiver ring in four lines as
follows:U.S.MODEL OF 1917EDDYSTONE (Or Winchester or Remington)(serial number)The
receiver is the only part serial numbered. Winchester M1917 Enfields were serial numbered from



number 1 on, and it is believed this practice was also followed by Remington and
Eddystone.Action ConstructionFor a military action, the 1917 Enfield was exceptionally well
made and finished. Few machine marks can be found under the Parkerized finish. The bolt is
made unusually smooth and even, the result a slick-operating action.The receiver and bolt are
machined from 3½ percent nickel steel forgings, a very strong alloy similar in composition to the
nickel steel used in many 1903 Springfield actions.Most of the receiver bottom is flat. The recoil
lug, located at the front of the flat bottom, is about 1” wide and ” deep. The extreme front end of
the receiver is round while the rest of the receiver ring is flat on the bottom and round on top. On
the right side of the receiver ring there is a raised rectangular portion to strengthen the receiver
over the inside mill cut for the extractor. The ” gas-escape vent hole, in the center of this raised
portion, is in line with the extractor hook and extractor cut in the barrel. The barrel threads are
square. The barrel breech is coned, with part of this funnel edge milled out for the extractor. The
front of the bolt breeches nearly against the barrel when the action is closed.The rear part of the
receiver, normally called the bridge, is made to house and protect the folding aperture rear sight.
Integral “ears” or “wings” project upward on either side to protect the folding sight components.
Although without windage adjustment, this sight was considered one of the best military sights
designed up to that time.The front of the bridge has grooves, these forming a guide for loading
the magazine via Springfield five-shot stripper clips. The bolt has two large front locking lugs.
The right (bottom) lug is solid; the left (top) lug is divided by a narrow slit for the ejector to pass
through when the action is opened. The bolt face is partially recessed, surrounding about two-
thirds of the cartridge rim. When the bolt is closed, the open, unrecessed segment is toward the
left, exactly opposite the gas vent.The bolt handle has a double bend backward, which positions
the hollowed grasping ball about ¾” back of the base of the bolt. The bolt handle, of the “low”
type, need never be altered if the action is to be fitted with a low-mounted scope. When the bolt
is closed the heavy base of the bolt handle fits into a deep notch in the receiver, acting as a
safety lug. The rear of the bolt handle base does not touch the receiver (which is as it should
be), making it a safety lug rather than a third locking lug.The upper or left end of the bolt handle
base is tapered to the rear. When the bolt is opened, it contacts a matching surface inside the
receiver bridge, providing positive primary extraction camming power.The extractor is a long
Mauser type attached to the bolt body by a collar in a recess in the body. A narrow lip in the front
of the extractor engages a groove cut into the head of the bolt to force the extractor to move
longitudinally with it. The extractor is designed to snap over a cartridge rim whether it is
chambered via the magazine or singly loaded. Some extractors have a small hole in the hook
recess to match the gas escape hole.The bolt-stop follows M98 Mauser design and is
positioned on the left rear of the receiver. It is securely held there by a screw through the rear
end of the bolt-stop and through an integral stud on the receiver. A heavy spring, fitted
lengthwise in the bolt-stop and rearward over a separate rest, keeps the bolt-stop against the
receiver. Fitted inside the bolt-stop, and held there by the bolt-stop screw, is the ejector. The
ejector is made with an integral spring leaf, which provides the tension to move its front end to



the right when the bolt is opened. Backward travel of the bolt is halted when its left locking lug
comes in contact with that part of the bolt-stop which projects through a hole in the receiver. A
grasping lip on the front of the bolt-stop lets it be swung out for bolt removal.The simple striker
mechanism consists of a bolt sleeve threaded into the rear of the bolt, a coil mainspring, a striker
(firing pin), and a cocking piece. The cocking piece is held to the striker by double interrupted
rings engaging the two parts. Ordnance specifications called for a firing pin protrusion of not
over .068”, and not under .058” minimum, and a firing-pin hole no larger than .085”.U.S. Model
1917 Enfield action.Two gas-escape holes in the front of the bolt direct escaping gases into the
left side locking raceway.Primary striker cocking occurs on raising the bolt handle, when the
forward end of the cocking piece engages a shallow cam in the rear of the bolt. Full cocking
takes place on the forward travel and closing of the bolt, after it has been fully opened. The
shallow cam and the short initial rearward movement given to the striker when the bolt handle is
raised are safety features which prevent the action from firing a cartridge unless the bolt is
locked sufficiently to hold it closed. The cocking piece is engaged when the bolt is open, and
also positions and prevents rotation of the bolt sleeve.The rugged rotary safety, just to the rear of
the bolt handle, is built into the tang of the receiver. With the action closed and cocked, tipping
the safety lever back locks the striker and bolt. The striker is locked back, and pulled back off the
sear, by the end of the safety system engaging a notch cut into the side of the cocking piece.
The bolt is locked closed by a pin pushed forward by the safety into a hole in the base of the bolt
handle.The trigger is a common double-stage military type. The long first stage of the pull moves
the sear almost all the way off the cocking piece, the final short pull fully releasing it. An added
safety feature, built into the sear, is a pin projecting upward through a hole in the receiver. Only
when the bolt is fully closed, which places a notch cut into the body of the bolt directly over the
pin, can the trigger be pulled to release the striker.The action is held in the stock by two guard
screws, one at either end of the action, passing through holes in the trigger guard plate. Stock
bushings, through which the guard screws pass, provide proper spacing between trigger guard
and receiver. The magazine box is a separate unit fabricated by riveting two flat thin pieces of
sheet steel, which form the sides, to the thicker ends. The top of the front end projects up into
the magazine-opening well to become part of the loading ramp. The magazine box is securely
positioned between the trigger guard and receiver, and is partly recessed into these parts. The
magazine-well opening in the bottom of the receiver is milled to leave lips for holding the
cartridges in place in the magazine. The milled steel floorplate, detachable from the trigger
guard, is held in place by projecting lips engaging recesses in the trigger guard, and is secured
by a small spring-loaded latch in the guard just to the rear of the magazine box opening.
Depressing this latch with a pointed tool, through a hole in the rear of the floorplate, allows the
latter to be moved back and released.Model 1917 Enfield action open.Top side view of Model
1917 Enfield action.Left side view of Model 1917 Enfield action.The trigger-guard bow is egg
shaped, the opening larger in front. The face of the curved trigger is grooved. The milled
magazine follower and the follower spring are the conventional Mauser type. The magazine



holds six cartridges in a staggered column. When the magazine is empty the follower rises in
front of the bolt, when the action is opened, preventing the bolt from being closed. All action
parts are made of steel; there are no stampings.DisassemblyTo remove the bolt, grasp the front
edge of the bolt-stop with the thumb, swing it outward, raise the bolt handle and pull the bolt out.
To remove the floorplate, insert a pointed tool into the hole in the rear of the plate, depress the
tool while at same time pulling it to the rear. This releases the floorplate, follower spring and
follower.To remove the barrel and action from the stock, first remove the upper and middle barrel
bands and handguard, then remove the front and rear guard screws. Lift the barrel and receiver
from stock, then pull out the trigger guard. The barrel is threaded very tightly into the receiver
and no attempt should be made to remove it unless proper equipment is on hand.Disassemble
the bolt by grasping the bolt body in the right hand and, with a tool (such as a small screwdriver)
in the other hand, pull the cocking piece back, rotating it and the bolt sleeve counterclockwise
about one-half turn. Unscrew the bolt sleeve further until the cocking piece drops down, then
repeat the process until the entire striker assembly is removed.To disassemble the striker
mechanism, place the firing pin tip on a hard surface and grasp the bolt sleeve very firmly; pull
the bolt sleeve down as far as it will go, then turn the cocking piece one-quarter turn in either
direction and lift it off.To remove the extractor, turn it on the bolt to cover the gas-escape vents,
then push it forward to disengage it from the extractor collar. The collar can then be spread apart
and removed from the bolt.Turn out the bolt-stop screw and remove the bolt-stop assembly.
Push out the sear pin and remove the trigger/sear assembly. With a small screwdriver turn out
the safety-lock holder screw and remove the holder. Swing the safety back, then pull the safety
out, after which the safety lock plunger and spring can be removed. Reassemble in reverse
order. In reassembling the safety, first insert the safety lock plunger spring, then the lock plunger
into the hole in the receiver. Using a screwdriver, turn the lock plunger so its V surface is in line
with the hole, then push the lock plunger forward and, at the same time, firmly grasp the front
end of the plunger with a pliers. While holding it, remove the screwdriver, insert the safety and
release the pliers.To assemble the bolt-stop, with the bolt forward and the handle raised, lay the
action on a bench with the left side up. Position the bolt-stop spring rest on the receiver. Insert
the ejector in the bolt-stop then insert the bolt-stop spring, pressing the hooked end of this
spring into the front end of the bolt-stop until it is level with the latter. Position the assembled bolt-
stop in place on the receiver, turning the rest to align the groove for the bolt-stop spring. Using a
screwdriver handle or similar tool, firmly press the rear end of the bolt-stop against the receiver,
then insert and turn in the bolt-stop screw.Close-up of rear part of Model 1917 Enfield action
showing how bolt handle forms safety lug by engaging a deep notch in the receiver
(arrow).Strong and Weak PointsThe only really weak part in this action is the ejector. It is a leaf
spring which usually breaks off and leaves the ejector useless.Not a design fault, but rather a
construction fault, is that some of the 1917 receivers develop hairline cracks. By no means a
common occurrence, it is common enough to be of some concern to owners of these actions.
The cracks usually appear some place around the receiver ring, often starting at the front edge



of the receiver and extending rearward in an erratic pattern. Although Winchester and
Remington receivers have been found with cracks, the Eddystone-made receivers are by far the
most frequent offenders. It is believed that many of these receivers were given a faulty heat-
treatment, the metal thereby becoming too hard and brittle. Not easily spotted, the cracks are
most often detected when the action is polished and reblued. They can often be detected with
the naked eye, or by carefully examining the receiver ring with a hand magnifier.Another good
way to detect cracks is to dunk the receiver in gasoline for a moment. If a crack (or cracks) is
present, the gasoline will seep from it after the rest of the receiver has dried. Cracked receivers
are generally not repairable, so they should not be used.While cracks may well be the result of
improper heat treatment, they’re most frequently found on receivers from which the original
barrel has been removed. Barrels were fitted extremely tight in these actions, some tighter than
others. It is possible that some of the receivers cracked when the barrels were originally
installed, but I believe most of the cracks occur when the original very tight barrel is removed, for
unscrewing a tight barrel puts a lot of strain on the receiver.The cock-on-closing feature is often
considered poor design, but that’s a matter of opinion. I’ve fired many shots through these
actions, but I’ve never found this feature objectionable, certainly not to the point where I would
spend time and money to change it.Others have condemned the long striker fall, the seemingly
slow lock time, but again I’ve had no occasion to complain about it. The same goes for the
double-stage trigger pull which, if one learns to use it, is almost without fault. At any rate, if any of
these features are objectionable there are accessories commercially available to change them.
Several firms make single-stage trigger mechanisms for this rifle while two firms make speed-
lock and cock-on-opening firing mechanisms.If it is desired to incorporate all these changes,
then installing the complete Dayton-Traister trigger and speed-lock mechanisms seems to be
the best solution.Round-nosed bullets pose a feeding problem, and many cures have been tried.
The simplest method is to install a device, the Tru-Feed Kit, made by Dayton- Traister.Although
I’ve fired several thousand shots with rifles based on the 1917 Enfield action I never experienced
a ruptured case head or primer, which might have allowed powder gases to get into the action.
Had a serious rupture occurred, I most likely would have got some of this gas in my face, for the
design doesn’t allow much gas escape through the action other than toward the rear. Drilling a
hole in the left receiver wall, opposite the rear vent hole in the bolt, would have helped.
Eliminating the two grooves on the striker shoulder would also have helped stop any gases
passing back along the mainspring to escape past the cocking piece, and would instead, tend to
deflect the gases out of the vent hole in the bolt at this point.Gunsmithing the 1917
EnfieldBesides installing the above mentioned accessories, the 19l7 Enfield action can be
“gunsmithed” no end.Through the years these rifles were available a great many articles were
written on their remodeling and conversion, and all of the major gunsmithing books have
covered the subject in detail, so I’ll just skim over this part.Underside of Model 1917 Enfield bolt
showing: (A) extractor, (B) dual-opposed locking lugs, (C) two gas-escape holes.The unsightly
part of this action is the receiver bridge and the protruding sight ears. Removing these ears and



rounding the bridge is generally the first thing the amateur gunsmith wants to change. The usual
instructions suggest grinding the bridge down to be the same contour as the receiver ring, which
is OK—but that still leaves a lot of metal where it is not needed. Top scope mounts for the
remodeled 1917 Enfield are usually made for a rear bridge that’s the same diameter as the front
ring. Be this as it may, I much prefer to grind the bridge down much lower, or to duplicate the
bridge on the FN Mauser action, which permits using mounts recommended for that action. At
the same time I like to remove all metal directly over the base of the bolt handle, as well as
removing metal occupied by the bolt-stop spring rest, leaving only about a ” metal ledge directly
behind the bolt-stop. The rear end of the bolt-stop spring can be heated and bent down to ride
on this ledge after cutting a bit off the end of the spring. All this eliminates considerable weight
and the entire action looks much trimmer. The bridge can be further trimmed to eliminate the clip
guide slots.The author’s “Baby Enfield” action and the rifle built around it.Yes, this action was
once a full-sized 1917 Enfield. It is now just 7.25” long and weighs 2 pounds. Customizing
consisted of cutting a section out of the receiver and bolt and welding the sections together
again, making and fitting a new bolt handle, removing the safety parts and these alterations: the
tang where the safety was located; the receiver bridge to FN Mauser contour; the bolt-stop; the
bolt sleeve; the bolt and cocking piece so the striker cocks on opening, and making and
installing an adjustable single-stage trigger mechanism. (Above) The “Baby Enfield” rifle
chambered for the 219 Improved Zipper cartridge. The 22” barrel has a .224” groove diameter
and a 1:14” rifling twist, a muzzle diameter of .700 ” and weight 3 lbs., 6 oz. The trim walnut stock
weighs just 30 oz. and, with the Lyman 5A scope, the complete rifle tips and scales at 8 pounds.
This rifle, highly accurate, has accounted for many varmints since it was made in 1942.If one
doesn’t like the 1917’s “dog leg” bolt handle, it can be heated and straightened out and, with
some filing, it can be made to look like the old 720 Remington bolt handle. Or a new bolt handle
can be lathe-made and welded on in place of the original.Another odd feature of this action is
the crooked front end of the trigger guard plate; unless this is changed the rifle will have a
definite belly. Usual practice is to straighten the guard plate by cutting off the front tang, welding
it back on and dressing it down so it is straight with the rest of the guard plate. After this the
magazine box is cut down so the original front guard screw can be used again. This reduces
magazine capacity to five. So far as I know, no firm has ever made a replacement hinged
floorplate/magazine/ trigger guard for the 1917 Enfield rifle, but a Model 1903 Springfield guard
can be installed. If this is done the stock can be made as slim around the action as on the
Springfield.Springfield guard screw hole spacing is not correct for the Enfield action, but can be
best taken care of by filling the rear guard screw hole with weld and drilling a new hole slightly
farther to the rear.Most Enfield receivers have a deep oblong recess milled in the top of the
bridge, rather unsightly looking on a finished sporter. After the sight ears have been removed
and the bridge dressed down nearly to the desired point, this recess can be filled. A simple
method is to use glass bedding compound dyed blue/black. If the inside of the recess is cleaned
thoroughly and the sides nicked a bit, the compound will become a permanent part of the



receiver. To advance this idea a bit further, a piece of steel can be concealed in the compound in
case an extra scope mount screw hole is needed in this area. The recess could also be filled
with steel weld; preferably this should be done by partly filling the recess with a piece of steel
and then filling in with electric weld.RebarrelingThe 1917 Enfield was made for the 30-06
cartridge, consequently it is equally suitable for other cartridges of 30-06 length and head
diameter. Therefore no changes need be made in this action when rebarreled to commercial
cartridges such as the 25-06, 270, 280, and 35 Whelen. This action is also most suitable for
cartridges slightly shorter than the 30-06, and without any changes it can handle the 6mm, 257
Roberts, 6.5x57, 7x57mm, 8x57mm and 9x57mm.Even such shorter cartridges as the 243 or
308 will usually feed quite well from the magazine into the chamber. The rear and/or the front of
the magazine box could be blocked off for the shorter cartridges but this is not usually necessary
unless 100 percent flawless feeding is required.After enlarging the recess in the bolt face and
shortening the extractor hook, this action is quite ideal for the family of short belted magnum
cartridges, such as the 264, 7mm, 300, 338 and 458 Magnums. If, in addition to the bolt face
alteration, the magazine is made longer, this action is also suitable for the longer belted magnum
cartridges—the 300 and 375 H&H Magnums and others. It is, however, always necessary to file
down the magazine-well lips to make the magazine well wider when used with belted magnums.
I’ve used the 1917 Enfield action for a wide variety of cartridges, from the 22-250 to the 450
Magnum, but because it is a big action I consider it best for such big bore heavy-recoiling
cartridges as the 35 Whelen, 338 Magnum and 458 Magnum.Although it has been nearly 50
years since the two million-plus 1917 actions and rifles were made, they are still very
common.Enfield Rifles FdHEnfield Rifles FdHU.S. Model 1917 Enfield rifle, caliber 30-06. This
rifle has a 26” barrel, is 46.3” overall, and weighs about 9.5 pounds. As originally made, the
M1917 barrels had five grooves and a left-hand rifling twist of 1:10”. Many 1917s were later fitted
with two- and four-groove barrels.Part I1917 U.S. EnfieldPROFESSIONAL AND AMATEUR
gunsmiths have long been familiar with the Model 1917 Enfield action. It has been used widely in
recent years to build custom sporting rifles in both standard 30-06 head-sized rimless and
belted magnum cartridges. A large and rugged action “as issued,” it is also a homely one.
Fortunately, however, it is receptive to much alteration and remodeling.When the United States
entered WWI in 1917, it was short of rifles, and immediate plans had to be made to acquire
more. In 1913 British Ordnance developed a new Mauser-type turnbolt action for a 276-caliber
rimless cartridge. When England became involved in the war, development work on this
cartridge was dropped and the action was modified to handle their standard military round, the
303 British rimmed cartridge. Rather than begin production of this rifle (which was designated
the Pattern 1914) in 1914, the British gave contracts to three firms in the United States to make
them.These firms were Winchester, Remington and Eddystone. When the British found that they
could produce enough of the older Lee-Enfield rifles, they canceled the contracts in 1916. Thus,
at the time the United States entered the war there were three large plants tooled up to make a
military rifle. With this in mind, someone (it is believed that Remington initiated this conversion)



got busy and redesigned the Pattern 1914 action to handle the 30-06 cartridge. In 1917 new
contracts were awarded to these three firms to make the new rifle, officially called the “U.S. Rifle,
Cal. .30, Model 1917.”Production FiguresProduction of this rifle ended in these plants in
November, 1918. According to reliable sources, Winchester produced 545,511, Remington
about 545,541 and about 1,181,908 were made at Eddystone, all at an average cost to the
government of $26 each. Of the total, perhaps some 80,000 were unassembled rifles to be used
for spare parts. These figures reveal that Eddystone made more than Remington and
Winchester combined, which accounts for the predominance of the Eddystone.Markings and
Serial NumbersThe model designation, manufacturer’s name and serial number were stamped
on the receiver ring in four lines as follows:U.S.MODEL OF 1917EDDYSTONE (Or Winchester
or Remington)(serial number)The receiver is the only part serial numbered. Winchester M1917
Enfields were serial numbered from number 1 on, and it is believed this practice was also
followed by Remington and Eddystone.Action ConstructionFor a military action, the 1917 Enfield
was exceptionally well made and finished. Few machine marks can be found under the
Parkerized finish. The bolt is made unusually smooth and even, the result a slick-operating
action.The receiver and bolt are machined from 3½ percent nickel steel forgings, a very strong
alloy similar in composition to the nickel steel used in many 1903 Springfield actions.Most of the
receiver bottom is flat. The recoil lug, located at the front of the flat bottom, is about 1” wide and ”
deep. The extreme front end of the receiver is round while the rest of the receiver ring is flat on
the bottom and round on top. On the right side of the receiver ring there is a raised rectangular
portion to strengthen the receiver over the inside mill cut for the extractor. The ” gas-escape vent
hole, in the center of this raised portion, is in line with the extractor hook and extractor cut in the
barrel. The barrel threads are square. The barrel breech is coned, with part of this funnel edge
milled out for the extractor. The front of the bolt breeches nearly against the barrel when the
action is closed.The rear part of the receiver, normally called the bridge, is made to house and
protect the folding aperture rear sight. Integral “ears” or “wings” project upward on either side to
protect the folding sight components. Although without windage adjustment, this sight was
considered one of the best military sights designed up to that time.The front of the bridge has
grooves, these forming a guide for loading the magazine via Springfield five-shot stripper clips.
The bolt has two large front locking lugs. The right (bottom) lug is solid; the left (top) lug is
divided by a narrow slit for the ejector to pass through when the action is opened. The bolt face
is partially recessed, surrounding about two-thirds of the cartridge rim. When the bolt is closed,
the open, unrecessed segment is toward the left, exactly opposite the gas vent.The bolt handle
has a double bend backward, which positions the hollowed grasping ball about ¾” back of the
base of the bolt. The bolt handle, of the “low” type, need never be altered if the action is to be
fitted with a low-mounted scope. When the bolt is closed the heavy base of the bolt handle fits
into a deep notch in the receiver, acting as a safety lug. The rear of the bolt handle base does
not touch the receiver (which is as it should be), making it a safety lug rather than a third locking
lug.The upper or left end of the bolt handle base is tapered to the rear. When the bolt is opened,



it contacts a matching surface inside the receiver bridge, providing positive primary extraction
camming power.The extractor is a long Mauser type attached to the bolt body by a collar in a
recess in the body. A narrow lip in the front of the extractor engages a groove cut into the head of
the bolt to force the extractor to move longitudinally with it. The extractor is designed to snap
over a cartridge rim whether it is chambered via the magazine or singly loaded. Some extractors
have a small hole in the hook recess to match the gas escape hole.The bolt-stop follows M98
Mauser design and is positioned on the left rear of the receiver. It is securely held there by a
screw through the rear end of the bolt-stop and through an integral stud on the receiver. A heavy
spring, fitted lengthwise in the bolt-stop and rearward over a separate rest, keeps the bolt-stop
against the receiver. Fitted inside the bolt-stop, and held there by the bolt-stop screw, is the
ejector. The ejector is made with an integral spring leaf, which provides the tension to move its
front end to the right when the bolt is opened. Backward travel of the bolt is halted when its left
locking lug comes in contact with that part of the bolt-stop which projects through a hole in the
receiver. A grasping lip on the front of the bolt-stop lets it be swung out for bolt removal.The
simple striker mechanism consists of a bolt sleeve threaded into the rear of the bolt, a coil
mainspring, a striker (firing pin), and a cocking piece. The cocking piece is held to the striker by
double interrupted rings engaging the two parts. Ordnance specifications called for a firing pin
protrusion of not over .068”, and not under .058” minimum, and a firing-pin hole no larger
than .085”.U.S. Model 1917 Enfield action.Two gas-escape holes in the front of the bolt direct
escaping gases into the left side locking raceway.Primary striker cocking occurs on raising the
bolt handle, when the forward end of the cocking piece engages a shallow cam in the rear of the
bolt. Full cocking takes place on the forward travel and closing of the bolt, after it has been fully
opened. The shallow cam and the short initial rearward movement given to the striker when the
bolt handle is raised are safety features which prevent the action from firing a cartridge unless
the bolt is locked sufficiently to hold it closed. The cocking piece is engaged when the bolt is
open, and also positions and prevents rotation of the bolt sleeve.The rugged rotary safety, just to
the rear of the bolt handle, is built into the tang of the receiver. With the action closed and
cocked, tipping the safety lever back locks the striker and bolt. The striker is locked back, and
pulled back off the sear, by the end of the safety system engaging a notch cut into the side of the
cocking piece. The bolt is locked closed by a pin pushed forward by the safety into a hole in the
base of the bolt handle.The trigger is a common double-stage military type. The long first stage
of the pull moves the sear almost all the way off the cocking piece, the final short pull fully
releasing it. An added safety feature, built into the sear, is a pin projecting upward through a hole
in the receiver. Only when the bolt is fully closed, which places a notch cut into the body of the
bolt directly over the pin, can the trigger be pulled to release the striker.The action is held in the
stock by two guard screws, one at either end of the action, passing through holes in the trigger
guard plate. Stock bushings, through which the guard screws pass, provide proper spacing
between trigger guard and receiver. The magazine box is a separate unit fabricated by riveting
two flat thin pieces of sheet steel, which form the sides, to the thicker ends. The top of the front



end projects up into the magazine-opening well to become part of the loading ramp. The
magazine box is securely positioned between the trigger guard and receiver, and is partly
recessed into these parts. The magazine-well opening in the bottom of the receiver is milled to
leave lips for holding the cartridges in place in the magazine. The milled steel floorplate,
detachable from the trigger guard, is held in place by projecting lips engaging recesses in the
trigger guard, and is secured by a small spring-loaded latch in the guard just to the rear of the
magazine box opening. Depressing this latch with a pointed tool, through a hole in the rear of the
floorplate, allows the latter to be moved back and released.Model 1917 Enfield action open.Top
side view of Model 1917 Enfield action.Left side view of Model 1917 Enfield action.The trigger-
guard bow is egg shaped, the opening larger in front. The face of the curved trigger is grooved.
The milled magazine follower and the follower spring are the conventional Mauser type. The
magazine holds six cartridges in a staggered column. When the magazine is empty the follower
rises in front of the bolt, when the action is opened, preventing the bolt from being closed. All
action parts are made of steel; there are no stampings.DisassemblyTo remove the bolt, grasp
the front edge of the bolt-stop with the thumb, swing it outward, raise the bolt handle and pull the
bolt out. To remove the floorplate, insert a pointed tool into the hole in the rear of the plate,
depress the tool while at same time pulling it to the rear. This releases the floorplate, follower
spring and follower.To remove the barrel and action from the stock, first remove the upper and
middle barrel bands and handguard, then remove the front and rear guard screws. Lift the barrel
and receiver from stock, then pull out the trigger guard. The barrel is threaded very tightly into
the receiver and no attempt should be made to remove it unless proper equipment is on
hand.Disassemble the bolt by grasping the bolt body in the right hand and, with a tool (such as a
small screwdriver) in the other hand, pull the cocking piece back, rotating it and the bolt sleeve
counterclockwise about one-half turn. Unscrew the bolt sleeve further until the cocking piece
drops down, then repeat the process until the entire striker assembly is removed.To disassemble
the striker mechanism, place the firing pin tip on a hard surface and grasp the bolt sleeve very
firmly; pull the bolt sleeve down as far as it will go, then turn the cocking piece one-quarter turn in
either direction and lift it off.To remove the extractor, turn it on the bolt to cover the gas-escape
vents, then push it forward to disengage it from the extractor collar. The collar can then be
spread apart and removed from the bolt.Turn out the bolt-stop screw and remove the bolt-stop
assembly. Push out the sear pin and remove the trigger/sear assembly. With a small screwdriver
turn out the safety-lock holder screw and remove the holder. Swing the safety back, then pull the
safety out, after which the safety lock plunger and spring can be removed. Reassemble in
reverse order. In reassembling the safety, first insert the safety lock plunger spring, then the lock
plunger into the hole in the receiver. Using a screwdriver, turn the lock plunger so its V surface is
in line with the hole, then push the lock plunger forward and, at the same time, firmly grasp the
front end of the plunger with a pliers. While holding it, remove the screwdriver, insert the safety
and release the pliers.To assemble the bolt-stop, with the bolt forward and the handle raised, lay
the action on a bench with the left side up. Position the bolt-stop spring rest on the receiver.



Insert the ejector in the bolt-stop then insert the bolt-stop spring, pressing the hooked end of this
spring into the front end of the bolt-stop until it is level with the latter. Position the assembled bolt-
stop in place on the receiver, turning the rest to align the groove for the bolt-stop spring. Using a
screwdriver handle or similar tool, firmly press the rear end of the bolt-stop against the receiver,
then insert and turn in the bolt-stop screw.Close-up of rear part of Model 1917 Enfield action
showing how bolt handle forms safety lug by engaging a deep notch in the receiver
(arrow).Strong and Weak PointsThe only really weak part in this action is the ejector. It is a leaf
spring which usually breaks off and leaves the ejector useless.Not a design fault, but rather a
construction fault, is that some of the 1917 receivers develop hairline cracks. By no means a
common occurrence, it is common enough to be of some concern to owners of these actions.
The cracks usually appear some place around the receiver ring, often starting at the front edge
of the receiver and extending rearward in an erratic pattern. Although Winchester and
Remington receivers have been found with cracks, the Eddystone-made receivers are by far the
most frequent offenders. It is believed that many of these receivers were given a faulty heat-
treatment, the metal thereby becoming too hard and brittle. Not easily spotted, the cracks are
most often detected when the action is polished and reblued. They can often be detected with
the naked eye, or by carefully examining the receiver ring with a hand magnifier.Another good
way to detect cracks is to dunk the receiver in gasoline for a moment. If a crack (or cracks) is
present, the gasoline will seep from it after the rest of the receiver has dried. Cracked receivers
are generally not repairable, so they should not be used.While cracks may well be the result of
improper heat treatment, they’re most frequently found on receivers from which the original
barrel has been removed. Barrels were fitted extremely tight in these actions, some tighter than
others. It is possible that some of the receivers cracked when the barrels were originally
installed, but I believe most of the cracks occur when the original very tight barrel is removed, for
unscrewing a tight barrel puts a lot of strain on the receiver.The cock-on-closing feature is often
considered poor design, but that’s a matter of opinion. I’ve fired many shots through these
actions, but I’ve never found this feature objectionable, certainly not to the point where I would
spend time and money to change it.Others have condemned the long striker fall, the seemingly
slow lock time, but again I’ve had no occasion to complain about it. The same goes for the
double-stage trigger pull which, if one learns to use it, is almost without fault. At any rate, if any of
these features are objectionable there are accessories commercially available to change them.
Several firms make single-stage trigger mechanisms for this rifle while two firms make speed-
lock and cock-on-opening firing mechanisms.If it is desired to incorporate all these changes,
then installing the complete Dayton-Traister trigger and speed-lock mechanisms seems to be
the best solution.Round-nosed bullets pose a feeding problem, and many cures have been tried.
The simplest method is to install a device, the Tru-Feed Kit, made by Dayton- Traister.Although
I’ve fired several thousand shots with rifles based on the 1917 Enfield action I never experienced
a ruptured case head or primer, which might have allowed powder gases to get into the action.
Had a serious rupture occurred, I most likely would have got some of this gas in my face, for the



design doesn’t allow much gas escape through the action other than toward the rear. Drilling a
hole in the left receiver wall, opposite the rear vent hole in the bolt, would have helped.
Eliminating the two grooves on the striker shoulder would also have helped stop any gases
passing back along the mainspring to escape past the cocking piece, and would instead, tend to
deflect the gases out of the vent hole in the bolt at this point.Gunsmithing the 1917
EnfieldBesides installing the above mentioned accessories, the 19l7 Enfield action can be
“gunsmithed” no end.Through the years these rifles were available a great many articles were
written on their remodeling and conversion, and all of the major gunsmithing books have
covered the subject in detail, so I’ll just skim over this part.Underside of Model 1917 Enfield bolt
showing: (A) extractor, (B) dual-opposed locking lugs, (C) two gas-escape holes.The unsightly
part of this action is the receiver bridge and the protruding sight ears. Removing these ears and
rounding the bridge is generally the first thing the amateur gunsmith wants to change. The usual
instructions suggest grinding the bridge down to be the same contour as the receiver ring, which
is OK—but that still leaves a lot of metal where it is not needed. Top scope mounts for the
remodeled 1917 Enfield are usually made for a rear bridge that’s the same diameter as the front
ring. Be this as it may, I much prefer to grind the bridge down much lower, or to duplicate the
bridge on the FN Mauser action, which permits using mounts recommended for that action. At
the same time I like to remove all metal directly over the base of the bolt handle, as well as
removing metal occupied by the bolt-stop spring rest, leaving only about a ” metal ledge directly
behind the bolt-stop. The rear end of the bolt-stop spring can be heated and bent down to ride
on this ledge after cutting a bit off the end of the spring. All this eliminates considerable weight
and the entire action looks much trimmer. The bridge can be further trimmed to eliminate the clip
guide slots.The author’s “Baby Enfield” action and the rifle built around it.Yes, this action was
once a full-sized 1917 Enfield. It is now just 7.25” long and weighs 2 pounds. Customizing
consisted of cutting a section out of the receiver and bolt and welding the sections together
again, making and fitting a new bolt handle, removing the safety parts and these alterations: the
tang where the safety was located; the receiver bridge to FN Mauser contour; the bolt-stop; the
bolt sleeve; the bolt and cocking piece so the striker cocks on opening, and making and
installing an adjustable single-stage trigger mechanism. (Above) The “Baby Enfield” rifle
chambered for the 219 Improved Zipper cartridge. The 22” barrel has a .224” groove diameter
and a 1:14” rifling twist, a muzzle diameter of .700 ” and weight 3 lbs., 6 oz. The trim walnut stock
weighs just 30 oz. and, with the Lyman 5A scope, the complete rifle tips and scales at 8 pounds.
This rifle, highly accurate, has accounted for many varmints since it was made in 1942.If one
doesn’t like the 1917’s “dog leg” bolt handle, it can be heated and straightened out and, with
some filing, it can be made to look like the old 720 Remington bolt handle. Or a new bolt handle
can be lathe-made and welded on in place of the original.Another odd feature of this action is
the crooked front end of the trigger guard plate; unless this is changed the rifle will have a
definite belly. Usual practice is to straighten the guard plate by cutting off the front tang, welding
it back on and dressing it down so it is straight with the rest of the guard plate. After this the



magazine box is cut down so the original front guard screw can be used again. This reduces
magazine capacity to five. So far as I know, no firm has ever made a replacement hinged
floorplate/magazine/ trigger guard for the 1917 Enfield rifle, but a Model 1903 Springfield guard
can be installed. If this is done the stock can be made as slim around the action as on the
Springfield.Springfield guard screw hole spacing is not correct for the Enfield action, but can be
best taken care of by filling the rear guard screw hole with weld and drilling a new hole slightly
farther to the rear.Most Enfield receivers have a deep oblong recess milled in the top of the
bridge, rather unsightly looking on a finished sporter. After the sight ears have been removed
and the bridge dressed down nearly to the desired point, this recess can be filled. A simple
method is to use glass bedding compound dyed blue/black. If the inside of the recess is cleaned
thoroughly and the sides nicked a bit, the compound will become a permanent part of the
receiver. To advance this idea a bit further, a piece of steel can be concealed in the compound in
case an extra scope mount screw hole is needed in this area. The recess could also be filled
with steel weld; preferably this should be done by partly filling the recess with a piece of steel
and then filling in with electric weld.RebarrelingThe 1917 Enfield was made for the 30-06
cartridge, consequently it is equally suitable for other cartridges of 30-06 length and head
diameter. Therefore no changes need be made in this action when rebarreled to commercial
cartridges such as the 25-06, 270, 280, and 35 Whelen. This action is also most suitable for
cartridges slightly shorter than the 30-06, and without any changes it can handle the 6mm, 257
Roberts, 6.5x57, 7x57mm, 8x57mm and 9x57mm.Even such shorter cartridges as the 243 or
308 will usually feed quite well from the magazine into the chamber. The rear and/or the front of
the magazine box could be blocked off for the shorter cartridges but this is not usually necessary
unless 100 percent flawless feeding is required.After enlarging the recess in the bolt face and
shortening the extractor hook, this action is quite ideal for the family of short belted magnum
cartridges, such as the 264, 7mm, 300, 338 and 458 Magnums. If, in addition to the bolt face
alteration, the magazine is made longer, this action is also suitable for the longer belted magnum
cartridges—the 300 and 375 H&H Magnums and others. It is, however, always necessary to file
down the magazine-well lips to make the magazine well wider when used with belted magnums.
I’ve used the 1917 Enfield action for a wide variety of cartridges, from the 22-250 to the 450
Magnum, but because it is a big action I consider it best for such big bore heavy-recoiling
cartridges as the 35 Whelen, 338 Magnum and 458 Magnum.Although it has been nearly 50
years since the two million-plus 1917 actions and rifles were made, they are still very
common.1917 U.S. Enfield(Uses .30-06 cartridges)General SpecificationsType . . . . . . . . .Turn-
bolt repeater.Receiver . . . . . .One-piece machined steel forging with non-slotted bridge. Stripper
clip guide milled in bridge.Bolt . . . . . . . . . .One-piece with dual-opposed forward locking lugs.
Base of bolt handle acts as a safety lug. Low-profile bolt handle will clear low-mounted
scopes.Ignition . . . . . . . .One-piece firing pin, coil mainspring and cocking piece. Cocks on
closing.Magazine . . . . .Staggered-column non-detachable five-shot box magazine. Detachable
floorplate.Trigger . . . . . . .Non-adjustable, double-stage military type pull.Safety . . . . . . . .Right-



side rotary type, about 160° swing. Locks striker and bolt when swung
rearward.Extractor . . . . . .One-piece non-rotating spring type attached to bolt body by a
collar.Bolt-stop . . . . . .Separate, hinged to left rear of receiver. Stops rearward bolt travel by
contacting left locking lug.Ejector . . . . . . .Swinging type in bolt stop housing.1917 U.S.
Enfield(Uses .30-06 cartridges)General SpecificationsType . . . . . . . . .Turn-bolt
repeater.Receiver . . . . . .One-piece machined steel forging with non-slotted bridge. Stripper clip
guide milled in bridge.Bolt . . . . . . . . . .One-piece with dual-opposed forward locking lugs. Base of 
bolt handle acts as a safety lug. Low-profile bolt handle will clear low-mounted
scopes.Ignition . . . . . . . .One-piece firing pin, coil mainspring and cocking piece. Cocks on
closing.Magazine . . . . .Staggered-column non-detachable five-shot box magazine. Detachable
floorplate.Trigger . . . . . . .Non-adjustable, double-stage military type pull.Safety . . . . . . . .Right-
side rotary type, about 160° swing. Locks striker and bolt when swung
rearward.Extractor . . . . . .One-piece non-rotating spring type attached to bolt body by a
collar.Bolt-stop . . . . . .Separate, hinged to left rear of receiver. Stops rearward bolt travel by
contacting left locking lug.Ejector . . . . . . .Swinging type in bolt stop housing.General
SpecificationsType . . . . . . . . .Turn-bolt repeater.Receiver . . . . . .One-piece machined steel
forging with non-slotted bridge. Stripper clip guide milled in bridge.Bolt . . . . . . . . . .One-piece with 
dual-opposed forward locking lugs. Base of bolt handle acts as a safety lug. Low-profile bolt
handle will clear low-mounted scopes.Ignition . . . . . . . .One-piece firing pin, coil mainspring and
cocking piece. Cocks on closing.Magazine . . . . .Staggered-column non-detachable five-shot
box magazine. Detachable floorplate.Trigger . . . . . . .Non-adjustable, double-stage military type
pull.Safety . . . . . . . .Right-side rotary type, about 160° swing. Locks striker and bolt when swung
rearward.Extractor . . . . . .One-piece non-rotating spring type attached to bolt body by a
collar.Bolt-stop . . . . . .Separate, hinged to left rear of receiver. Stops rearward bolt travel by
contacting left locking lug.Ejector . . . . . . .Swinging type in bolt stop housing.Part IIPattern 14
EnfieldCHRONOLOGICALLY this part should precede the 1917 Enfield but since the P-14
action and rifle aren’t nearly as important to the average reader, I’ve given them a second
place.For a detailed review of the history and development of the British P-14, I suggest readers
get The Lee-Enfield Rifle, by E.G.B. Reynolds, and read Chapter 11.Briefly, the British became
interested about 1910 in adopting a different military cartridge and a new shoulder arm to
replace the old 303 British cartridge and the two-piece stocked Lee-Enfield rifle.The cartridge
favored was of 276-caliber in a rimless bottlenecked case. The Small Arms Committee which
had supervised development recommended the new rifle be based on a Mauser-type turnbolt
action, and made similar to the 1903 Springfield. The trial rifle was developed by Royal Small
Arms Factory at Enfield Lock, Middlesex, England. After some testing, in competition with other
rifles, the Enfield rifles showed promise. It was decided that 1000 of these rifles he made and
thoroughly tested before making any final decision on the rifle or cartridge. This was in 1913, and
the arm was named “Rifle, Enfield, Caliber .276, Pattern of 1913.”The 1000 Pattern 13 rifles were
manufactured at Enfield and distributed to various British troops for extensive testing. The 276



cartridge did not perform as expected, metal fouling being the major problem. Some minor faults
found in the rifle were easily corrected, and after the trials the Enfield plant made up six new
rifles without these faults. It was now 1914. England had got involved in World War I, so all
further experiments and trials of the 276 were dropped.However, the British had developed a
good rifle, and they were in desperate need of many rifles to arm their troops. The British
arsenals were still tooled up to make the Lee-Enfield rifles in quantity, so it was decided to retain
this arm, and have the new rifles, chambered for the 303 British cartridge, made elsewhere. It
was thus that the British awarded contracts to the three U.S. firms to make the new Enfield. This
was in 1914, and the new rifle then became known as the Model (or Pattern) 1914 Enfield.The
three firms were Winchester, Remington and Eddystone. During 1915, 1916 and 1917
Winchester made about 245,866 rifles for England, Eddystone made about 450,000 and
Remington probably made more. In March of 1917, shortly before the British contract was
canceled, Remington made up to 61,000 P-l4 rifles in that one month alone.Pattern (P-14) 1914
Enfield action made for the 303 British cartridge. Note the two grooves in the side of the
magazine box, grooves which produce ridges inside the box, and which are needed for the
rimmed 303 British cartridge.The Pattern 14 (P-14) ActionThe P-14 Enfield action is essentially
like the 1917 Enfield except that it is made to handle the rimmed 303 British cartridge.Here are
the specifications of the P-14 action which differ from the 1917 Enfield action.Bolt face
recess:Dia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..545”Depth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..60”Magazine box
length . . . . . . . . .3.06 ”Receiver well opening:Length . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3.135 ”Front
width . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..555”Rear width . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..610”The parts that are different are the
receiver, bolt, magazine box, follower, ejector and extractor.The P-14 receiver differs in having a
wider magazine-well opening, milled to hold and guide the 303 British round. The P-14 bolt had
a larger diameter cartridge head recess, and a left locking lug with a rounded front end.The
extractor has a narrow hook and this hook is well beveled so that the extractor will easily slip
over the rim of a cartridge that is chambered ahead of the extractor. The P-14 ejector is longer
than the Model 1917 ejector, and the P-14 receiver has a longer ejector slot to accommodate
it.The biggest difference between these two actions is in the magazine box and follower. The
P-14 magazine box has sides made of heavy gauge sheet metal into which grooves are pressed
to form rounded ridges in the rear of the box guide and hold the cartridges by their rims, and in
loading the 303 British rounds into the magazine in the normal way their rims slide to the rear of
these ridges. The rear ridges as well as the rear wall of the magazine box, angle slightly to the
rear, and as more than one cartridge is pressed into the magazine each preceeding cartridge
moves back a little so that the rim of the succeeding one will be ahead of the one below it. This
does a lot to help eliminate the problem of incorrect overlapping of the cartridge rims to prevent
feeding jams. The rear ridges also hold the cartridges securely in the magazine so that they
cannot move forward when the rifle recoils and thus protecting the points of the bullets. The
second ridges are near the center of the magazine box and these merely position and hold the
cartridges away from the side walls so that the bullets in the cartridges are pointed to feed



correctly.The P-14 follower has a rib along its left side to stagger the cartridges in the magazine,
and this rib is square in back to halt the forward movement of the bolt when the magazine is
empty, but it differs from the Model 1917 follower in that its right front groove curves upward to
properly guide the last cartridge in the magazine so its bullet will clear the loading ramp as it is
fed out.The P-14 action will handle the 30-40 Krag cartridge as well as the 303 British. Since it is
a very strong action it would be ideal for rebarreling to any wildcat cartridge based on the 303
British or 30-40 Krag case, such as the 22/303, 22/4000 Krag, 25/303, 25 Krag, 25 Krag
Improved and 35 Krag.Bolt head of the 1917 (right) and the P-14 Enfield (left). Note extractor
hook and left locking lug.Stoeger Arms Corp. once sold (about 1939) a double-set trigger
mechanism especially made for the P-14 Enfield.While the P-14 bolt face and extractor are
correct for the 300 H&H belted magnum head size, the magazine is too short to handle any of
the popular commercial and wildcat cartridges based on this case. However, by substituting the
1917 magazine box and follower it will handle most of these cartridges, and thus be ideal for
rebarreling to such short belted magnums as the 264, 7mm, 300, 308 Norma and others. The
magazine well and guide lips usually need some work to obtain perfect feeding.Since the time
P.O. Ackley first popularized the “improved” cartridge rechamberings, one which responded
favorably to this treatment was the 303 British.After the standard 303 British cases are fire
formed (blown-out) by firing them in the “improved” chamber, careful handloading can result in
considerably higher velocity.There are a number of rifles chambered for the 303 British
cartridge, but the P-14 is the only bolt-action rifle for which the 303 British Improved
rechambering can be recommended, because it is a strong action and can safely handle
pressures higher than the factory loaded 303 British cartridge normally develops. The
“improved” rechambering is a simple job, and it offers the handloader more energy and velocity
than the factory load can deliver.P-14 actions are fully as strong and safe as the 1917 Enfield
actions and, as with the 1917s, those with the Remington and Winchester names are preferred
over the Eddystones. Because the 303 British cartridge has long been very popular in Canada,
the P-14s have also been popular there; a great many of them were remodeled and sporterized
for big game hunting. The P-14 rifle can be so treated just like the 1917 Enfields, and the
illustration of the Remington Models 30, 30S and 720 show what can be done with either rifle.It
was good news when in the early 1990s a large quantity of P-14 rifles were unearthed and made
available again from a couple of surplus arms dealers. I obtained one for its action, shortened it
and modified it to be used as a single shot. I have not as yet chosen a cartridge for it but most
likely it will be the 219 Donaldson Wasp.Part IIPattern 14 EnfieldCHRONOLOGICALLY this part
should precede the 1917 Enfield but since the P-14 action and rifle aren’t nearly as important to
the average reader, I’ve given them a second place.For a detailed review of the history and
development of the British P-14, I suggest readers get The Lee-Enfield Rifle, by E.G.B.
Reynolds, and read Chapter 11.Briefly, the British became interested about 1910 in adopting a
different military cartridge and a new shoulder arm to replace the old 303 British cartridge and
the two-piece stocked Lee-Enfield rifle.The cartridge favored was of 276-caliber in a rimless



bottlenecked case. The Small Arms Committee which had supervised development
recommended the new rifle be based on a Mauser-type turnbolt action, and made similar to the
1903 Springfield. The trial rifle was developed by Royal Small Arms Factory at Enfield Lock,
Middlesex, England. After some testing, in competition with other rifles, the Enfield rifles showed
promise. It was decided that 1000 of these rifles he made and thoroughly tested before making
any final decision on the rifle or cartridge. This was in 1913, and the arm was named “Rifle,
Enfield, Caliber .276, Pattern of 1913.”The 1000 Pattern 13 rifles were manufactured at Enfield
and distributed to various British troops for extensive testing. The 276 cartridge did not perform
as expected, metal fouling being the major problem. Some minor faults found in the rifle were
easily corrected, and after the trials the Enfield plant made up six new rifles without these faults.
It was now 1914. England had got involved in World War I, so all further experiments and trials of
the 276 were dropped.However, the British had developed a good rifle, and they were in
desperate need of many rifles to arm their troops. The British arsenals were still tooled up to
make the Lee-Enfield rifles in quantity, so it was decided to retain this arm, and have the new
rifles, chambered for the 303 British cartridge, made elsewhere. It was thus that the British
awarded contracts to the three U.S. firms to make the new Enfield. This was in 1914, and the
new rifle then became known as the Model (or Pattern) 1914 Enfield.The three firms were
Winchester, Remington and Eddystone. During 1915, 1916 and 1917 Winchester made about
245,866 rifles for England, Eddystone made about 450,000 and Remington probably made
more. In March of 1917, shortly before the British contract was canceled, Remington made up to
61,000 P-l4 rifles in that one month alone.Pattern (P-14) 1914 Enfield action made for the 303
British cartridge. Note the two grooves in the side of the magazine box, grooves which produce
ridges inside the box, and which are needed for the rimmed 303 British cartridge.The Pattern 14
(P-14) ActionThe P-14 Enfield action is essentially like the 1917 Enfield except that it is made to
handle the rimmed 303 British cartridge.Here are the specifications of the P-14 action which
differ from the 1917 Enfield action.Bolt face
recess:Dia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..545”Depth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..60”Magazine box
length . . . . . . . . .3.06 ”Receiver well opening:Length . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3.135 ”Front
width . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..555”Rear width . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..610”The parts that are different are the
receiver, bolt, magazine box, follower, ejector and extractor.The P-14 receiver differs in having a
wider magazine-well opening, milled to hold and guide the 303 British round. The P-14 bolt had
a larger diameter cartridge head recess, and a left locking lug with a rounded front end.The
extractor has a narrow hook and this hook is well beveled so that the extractor will easily slip
over the rim of a cartridge that is chambered ahead of the extractor. The P-14 ejector is longer
than the Model 1917 ejector, and the P-14 receiver has a longer ejector slot to accommodate
it.The biggest difference between these two actions is in the magazine box and follower. The
P-14 magazine box has sides made of heavy gauge sheet metal into which grooves are pressed
to form rounded ridges in the rear of the box guide and hold the cartridges by their rims, and in
loading the 303 British rounds into the magazine in the normal way their rims slide to the rear of



these ridges. The rear ridges as well as the rear wall of the magazine box, angle slightly to the
rear, and as more than one cartridge is pressed into the magazine each preceeding cartridge
moves back a little so that the rim of the succeeding one will be ahead of the one below it. This
does a lot to help eliminate the problem of incorrect overlapping of the cartridge rims to prevent
feeding jams. The rear ridges also hold the cartridges securely in the magazine so that they
cannot move forward when the rifle recoils and thus protecting the points of the bullets. The
second ridges are near the center of the magazine box and these merely position and hold the
cartridges away from the side walls so that the bullets in the cartridges are pointed to feed
correctly.The P-14 follower has a rib along its left side to stagger the cartridges in the magazine,
and this rib is square in back to halt the forward movement of the bolt when the magazine is
empty, but it differs from the Model 1917 follower in that its right front groove curves upward to
properly guide the last cartridge in the magazine so its bullet will clear the loading ramp as it is
fed out.The P-14 action will handle the 30-40 Krag cartridge as well as the 303 British. Since it is
a very strong action it would be ideal for rebarreling to any wildcat cartridge based on the 303
British or 30-40 Krag case, such as the 22/303, 22/4000 Krag, 25/303, 25 Krag, 25 Krag
Improved and 35 Krag.Bolt head of the 1917 (right) and the P-14 Enfield (left). Note extractor
hook and left locking lug.Stoeger Arms Corp. once sold (about 1939) a double-set trigger
mechanism especially made for the P-14 Enfield.While the P-14 bolt face and extractor are
correct for the 300 H&H belted magnum head size, the magazine is too short to handle any of
the popular commercial and wildcat cartridges based on this case. However, by substituting the
1917 magazine box and follower it will handle most of these cartridges, and thus be ideal for
rebarreling to such short belted magnums as the 264, 7mm, 300, 308 Norma and others. The
magazine well and guide lips usually need some work to obtain perfect feeding.Since the time
P.O. Ackley first popularized the “improved” cartridge rechamberings, one which responded
favorably to this treatment was the 303 British.After the standard 303 British cases are fire
formed (blown-out) by firing them in the “improved” chamber, careful handloading can result in
considerably higher velocity.There are a number of rifles chambered for the 303 British
cartridge, but the P-14 is the only bolt-action rifle for which the 303 British Improved
rechambering can be recommended, because it is a strong action and can safely handle
pressures higher than the factory loaded 303 British cartridge normally develops. The
“improved” rechambering is a simple job, and it offers the handloader more energy and velocity
than the factory load can deliver.P-14 actions are fully as strong and safe as the 1917 Enfield
actions and, as with the 1917s, those with the Remington and Winchester names are preferred
over the Eddystones. Because the 303 British cartridge has long been very popular in Canada,
the P-14s have also been popular there; a great many of them were remodeled and sporterized
for big game hunting. The P-14 rifle can be so treated just like the 1917 Enfields, and the
illustration of the Remington Models 30, 30S and 720 show what can be done with either rifle.It
was good news when in the early 1990s a large quantity of P-14 rifles were unearthed and made
available again from a couple of surplus arms dealers. I obtained one for its action, shortened it



and modified it to be used as a single shot. I have not as yet chosen a cartridge for it but most
likely it will be the 219 Donaldson Wasp.FrenchMilitary Turnbolts FdHFrench Model 1886/93
Lebel rifle chambered for the 8mm Lebel cartridge, has two-piece stock and a tubular magazine
under the barrel in the forend.THE FIRST IMPORTANT metallic cartridge shoulder arm adopted
by France was the Model 1874 Gras single shot rifle— developed by General Basile Gras
(1836-1901) of the French Army. This turnbolt arm evolved from the bolt-action breech-loading
Model 1866 Chassepot needle-fire rifle, so called because the firing pin was needle-like to
penetrate the self-consuming paper or linen cartridge, and strike the priming mixture positioned
at the base of the bullet. The Gras rifle was chambered for the 11x59R French Gras centerfire
cartridge, developed and adopted with the Gras rifle in 1874. Usually called the 11mm Gras, this
cartridge is very similar to, but not interchangeable with, such other 43-caliber cartridges of the
same period as the 11mm Mauser, 11mm Murata and 11mm Werndl. The Gras rifles (there were
three principal versions having barrels of different lengths) were widely used in countries other
than France.Unlike some other 11mm foreign military arms, Gras rifles never were
commonplace in the United States. Even before the Model 1874 Gras rifle was officially
adopted, France converted many of her older M1866 Chassepot needle-fire rifles to the Gras
system to handle an 11mm self-contained cartridge.The Gras rifle had a very simple action. The
bolt was locked in the receiver by the heavy base of the bolt handle engaging in front of the
receiver bridge. The extractor was fitted in the separate bolt head. The action cocked by lifting
the bolt handle. There were two notches under the cocking piece and a checkered thumbpiece
depression on top that positioned the striker at “half-cock.” It had no safety. The stock was of one-
piece construction. Gras rifles, of value only to military arms collectors, are quite scarce today in
original and very good condition.The Kropatschek RifleAfter the single shot Gras was in
production for a few years, there was a growing demand for a repeating rifle. An Austrian
inventor named Alfred Kropatschek worked out a method to make the Gras rifle into a repeater.
France adopted his system about 1878, and it became known as the Model 1878 Gras-
Kropatschek. The repeating mechanism consisted of a Henry-type tubular magazine in the
forend, under the barrel, and a pivoting cartridge carrier positioned under an opening in the
bottom of the receiver. The magazine was loaded by pushing the cartridges into it through the
opened action. On closing the bolt, the carrier would tip down, allowing one cartridge to move
back onto the carrier platform. On opening the action the bolt would tip the carrier up, placing the
nose of the cartridge in line with the chamber. On closing the bolt, the cartridge would be pushed
into the chamber and the carrier depressed again to pick up another round. Gras-Kropatschek
rifles were used largely by the French Navy. Like the Gras rifle, the Gras-Kropatschek rifles had a
one-piece stock. They are quite rare and are prized by arms collectors.The Lebel RifleThe
original Gras rifle and the Gras-Kropatschek repeater were soon obsoleted by improved rifle and
cartridge designs. In France, a commission was set up to develop a new rifle and cartridge.
Headed by General Tramond of the French Army, Colonel Nicolas Lebel was one of the other
leading men on this board. The result of their efforts was the adoption of a new rifle and cartridge



in 1886.Actually, the new rifle was merely an improvement of the Gras-Kropatschek rifle. The
cartridge, however, was really new; it was the first relatively small-bore smokeless powder
cartridge to be adopted by any world power. Lebel is credited with being largely responsible for
developing this cartridge, and on this account it was named after him. He probably had a hand in
the design improvements of the rifle too (some sources refer to the “Lebel System”), but the rifle
bore his name largely because of the cartridge. At any rate, the cartridge is now universally
known as the 8mm Lebel, and the rifle as the French 8mm Model 1886 Lebel, or variations
thereof.Actually, the Lebel action is a major “beef-up” job on the Gras-Kropatschek. The changes
consisted mainly of providing a boxlike receiver to house the action parts, incorporating dual-
opposed locking lugs on the bolt head, and making the receiver accordingly. This made the
action much stronger to handle the more powerful 8mm Lebel cartridge.The Lebel receiver is a
long box-like housing. The barrel is threaded into the top front of this housing. The separate
forend containing the magazine tube is attached to the barrel by two bands and a hook at the
rear of the magazine tube—engaging a recess in the front of the receiver. The separate
buttstock is attached to the rear of the receiver by two tang screws. One of these screws
connects the separate lower tang to the upper tang (an integral part of the receiver) while the
second screw passes through a plate inletted into the bottom of the stock grip and threads into
the upper tang.The top of the receiver is bored and milled to accept the bolt assembly and
provide one opening for loading and another below the bolt for the carrier. The bolt handle and
its heavy rectangular base are integral parts of the bolt, positioned about midway on the bolt
body. The receiver bridge is slotted to allow passage of the bolt handle.Top view of the French
Lebel action.When the bolt is locked, the heavy bolt handle base becomes the safety lug ahead
of, but not contacting, the right wall of the bridge. At the front of the bolt body, in line with the bolt
handle base, is another heavy rectangular lug. The separate bolt head has a stem which fits into
the front of the bolt body. A heavy stud screw, threaded into this forward lug and extending into a
hole in the stem of the bolt head, holds the head to the body so it can rotate with the bolt.The
locking lugs are positioned on the forward end of the bolt head. When the bolt is locked the
locking lugs are horizontal—just as the Russian Model 1891 Moisin-Nagant. The left (lower)
locking lug contacts the cartridge carrier to tip it up and halt the rearward travel of the bolt when
the bolt is opened. The extractor is mortised into the bolt head. The face of the bolt head is
recessed for the cartridge rim.The firing mechanism—firing pin, mainspring, cocking piece and
firing pin button—is essentially like that in the Berthier action to be described later.The feeding
and trigger mechanisms of the Lebel rifle are not attached to the receiver, but rather to the
carrier plate which closes the bottom of the receiver. The trigger guard, combined with the lower
tang, is attached to this plate with a screw. The entire assembly is held in the receiver by a lip at
the front of the carrier plate engaging in a groove in the receiver, and by one screw through the
rear of the receiver.The sear is pivoted and attached to the upright projection on the carrier plate
on the pivot axis of the magazine cutoff lever. The trigger pivots on the sear via a pin. A V-type
spring compressed between the sear and the carrier plate tensions the sear.The cartridge



carrier is also held in place by, and pivots on, the axis of the magazine cutoff lever. The carrier is
tensioned to keep it either in the up or down position by a lever and a flat spring. The front end of
this pivoting lever also functions as the cartridge stop at the magazine tube opening. The carrier
is tipped up when the bolt is opened by the lower locking lug contacting a lug on the rear of the
carrier. It is tipped down when the bolt is closed (and locked) by the base of the bolt handle
depressing a lever linked to the carrier.The checkered round button of the L-shaped magazine
cutoff extends to the bottom rear edge of the receiver housing. Swinging this button forward
disengages the carrier-depressing lever so that the carrier remains in the tipped-up position
when the action is opened. The rifle can then be conveniently loaded and used as a single shot
while cartridges in the magazine are held in reserve.The M86 Lebel action (as well as the rifle)
underwent some changes to improve it; the result was designated the Model 1886/93—
presumably, the changes were adopted in 1893. The M86 receiver was made with a long
forward extension into which the barrel was threaded. This extension, called the barrel reinforce,
accounts for the extra length of this receiver when compared to the M86/93 receiver, as shown
in the specification chart. The bolt head to bolt body junction on the M86/93 was strengthened
by the addition of a separate collar and lug between these two parts. The latter action was also
made safer by having a small gas vent hole in the bolt head, plus other minor changes. These
various improvements made the M86/93 action considerably stronger and more reliable than the
M86. M86/93 rifles are usually marked to indicate the 1893 changes by Modele 86/93 or M 93
stamped on the left side of the receiver.French Lebel action.The caliber designation was not
stamped on the Lebel rifles. They were serial numbered, however, with the full number usually
stamped on the bolt handle base, barrel breech, receiver and carrier plate— last two digits of
this number were stamped sights. It is one of the shoulder arms used by the French army during
WWII, indicating the reluctance of France to discard old rifles.Lebel rifles were not very
satisfactory militarily; the tubular magazine could not be loaded quickly and it could be
dangerous if loaded with spitzer-point bulleted ammunition.Quite to my surprise, on taking apart
the Lebel rifle (illustrated) I found the entire rifle well made. The action parts were very nicely
finished, fitted and polished. In fact, parts like the springs, levers, sear and some bolt parts were
flawlessly polished. While the design of the action and rifle can be criticized, quality
workmanship is evident, especially in the action.All true French rifles are much more common in
the United States than are the body. Turn the firing pin button so its slot aligns with the notch in
the rear of the thumbpiece on the cocking piece. Grasp the bolt and cocking piece firmly and,
placing the firing pin tip on a hard surface, press down on the bolt until the firing pin button clears
the cocking piece and can be slipped off to one side. The firing pin and mainspring can now be
removed. Reassemble in reverse order.To remove the carrier plate assembly, remove the rear
tang screw and the carrier plate screw from the left side of the receiver and, grasping the trigger
guard bow, pull the assembly out of the receiver. The buttstock can now be removed by turning
out the front tang screw. Take off the forend by removing the two barrel bands, depressing the
magazine follower with a finger from inside on some of the other important parts. Various



inspector’s arsenal and proof marks are stamped on the breech end of the barrel, receiver and
bolt. Date of manufacture (year) is usually stamped on the breech end of the barrel, as
well.French Lebel action, open.Lebel ModelsThere were three principal models of the Lebel: 1)
the 1886 rifle has a 31.4” barrel, is 51.3” overall and weighs about 9.3 pounds; 2) the 1886/93
rifle has the same specifications as the 1886, but has the improved action; and 3) the 1886/93
R35 carbine has a 17.7 ” barrel, is about 37.65” overall and weighs about 7.84 pounds. The
carbine is merely a modification of the Model 1886/93 rifle— shorter barrel, forend and
magazine tube holding only three cartridges, and different French Gras and Gras-Kropatschek
rifles. The Lebel rifles are of more value and interest to the collector than to anyone.Takedown
and Assembly/LebelTo remove the bolt, raise bolt handle and pull the bolt back about halfway.
Turn the large-headed screw out of the forward bolt lug, turn the bolt head one-quarter turn
clockwise and, while holding the bolt head, pull the bolt from the receiver. The bolt head can
then be removed. Reassemble in reverse order.To disassemble the bolt, remove the extractor by
raising the hook end with a screwdriver, then drive the extractor to the rear. To remove the firing
mechanism from the bolt, first rotate the cocking piece counterclockwise so it falls against the
bolt the receiver, and then lifting the front of the forend away from the barrel until it is free.
Reassemble in reverse order.To remove the carrier plate assembly, remove the rear tang screw
and the carrier plate screw from the left side of the receiver and, grasping the trigger guard bow,
pull the assembly out of the receiver. The buttstock can now be removed by turning out the front
tang screw. Take off the forend by removing the two barrel bands, depressing the magazine
follower with a finger from inside the receiver, and then lifting the front of the forend away from
the barrel until it is free. Reassemble in reverse order.Disassemble the trigger and carrier
mechanism as follows: remove the screw from the right side of the carrier plate which aligns with
the bottom leaf of the trigger spring and, using pliers, pinch the spring together, pull it to the right
and remove.Remove the screw from the left front of the carrier plate and remove the magazine
cutoff spring and carrier lever spring; with the magazine cutoff button straight down, lift it out.
The cartridge carrier, sear and carrier lever (cartridge stop) can now be removed and separated.
Drive out the trigger pin to remove the trigger from the sear. Turn out the carrier lever spring
screw to separate it from the carrier lever. Remove the trigger guard front screw and drive the
guard rearward to separate it from the carrier plate. Reassemble in reverse order.French Lebel
M1886 and 1886/93(Uses 8mm Lebel cartridges)General SpecificationsType . . . . . . . . .Turnbolt
repeater.Receiver . . . . . .One-piece machined steel forging with integral upper tang. Slotted
bridge. Lower tang/trigger guard separate part fastened to receiver with screw. Made for two-
piece stock.Bolt . . . . . . . . . .Two-piece with dual-opposed locking lugs on separate bolt head.
Base of bolt handle is safety lug.Ignition . . . . . . .One-piece firing pin powered by coil mainspring.
Cocks on opening bolt.Magazine . . . . .Tubular magazine in fore-end loaded through opened
acton. Eight-shot capacity for rifle.Trigger . . . . . . .Non-adjustable, double-stage military
pull.Safety . . . . . . . .None provided.Extractor . . . . . .One-piece spring type mortised into the bolt
head.Magazine cutoff Lever type positioned at rear right side of receiver.Bolt-stop . . . . . .No



separate bolt stop; see text.Ejector . . . . . . .Stud screw threaded into the left receiver wall.Lebel
rifles, as well as the Berthier and MAS rifles described later, have two types of screws. The main
screws that are removed for field-stripping (bolt head, trigger guard, magazine housing and
carrier plate screws) are slotted so they can be removed with a screwdriver or similar tool.
Practically all other screws are unslotted and require special two-pronged screwdrivers to
remove them.The Berthier RifleThe Lebel design was soon superseded by another, and similar,
turnbolt system. M. Berthier, a Frenchman and an officer of the Algerian Railway Company,
adapted a Mannlicher-type magazine to the Lebel 8mm rifle, eliminating the unsatisfactory
tubular magazine. The main changes were as follows: 1) the “housing” type receiver was made
more like a conventional receiver; 2) cartridge-carrier mechanism and tubular magazine were
replaced by a single-column magazine under the receiver, making it largely a separate part of
the action; 3) the two-piece stock was replaced by a one-piece design; 4) relocating the dual-
opposed locking lugs on the bolt head so that they are vertical when the bolt is locked, and the
receiver machined accordingly.French Berthier action with five-shot magazine.A carbine form of
the new design was adopted in 1890, chambered for the 8mm Lebel cartridge. In time, various
rifles and carbines were developed around the Berthier action, these becoming the standard
French shoulder weapon in both World Wars. By far the most common French military rifle, it is
one of the few foreign arms that appeared on the surplus market after both wars. Remington
made several thousand “Lebels” for France during WW I which were never delivered; these were
the first ones offered on the U.S. market.The Berthier rifles and carbines have long been known
as “8mm Lebel” rifles, perhaps because they’re chambered for the 8mm Lebel cartridge, but the
correct designation is the “Berthier.” In any case, the French rifle discussed here has a single-
column Mannlicher-type magazine.In the 1920s and ’30s many of these rifles were imported and
sold at very low prices and they became the first French rifles to be sporterized. In the 1930s
Stoeger offered a sporter stock for it, and other commercial stockmaking firms followed suit.
Although most firearms experts and gun writers dismiss this action as being wholly
unsatisfactory for a hunting rifle, the fact is that many of them have been remodeled in years
past.The Berthier ActionThe receiver is machined from a one-piece steel forging. The barrel is
securely threaded into the receiver. The V-type threads are right hand. The barrel breech is
slightly coned and part of its circumference is beveled for the extractor. The receiver bridge is
slotted to allow passage of the bolt handle. The right wall of the receiver is partially cut away for
loading and allows the bolt to be turned down to the locked position. Raceways are milled inside
the left and right walls of the receiver for passage of the locking lugs. The raceways end abruptly
inside the bridge. The magazine well opening is milled from the bottom of the receiver to allow
insertion of the clip and cartridges. The cartridge loading ramp begins at a point about midway in
this opening, narrowing toward the front and sloping upward to guide the cartridges into the
chamber.Bolt head of the Berthier bolt showing: (A) dual-opposed locking lugs, (B) ejector slot,
(C) extractor and (D) bolt guide lug and screw.Berthier action, open.There is no recoil lug as
such, but a slotted lug under the receiver ring is fitted with a cross pin to engage the front end of



the magazine wall. Two flat surfaces at the rear tang junction take up most of the recoil, but other
parts of the receiver and trigger guard also absorb some recoil and prevent the action from
moving back in the stock.The magazine shell is attached to the trigger guard by two screws. The
follower assembly (follower arm, follower plate, two flat springs and a screw) is positioned by
and pivots on, a screw in the front of the shell. The front part of the trigger guard provides a
housing in which the clip latch and trigger are fastened—a single V-spring tensions both parts.
The top of this housing extends into the bottom of the receiver and is attached by a screw
passing through the receiver and the housing. The receiver and the magazine/trigger guard are
held together in the stock by this screw, the hook on the front of the magazine shell engaging the
receiver and the two guard screws which connect the rear of the trigger guard to the
receiver.The trigger let-off is the usual double-stage type. The Berthier trigger, like that of most
other French military rifles, is practically straight and extends into the guard bow like a peg or
stick.There were several variations in the Berthier magazines—all required a clip. The cartridges
are first placed in the clip, then the clip and cartridges are inserted into the magazine through the
top of the open action. When fully inserted, the clip latch holds the clip and cartridges down
against the pressure of the follower. After the last cartridge is fed from the clip, the clip drops free
from the bottom of the magazine.Left side of the French Berthier action.Most early Berthier rifles
had a three-shot magazine capacity, with the rear bottom part of the magazine open for the
empty clip to drop free. Later, the magazine was modified to hold a clip of five cartridges. This
extended the magazine well below the trigger guard. The bottom shell or cover of this magazine
has a hinged cover plate to block the clip opening and retain the clip within the action after the
last cartridge is fed from it. The cover plate can be opened, allowing the clip to fall out. Many
Berthiers were made for the five-shot clip, while many three-shot rifles were later converted to
the five-shot system.The bolt assembly, rather complex, has a separate head with dual-locking
lugs at the front; neither lug is slotted. The simple hook spring-extractor is dovetailed into a slot
cut into the bolt head. The bolt face, recessed for the cartridge rim, is cut only for the extractor
and ejector.The bolt handle has a heavy rectangular base which appears to be an integral part
of the bolt body. When the bolt is locked, this heavy base is in front of the receiver bridge and
becomes the safety lug. On the front of the bolt body, in line with the bolt handle base, is a heavy
lug which acts as a bolt guide. This lug extends forward of the bolt body and is notched to
engage over a small lug on the bolt head when it is in place. In addition, there is a large-headed
screw threaded through this lug and into a hole in the bolt head. The notch, lug and screw hold
the bolt head in place, preventing it from rotating on the bolt body.The bolt body is drilled from
the front to accept the coil mainspring and the one-piece firing pin. When the bolt head is in
place the mainspring is compressed between a shoulder on the firing pin and a collar in the rear
of the bolt body.The heavy cocking piece fits over the back end of the firing pin, which projects
from the bolt body. The firing pin is anchored within the cocking piece by a double hooked button
fitted in the rear of the cocking piece and engaging notches on the end of the firing pin. On top of
the cocking piece there is a heavy lug which fits the slot in the receiver bridge. Below this lug is a



cocking cam matching a notch in the bolt body. The action is cocked on lifting the bolt
handle.The Berthier action has no safety, no magazine cut-off, nor any separate bolt-stop. The
bolt stops when the locking lugs contact the ends of the lug raceways in the bridge. The ejector
is merely a small projection on top of the housing on the trigger guard which protrudes into a
groove in the bolt body and head.Top view of the Berthier action.French Model 1916 Berthier
rifle chambered for the 8mm Lebel cartridge.OperationTo load, raise the bolt handle and pull the
bolt back. Insert a fully- or partially-loaded clip into the opened action, pressing the cartridges
down until the clip latch has engaged the clip. Pushing the bolt forward moves the top cartridge
out of the clip into the chamber, allowing the follower to raise the next cartridge in the clip against
the bolt. Turning the bolt handle down locks the cartridge in the chamber and the action is
cocked. Pulling the trigger releases the firing mechanism, discharging the cartridge. On raising
the bolt handle, the striker is cocked and the fired case is cammed back when the front of the
bolt guide rib moves over the inclined surface of the receiver ring. Pulling the bolt back draws the
case from the chamber, ejecting it up and to the right. When the last cartridge is fed from the clip,
the clip is free to drop of its own weight, either falling from the magazine or when the hinged
cover plate is opened. To unload a full- or partially-loaded clip, open the bolt and slightly depress
the cartridges and clip while pressing the clip latch in the trigger guard. Releasing the pressure
on the cartridges allows the clip to rise and be pulled from the action.Takedown and AssemblyTo
remove the bolt, raise the bolt handle and pull the bolt about halfway back. With a large
screwdriver remove the large-headed screw from the bolt guide rib lug. Move the bolt until the
bolt head can be turned free from the bolt body, then pull the bolt to the rear and lift out the bolt
head. Reassemble in reverse order.To disassemble the firing mechanism, remove the bolt from
the action and rotate the cocking piece counterclockwise so it falls against the bolt body. Turn
the firing pin button so its slot aligns with the notch in the thumbpiece on the cocking piece.
Grasp the bolt and cocking piece firmly and, placing the firing pin tip on a hard surface, press
down on the bolt until the firing pin button clears the cocking piece and can be slipped off. The
firing pin and mainspring can then be pulled from the bolt. Reassemble in reverse order.To
remove barrel and action from the stock, remove the barrel bands from the forend. Remove the
screw from the right of the receiver bridge and the screw from the rear of the trigger guard, grasp
the trigger guard and pull it out of the stock. Remove the tang screw and lift the action and barrel
from the stock. All other parts can then be removed by turning out various screws and driving
pins from the receiver and magazine units. Reassemble in reverse order. The barrel should not
be unthreaded from the receiver unless absolutely necessary, and then only if the proper tools
are available.CommentsThe French Berthier rifles (there are many models and variations) were
rugged and serviceable military weapons and their long use has proved this. The action is strong
and safe enough for the 8mm Lebel cartridge. The rifles, provided the bore is in excellent
condition, are generally quite accurate. Feeding, ignition, extraction and ejection are positive and
reliable.All action parts are well made, generally, well-finished and smooth. No doubt good
steels were used in the manufacture and heat-treated where needed. All in all, Berthier rifles are



good.However, the Berthier action has a number of faults and undesirable features. The worst
feature is that a special clip must be used to fire the rifle as a repeater. Requiring the bolt to be
separated before it can be removed is also bad. The lack of a safety may also be highly
undesirable. The five-shot magazine projecting so far below the stock is never liked, and the
belly of the three-shot magazine is often disliked.Berthier MarkingsUsually the place of
manufacture and the model designation are stamped on the left side of the receiver, such as: St
Etienne Mle 1892.Since many Berthiers were “transformed” to another model at a later date, the
original model designation may not always be correct. The serial number is stamped at the base
of the bolt handle and breech end of the barrel. The date of manufacture (year) is usually
stamped on the breech end of the barrel as well, along with an assortment of inspector’s,
arsenal and proof marks. Sometimes there are two dates stamped on the barrel; the earliest
date probably indicating when the rifle was made originally and the later date perhaps showing
the year of “transformation.” The letters MAC, MAS or MAT are often stamped on the barrel.
These indicate the French arsenal where the rifle or barrel was made, or where it was rebuilt or
transformed. In each case, the letters MA stand for “Manufacture d’Armes,” and the last letter—
C, S or T—indicates the arsenal located at Chatellerault, St. Etienne or Tulle.French Berthier
Model 1890 (and later)(Uses 8mm Lebel cartridges)General
SpecificationsType . . . . . . . . .Turnbolt repeater.Receiver . . . . . .One-piece machined steel forging, 
slotted bridge. One-piece stock.Bolt . . . . . . . . . .Two-piece, dual-opposed forward locking lugs on 
separate bolt head. Base of the bolt handle is safety lug.Ignition . . . . . . . .One-piece firing pin
powered by coil mainspring. Cocks on opening bolt.Magazine . . . . .Single-column non-
detachable box magazine. Special clip required. Three- or five-shot capacity.Trigger . . . . . . .Non-
adjustable, double-stage military pull.Safety . . . . . . . .None provided.Extractor . . . . . .One-piece
spring type mortised into bolt head.Magazine cutoff None provided.Bolt-stop . . . . . .No separate
bolt-stop; see text.Ejector . . . . . . .Stud type, made as integral part of triggeThe 8mm Lebel
CartridgeThis cartridge was the first relatively small-bore smokeless powder rifle cartridge to be
adopted by a world power. In doing so, France led other countries by about two years. The 8mm
Lebel cartridge is based on a rimmed, bottlenecked case, with the case body having a double
taper. Although originally loaded with a full-jacketed flat-nosed bullet, for use in the tubular
magazine Lebel rifle, in 1898 it became the first military cartridge loaded with a spitzer-point
boattail bullet.During WW I, Remington contracted with France to make both rifles and
ammunition. As a result of contract cancellations after the war, a great many of these rifles
remained in the United States and were sold on the commercial market. Remington then loaded
sporting ammunition for these rifles until about 1964. Remington loaded 8mm Lebel sporting
ammo with a 170-grain softpoint bullet to a muzzle velocity of 2640 fps. At 200 yards the velocity
is 1960 fps, remaining energy 1450 foot pounds, while midrange trajectory over this range is
3.4”. This compares favorably with such more popular cartridges as 30-40, 303 British, 300
Savage and 8mm Mauser. Regardless of what I said about the French rifles chambered for the
8mm Lebel cartridge (to my knowledge no other rifles were so chambered), it is a good



load.French Model 1936 MAS rifle chambered for the 7.5mm French cartridge. Like the Lebel,
this rifle has a two-piece stock.The number of models, variations and transformations of rifles
and carbines based on the Berthier action are too many to list here. Starting with the very old
Gras action, we have seen how France used this basic turnbolt system with various types of
magazines of Kropatschek, Lebel and Berthier designs. This brings us to the last version, a
turnbolt action fitted with a Mauser-type staggered-column magazine. These rifles (there are
about three different variations) are known as the French Model 1934.French M1936 MAS
action.The Model 1934 French RifleI have to backtrack a bit here. In 1929, France developed a
modern rimless military cartridge for light machine gun use—it was difficult to make or adapt any
machine gun to handle the rimmed 8mm Lebel cartridge. The new cartridge, a rimless,
bottlenecked case loaded with a 7.5mm bullet, is known as the 7.5mm French Ml929C,
7.5x54mm French MAS or as the 7.5mm MAS. It was almost impossible to use the old 8mm
Lebel cartridge in anything but a tubular or single-column magazine and, since the prospects for
continued peace looked poor, the French officials decided to adapt the Model 1907/15 rifle (a
Berthier variation) to this new cartridge.This was done by fitting the old receiver with a box
magazine wide enough to hold a staggered-column of five 7.5mm cartridges. The bottom of the
magazine box has a detachable floorplate which fits in place and is held closed by a spring-
loaded plunger— like the M98 Mauser. The magazine well opening in the receiver was milled so
integral cartridge guide lips remain—also like the Mauser system. A follower, with a rib on one
side and set on a W-shaped follower spring, completed the magazine. Notches were then milled
in the front of the receiver bridge slot to accept a stripper clip—so the magazine could be loaded
quickly. Other necessary things were done with the action to handle the 7.5mm cartridge. The
barrel and action were set into a one-piece stock, and the result was the Model 1934—the year
in which it was adopted.The outside appearance of the M34 is not too unlike the three-shot
Berthier, except that it does not have quite as much belly. At best, the new rifle was only a
makeshift stop-gap affair, practically obsolete before it was made. Probably not too many M34s
were made—they are rare in the U.S., hence of considerable interest to the collector.The MAS
Model 1936A year or so after the 7.5mm French cartridge was introduced, French ordnance
began to develop a new shoulder arm for it. Discarding all previous turnbolt rifle designs, they
devised an entirely new action system in 1932, and that rifle is the MAS M-1932. A limited
number of M32s were made for testing, and after four years (with a number of modifications) the
final version was approved and adopted as the MAS Model 1936. The development work was
done in France’s largest arms making city, St. Etienne, by the Manufacture d’Armes St. Etienne,
of which “MAS” is an abbreviation. It was the latest and the best military bolt-action rifle adopted
and made by France.French MAS Model 1936(Uses French 7.5mm cartridges)General
SpecificationsType . . . . . . . . .Turn-bolt repeater.Receiver . . . . . .One-piece, machined steel
forging with integral magazine box. Non-slotted bridge. Two-piece stock.Bolt . . . . . . . . . .One-
piece, with dual-opposed locking lugs at rear. No safety lug.Ignition . . . . . . .One-piece hollow
striker powered by coil mainspring. Cocks on opening bolt.Magazine . . . . .Staggered-column



box magazine made integral with receiver. Five-shot capacity. Quick-detachable
floorplate.Trigger . . . . . . .Non-adjustable double-stage military pull.Safety . . . . . . . .None
provided.Extractor . . . . . .One-piece flat spring extractor mortised into bolt.Magazine cutoff None
provided.Bolt-stop . . . . . .Pivoting type engages in groove at bottom of
bolt.Ejector . . . . . . .Pivoting type integral with bolt-stop.The MAS M36 rifle weighs about 8.25
pounds, has a 22.6” round, stepped barrel and is 49.13” overall. The buttstock, held in place by a
single screw, is very short. The distance from buttplate to trigger is only 12.62”. A separate
forend (extending to within 5” of the muzzle) and the full-length wooden handguard are held to
the barrel by two bands. A metal hook, attached to the rear of the forend, engages in a recess at
the front of the receiver and holds the forend assembly against the receiver. The M36 is fitted
with a skewer-type bayonet carried reversed in a tube within the forend under the barrel. The
leather carrying sling is attached to the left side of the rifle on a bar on the buttstock and on a
loop on the middle barrel band. The aperture rear sight, mounted on the receiver bridge, is
adjustable for elevation only—from 200 to 1200 meters.The only variation of this rifle is the
paratroop model, designated the MAS Model 1936 CR39 rifle. This model has a folding
aluminum stock, hinged just forward of the trigger. When unlatched, it can be swung under and
to the left of the forend. It weighs about 8 pounds. Both rifles are chambered for the 7.5mm
French cartridge.French M1936 MAS action, open.The M1936 ActionThe receiver of the French
Model 1936 rifle is a box-like affair, or housing, with the entire magazine box made as an integral
part of the steel forging. The magazine housing extends to the front of the receiver and is hollow
forward of the front magazine wall. There is no receiver ring as such; the receiver housing is
bored and threaded to receive the barrel shank instead. There is a complete ring of steel in the
receiver against which the breech end of the barrel butts, and which surrounds the head of the
bolt when it is closed. The ring is about ¼” wide and the bolt is enclosed to this depth.The
loading/ejection port begins at the rear of this ring and extends to the receiver bridge—an
opening 2.925” long. When the bolt is open the breech end of the barrel and the chamber are
clearly visible. The right side of the ejection port is cut down to the level of the cartridge guide lip
of the magazine well, while the left side is cut slightly below the level of the top of the bolt,
leaving a wall about ½” high. A thumb notch is cut into the rear of this left wall to aid in stripping
cartridges from a clip when loading the rifle. Because the bolt diameter is quite large, the loading/
ejection port is also, but this is not at all objectionable.The receiver bridge, about 2.60” long, is
unslotted. An integral raised strip is milled on top of the bridge to form a housing for the rear
sight components. At the front of the receiver bridge is the clip charger guide.The one-piece bolt,
very rugged, is also quite large in diameter; .800” as compared to the Mauser and
Springfield .700”, and the Mark V Weatherby .840”. The front of the bolt is recessed for the
cartridge head. The only break in the recess is the narrow ejector slot and the cut for the
extractor, about .320 ” wide. The extractor, made of spring steel, and about 2.80” long, is
mortised and dovetailed into the bolt body. It has a sturdy beveled hook which easily slips over
and engages the extractor groove in the cartridge head. A small round stud under the front of the



extractor fits into a matching hole in the bolt; this prevents longitudinal movement of the extractor
in the bolt.The solid, dual-opposed locking lugs, about 1.75” from the rear of the bolt body,
engage in dual raceways and shoulders milled inside the heavy receiver bridge. The raceways
are inclined on the shoulder approaches and provides camming action to draw the bolt forward
as the bolt is closed and the handle is turned down.The bolt handle is an integral part of a collar
at the rear of the bolt—the collar is also part of the bolt. The bolt handle stem is round and tapers
to the round, hollow grasping ball—the stem is bent forward and down. When the bolt is closed,
the collar closes all openings at the rear of the receiver. A raised portion on the collar is beveled
to match a similar surface on the left rear of the receiver, and provides the initial extraction power
on raising the bolt handle. On moving the bolt forward to close the action, these surfaces impart
initial turning motion to the bolt.The bolt is drilled from the rear to accept the one-piece hollow
firing pin. The collar at the rear of the bolt is milled to accept the bolt closure button. This button
has two lugs, and the inside of the collar is milled leaving shoulders and recesses so the button
is locked in place when it is rotated after insertion. There is a rod projecting forward out of the
bolt button and the small coil mainspring is compressed over this rod as it extends into the
hollow firing pin.The rear underside of the bolt body, just forward of the bolt collar, is milled to
form a cocking cam surface. The cocking cam on the rear of the firing pin fits into this notch. The
cocking cam extends below the bolt body into a groove cut into the receiver, and has a notch to
engage the sear. On raising the bolt handle, the firing pin is forced back until the cocking cam
slips onto a flat spot on the end of the camming surface. On closing the bolt, the sear engages
the cocking cam and holds the firing pin back as the bolt is fully closed and locked.The sear is
positioned in a groove below the receiver bridge and is held in place by, and pivots on a pin.
Tension is provided by a stiff coil spring. A projection on the rear of the sear protrudes through a
hole in the receiver to engage the cocking cam of the firing pin. The trigger is pivoted on a pin in
the sear.Underside of M1936 MAS bolt showing: (A) twin gas vent holes in the bolt stop groove,
(B) center gas vent hole, (C) dual-opposed locking lugs and (D) cocking cam.The combination
bolt-stop/ejector fits partially inside the sear, partially over the trigger, and pivots on the pin with
the trigger. The front of the bolt-stop/ejector projects upward through a hole in the receiver and is
provided upward tension by a small coil spring between it and the sear. A narrow inclined groove
is cut into the bottom of the bolt, extending into the bolt face recess for the narrow ejector. A
wider groove is cut beside it for the bolt-stop, but this groove ends abruptly about ¼” from the
head of the bolt. The bolt-stop is released (to remove the bolt) by pulling the trigger back as far
as it will go. The bolt-stop/ejector, riding in the grooves, also acts as a bolt guide when the bolt is
operated and prevents the bolt from turning as it is drawn back.Two gas vent holes in the front of
the bolt-stop groove effectively take care of any gases that enter the firing pin hole by venting
them rearward through the thumb notch in the left receiver wall. If this is not enough, there is
another hole, in about the center of the bolt, to vent any gases getting back this far into the
magazine. The firing pin, bolt and bolt button are constructed to make gas escape impossible
through the rear of the bolt. There is no danger of the firing pin or button ever being blown out of



the bolt.The trigger guard bow is a separate part and a hook at the front engages a groove in the
rear wall of the magazine box. The buttstock is clamped between the trigger guard bow and
receiver by the guard screw threading into the receiver tang. The rear of the magazine housing is
hollowed out slightly, and the tenon on the front of the buttstock fits into this hollow to help
secure the stock to the receiver and prevent it from splitting.As mentioned before, the four walls
of the magazine box are an integral part of the receiver housing. The walls are quite thick
(about .090”) and reinforced in spots. A machined, hollow floorplate fits in the bottom of the
magazine box. It is held in place by a lip at the rear of the plate engaging in a groove in the
magazine box and by a push-button latch on the front engaging in a groove at the front of the
right magazine wall. A conventional steel follower and W-shaped follower spring are used. The
ends of the spring are mortised into the follower and floorplate.OperationThe MAS M36 rifle
operates like most other staggered-column box magazine bolt-action rifles. The bolt handle is
raised and drawn back to open the action. With the bolt open, the magazine is loaded by
pressing single cartridges directly into the magazine, or placing a loaded stripper clip in the clip-
charger and pressing the cartridges into the magazine. The bolt is then pushed forward, feeding
the topmost cartridge from the magazine into the chamber. Turning the bolt handle down locks
the cartridge in the chamber. The action is left cocked when the bolt handle is turned down, and
pulling the trigger will release the firing pin to discharge the cartridge. The rifle cannot be fired
unless the bolt handle is nearly all the way down and the bolt locked. On opening the bolt the
fired case will be extracted and ejected from the action—the cycle can then be repeated. The
rear of the follower is beveled and does not prevent the bolt from closing when the magazine is
empty. The magazine can be unloaded by removing the floorplate. There is no safety, but the
bolt handle fully raised makes an effective safety.Takedown and AssemblyMake sure the
chamber and magazine are empty. Remove the buttstock by turning out the trigger guard screw.
Pull the trigger guard from the stock and away from the receiver, and pull the stock back and
down from the receiver. Remove the forend and handguard by turning the cross screw out of the
front barrel band and pulling the band forward. Turn out the screw from the middle barrel band
and remove it, then lift off the forend and handguard. Reassemble in reverse order.Remove the
bolt by raising the bolt handle and drawing the bolt to the rear as far as it will go; pull the trigger
back all the way and then remove the bolt. To disassemble the bolt, grasp it in the left hand and,
with the right thumb, depress the bolt button and turn it clockwise ¼-turn or until it snaps out.
The bolt button, mainspring and firing pin can then be removed from the bolt. Reassemble as
follows: insert the firing pin in the bolt with the cocking cam lug resting on the flat spot of the
cocking cam. Insert the mainspring and bolt button, aligning the left index mark on the bolt
button with the index mark on the bolt. Press the button all the way into the bolt or until it can be
rotated counterclockwise ¼-turn.The extractor can be removed using a screwdriver and lifting its
front end up, away from the bolt, until the extractor can be pulled forward and out of the bolt.
Reassemble in reverse order.Depress the button on the right front of the floorplate and pull it,
along with the spring and follower, from the magazine box. The follower and floorplate can then



be pulled off the ends of the follower spring. In reassembling, the narrow end of the follower
spring goes into the follower. To remove the floorplate latch and spring, drive the small latch
retainer pin from the floorplate.Remove the trigger assembly by driving out the sear pin, then pull
down on the rear of the sear until it is free of the receiver. The trigger pin can then be driven out
to separate trigger, bolt-stop/ejector and bolt-stop/ejector spring from the sear. Reassemble in
reverse order.The barrel is threaded (right-hand threads) tightly into the receiver and it should
not be removed unless necessary, and then only if you have the proper tools.MarkingsThe
French MAS Model 1936 rifles are boldly marked with the designation MASM LE 1936 stamped
on the left side of the receiver. The serial number is stamped below the designation marking, as
well as on the floorplate and on the stem of the bolt handle. Various French proofmarks and
inspector’s marks are stamped on the receiver ring and the breech end of the barrel.CommentsI
have gone to some length describing the MAS Model 1936 rifle and action because I think this
action is most interesting and unusual. To be sure, this action has some faults, but it also has
some excellent features worthy of comment and consideration.It appears to be a very strong
action. The two locking lugs are solid and massive. There is a lot of metal in the receiver bridge
to support the lugs when the bolt is locked and there is no chance that these supporting
shoulders will fail. Though the left side wall of the receiver has a thumb notch, there is ample
metal connecting the receiver bridge to the ring. The receiver is strengthened further by the ridge
of metal along each side and by the heavy walled integral magazine. There is little chance of the
receiver parting in the middle even though the locking lugs are at the rear of the bolt. I cannot
see how the receiver could “stretch,” and the very heavy bolt is certainly not going to compress
when firing the rifle. For many years, the prevailing opinion has been that only a bolt action with
at least two forward locking lugs is worth considering. If we consider the success of the fine
Schultz & Larsen action, the Remington Model 788, the Steyr-Mannlicher SL and others with
locking lugs at the rear of the bolt, then I can see nothing wrong with the MAS design. The MAS
design also results in a shorter bolt travel (the reader may want to compare the action
specifications in this book), and this may aid in speed of operation. An important result of this
design is that the cartridges do not span any gap between the magazine and chamber, the
resultant feeding being more positive and reliable.I believe the MAS M36 is also a very safe
action because the front of the bolt is surrounded by a solid ring of steel when the bolt is locked,
the bolt face nearly contacts the barrel, and the rim of the cartridge is almost fully enclosed; the
rear of the bolt is entirely closed so that gases can’t escape.The bolt of the MAS is relatively
short and the long receiver bridge gives considerable support resulting in little “play” or
looseness of the bolt when the action is open. On the few rifles I have examined and handled,
bolt operation was easy and smooth. I noticed too, that the actions were generally very well
made and finished. I especially like the extractor of this action. It is simple and strong—modern
designers of turnbolt actions might do well to copy it. I certainly would consider it better then
some puny modern rifle extractors like those of the Remington M700 and Weatherby actions.As
for the magazine box being made as part of the receiver, I have not decided whether I like this or



not. The same goes for the two-piece stock design imposed by the “housing” type receiver.
However, I have always admired the Model 99 Savage rifle with its exposed receiver, and I do
not believe I’d mind the exposed MAS M36 receiver on a sporting rifle. To my way of thinking this
receiver has rather nice lines, including those where the buttstock contacts the receiver. I like the
magazine floorplate and the way it is released, although I’d rather have the floorplate fitted so it
would be flush with the bottom of the magazine box.Bolt head of the M1936 MAS showing: (A)
extractor, (B) cartridge head recess, (C) ejector slot and (D) bolt stop notch.Top view of M1936
MAS action.French Model 1916 Berthier carbine in 8mm Lebel caliber.I found the box magazine
to be a marvel the way it will accept and feed a wide variety of cartridges. It will only handle
cartridges about 3.0” in overall length, but many cartridges fall within these limits. For example, it
will feed perfectly such cartridges as the 22-250, 25-3000, 243, 6mm, 257 Roberts, 7mm, 284,
308, 35 Remington and 358. All of these cartridges have a smaller rim diameter than the 7.5mm
French cartridges and this would require that the rim recess in the bolt might have to be reduced
in some manner, and the claw of the extractor made longer.The MAS M36 is an astonishingly
simple action with a minimum of parts—fewer than any other high-powered turnbolt repeater of
which I am aware. For example, this action has twelve fewer component parts than the M98
Mauser, which has fewer part than the 03 Springfield. The entire M36 bolt assembly consists of
just five parts; bolt, extractor, firing pin, mainspring and bolt button. An action that has few parts
is not always an indication it is good, but like any piece of machinery, fewer parts lessen the
chance for breakdown.This action has no safety and that may be a strike against it—depending
on one’s viewpoint. I can’t see how a safety could be incorporated in the bolt to lock both the bolt
and firing pin, but a simple safety could be built into the trigger guard to lock the trigger.There is
one thing I do not like about this action—the bolt handle. To keep the action and the rifle as
compact as possible, the trigger and trigger guard were positioned well under the receiver
bridge. Since the base of the bolt handle must be on the rear end of the bolt due to the bolt
design, in order to keep the grasping ball from bruising the shooter’s finger it had to be arched
forward. I haven’t found this bolt handle placement to be awkward or inconvenient when
operating this action, but I don’t like the looks of it. So far, I’m still not used to the looks of the
forward-bent bolt handles on the 600 Remington and 800 Mossberg rifles, but like the MAS
M36, one should not mind the looks of the handle if the bolt is convenient to operate and is out
of the way of the trigger finger.7.5mm MAS and RechamberingAs previously mentioned, the
7.5mm French MAS (7.5x54mm) cartridge was introduced in 1929. It is a rimless bottlenecked
cartridge nearly identical in appearance and ballistics to the 308 Winchester or 7.62mm NATO
cartridges. The 7.5 indicates the caliber and bore diameter, which is .295”, and 54 indicates a
case length of 2.12”. The overall length of the cartridge is about 3.00”. The standard military ball
loading drives the 139-grain jacketed pointed bullet of .307” diameter at a muzzle velocity of
2674 fps.The above figures for the bore and bullet diameter show that the cartridge is very close
to being a 30-caliber like our 308 and 30-06 which have a normal bore size of .300”, and
normally use .308” bullets. The groove diameter of the 7.5mm MAS barrel runs about .3075”



to .3085”, and has a rifling twist of one turn in 10”. In handloading this cartridge, regular .308”
jacketed bullets can be used.The 7.5mm MAS cartridge was loaded only for military use and
was Berdan primed. The problem presented to the handloader is that the 7.5mm case is an odd
size, having a head diameter of about .481” compared to the .470” for the 30-06 case. The 7.5
MAS ammunition has always been very hard to obtain. I have heard that the best cartridge case
to use in handloading the ammunition is the 6.5x55mm. However, I cannot vouch for this
because I have never tried it.SporterizingSince the end of WW II, military surplus arms dealers
have imported and offered for sale many different bolt-action rifles. Most abundant of these have
been the many models of the Mausers, Lee-Enfields and Carcanos. MAS M36 rifles seem to
have been more scarce for I have not seen them advertised for sale for many years. There are,
however, a sprinkle of them throughout the country, and I suspect that most of them were sent
home by GIs who liberated them from the German Occupation Forces in France.Though I have
never remodeled this rifle, and probably never will, if I had one in the days when I did much
remodeling and rifle building, I probably would have approached the job with great enthusiasm.
This is what I would have done: I’d replace the barrel with one 22” of sporter weight chambered
for 257 Roberts or 7mm Mauser; fit a tapered forend of the Model 99 Savage rifle pattern;
remove the military rear sight and base from the receiver and install a Lyman or Redfield
receiver sight and a ramp front sight on the barrel, or mount a scope on the receiver using a
Buehler blank base. I’d weld a strap to the front of the trigger guard to move it about 1” farther to
the rear and make a similar tang extension on the receiver for the guard screw; the trigger would
be altered, positioning it to the rear in the relocated trigger guard. A crossbolt safety in the rear of
the trigger guard would lock the trigger and a new buttstock with a capped pistol grip and panels
forward of the grip like the Model 99 Savage stock. With the trigger, trigger guard and grip
located farther back on the action, I would then bend the bolt handle down, and shorten its stem
to place the grasping ball within easy reach. Finally, I’d polish and blue the metal parts, jewel the
bolt and checker the grip and forend.In my search for information about the MAS M36, I came
across an item written by a well-known gun authority stating that Manufacture d’Armes had
made a sporting rifle on the M36 action. According to him these were made in 7x57mm,
8x60mm Magnum and 10.75x68mm. The last two cartridges are longer than the magazine
opening of the military action, therefore, the sporter action must have had a longer box. A safety
was also provided in the trigger guard.FrenchMilitary Turnbolts FdHFrenchMilitary Turnbolts
FdHFrench Model 1886/93 Lebel rifle chambered for the 8mm Lebel cartridge, has two-piece
stock and a tubular magazine under the barrel in the forend.THE FIRST IMPORTANT metallic
cartridge shoulder arm adopted by France was the Model 1874 Gras single shot rifle—
developed by General Basile Gras (1836-1901) of the French Army. This turnbolt arm evolved
from the bolt-action breech-loading Model 1866 Chassepot needle-fire rifle, so called because
the firing pin was needle-like to penetrate the self-consuming paper or linen cartridge, and strike
the priming mixture positioned at the base of the bullet. The Gras rifle was chambered for the
11x59R French Gras centerfire cartridge, developed and adopted with the Gras rifle in 1874.



Usually called the 11mm Gras, this cartridge is very similar to, but not interchangeable with,
such other 43-caliber cartridges of the same period as the 11mm Mauser, 11mm Murata and
11mm Werndl. The Gras rifles (there were three principal versions having barrels of different
lengths) were widely used in countries other than France.Unlike some other 11mm foreign
military arms, Gras rifles never were commonplace in the United States. Even before the Model
1874 Gras rifle was officially adopted, France converted many of her older M1866 Chassepot
needle-fire rifles to the Gras system to handle an 11mm self-contained cartridge.The Gras rifle
had a very simple action. The bolt was locked in the receiver by the heavy base of the bolt
handle engaging in front of the receiver bridge. The extractor was fitted in the separate bolt
head. The action cocked by lifting the bolt handle. There were two notches under the cocking
piece and a checkered thumbpiece depression on top that positioned the striker at “half-cock.” It
had no safety. The stock was of one-piece construction. Gras rifles, of value only to military arms
collectors, are quite scarce today in original and very good condition.The Kropatschek RifleAfter
the single shot Gras was in production for a few years, there was a growing demand for a
repeating rifle. An Austrian inventor named Alfred Kropatschek worked out a method to make the
Gras rifle into a repeater. France adopted his system about 1878, and it became known as the
Model 1878 Gras-Kropatschek. The repeating mechanism consisted of a Henry-type tubular
magazine in the forend, under the barrel, and a pivoting cartridge carrier positioned under an
opening in the bottom of the receiver. The magazine was loaded by pushing the cartridges into it
through the opened action. On closing the bolt, the carrier would tip down, allowing one
cartridge to move back onto the carrier platform. On opening the action the bolt would tip the
carrier up, placing the nose of the cartridge in line with the chamber. On closing the bolt, the
cartridge would be pushed into the chamber and the carrier depressed again to pick up another
round. Gras-Kropatschek rifles were used largely by the French Navy. Like the Gras rifle, the
Gras-Kropatschek rifles had a one-piece stock. They are quite rare and are prized by arms
collectors.The Lebel RifleThe original Gras rifle and the Gras-Kropatschek repeater were soon
obsoleted by improved rifle and cartridge designs. In France, a commission was set up to
develop a new rifle and cartridge. Headed by General Tramond of the French Army, Colonel
Nicolas Lebel was one of the other leading men on this board. The result of their efforts was the
adoption of a new rifle and cartridge in 1886.Actually, the new rifle was merely an improvement
of the Gras-Kropatschek rifle. The cartridge, however, was really new; it was the first relatively
small-bore smokeless powder cartridge to be adopted by any world power. Lebel is credited with
being largely responsible for developing this cartridge, and on this account it was named after
him. He probably had a hand in the design improvements of the rifle too (some sources refer to
the “Lebel System”), but the rifle bore his name largely because of the cartridge. At any rate, the
cartridge is now universally known as the 8mm Lebel, and the rifle as the French 8mm Model
1886 Lebel, or variations thereof.Actually, the Lebel action is a major “beef-up” job on the Gras-
Kropatschek. The changes consisted mainly of providing a boxlike receiver to house the action
parts, incorporating dual-opposed locking lugs on the bolt head, and making the receiver



accordingly. This made the action much stronger to handle the more powerful 8mm Lebel
cartridge.The Lebel receiver is a long box-like housing. The barrel is threaded into the top front
of this housing. The separate forend containing the magazine tube is attached to the barrel by
two bands and a hook at the rear of the magazine tube—engaging a recess in the front of the
receiver. The separate buttstock is attached to the rear of the receiver by two tang screws. One
of these screws connects the separate lower tang to the upper tang (an integral part of the
receiver) while the second screw passes through a plate inletted into the bottom of the stock grip
and threads into the upper tang.The top of the receiver is bored and milled to accept the bolt
assembly and provide one opening for loading and another below the bolt for the carrier. The
bolt handle and its heavy rectangular base are integral parts of the bolt, positioned about
midway on the bolt body. The receiver bridge is slotted to allow passage of the bolt handle.Top
view of the French Lebel action.When the bolt is locked, the heavy bolt handle base becomes
the safety lug ahead of, but not contacting, the right wall of the bridge. At the front of the bolt
body, in line with the bolt handle base, is another heavy rectangular lug. The separate bolt head
has a stem which fits into the front of the bolt body. A heavy stud screw, threaded into this
forward lug and extending into a hole in the stem of the bolt head, holds the head to the body so
it can rotate with the bolt.The locking lugs are positioned on the forward end of the bolt head.
When the bolt is locked the locking lugs are horizontal—just as the Russian Model 1891 Moisin-
Nagant. The left (lower) locking lug contacts the cartridge carrier to tip it up and halt the rearward
travel of the bolt when the bolt is opened. The extractor is mortised into the bolt head. The face
of the bolt head is recessed for the cartridge rim.The firing mechanism—firing pin, mainspring,
cocking piece and firing pin button—is essentially like that in the Berthier action to be described
later.The feeding and trigger mechanisms of the Lebel rifle are not attached to the receiver, but
rather to the carrier plate which closes the bottom of the receiver. The trigger guard, combined
with the lower tang, is attached to this plate with a screw. The entire assembly is held in the
receiver by a lip at the front of the carrier plate engaging in a groove in the receiver, and by one
screw through the rear of the receiver.The sear is pivoted and attached to the upright projection
on the carrier plate on the pivot axis of the magazine cutoff lever. The trigger pivots on the sear
via a pin. A V-type spring compressed between the sear and the carrier plate tensions the
sear.The cartridge carrier is also held in place by, and pivots on, the axis of the magazine cutoff
lever. The carrier is tensioned to keep it either in the up or down position by a lever and a flat
spring. The front end of this pivoting lever also functions as the cartridge stop at the magazine
tube opening. The carrier is tipped up when the bolt is opened by the lower locking lug
contacting a lug on the rear of the carrier. It is tipped down when the bolt is closed (and locked)
by the base of the bolt handle depressing a lever linked to the carrier.The checkered round
button of the L-shaped magazine cutoff extends to the bottom rear edge of the receiver housing.
Swinging this button forward disengages the carrier-depressing lever so that the carrier remains
in the tipped-up position when the action is opened. The rifle can then be conveniently loaded
and used as a single shot while cartridges in the magazine are held in reserve.The M86 Lebel



action (as well as the rifle) underwent some changes to improve it; the result was designated the
Model 1886/93— presumably, the changes were adopted in 1893. The M86 receiver was made
with a long forward extension into which the barrel was threaded. This extension, called the
barrel reinforce, accounts for the extra length of this receiver when compared to the M86/93
receiver, as shown in the specification chart. The bolt head to bolt body junction on the M86/93
was strengthened by the addition of a separate collar and lug between these two parts. The
latter action was also made safer by having a small gas vent hole in the bolt head, plus other
minor changes. These various improvements made the M86/93 action considerably stronger
and more reliable than the M86. M86/93 rifles are usually marked to indicate the 1893 changes
by Modele 86/93 or M 93 stamped on the left side of the receiver.French Lebel action.The
caliber designation was not stamped on the Lebel rifles. They were serial numbered, however,
with the full number usually stamped on the bolt handle base, barrel breech, receiver and carrier
plate— last two digits of this number were stamped sights. It is one of the shoulder arms used by
the French army during WWII, indicating the reluctance of France to discard old rifles.Lebel rifles
were not very satisfactory militarily; the tubular magazine could not be loaded quickly and it
could be dangerous if loaded with spitzer-point bulleted ammunition.Quite to my surprise, on
taking apart the Lebel rifle (illustrated) I found the entire rifle well made. The action parts were
very nicely finished, fitted and polished. In fact, parts like the springs, levers, sear and some bolt
parts were flawlessly polished. While the design of the action and rifle can be criticized, quality
workmanship is evident, especially in the action.All true French rifles are much more common in
the United States than are the body. Turn the firing pin button so its slot aligns with the notch in
the rear of the thumbpiece on the cocking piece. Grasp the bolt and cocking piece firmly and,
placing the firing pin tip on a hard surface, press down on the bolt until the firing pin button clears
the cocking piece and can be slipped off to one side. The firing pin and mainspring can now be
removed. Reassemble in reverse order.To remove the carrier plate assembly, remove the rear
tang screw and the carrier plate screw from the left side of the receiver and, grasping the trigger
guard bow, pull the assembly out of the receiver. The buttstock can now be removed by turning
out the front tang screw. Take off the forend by removing the two barrel bands, depressing the
magazine follower with a finger from inside on some of the other important parts. Various
inspector’s arsenal and proof marks are stamped on the breech end of the barrel, receiver and
bolt. Date of manufacture (year) is usually stamped on the breech end of the barrel, as
well.French Lebel action, open.Lebel ModelsThere were three principal models of the Lebel: 1)
the 1886 rifle has a 31.4” barrel, is 51.3” overall and weighs about 9.3 pounds; 2) the 1886/93
rifle has the same specifications as the 1886, but has the improved action; and 3) the 1886/93
R35 carbine has a 17.7 ” barrel, is about 37.65” overall and weighs about 7.84 pounds. The
carbine is merely a modification of the Model 1886/93 rifle— shorter barrel, forend and
magazine tube holding only three cartridges, and different French Gras and Gras-Kropatschek
rifles. The Lebel rifles are of more value and interest to the collector than to anyone.Takedown
and Assembly/LebelTo remove the bolt, raise bolt handle and pull the bolt back about halfway.



Turn the large-headed screw out of the forward bolt lug, turn the bolt head one-quarter turn
clockwise and, while holding the bolt head, pull the bolt from the receiver. The bolt head can
then be removed. Reassemble in reverse order.To disassemble the bolt, remove the extractor by
raising the hook end with a screwdriver, then drive the extractor to the rear. To remove the firing
mechanism from the bolt, first rotate the cocking piece counterclockwise so it falls against the
bolt the receiver, and then lifting the front of the forend away from the barrel until it is free.
Reassemble in reverse order.To remove the carrier plate assembly, remove the rear tang screw
and the carrier plate screw from the left side of the receiver and, grasping the trigger guard bow,
pull the assembly out of the receiver. The buttstock can now be removed by turning out the front
tang screw. Take off the forend by removing the two barrel bands, depressing the magazine
follower with a finger from inside the receiver, and then lifting the front of the forend away from
the barrel until it is free. Reassemble in reverse order.Disassemble the trigger and carrier
mechanism as follows: remove the screw from the right side of the carrier plate which aligns with
the bottom leaf of the trigger spring and, using pliers, pinch the spring together, pull it to the right
and remove.Remove the screw from the left front of the carrier plate and remove the magazine
cutoff spring and carrier lever spring; with the magazine cutoff button straight down, lift it out.
The cartridge carrier, sear and carrier lever (cartridge stop) can now be removed and separated.
Drive out the trigger pin to remove the trigger from the sear. Turn out the carrier lever spring
screw to separate it from the carrier lever. Remove the trigger guard front screw and drive the
guard rearward to separate it from the carrier plate. Reassemble in reverse order.French Lebel
M1886 and 1886/93(Uses 8mm Lebel cartridges)General SpecificationsType . . . . . . . . .Turnbolt
repeater.Receiver . . . . . .One-piece machined steel forging with integral upper tang. Slotted
bridge. Lower tang/trigger guard separate part fastened to receiver with screw. Made for two-
piece stock.Bolt . . . . . . . . . .Two-piece with dual-opposed locking lugs on separate bolt head.
Base of bolt handle is safety lug.Ignition . . . . . . .One-piece firing pin powered by coil mainspring.
Cocks on opening bolt.Magazine . . . . .Tubular magazine in fore-end loaded through opened
acton. Eight-shot capacity for rifle.Trigger . . . . . . .Non-adjustable, double-stage military
pull.Safety . . . . . . . .None provided.Extractor . . . . . .One-piece spring type mortised into the bolt
head.Magazine cutoff Lever type positioned at rear right side of receiver.Bolt-stop . . . . . .No
separate bolt stop; see text.Ejector . . . . . . .Stud screw threaded into the left receiver
wall.General SpecificationsType . . . . . . . . .Turnbolt repeater.Receiver . . . . . .One-piece machined 
steel forging with integral upper tang. Slotted bridge. Lower tang/trigger guard separate part
fastened to receiver with screw. Made for two-piece stock.Bolt . . . . . . . . . .Two-piece with dual-
opposed locking lugs on separate bolt head. Base of bolt handle is safety
lug.Ignition . . . . . . .One-piece firing pin powered by coil mainspring. Cocks on opening
bolt.Magazine . . . . .Tubular magazine in fore-end loaded through opened acton. Eight-shot
capacity for rifle.Trigger . . . . . . .Non-adjustable, double-stage military pull.Safety . . . . . . . .None
provided.Extractor . . . . . .One-piece spring type mortised into the bolt head.Magazine cutoff
Lever type positioned at rear right side of receiver.Bolt-stop . . . . . .No separate bolt stop; see



text.Ejector . . . . . . .Stud screw threaded into the left receiver wall.Lebel rifles, as well as the
Berthier and MAS rifles described later, have two types of screws. The main screws that are
removed for field-stripping (bolt head, trigger guard, magazine housing and carrier plate screws)
are slotted so they can be removed with a screwdriver or similar tool. Practically all other screws
are unslotted and require special two-pronged screwdrivers to remove them.The Berthier
RifleThe Lebel design was soon superseded by another, and similar, turnbolt system. M.
Berthier, a Frenchman and an officer of the Algerian Railway Company, adapted a Mannlicher-
type magazine to the Lebel 8mm rifle, eliminating the unsatisfactory tubular magazine. The main
changes were as follows: 1) the “housing” type receiver was made more like a conventional
receiver; 2) cartridge-carrier mechanism and tubular magazine were replaced by a single-
column magazine under the receiver, making it largely a separate part of the action; 3) the two-
piece stock was replaced by a one-piece design; 4) relocating the dual-opposed locking lugs on
the bolt head so that they are vertical when the bolt is locked, and the receiver machined
accordingly.French Berthier action with five-shot magazine.A carbine form of the new design
was adopted in 1890, chambered for the 8mm Lebel cartridge. In time, various rifles and
carbines were developed around the Berthier action, these becoming the standard French
shoulder weapon in both World Wars. By far the most common French military rifle, it is one of
the few foreign arms that appeared on the surplus market after both wars. Remington made
several thousand “Lebels” for France during WW I which were never delivered; these were the
first ones offered on the U.S. market.The Berthier rifles and carbines have long been known as
“8mm Lebel” rifles, perhaps because they’re chambered for the 8mm Lebel cartridge, but the
correct designation is the “Berthier.” In any case, the French rifle discussed here has a single-
column Mannlicher-type magazine.In the 1920s and ’30s many of these rifles were imported and
sold at very low prices and they became the first French rifles to be sporterized. In the 1930s
Stoeger offered a sporter stock for it, and other commercial stockmaking firms followed suit.
Although most firearms experts and gun writers dismiss this action as being wholly
unsatisfactory for a hunting rifle, the fact is that many of them have been remodeled in years
past.The Berthier ActionThe receiver is machined from a one-piece steel forging. The barrel is
securely threaded into the receiver. The V-type threads are right hand. The barrel breech is
slightly coned and part of its circumference is beveled for the extractor. The receiver bridge is
slotted to allow passage of the bolt handle. The right wall of the receiver is partially cut away for
loading and allows the bolt to be turned down to the locked position. Raceways are milled inside
the left and right walls of the receiver for passage of the locking lugs. The raceways end abruptly
inside the bridge. The magazine well opening is milled from the bottom of the receiver to allow
insertion of the clip and cartridges. The cartridge loading ramp begins at a point about midway in
this opening, narrowing toward the front and sloping upward to guide the cartridges into the
chamber.Bolt head of the Berthier bolt showing: (A) dual-opposed locking lugs, (B) ejector slot,
(C) extractor and (D) bolt guide lug and screw.Berthier action, open.There is no recoil lug as
such, but a slotted lug under the receiver ring is fitted with a cross pin to engage the front end of



the magazine wall. Two flat surfaces at the rear tang junction take up most of the recoil, but other
parts of the receiver and trigger guard also absorb some recoil and prevent the action from
moving back in the stock.The magazine shell is attached to the trigger guard by two screws. The
follower assembly (follower arm, follower plate, two flat springs and a screw) is positioned by
and pivots on, a screw in the front of the shell. The front part of the trigger guard provides a
housing in which the clip latch and trigger are fastened—a single V-spring tensions both parts.
The top of this housing extends into the bottom of the receiver and is attached by a screw
passing through the receiver and the housing. The receiver and the magazine/trigger guard are
held together in the stock by this screw, the hook on the front of the magazine shell engaging the
receiver and the two guard screws which connect the rear of the trigger guard to the
receiver.The trigger let-off is the usual double-stage type. The Berthier trigger, like that of most
other French military rifles, is practically straight and extends into the guard bow like a peg or
stick.There were several variations in the Berthier magazines—all required a clip. The cartridges
are first placed in the clip, then the clip and cartridges are inserted into the magazine through the
top of the open action. When fully inserted, the clip latch holds the clip and cartridges down
against the pressure of the follower. After the last cartridge is fed from the clip, the clip drops free
from the bottom of the magazine.Left side of the French Berthier action.Most early Berthier rifles
had a three-shot magazine capacity, with the rear bottom part of the magazine open for the
empty clip to drop free. Later, the magazine was modified to hold a clip of five cartridges. This
extended the magazine well below the trigger guard. The bottom shell or cover of this magazine
has a hinged cover plate to block the clip opening and retain the clip within the action after the
last cartridge is fed from it. The cover plate can be opened, allowing the clip to fall out. Many
Berthiers were made for the five-shot clip, while many three-shot rifles were later converted to
the five-shot system.The bolt assembly, rather complex, has a separate head with dual-locking
lugs at the front; neither lug is slotted. The simple hook spring-extractor is dovetailed into a slot
cut into the bolt head. The bolt face, recessed for the cartridge rim, is cut only for the extractor
and ejector.The bolt handle has a heavy rectangular base which appears to be an integral part
of the bolt body. When the bolt is locked, this heavy base is in front of the receiver bridge and
becomes the safety lug. On the front of the bolt body, in line with the bolt handle base, is a heavy
lug which acts as a bolt guide. This lug extends forward of the bolt body and is notched to
engage over a small lug on the bolt head when it is in place. In addition, there is a large-headed
screw threaded through this lug and into a hole in the bolt head. The notch, lug and screw hold
the bolt head in place, preventing it from rotating on the bolt body.The bolt body is drilled from
the front to accept the coil mainspring and the one-piece firing pin. When the bolt head is in
place the mainspring is compressed between a shoulder on the firing pin and a collar in the rear
of the bolt body.The heavy cocking piece fits over the back end of the firing pin, which projects
from the bolt body. The firing pin is anchored within the cocking piece by a double hooked button
fitted in the rear of the cocking piece and engaging notches on the end of the firing pin. On top of
the cocking piece there is a heavy lug which fits the slot in the receiver bridge. Below this lug is a



cocking cam matching a notch in the bolt body. The action is cocked on lifting the bolt
handle.The Berthier action has no safety, no magazine cut-off, nor any separate bolt-stop. The
bolt stops when the locking lugs contact the ends of the lug raceways in the bridge. The ejector
is merely a small projection on top of the housing on the trigger guard which protrudes into a
groove in the bolt body and head.Top view of the Berthier action.French Model 1916 Berthier
rifle chambered for the 8mm Lebel cartridge.OperationTo load, raise the bolt handle and pull the
bolt back. Insert a fully- or partially-loaded clip into the opened action, pressing the cartridges
down until the clip latch has engaged the clip. Pushing the bolt forward moves the top cartridge
out of the clip into the chamber, allowing the follower to raise the next cartridge in the clip against
the bolt. Turning the bolt handle down locks the cartridge in the chamber and the action is
cocked. Pulling the trigger releases the firing mechanism, discharging the cartridge. On raising
the bolt handle, the striker is cocked and the fired case is cammed back when the front of the
bolt guide rib moves over the inclined surface of the receiver ring. Pulling the bolt back draws the
case from the chamber, ejecting it up and to the right. When the last cartridge is fed from the clip,
the clip is free to drop of its own weight, either falling from the magazine or when the hinged
cover plate is opened. To unload a full- or partially-loaded clip, open the bolt and slightly depress
the cartridges and clip while pressing the clip latch in the trigger guard. Releasing the pressure
on the cartridges allows the clip to rise and be pulled from the action.Takedown and AssemblyTo
remove the bolt, raise the bolt handle and pull the bolt about halfway back. With a large
screwdriver remove the large-headed screw from the bolt guide rib lug. Move the bolt until the
bolt head can be turned free from the bolt body, then pull the bolt to the rear and lift out the bolt
head. Reassemble in reverse order.To disassemble the firing mechanism, remove the bolt from
the action and rotate the cocking piece counterclockwise so it falls against the bolt body. Turn
the firing pin button so its slot aligns with the notch in the thumbpiece on the cocking piece.
Grasp the bolt and cocking piece firmly and, placing the firing pin tip on a hard surface, press
down on the bolt until the firing pin button clears the cocking piece and can be slipped off. The
firing pin and mainspring can then be pulled from the bolt. Reassemble in reverse order.To
remove barrel and action from the stock, remove the barrel bands from the forend. Remove the
screw from the right of the receiver bridge and the screw from the rear of the trigger guard, grasp
the trigger guard and pull it out of the stock. Remove the tang screw and lift the action and barrel
from the stock. All other parts can then be removed by turning out various screws and driving
pins from the receiver and magazine units. Reassemble in reverse order. The barrel should not
be unthreaded from the receiver unless absolutely necessary, and then only if the proper tools
are available.CommentsThe French Berthier rifles (there are many models and variations) were
rugged and serviceable military weapons and their long use has proved this. The action is strong
and safe enough for the 8mm Lebel cartridge. The rifles, provided the bore is in excellent
condition, are generally quite accurate. Feeding, ignition, extraction and ejection are positive and
reliable.All action parts are well made, generally, well-finished and smooth. No doubt good
steels were used in the manufacture and heat-treated where needed. All in all, Berthier rifles are



good.However, the Berthier action has a number of faults and undesirable features. The worst
feature is that a special clip must be used to fire the rifle as a repeater. Requiring the bolt to be
separated before it can be removed is also bad. The lack of a safety may also be highly
undesirable. The five-shot magazine projecting so far below the stock is never liked, and the
belly of the three-shot magazine is often disliked.Berthier MarkingsUsually the place of
manufacture and the model designation are stamped on the left side of the receiver, such as: St
Etienne Mle 1892.Since many Berthiers were “transformed” to another model at a later date, the
original model designation may not always be correct. The serial number is stamped at the base
of the bolt handle and breech end of the barrel. The date of manufacture (year) is usually
stamped on the breech end of the barrel as well, along with an assortment of inspector’s,
arsenal and proof marks. Sometimes there are two dates stamped on the barrel; the earliest
date probably indicating when the rifle was made originally and the later date perhaps showing
the year of “transformation.” The letters MAC, MAS or MAT are often stamped on the barrel.
These indicate the French arsenal where the rifle or barrel was made, or where it was rebuilt or
transformed. In each case, the letters MA stand for “Manufacture d’Armes,” and the last letter—
C, S or T—indicates the arsenal located at Chatellerault, St. Etienne or Tulle.French Berthier
Model 1890 (and later)(Uses 8mm Lebel cartridges)General
SpecificationsType . . . . . . . . .Turnbolt repeater.Receiver . . . . . .One-piece machined steel forging, 
slotted bridge. One-piece stock.Bolt . . . . . . . . . .Two-piece, dual-opposed forward locking lugs on 
separate bolt head. Base of the bolt handle is safety lug.Ignition . . . . . . . .One-piece firing pin
powered by coil mainspring. Cocks on opening bolt.Magazine . . . . .Single-column non-
detachable box magazine. Special clip required. Three- or five-shot capacity.Trigger . . . . . . .Non-
adjustable, double-stage military pull.Safety . . . . . . . .None provided.Extractor . . . . . .One-piece
spring type mortised into bolt head.Magazine cutoff None provided.Bolt-stop . . . . . .No separate
bolt-stop; see text.Ejector . . . . . . .Stud type, made as integral part of triggeGeneral
SpecificationsType . . . . . . . . .Turnbolt repeater.Receiver . . . . . .One-piece machined steel forging, 
slotted bridge. One-piece stock.Bolt . . . . . . . . . .Two-piece, dual-opposed forward locking lugs on 
separate bolt head. Base of the bolt handle is safety lug.Ignition . . . . . . . .One-piece firing pin
powered by coil mainspring. Cocks on opening bolt.Magazine . . . . .Single-column non-
detachable box magazine. Special clip required. Three- or five-shot capacity.Trigger . . . . . . .Non-
adjustable, double-stage military pull.Safety . . . . . . . .None provided.Extractor . . . . . .One-piece
spring type mortised into bolt head.Magazine cutoff None provided.Bolt-stop . . . . . .No separate
bolt-stop; see text.Ejector . . . . . . .Stud type, made as integral part of triggeThe 8mm Lebel
CartridgeThis cartridge was the first relatively small-bore smokeless powder rifle cartridge to be
adopted by a world power. In doing so, France led other countries by about two years. The 8mm
Lebel cartridge is based on a rimmed, bottlenecked case, with the case body having a double
taper. Although originally loaded with a full-jacketed flat-nosed bullet, for use in the tubular
magazine Lebel rifle, in 1898 it became the first military cartridge loaded with a spitzer-point
boattail bullet.During WW I, Remington contracted with France to make both rifles and



ammunition. As a result of contract cancellations after the war, a great many of these rifles
remained in the United States and were sold on the commercial market. Remington then loaded
sporting ammunition for these rifles until about 1964. Remington loaded 8mm Lebel sporting
ammo with a 170-grain softpoint bullet to a muzzle velocity of 2640 fps. At 200 yards the velocity
is 1960 fps, remaining energy 1450 foot pounds, while midrange trajectory over this range is
3.4”. This compares favorably with such more popular cartridges as 30-40, 303 British, 300
Savage and 8mm Mauser. Regardless of what I said about the French rifles chambered for the
8mm Lebel cartridge (to my knowledge no other rifles were so chambered), it is a good
load.French Model 1936 MAS rifle chambered for the 7.5mm French cartridge. Like the Lebel,
this rifle has a two-piece stock.The number of models, variations and transformations of rifles
and carbines based on the Berthier action are too many to list here. Starting with the very old
Gras action, we have seen how France used this basic turnbolt system with various types of
magazines of Kropatschek, Lebel and Berthier designs. This brings us to the last version, a
turnbolt action fitted with a Mauser-type staggered-column magazine. These rifles (there are
about three different variations) are known as the French Model 1934.French M1936 MAS
action.The Model 1934 French RifleI have to backtrack a bit here. In 1929, France developed a
modern rimless military cartridge for light machine gun use—it was difficult to make or adapt any
machine gun to handle the rimmed 8mm Lebel cartridge. The new cartridge, a rimless,
bottlenecked case loaded with a 7.5mm bullet, is known as the 7.5mm French Ml929C,
7.5x54mm French MAS or as the 7.5mm MAS. It was almost impossible to use the old 8mm
Lebel cartridge in anything but a tubular or single-column magazine and, since the prospects for
continued peace looked poor, the French officials decided to adapt the Model 1907/15 rifle (a
Berthier variation) to this new cartridge.This was done by fitting the old receiver with a box
magazine wide enough to hold a staggered-column of five 7.5mm cartridges. The bottom of the
magazine box has a detachable floorplate which fits in place and is held closed by a spring-
loaded plunger— like the M98 Mauser. The magazine well opening in the receiver was milled so
integral cartridge guide lips remain—also like the Mauser system. A follower, with a rib on one
side and set on a W-shaped follower spring, completed the magazine. Notches were then milled
in the front of the receiver bridge slot to accept a stripper clip—so the magazine could be loaded
quickly. Other necessary things were done with the action to handle the 7.5mm cartridge. The
barrel and action were set into a one-piece stock, and the result was the Model 1934—the year
in which it was adopted.The outside appearance of the M34 is not too unlike the three-shot
Berthier, except that it does not have quite as much belly. At best, the new rifle was only a
makeshift stop-gap affair, practically obsolete before it was made. Probably not too many M34s
were made—they are rare in the U.S., hence of considerable interest to the collector.The MAS
Model 1936A year or so after the 7.5mm French cartridge was introduced, French ordnance
began to develop a new shoulder arm for it. Discarding all previous turnbolt rifle designs, they
devised an entirely new action system in 1932, and that rifle is the MAS M-1932. A limited
number of M32s were made for testing, and after four years (with a number of modifications) the



final version was approved and adopted as the MAS Model 1936. The development work was
done in France’s largest arms making city, St. Etienne, by the Manufacture d’Armes St. Etienne,
of which “MAS” is an abbreviation. It was the latest and the best military bolt-action rifle adopted
and made by France.French MAS Model 1936(Uses French 7.5mm cartridges)General
SpecificationsType . . . . . . . . .Turn-bolt repeater.Receiver . . . . . .One-piece, machined steel
forging with integral magazine box. Non-slotted bridge. Two-piece stock.Bolt . . . . . . . . . .One-
piece, with dual-opposed locking lugs at rear. No safety lug.Ignition . . . . . . .One-piece hollow
striker powered by coil mainspring. Cocks on opening bolt.Magazine . . . . .Staggered-column
box magazine made integral with receiver. Five-shot capacity. Quick-detachable
floorplate.Trigger . . . . . . .Non-adjustable double-stage military pull.Safety . . . . . . . .None
provided.Extractor . . . . . .One-piece flat spring extractor mortised into bolt.Magazine cutoff None
provided.Bolt-stop . . . . . .Pivoting type engages in groove at bottom of
bolt.Ejector . . . . . . .Pivoting type integral with bolt-stop.General
SpecificationsType . . . . . . . . .Turn-bolt repeater.Receiver . . . . . .One-piece, machined steel
forging with integral magazine box. Non-slotted bridge. Two-piece stock.Bolt . . . . . . . . . .One-
piece, with dual-opposed locking lugs at rear. No safety lug.Ignition . . . . . . .One-piece hollow
striker powered by coil mainspring. Cocks on opening bolt.Magazine . . . . .Staggered-column
box magazine made integral with receiver. Five-shot capacity. Quick-detachable
floorplate.Trigger . . . . . . .Non-adjustable double-stage military pull.Safety . . . . . . . .None
provided.Extractor . . . . . .One-piece flat spring extractor mortised into bolt.Magazine cutoff None
provided.Bolt-stop . . . . . .Pivoting type engages in groove at bottom of
bolt.Ejector . . . . . . .Pivoting type integral with bolt-stop.The MAS M36 rifle weighs about 8.25
pounds, has a 22.6” round, stepped barrel and is 49.13” overall. The buttstock, held in place by a
single screw, is very short. The distance from buttplate to trigger is only 12.62”. A separate
forend (extending to within 5” of the muzzle) and the full-length wooden handguard are held to
the barrel by two bands. A metal hook, attached to the rear of the forend, engages in a recess at
the front of the receiver and holds the forend assembly against the receiver. The M36 is fitted
with a skewer-type bayonet carried reversed in a tube within the forend under the barrel. The
leather carrying sling is attached to the left side of the rifle on a bar on the buttstock and on a
loop on the middle barrel band. The aperture rear sight, mounted on the receiver bridge, is
adjustable for elevation only—from 200 to 1200 meters.The only variation of this rifle is the
paratroop model, designated the MAS Model 1936 CR39 rifle. This model has a folding
aluminum stock, hinged just forward of the trigger. When unlatched, it can be swung under and
to the left of the forend. It weighs about 8 pounds. Both rifles are chambered for the 7.5mm
French cartridge.French M1936 MAS action, open.The M1936 ActionThe receiver of the French
Model 1936 rifle is a box-like affair, or housing, with the entire magazine box made as an integral
part of the steel forging. The magazine housing extends to the front of the receiver and is hollow
forward of the front magazine wall. There is no receiver ring as such; the receiver housing is
bored and threaded to receive the barrel shank instead. There is a complete ring of steel in the



receiver against which the breech end of the barrel butts, and which surrounds the head of the
bolt when it is closed. The ring is about ¼” wide and the bolt is enclosed to this depth.The
loading/ejection port begins at the rear of this ring and extends to the receiver bridge—an
opening 2.925” long. When the bolt is open the breech end of the barrel and the chamber are
clearly visible. The right side of the ejection port is cut down to the level of the cartridge guide lip
of the magazine well, while the left side is cut slightly below the level of the top of the bolt,
leaving a wall about ½” high. A thumb notch is cut into the rear of this left wall to aid in stripping
cartridges from a clip when loading the rifle. Because the bolt diameter is quite large, the loading/
ejection port is also, but this is not at all objectionable.The receiver bridge, about 2.60” long, is
unslotted. An integral raised strip is milled on top of the bridge to form a housing for the rear
sight components. At the front of the receiver bridge is the clip charger guide.The one-piece bolt,
very rugged, is also quite large in diameter; .800” as compared to the Mauser and
Springfield .700”, and the Mark V Weatherby .840”. The front of the bolt is recessed for the
cartridge head. The only break in the recess is the narrow ejector slot and the cut for the
extractor, about .320 ” wide. The extractor, made of spring steel, and about 2.80” long, is
mortised and dovetailed into the bolt body. It has a sturdy beveled hook which easily slips over
and engages the extractor groove in the cartridge head. A small round stud under the front of the
extractor fits into a matching hole in the bolt; this prevents longitudinal movement of the extractor
in the bolt.The solid, dual-opposed locking lugs, about 1.75” from the rear of the bolt body,
engage in dual raceways and shoulders milled inside the heavy receiver bridge. The raceways
are inclined on the shoulder approaches and provides camming action to draw the bolt forward
as the bolt is closed and the handle is turned down.The bolt handle is an integral part of a collar
at the rear of the bolt—the collar is also part of the bolt. The bolt handle stem is round and tapers
to the round, hollow grasping ball—the stem is bent forward and down. When the bolt is closed,
the collar closes all openings at the rear of the receiver. A raised portion on the collar is beveled
to match a similar surface on the left rear of the receiver, and provides the initial extraction power
on raising the bolt handle. On moving the bolt forward to close the action, these surfaces impart
initial turning motion to the bolt.The bolt is drilled from the rear to accept the one-piece hollow
firing pin. The collar at the rear of the bolt is milled to accept the bolt closure button. This button
has two lugs, and the inside of the collar is milled leaving shoulders and recesses so the button
is locked in place when it is rotated after insertion. There is a rod projecting forward out of the
bolt button and the small coil mainspring is compressed over this rod as it extends into the
hollow firing pin.The rear underside of the bolt body, just forward of the bolt collar, is milled to
form a cocking cam surface. The cocking cam on the rear of the firing pin fits into this notch. The
cocking cam extends below the bolt body into a groove cut into the receiver, and has a notch to
engage the sear. On raising the bolt handle, the firing pin is forced back until the cocking cam
slips onto a flat spot on the end of the camming surface. On closing the bolt, the sear engages
the cocking cam and holds the firing pin back as the bolt is fully closed and locked.The sear is
positioned in a groove below the receiver bridge and is held in place by, and pivots on a pin.



Tension is provided by a stiff coil spring. A projection on the rear of the sear protrudes through a
hole in the receiver to engage the cocking cam of the firing pin. The trigger is pivoted on a pin in
the sear.Underside of M1936 MAS bolt showing: (A) twin gas vent holes in the bolt stop groove,
(B) center gas vent hole, (C) dual-opposed locking lugs and (D) cocking cam.The combination
bolt-stop/ejector fits partially inside the sear, partially over the trigger, and pivots on the pin with
the trigger. The front of the bolt-stop/ejector projects upward through a hole in the receiver and is
provided upward tension by a small coil spring between it and the sear. A narrow inclined groove
is cut into the bottom of the bolt, extending into the bolt face recess for the narrow ejector. A
wider groove is cut beside it for the bolt-stop, but this groove ends abruptly about ¼” from the
head of the bolt. The bolt-stop is released (to remove the bolt) by pulling the trigger back as far
as it will go. The bolt-stop/ejector, riding in the grooves, also acts as a bolt guide when the bolt is
operated and prevents the bolt from turning as it is drawn back.Two gas vent holes in the front of
the bolt-stop groove effectively take care of any gases that enter the firing pin hole by venting
them rearward through the thumb notch in the left receiver wall. If this is not enough, there is
another hole, in about the center of the bolt, to vent any gases getting back this far into the
magazine. The firing pin, bolt and bolt button are constructed to make gas escape impossible
through the rear of the bolt. There is no danger of the firing pin or button ever being blown out of
the bolt.The trigger guard bow is a separate part and a hook at the front engages a groove in the
rear wall of the magazine box. The buttstock is clamped between the trigger guard bow and
receiver by the guard screw threading into the receiver tang. The rear of the magazine housing is
hollowed out slightly, and the tenon on the front of the buttstock fits into this hollow to help
secure the stock to the receiver and prevent it from splitting.As mentioned before, the four walls
of the magazine box are an integral part of the receiver housing. The walls are quite thick
(about .090”) and reinforced in spots. A machined, hollow floorplate fits in the bottom of the
magazine box. It is held in place by a lip at the rear of the plate engaging in a groove in the
magazine box and by a push-button latch on the front engaging in a groove at the front of the
right magazine wall. A conventional steel follower and W-shaped follower spring are used. The
ends of the spring are mortised into the follower and floorplate.OperationThe MAS M36 rifle
operates like most other staggered-column box magazine bolt-action rifles. The bolt handle is
raised and drawn back to open the action. With the bolt open, the magazine is loaded by
pressing single cartridges directly into the magazine, or placing a loaded stripper clip in the clip-
charger and pressing the cartridges into the magazine. The bolt is then pushed forward, feeding
the topmost cartridge from the magazine into the chamber. Turning the bolt handle down locks
the cartridge in the chamber. The action is left cocked when the bolt handle is turned down, and
pulling the trigger will release the firing pin to discharge the cartridge. The rifle cannot be fired
unless the bolt handle is nearly all the way down and the bolt locked. On opening the bolt the
fired case will be extracted and ejected from the action—the cycle can then be repeated. The
rear of the follower is beveled and does not prevent the bolt from closing when the magazine is
empty. The magazine can be unloaded by removing the floorplate. There is no safety, but the



bolt handle fully raised makes an effective safety.Takedown and AssemblyMake sure the
chamber and magazine are empty. Remove the buttstock by turning out the trigger guard screw.
Pull the trigger guard from the stock and away from the receiver, and pull the stock back and
down from the receiver. Remove the forend and handguard by turning the cross screw out of the
front barrel band and pulling the band forward. Turn out the screw from the middle barrel band
and remove it, then lift off the forend and handguard. Reassemble in reverse order.Remove the
bolt by raising the bolt handle and drawing the bolt to the rear as far as it will go; pull the trigger
back all the way and then remove the bolt. To disassemble the bolt, grasp it in the left hand and,
with the right thumb, depress the bolt button and turn it clockwise ¼-turn or until it snaps out.
The bolt button, mainspring and firing pin can then be removed from the bolt. Reassemble as
follows: insert the firing pin in the bolt with the cocking cam lug resting on the flat spot of the
cocking cam. Insert the mainspring and bolt button, aligning the left index mark on the bolt
button with the index mark on the bolt. Press the button all the way into the bolt or until it can be
rotated counterclockwise ¼-turn.The extractor can be removed using a screwdriver and lifting its
front end up, away from the bolt, until the extractor can be pulled forward and out of the bolt.
Reassemble in reverse order.Depress the button on the right front of the floorplate and pull it,
along with the spring and follower, from the magazine box. The follower and floorplate can then
be pulled off the ends of the follower spring. In reassembling, the narrow end of the follower
spring goes into the follower. To remove the floorplate latch and spring, drive the small latch
retainer pin from the floorplate.Remove the trigger assembly by driving out the sear pin, then pull
down on the rear of the sear until it is free of the receiver. The trigger pin can then be driven out
to separate trigger, bolt-stop/ejector and bolt-stop/ejector spring from the sear. Reassemble in
reverse order.The barrel is threaded (right-hand threads) tightly into the receiver and it should
not be removed unless necessary, and then only if you have the proper tools.MarkingsThe
French MAS Model 1936 rifles are boldly marked with the designation MASM LE 1936 stamped
on the left side of the receiver. The serial number is stamped below the designation marking, as
well as on the floorplate and on the stem of the bolt handle. Various French proofmarks and
inspector’s marks are stamped on the receiver ring and the breech end of the barrel.CommentsI
have gone to some length describing the MAS Model 1936 rifle and action because I think this
action is most interesting and unusual. To be sure, this action has some faults, but it also has
some excellent features worthy of comment and consideration.It appears to be a very strong
action. The two locking lugs are solid and massive. There is a lot of metal in the receiver bridge
to support the lugs when the bolt is locked and there is no chance that these supporting
shoulders will fail. Though the left side wall of the receiver has a thumb notch, there is ample
metal connecting the receiver bridge to the ring. The receiver is strengthened further by the ridge
of metal along each side and by the heavy walled integral magazine. There is little chance of the
receiver parting in the middle even though the locking lugs are at the rear of the bolt. I cannot
see how the receiver could “stretch,” and the very heavy bolt is certainly not going to compress
when firing the rifle. For many years, the prevailing opinion has been that only a bolt action with



at least two forward locking lugs is worth considering. If we consider the success of the fine
Schultz & Larsen action, the Remington Model 788, the Steyr-Mannlicher SL and others with
locking lugs at the rear of the bolt, then I can see nothing wrong with the MAS design. The MAS
design also results in a shorter bolt travel (the reader may want to compare the action
specifications in this book), and this may aid in speed of operation. An important result of this
design is that the cartridges do not span any gap between the magazine and chamber, the
resultant feeding being more positive and reliable.I believe the MAS M36 is also a very safe
action because the front of the bolt is surrounded by a solid ring of steel when the bolt is locked,
the bolt face nearly contacts the barrel, and the rim of the cartridge is almost fully enclosed; the
rear of the bolt is entirely closed so that gases can’t escape.The bolt of the MAS is relatively
short and the long receiver bridge gives considerable support resulting in little “play” or
looseness of the bolt when the action is open. On the few rifles I have examined and handled,
bolt operation was easy and smooth. I noticed too, that the actions were generally very well
made and finished. I especially like the extractor of this action. It is simple and strong—modern
designers of turnbolt actions might do well to copy it. I certainly would consider it better then
some puny modern rifle extractors like those of the Remington M700 and Weatherby actions.As
for the magazine box being made as part of the receiver, I have not decided whether I like this or
not. The same goes for the two-piece stock design imposed by the “housing” type receiver.
However, I have always admired the Model 99 Savage rifle with its exposed receiver, and I do
not believe I’d mind the exposed MAS M36 receiver on a sporting rifle. To my way of thinking this
receiver has rather nice lines, including those where the buttstock contacts the receiver. I like the
magazine floorplate and the way it is released, although I’d rather have the floorplate fitted so it
would be flush with the bottom of the magazine box.Bolt head of the M1936 MAS showing: (A)
extractor, (B) cartridge head recess, (C) ejector slot and (D) bolt stop notch.Top view of M1936
MAS action.French Model 1916 Berthier carbine in 8mm Lebel caliber.I found the box magazine
to be a marvel the way it will accept and feed a wide variety of cartridges. It will only handle
cartridges about 3.0” in overall length, but many cartridges fall within these limits. For example, it
will feed perfectly such cartridges as the 22-250, 25-3000, 243, 6mm, 257 Roberts, 7mm, 284,
308, 35 Remington and 358. All of these cartridges have a smaller rim diameter than the 7.5mm
French cartridges and this would require that the rim recess in the bolt might have to be reduced
in some manner, and the claw of the extractor made longer.The MAS M36 is an astonishingly
simple action with a minimum of parts—fewer than any other high-powered turnbolt repeater of
which I am aware. For example, this action has twelve fewer component parts than the M98
Mauser, which has fewer part than the 03 Springfield. The entire M36 bolt assembly consists of
just five parts; bolt, extractor, firing pin, mainspring and bolt button. An action that has few parts
is not always an indication it is good, but like any piece of machinery, fewer parts lessen the
chance for breakdown.This action has no safety and that may be a strike against it—depending
on one’s viewpoint. I can’t see how a safety could be incorporated in the bolt to lock both the bolt
and firing pin, but a simple safety could be built into the trigger guard to lock the trigger.There is



one thing I do not like about this action—the bolt handle. To keep the action and the rifle as
compact as possible, the trigger and trigger guard were positioned well under the receiver
bridge. Since the base of the bolt handle must be on the rear end of the bolt due to the bolt
design, in order to keep the grasping ball from bruising the shooter’s finger it had to be arched
forward. I haven’t found this bolt handle placement to be awkward or inconvenient when
operating this action, but I don’t like the looks of it. So far, I’m still not used to the looks of the
forward-bent bolt handles on the 600 Remington and 800 Mossberg rifles, but like the MAS
M36, one should not mind the looks of the handle if the bolt is convenient to operate and is out
of the way of the trigger finger.7.5mm MAS and RechamberingAs previously mentioned, the
7.5mm French MAS (7.5x54mm) cartridge was introduced in 1929. It is a rimless bottlenecked
cartridge nearly identical in appearance and ballistics to the 308 Winchester or 7.62mm NATO
cartridges. The 7.5 indicates the caliber and bore diameter, which is .295”, and 54 indicates a
case length of 2.12”. The overall length of the cartridge is about 3.00”. The standard military ball
loading drives the 139-grain jacketed pointed bullet of .307” diameter at a muzzle velocity of
2674 fps.The above figures for the bore and bullet diameter show that the cartridge is very close
to being a 30-caliber like our 308 and 30-06 which have a normal bore size of .300”, and
normally use .308” bullets. The groove diameter of the 7.5mm MAS barrel runs about .3075”
to .3085”, and has a rifling twist of one turn in 10”. In handloading this cartridge, regular .308”
jacketed bullets can be used.The 7.5mm MAS cartridge was loaded only for military use and
was Berdan primed. The problem presented to the handloader is that the 7.5mm case is an odd
size, having a head diameter of about .481” compared to the .470” for the 30-06 case. The 7.5
MAS ammunition has always been very hard to obtain. I have heard that the best cartridge case
to use in handloading the ammunition is the 6.5x55mm. However, I cannot vouch for this
because I have never tried it.SporterizingSince the end of WW II, military surplus arms dealers
have imported and offered for sale many different bolt-action rifles. Most abundant of these have
been the many models of the Mausers, Lee-Enfields and Carcanos. MAS M36 rifles seem to
have been more scarce for I have not seen them advertised for sale for many years. There are,
however, a sprinkle of them throughout the country, and I suspect that most of them were sent
home by GIs who liberated them from the German Occupation Forces in France.Though I have
never remodeled this rifle, and probably never will, if I had one in the days when I did much
remodeling and rifle building, I probably would have approached the job with great enthusiasm.
This is what I would have done: I’d replace the barrel with one 22” of sporter weight chambered
for 257 Roberts or 7mm Mauser; fit a tapered forend of the Model 99 Savage rifle pattern;
remove the military rear sight and base from the receiver and install a Lyman or Redfield
receiver sight and a ramp front sight on the barrel, or mount a scope on the receiver using a
Buehler blank base. I’d weld a strap to the front of the trigger guard to move it about 1” farther to
the rear and make a similar tang extension on the receiver for the guard screw; the trigger would
be altered, positioning it to the rear in the relocated trigger guard. A crossbolt safety in the rear of
the trigger guard would lock the trigger and a new buttstock with a capped pistol grip and panels



forward of the grip like the Model 99 Savage stock. With the trigger, trigger guard and grip
located farther back on the action, I would then bend the bolt handle down, and shorten its stem
to place the grasping ball within easy reach. Finally, I’d polish and blue the metal parts, jewel the
bolt and checker the grip and forend.In my search for information about the MAS M36, I came
across an item written by a well-known gun authority stating that Manufacture d’Armes had
made a sporting rifle on the M36 action. According to him these were made in 7x57mm,
8x60mm Magnum and 10.75x68mm. The last two cartridges are longer than the magazine
opening of the military action, therefore, the sporter action must have had a longer box. A safety
was also provided in the trigger guard.German Model 88Commission Rifle FdH(Pictured above)
M88 (KAR.88) German Commission carbine.THE GERMAN MODEL 88 rifle, adopted in 1888
and correctly known as the German Commission Model 88, was the official German military rifle
until succeeded by the famous Model 98 Mauser in 1898. The M71 Mauser single shot and the
M71/84 Mauser repeater, both in 11mm caliber, preceded the M88 as the official German
military shoulder arms.The 88 rifle was developed by a group of men, headquartering in
Spandau, Germany, who formed the German Military Rifle Testing Commission, thus its unusual
name. Although it has some features taken from earlier and Mannlicher rifles, it is neither a
“Mauser” nor a “Mannlicher.” A well-planned and thought out rifle, the main features of the
receiver and bolt were used long afterward on the Mannlicher-Schoenauer sporting
rifles.Developed with the M88 rifle was Germany’s first small-caliber smokeless military
cartridge. It was a bottle-necked, rimless cartridge of 8mm caliber, and the forerunner of the
world famous 8x57 Mauser cartridge.Vast quantities of M88 Commission rifles and carbines
were made in various German government arsenals. These rifles were usually marked “GEW.88”
stamped on the left side of the receiver. “GEW” is an abbreviation of the German word Gewehr,
meaning rifle. The rifles had a 29.1” barrel, the carbines with a 17.62” barrel; the receivers were
usually marked “KAR.88.” “KAR.” is an abbreviation for Karabiner, meaning carbine. Both the rifle
and carbine were made with a barrel jacket, a thin-walled steel tube covering the entire length of
the barrel. The jacket is large enough to leave an air space between the jacket and barrel. The
carbine has a turned-down spoon-shaped bolt handle, while the rifle has a straight bolt handle
with a round grasping ball. A great many of these arms were also made in plants in Austria,
including the great Steyr works.As these rifles became obsolete, many of them turned up in the
United States. During the 1920s and ’30s, the M88 Carbine was especially common, many of
them used “as issued” for hunting big game.Action ConstructionThe receiver is milled from a
one-piece steel forging. The receiver ring is round except for a very small projection underneath
which forms the recoil lug. The small recoil lug required that a square-stemmed cross-bolt be
used in the stock—the recoil lug engaging a groove milled into the cross-bolt. A longer projection
at the bottom rear of the receiver ring forms the cartridge guide. The front of the receiver is
threaded on the outside for the barrel jacket collar and on the inside for the barrel shank. The
breech end of the barrel abuts against two semi-circular shoulders milled inside the receiver
ring; these shoulders partially ring the bolt head. To the rear of these shoulders, the inside of the



receiver is milled out to receive the locking lugs of the bolt.The rear part of the receiver,
commonly called the bridge, is slotted on top so that the bolt handle can pass through it when
opening and closing the action. A simple bolt stop is positioned on the left side of the receiver
bridge and hinged there by a pin through a stud on the receiver. Tension is provided to the bolt
stop by a small coil spring.The bolt assembly is comprised of the bolt body with its integral
handle, bolt head assembly and firing mechanism. The bolt body is a cylindrical, hollow tube
drilled from front to rear. The opposed dual locking lugs are on the extreme forward end of the
bolt body and engage matching recesses in the receiver when the bolt is closed.The left (or top)
locking lug has a narrow slot cut through it. This allows the bolt to pass over a finger on the end
of the bolt stop—this finger activates the ejector when the bolt is opened. The right (or bottom)
locking lug is solid with its top front corner beveled to match a similar bevel machined on the top
shoulder inside the receiver ring. This provides the initial extraction camming power on opening
the bolt.The separate bolt head is made to fit closely on and inside the front end of the belt body.
A small lug on the stem of the bolt head fits in a matching circular recess cut inside the bolt body
to hold the two parts together, except when the bolt head is rotated to a certain position. The
small spring extractor is mortised into a groove in the right side of the bolt head. The extractor
easily snaps over the cartridge rim when the bolt is closed on a cartridge singly loaded into the
chamber, or on a cartridge that is chambered from the magazine ahead of the extractor. A lug on
the left of the belt bead matches the left locking lug on the bolt and contains the very small
ejector. On some bolt heads, the ejector is held in place by a small screw, while on others friction
alone holds it in place when the bolt head is disassembled from the bolt body. The end of the
ejector protrudes through a hole in the face of the bolt head recess. The face of the bolt head is
recessed for the cartridge head. On some bolt heads, the rim of the recess covers about 75
percent of the circumference of the cartridge head. On others, the rim is not cut away at all—
except for the extractor cut. The bolt head does not rotate with the bolt. It is prevented from doing
so by the flattened end of the firing pin fitted into its slotted stem.The rear end of the bolt has a
hole that is smaller than the main hole through the bolt body. The mainspring is compressed
between the shoulder formed by the smaller hole and the shoulder on the front of the firing
pin.German M88 (GEW.88) Commission rifle.Close-up of the M88 German Commission carbine
action.The threaded rear end of the firing pin extends through the center of the cocking piece
and is retained there by the firing pin nut. A flat spot on the rear of the unthreaded part of the
firing pin matches a flat surface inside the cocking piece and prevents the firing pin from turning.
A notch in the front of the firing pin nut engages the rear end of the safety when it is turned tight—
to prevent the nut from coming loose. The rear, flared part of the firing pin nut has a narrow
flange extending into the cocking cam raceway of the receiver and a wide flange, the size of the
locking lug raceway, extending to the left. Their purpose is to deflect powder gases away from
the shooter’s face—in the event of a ruptured primer or case head.The rear end of the bolt body
has a deep cam notch to engage the cam on the front of the cocking piece. When the bolt
handle is lifted, the cocking piece is cammed back about .370”.the remaining cocking motion is



done on closing the bolt. Essentially, the M88 is a “cock-on-opening” action, since the greatest
amount of cocking is done when the bolt is opened. This action can be uncocked without
snapping by closing the bolt while holding the trigger back. This should only be done on an
empty chamber.The wing safety fits into a hole bored longitudinally in the top part of the cocking
piece. It is held in place by the firing pin nut. A small coil spring around the safety stems holds
the safety back against the firing pin nut to prevent the nut from turning, yet allows the safety to
be pushed forward so the nut can be unscrewed. It also provides tension to the safety so it will
remain in the position to which it is rotated.Rotating the safety to the “up” or “right” position, its
forward end engages a notch cut into the rear of the bolt body, camming the cocking piece back
slightly so it is free of the main sear and, at the same time, locking the bolt so it cannot be
opened. Since the safety, safety spring, cocking piece, firing pin nut and firing pin are assembled
as a unit, they all move as a unit when the action is cocked and fired.The trigger assembly is a
simple one, composed of a trigger, sear housing, sear trigger spring, trigger pin, sear pin and
sear housing pin. The sear housing pin holds the assembly to the receiver. The trigger is the
double-stage type. The first part of the trigger pull, quite long and light, nearly disengages the
sear from the cocking piece. A shorter, but heavier, final pull disengages the sear from the
cocking piece.The trigger guard/magazine is machined and formed as a single unit. A long
screw, through a hole in the rear of the trigger guard, threads into the tang of the receiver. A
shorter screw, through a hole in the front of the guard, threads into a round stud, silver soldered
to the barrel jacket. Both hold the action and barrel in the stock.The trigger guard bow opening is
long— the bow itself is very thick and wide. The magazine box, more or less a walled shell,
extends below the stock line, forward of the guard bow, housing the various magazine parts
which hold and guide the cartridge clip. It is essential that a clip be used in this action, since it is
the clip that holds the cartridges in position in the magazine. I will go into more detail later.A
catch, which pivots on a screw and is given tension by a small coil spring, is positioned in the
rear of the magazine. This catch has a hook on its upper end to engage and hold the loaded clip
down. A button on the lower end of the catch protrudes inside the guard bow and can be
depressed to release the loaded clip. The follower arm, positioned in the front of the magazine
on a screw, is given tension by a heavy coil spring and plunger, located in a hole in the heavy
front part of the magazine. The rear underside of the magazine is open to allow the empty clip to
fall out. The remainder of the magazine opening is closed by a flat piece of steel, held in place
by a screw.The clip is a U-shaped piece of spring steel which holds five cartridges. The top and
bottom of the clip are identical. The edges of the side are curved inward to hold the cartridges
and to form guide or retainer lips when the loaded clip is in the action. Ridges inside the rear of
the clip match the extractor groove in the cartridge head. When loading the cartridges into the
clip they must be inserted with their heads engaged behind these ridges. The ridges thus hold
the cartridges securely in the clip, and the rifle’s recoil cannot dislodge the cartridges forward
from the clip. This clip form is of some advantage when soft point ammunition is used, as it will
keep the bullet point from being battered—by striking the front of the magazine from recoil.Two



types of bolt heads used in M88 Commission rifles. Top: Bolt head with the wide extractor hook
and undercut recess rim. When feeding from the magazine into the chamber, the cartridge head
moves upward with the extractor hook engaging the cartridge. If the bolt is closed but not rotated
and locked, the cartridge will be extracted and ejected on opening the bolt. Bottom: This is,
perhaps, the earlier type of bolt head with the narrow extractor and a full-recess rim. The
cartridge is pushed into the chamber ahead of the extractor, but the extractor hook cannot
engage the cartridge head unless the bolt is fully closed and locked. With this bolt head, it is
possible to “double load” the rifle. Unless the bolt is rotated and locked, the cartridge will not be
extracted.The loaded clip is inserted into the top of the opened action and pushed down against
the tension of the follower arm until engaged by the clip catch. Since the top and bottom of the
clip are identical, it isn’t possible to insert the clip incorrectly. As each cartridge is fed out of the
clip, the follower arm raises the remaining cartridges in the clip—the clip remaining stationary. A
fully or partially loaded clip can be released from the top of the opened action by depressing the
clip catch. When all the cartridges have been fed from the clip, it will drop from the magazine of
its own weight.Military M88s are usually serial numbered. The full number is stamped on the
receiver, barrel, barrel jacket and bolt. Other parts of the action may also be stamped with the
same number or with part of that number. If all the numbers match, this indicates that all the
parts are original. The date (year) of the rifle’s manufacture is usually stamped on the receiver
ring. Commercial sporting rifles based on this action usually follow the serial numbering practice
used on military arms, though they are not always stamped with the date of manufacture. Military
rifles seldom have the caliber designation stamped on them. On sporting rifles, the caliber is
usually stamped on the barrel, but it may be underneath the barrel, requiring the removal of the
stock to see it.Strong and Weak PointsThe German M88 actions are well made, all the parts are
of steel, machined and finished to close tolerances and properly heat-treated. The outside of the
bolt body, the inside of the receiver and all the contracting surfaces of the firing mechanism
within the bolt and receiver carry a very fine finish, resulting in exceptionally smooth and easy
opening and closing of the bolt. Despite the slotted receiver bridge, there is little sloppiness of
the bolt in the receiver, even when the bolt is open. Feeding of the cartridges from the magazine
is smooth and reliable, and there is ample extraction camming power. The bolt stop is quite
rugged; the safety positive. Although the bolt head is a separate part of the bolt, and the front
end of the bolt is hollowed out to accept it, there seems to be ample metal at the front to
adequately support the dual locking lugs.This action, however, has more weak and undesirable
features than strong ones. The weakest part is the very small extractor. Not only is it weak and
delicate, but it can be lost easily when the bolt is taken apart. The ejector is small and delicate
also.The separate bolt head can be readily disassembled and can be easily lost—another
undesirable feature. The bolt can be assembled in the action minus the bolt head, and it is
possible to fire a cartridge in the rifle with the bolt head missing with unpredictable
consequences.The worst feature is the need for a special clip to hold the cartridges in the
magazine. When the M88 rifle was used as a military weapon, with the ammunition supplied in



clips, these clips were then expendable. However, when these rifles were used as sporting arms,
the sporting ammunition was not furnished in clips, and their easy loss became a problem. A
small device known as a “clip-saver” was developed to prevent the clips from dropping from the
magazine. It was a small, sliding spring cover slipped over the rounded edges of the bottom of
the magazine. Covering the hole in the magazine held the empty clip in the magazine.
Commercial sporting rifles made on this action often had a hinged magazine hole cover serving
the same purpose.Another undesirable feature is the mass of metal attached to the striker,
resulting in rather slow lock time. This mass includes the heavy striker, massive cocking piece,
striker nut, safety, and safety spring.No provision is made to allow powder gases to escape
harmlessly from the action in the event of a pierced primer or ruptured case head. There are no
gas escape vents in the bolt or receiver ring.Minor design faults include the forward position of
the bolt handle, inconveniently placed for rapid bolt operation. The split bridge design prevents
installing a conventional receiver sight and also places some limitations on the choice of scope
mounts which can be used. The magazine box extending below the stock line is also a nuisance
in carrying the rifle. Although not an action fault, the barrel jacket is not a desirable
feature.Takedown and AssemblyOpen the bolt and, while depressing the bolt stop, withdraw the
bolt from the receiver. Disassemble the bolt as follows: Press the safety forward and unscrew the
striker nut. Remove the cocking piece from the firing pin. Holding the bolt in the left hand, firmly
grasp the bolt head with the fingers of the right hand and turn the bolt head ½-turn clockwise.
Bolt head, firing pin and mainspring can now be pulled out of the bolt. The extractor is removed
from the bolt head by raising the hooked end and sliding it forward. The ejector can be removed
by pushing it back with a drift punch. Reassemble the bolt parts in reverse order, as follows: Lay
the bolt on a table with the lugs to the right and the bolt handle toward you. Place the bolt head
on the firing pin with the ejector lug aligned with the flat spot on the rear of the firing pin. Slip the
mainspring over the firing pin. Now, grasp the bolt with the left hand and, with the bolt handle
pointing toward you, insert mainspring, firing pin and bolt head into the front of the bolt. With the
ejector lug pointing away from you, or opposite the bolt handle, push the bolt head into the bolt
as far as it will go; then turn the bolt head ¼-turn counterclockwise so the ejector lug is aligned
with the left locking lug. Place the cocking piece over the rear end of the firing pin, with the safety
lug in line with the bolt handle. Insert the safety and spring into place with the safety wing to the
left and, while depressing the safety, turn on the striker nut until the rear end of the firing pin is
flush with the end of the nut.Top view of the M88 German Commission action.Remove the
barrel, action and magazine assembly from the stock by removing the front and rear guard
screws from the bottom of the magazine/guard. Remove the bolt stop by driving out the bolt stop
pin from the bottom. Remove the trigger assembly by driving out the trigger sear pin. Depress
the follower arm and insert a wire or brad into the hole exposed at the end of the follower
plunger. Then remove the follower screw to remove the follower. Remove the magazine plate
screw and slide out the magazine plate. Remove the clip catch screw and remove the catch and
spring. Pull out the wire or brad from the follower plunger to move the plunger and spring.



Reassemble in reverse order. Do not unscrew the barrel jacket or barrel from the receiver unless
you have the proper tools available.RemodelingAs soon as the M88 rifle had been adopted,
German and other European gunmakers began making sporting rifles on this action. The
practice continued long after the M88 was dropped in favor of the far better M98 Mauser.At first,
these sporting rifles were generally chambered for the 8mm cartridge originally designed for this
action. This round was originally known as the 7.9mm, and later on as the 7.9x57mm or
8x57mm Mauser. Its commercial designation was 8x57J, the “J” meaning Infanterie.* This
cartridge was loaded with a bullet of .318” diameter to match the normal bore (.311”) and groove
(.320”) diameters of the military barrel. Therefore, the correct ammunition to use in the military
M88 rifles and carbines is the 8x57J. The sporting rifles were also chambered for the 6.5x57mm,
7x57mm, 8x56mm, 9x57mm and other cartridges, all of them originally factory loaded to breech
pressures of less than 45,000 psi. That was considered maximum safe working pressure for this
action.The clip of the M88 will accept and handle any rimless cartridge having the standard
30-06 head size and those that are no more than about 3.250” long. Cartridges feed in a straight
line into the chamber, and even those as short as the 35 Remington will function very nicely. In
past years, I have seen several M88 carbines rebarreled to 35 Remington, and their owners liked
them very much for hunting deer. I have also seen some rebarreled with an M98 Mauser 8mm
barrel so that commercially loaded U.S. 8mm Mauser hunting ammunition could be safely used.
U.S.-loaded 8mm Mauser cartridges show a breech pressure of less than 40,000 psi and,
therefore, are quite safe for these old actions if the new barrel fitted has a groove diameter
matching the .323” diameter bullet used in these cartridges. In fitting the M98 barrel to this
action, it is necessary to turn and thread a new shank.M88 German Commission action,
opened.German Model 88 Commission RifleGeneral SpecificationsType . . . . . . .Turnbolt
repeater.Receiver . . .One-piece machine steel forging. Slotted bridge.Bolt . . . . . . .Two-piece with 
dual-opposed locking lugs on forward part of body. Separate, non-rotating bolt
head.Ignition . . . .One-piece firing pin, coil mainspring, cocking piece and firing pin nut. Cocks
on opening bolt.Magazine . . .Single column, non-detachable box magazine. Five-shot capacity.
Special clip needed.Trigger . . . . .Non-adjustable, double-stage military type.Safety . . . . .Rotary
wing-type safety built into bolt sleeve. 180° swing from left to right, locking striker and bolt when
in the “up” or right-side positions.Extractor . . .Machined, one-piece spring type built into bolt
head.Bolt-stop . . .Separate, hinged to the rear left of receiver. Stops bolt travel by contacting left
locking lug.Ejector . . . . .Plunger type, built into the bolt head, activated by an integral finger on
the bolt stop.When the German gunmakers used the M88 action for a sporting rifle, they seldom
used the barrel jacket. The front guard screw was threaded into a nut inletted into the barrel
channel in the forend. When using the military action without the barrel jacket, the collar on the
jacket can be used to cover the threads on the front of the receiver. For looks only, the new barrel
should have a shoulder like any sporting rifle barrel, as shown in the drawing of the barrel shank
specifications. German gunsmiths installed some double-set trigger mechanisms in these
actions, and I see no great problem involved in installing those made for the M98 Mauser in the



M88 action.The German gunmakers also used the basic M88 action, but minus the magazine,
for making up many fine, lightweight shot target/hunting rifles. I once owned and used a rifle of
this type chambered for the 5.6x52R (22 Savage Hi-Power) cartridge. The receivers of these
rifles have a solid bottom, and the action is almost always fitted with a fine double-set trigger.
The barrels are usually partially octagonal, fully octagonal or ribbed, and fitted with sporting
sights. When the 219 Zipper cartridge was introduced in 1937, I made up a single shot varmint
rifle on the military M88 action. I left off all the magazine parts, filled the magazine well opening
in the receiver with an aluminum block and used a Krag trigger guard. The bolt face was easily
opened to accept the rimmed 219 case. It was one of my first successful varmint rifles, and it
dropped many a crow in the Iowa farm country where I lived.German Model 88Commission Rifle
FdHGerman Model 88Commission Rifle FdH(Pictured above) M88 (KAR.88) German
Commission carbine.THE GERMAN MODEL 88 rifle, adopted in 1888 and correctly known as
the German Commission Model 88, was the official German military rifle until succeeded by the
famous Model 98 Mauser in 1898. The M71 Mauser single shot and the M71/84 Mauser
repeater, both in 11mm caliber, preceded the M88 as the official German military shoulder
arms.The 88 rifle was developed by a group of men, headquartering in Spandau, Germany, who
formed the German Military Rifle Testing Commission, thus its unusual name. Although it has
some features taken from earlier and Mannlicher rifles, it is neither a “Mauser” nor a
“Mannlicher.” A well-planned and thought out rifle, the main features of the receiver and bolt
were used long afterward on the Mannlicher-Schoenauer sporting rifles.Developed with the M88
rifle was Germany’s first small-caliber smokeless military cartridge. It was a bottle-necked,
rimless cartridge of 8mm caliber, and the forerunner of the world famous 8x57 Mauser
cartridge.Vast quantities of M88 Commission rifles and carbines were made in various German
government arsenals. These rifles were usually marked “GEW.88” stamped on the left side of the
receiver. “GEW” is an abbreviation of the German word Gewehr, meaning rifle. The rifles had a
29.1” barrel, the carbines with a 17.62” barrel; the receivers were usually marked “KAR.88.”
“KAR.” is an abbreviation for Karabiner, meaning carbine. Both the rifle and carbine were made
with a barrel jacket, a thin-walled steel tube covering the entire length of the barrel. The jacket is
large enough to leave an air space between the jacket and barrel. The carbine has a turned-
down spoon-shaped bolt handle, while the rifle has a straight bolt handle with a round grasping
ball. A great many of these arms were also made in plants in Austria, including the great Steyr
works.As these rifles became obsolete, many of them turned up in the United States. During the
1920s and ’30s, the M88 Carbine was especially common, many of them used “as issued” for
hunting big game.Action ConstructionThe receiver is milled from a one-piece steel forging. The
receiver ring is round except for a very small projection underneath which forms the recoil lug.
The small recoil lug required that a square-stemmed cross-bolt be used in the stock—the recoil
lug engaging a groove milled into the cross-bolt. A longer projection at the bottom rear of the
receiver ring forms the cartridge guide. The front of the receiver is threaded on the outside for
the barrel jacket collar and on the inside for the barrel shank. The breech end of the barrel abuts



against two semi-circular shoulders milled inside the receiver ring; these shoulders partially ring
the bolt head. To the rear of these shoulders, the inside of the receiver is milled out to receive the
locking lugs of the bolt.The rear part of the receiver, commonly called the bridge, is slotted on
top so that the bolt handle can pass through it when opening and closing the action. A simple
bolt stop is positioned on the left side of the receiver bridge and hinged there by a pin through a
stud on the receiver. Tension is provided to the bolt stop by a small coil spring.The bolt assembly
is comprised of the bolt body with its integral handle, bolt head assembly and firing mechanism.
The bolt body is a cylindrical, hollow tube drilled from front to rear. The opposed dual locking
lugs are on the extreme forward end of the bolt body and engage matching recesses in the
receiver when the bolt is closed.The left (or top) locking lug has a narrow slot cut through it. This
allows the bolt to pass over a finger on the end of the bolt stop—this finger activates the ejector
when the bolt is opened. The right (or bottom) locking lug is solid with its top front corner beveled
to match a similar bevel machined on the top shoulder inside the receiver ring. This provides the
initial extraction camming power on opening the bolt.The separate bolt head is made to fit
closely on and inside the front end of the belt body. A small lug on the stem of the bolt head fits
in a matching circular recess cut inside the bolt body to hold the two parts together, except when
the bolt head is rotated to a certain position. The small spring extractor is mortised into a groove
in the right side of the bolt head. The extractor easily snaps over the cartridge rim when the bolt
is closed on a cartridge singly loaded into the chamber, or on a cartridge that is chambered from
the magazine ahead of the extractor. A lug on the left of the belt bead matches the left locking
lug on the bolt and contains the very small ejector. On some bolt heads, the ejector is held in
place by a small screw, while on others friction alone holds it in place when the bolt head is
disassembled from the bolt body. The end of the ejector protrudes through a hole in the face of
the bolt head recess. The face of the bolt head is recessed for the cartridge head. On some bolt
heads, the rim of the recess covers about 75 percent of the circumference of the cartridge head.
On others, the rim is not cut away at all— except for the extractor cut. The bolt head does not
rotate with the bolt. It is prevented from doing so by the flattened end of the firing pin fitted into its
slotted stem.The rear end of the bolt has a hole that is smaller than the main hole through the
bolt body. The mainspring is compressed between the shoulder formed by the smaller hole and
the shoulder on the front of the firing pin.German M88 (GEW.88) Commission rifle.Close-up of
the M88 German Commission carbine action.The threaded rear end of the firing pin extends
through the center of the cocking piece and is retained there by the firing pin nut. A flat spot on
the rear of the unthreaded part of the firing pin matches a flat surface inside the cocking piece
and prevents the firing pin from turning. A notch in the front of the firing pin nut engages the rear
end of the safety when it is turned tight—to prevent the nut from coming loose. The rear, flared
part of the firing pin nut has a narrow flange extending into the cocking cam raceway of the
receiver and a wide flange, the size of the locking lug raceway, extending to the left. Their
purpose is to deflect powder gases away from the shooter’s face—in the event of a ruptured
primer or case head.The rear end of the bolt body has a deep cam notch to engage the cam on



the front of the cocking piece. When the bolt handle is lifted, the cocking piece is cammed back
about .370”.the remaining cocking motion is done on closing the bolt. Essentially, the M88 is a
“cock-on-opening” action, since the greatest amount of cocking is done when the bolt is opened.
This action can be uncocked without snapping by closing the bolt while holding the trigger back.
This should only be done on an empty chamber.The wing safety fits into a hole bored
longitudinally in the top part of the cocking piece. It is held in place by the firing pin nut. A small
coil spring around the safety stems holds the safety back against the firing pin nut to prevent the
nut from turning, yet allows the safety to be pushed forward so the nut can be unscrewed. It also
provides tension to the safety so it will remain in the position to which it is rotated.Rotating the
safety to the “up” or “right” position, its forward end engages a notch cut into the rear of the bolt
body, camming the cocking piece back slightly so it is free of the main sear and, at the same
time, locking the bolt so it cannot be opened. Since the safety, safety spring, cocking piece, firing
pin nut and firing pin are assembled as a unit, they all move as a unit when the action is cocked
and fired.The trigger assembly is a simple one, composed of a trigger, sear housing, sear trigger
spring, trigger pin, sear pin and sear housing pin. The sear housing pin holds the assembly to
the receiver. The trigger is the double-stage type. The first part of the trigger pull, quite long and
light, nearly disengages the sear from the cocking piece. A shorter, but heavier, final pull
disengages the sear from the cocking piece.The trigger guard/magazine is machined and
formed as a single unit. A long screw, through a hole in the rear of the trigger guard, threads into
the tang of the receiver. A shorter screw, through a hole in the front of the guard, threads into a
round stud, silver soldered to the barrel jacket. Both hold the action and barrel in the stock.The
trigger guard bow opening is long— the bow itself is very thick and wide. The magazine box,
more or less a walled shell, extends below the stock line, forward of the guard bow, housing the
various magazine parts which hold and guide the cartridge clip. It is essential that a clip be used
in this action, since it is the clip that holds the cartridges in position in the magazine. I will go into
more detail later.A catch, which pivots on a screw and is given tension by a small coil spring, is
positioned in the rear of the magazine. This catch has a hook on its upper end to engage and
hold the loaded clip down. A button on the lower end of the catch protrudes inside the guard bow
and can be depressed to release the loaded clip. The follower arm, positioned in the front of the
magazine on a screw, is given tension by a heavy coil spring and plunger, located in a hole in the
heavy front part of the magazine. The rear underside of the magazine is open to allow the empty
clip to fall out. The remainder of the magazine opening is closed by a flat piece of steel, held in
place by a screw.The clip is a U-shaped piece of spring steel which holds five cartridges. The
top and bottom of the clip are identical. The edges of the side are curved inward to hold the
cartridges and to form guide or retainer lips when the loaded clip is in the action. Ridges inside
the rear of the clip match the extractor groove in the cartridge head. When loading the cartridges
into the clip they must be inserted with their heads engaged behind these ridges. The ridges
thus hold the cartridges securely in the clip, and the rifle’s recoil cannot dislodge the cartridges
forward from the clip. This clip form is of some advantage when soft point ammunition is used,



as it will keep the bullet point from being battered—by striking the front of the magazine from
recoil.Two types of bolt heads used in M88 Commission rifles. Top: Bolt head with the wide
extractor hook and undercut recess rim. When feeding from the magazine into the chamber, the
cartridge head moves upward with the extractor hook engaging the cartridge. If the bolt is closed
but not rotated and locked, the cartridge will be extracted and ejected on opening the bolt.
Bottom: This is, perhaps, the earlier type of bolt head with the narrow extractor and a full-recess
rim. The cartridge is pushed into the chamber ahead of the extractor, but the extractor hook
cannot engage the cartridge head unless the bolt is fully closed and locked. With this bolt head,
it is possible to “double load” the rifle. Unless the bolt is rotated and locked, the cartridge will not
be extracted.The loaded clip is inserted into the top of the opened action and pushed down
against the tension of the follower arm until engaged by the clip catch. Since the top and bottom
of the clip are identical, it isn’t possible to insert the clip incorrectly. As each cartridge is fed out
of the clip, the follower arm raises the remaining cartridges in the clip—the clip remaining
stationary. A fully or partially loaded clip can be released from the top of the opened action by
depressing the clip catch. When all the cartridges have been fed from the clip, it will drop from
the magazine of its own weight.Military M88s are usually serial numbered. The full number is
stamped on the receiver, barrel, barrel jacket and bolt. Other parts of the action may also be
stamped with the same number or with part of that number. If all the numbers match, this
indicates that all the parts are original. The date (year) of the rifle’s manufacture is usually
stamped on the receiver ring. Commercial sporting rifles based on this action usually follow the
serial numbering practice used on military arms, though they are not always stamped with the
date of manufacture. Military rifles seldom have the caliber designation stamped on them. On
sporting rifles, the caliber is usually stamped on the barrel, but it may be underneath the barrel,
requiring the removal of the stock to see it.Strong and Weak PointsThe German M88 actions are
well made, all the parts are of steel, machined and finished to close tolerances and properly
heat-treated. The outside of the bolt body, the inside of the receiver and all the contracting
surfaces of the firing mechanism within the bolt and receiver carry a very fine finish, resulting in
exceptionally smooth and easy opening and closing of the bolt. Despite the slotted receiver
bridge, there is little sloppiness of the bolt in the receiver, even when the bolt is open. Feeding of
the cartridges from the magazine is smooth and reliable, and there is ample extraction camming
power. The bolt stop is quite rugged; the safety positive. Although the bolt head is a separate
part of the bolt, and the front end of the bolt is hollowed out to accept it, there seems to be ample
metal at the front to adequately support the dual locking lugs.This action, however, has more
weak and undesirable features than strong ones. The weakest part is the very small extractor.
Not only is it weak and delicate, but it can be lost easily when the bolt is taken apart. The ejector
is small and delicate also.The separate bolt head can be readily disassembled and can be
easily lost—another undesirable feature. The bolt can be assembled in the action minus the bolt
head, and it is possible to fire a cartridge in the rifle with the bolt head missing with
unpredictable consequences.The worst feature is the need for a special clip to hold the



cartridges in the magazine. When the M88 rifle was used as a military weapon, with the
ammunition supplied in clips, these clips were then expendable. However, when these rifles
were used as sporting arms, the sporting ammunition was not furnished in clips, and their easy
loss became a problem. A small device known as a “clip-saver” was developed to prevent the
clips from dropping from the magazine. It was a small, sliding spring cover slipped over the
rounded edges of the bottom of the magazine. Covering the hole in the magazine held the empty
clip in the magazine. Commercial sporting rifles made on this action often had a hinged
magazine hole cover serving the same purpose.Another undesirable feature is the mass of
metal attached to the striker, resulting in rather slow lock time. This mass includes the heavy
striker, massive cocking piece, striker nut, safety, and safety spring.No provision is made to
allow powder gases to escape harmlessly from the action in the event of a pierced primer or
ruptured case head. There are no gas escape vents in the bolt or receiver ring.Minor design
faults include the forward position of the bolt handle, inconveniently placed for rapid bolt
operation. The split bridge design prevents installing a conventional receiver sight and also
places some limitations on the choice of scope mounts which can be used. The magazine box
extending below the stock line is also a nuisance in carrying the rifle. Although not an action
fault, the barrel jacket is not a desirable feature.Takedown and AssemblyOpen the bolt and,
while depressing the bolt stop, withdraw the bolt from the receiver. Disassemble the bolt as
follows: Press the safety forward and unscrew the striker nut. Remove the cocking piece from the
firing pin. Holding the bolt in the left hand, firmly grasp the bolt head with the fingers of the right
hand and turn the bolt head ½-turn clockwise. Bolt head, firing pin and mainspring can now be
pulled out of the bolt. The extractor is removed from the bolt head by raising the hooked end and
sliding it forward. The ejector can be removed by pushing it back with a drift punch. Reassemble
the bolt parts in reverse order, as follows: Lay the bolt on a table with the lugs to the right and the
bolt handle toward you. Place the bolt head on the firing pin with the ejector lug aligned with the
flat spot on the rear of the firing pin. Slip the mainspring over the firing pin. Now, grasp the bolt
with the left hand and, with the bolt handle pointing toward you, insert mainspring, firing pin and
bolt head into the front of the bolt. With the ejector lug pointing away from you, or opposite the
bolt handle, push the bolt head into the bolt as far as it will go; then turn the bolt head ¼-turn
counterclockwise so the ejector lug is aligned with the left locking lug. Place the cocking piece
over the rear end of the firing pin, with the safety lug in line with the bolt handle. Insert the safety
and spring into place with the safety wing to the left and, while depressing the safety, turn on the
striker nut until the rear end of the firing pin is flush with the end of the nut.Top view of the M88
German Commission action.Remove the barrel, action and magazine assembly from the stock
by removing the front and rear guard screws from the bottom of the magazine/guard. Remove
the bolt stop by driving out the bolt stop pin from the bottom. Remove the trigger assembly by
driving out the trigger sear pin. Depress the follower arm and insert a wire or brad into the hole
exposed at the end of the follower plunger. Then remove the follower screw to remove the
follower. Remove the magazine plate screw and slide out the magazine plate. Remove the clip



catch screw and remove the catch and spring. Pull out the wire or brad from the follower plunger
to move the plunger and spring. Reassemble in reverse order. Do not unscrew the barrel jacket
or barrel from the receiver unless you have the proper tools available.RemodelingAs soon as the
M88 rifle had been adopted, German and other European gunmakers began making sporting
rifles on this action. The practice continued long after the M88 was dropped in favor of the far
better M98 Mauser.At first, these sporting rifles were generally chambered for the 8mm cartridge
originally designed for this action. This round was originally known as the 7.9mm, and later on as
the 7.9x57mm or 8x57mm Mauser. Its commercial designation was 8x57J, the “J” meaning
Infanterie.* This cartridge was loaded with a bullet of .318” diameter to match the normal bore
(.311”) and groove (.320”) diameters of the military barrel. Therefore, the correct ammunition to
use in the military M88 rifles and carbines is the 8x57J. The sporting rifles were also chambered
for the 6.5x57mm, 7x57mm, 8x56mm, 9x57mm and other cartridges, all of them originally
factory loaded to breech pressures of less than 45,000 psi. That was considered maximum safe
working pressure for this action.The clip of the M88 will accept and handle any rimless cartridge
having the standard 30-06 head size and those that are no more than about 3.250” long.
Cartridges feed in a straight line into the chamber, and even those as short as the 35 Remington
will function very nicely. In past years, I have seen several M88 carbines rebarreled to 35
Remington, and their owners liked them very much for hunting deer. I have also seen some
rebarreled with an M98 Mauser 8mm barrel so that commercially loaded U.S. 8mm Mauser
hunting ammunition could be safely used. U.S.-loaded 8mm Mauser cartridges show a breech
pressure of less than 40,000 psi and, therefore, are quite safe for these old actions if the new
barrel fitted has a groove diameter matching the .323” diameter bullet used in these cartridges.
In fitting the M98 barrel to this action, it is necessary to turn and thread a new shank.M88
German Commission action, opened.German Model 88 Commission RifleGeneral
SpecificationsType . . . . . . .Turnbolt repeater.Receiver . . .One-piece machine steel forging.
Slotted bridge.Bolt . . . . . . .Two-piece with dual-opposed locking lugs on forward part of body.
Separate, non-rotating bolt head.Ignition . . . .One-piece firing pin, coil mainspring, cocking piece
and firing pin nut. Cocks on opening bolt.Magazine . . .Single column, non-detachable box
magazine. Five-shot capacity. Special clip needed.Trigger . . . . .Non-adjustable, double-stage
military type.Safety . . . . .Rotary wing-type safety built into bolt sleeve. 180° swing from left to
right, locking striker and bolt when in the “up” or right-side positions.Extractor . . .Machined, one-
piece spring type built into bolt head.Bolt-stop . . .Separate, hinged to the rear left of receiver.
Stops bolt travel by contacting left locking lug.Ejector . . . . .Plunger type, built into the bolt head,
activated by an integral finger on the bolt stop.General SpecificationsType . . . . . . .Turnbolt
repeater.Receiver . . .One-piece machine steel forging. Slotted bridge.Bolt . . . . . . .Two-piece with 
dual-opposed locking lugs on forward part of body. Separate, non-rotating bolt
head.Ignition . . . .One-piece firing pin, coil mainspring, cocking piece and firing pin nut. Cocks
on opening bolt.Magazine . . .Single column, non-detachable box magazine. Five-shot capacity.
Special clip needed.Trigger . . . . .Non-adjustable, double-stage military type.Safety . . . . .Rotary



wing-type safety built into bolt sleeve. 180° swing from left to right, locking striker and bolt when
in the “up” or right-side positions.Extractor . . .Machined, one-piece spring type built into bolt
head.Bolt-stop . . .Separate, hinged to the rear left of receiver. Stops bolt travel by contacting left
locking lug.Ejector . . . . .Plunger type, built into the bolt head, activated by an integral finger on
the bolt stop.When the German gunmakers used the M88 action for a sporting rifle, they seldom
used the barrel jacket. The front guard screw was threaded into a nut inletted into the barrel
channel in the forend. When using the military action without the barrel jacket, the collar on the
jacket can be used to cover the threads on the front of the receiver. For looks only, the new barrel
should have a shoulder like any sporting rifle barrel, as shown in the drawing of the barrel shank
specifications. German gunsmiths installed some double-set trigger mechanisms in these
actions, and I see no great problem involved in installing those made for the M98 Mauser in the
M88 action.The German gunmakers also used the basic M88 action, but minus the magazine,
for making up many fine, lightweight shot target/hunting rifles. I once owned and used a rifle of
this type chambered for the 5.6x52R (22 Savage Hi-Power) cartridge. The receivers of these
rifles have a solid bottom, and the action is almost always fitted with a fine double-set trigger.
The barrels are usually partially octagonal, fully octagonal or ribbed, and fitted with sporting
sights. When the 219 Zipper cartridge was introduced in 1937, I made up a single shot varmint
rifle on the military M88 action. I left off all the magazine parts, filled the magazine well opening
in the receiver with an aluminum block and used a Krag trigger guard. The bolt face was easily
opened to accept the rimmed 219 case. It was one of my first successful varmint rifles, and it
dropped many a crow in the Iowa farm country where I lived.CommentsThus far I have referred
to the action under discussion as the German Model 88 Commission action since it was the first
of this type and design to be adopted. Actually, the action is partly Mannlicher design, partly Paul
Mauser’s, with some ideas thrown in by the German Testing Commission—whose job it was to
find, develop if necessary, and test the new action which was to be adopted. The magazine was
entirely the invention of Ferdinand Ritter von Mannlicher, an Austrian arms inventor. It seems
likely that Mannlicher may have had a hand in designing the receiver and bolt, although the two-
piece design of the bolt, the firing mechanism, safety, trigger and the slotted receiver were all
Mauser patents. The forward dual-opposed locking lug system had been used previously on
some other rifles, a design feature that is neither Mannlicher nor Mauser. Credit must be given to
the testing commission for arranging all of these features in a single action that turned out so
well. Later on, the great Steyr arms factory in Austria, the firm that manufactured most of the
many rifles von Mannlicher invented, produced other military and sporting rifles based
essentially on the same action. These included the M92 and M93 Rumanian rifles in 6.5mm
caliber and the M95 Dutch Infantry rifle. Using a rotary spool magazine invented by Otto
Schoenauer, one-time head of the Steyr factory, they also manufactured 6.5mm military rifles for
Greece.The bolt and receiver of this rifle, with minor changes and improvements, was
essentially the same as the M88 Commission rifle. The M1903 Greek action later became the
basis for the world renowned Mannlicher-Schoenauer sporting rifle.M88 German Commission



action.While the M88 Commission action is not generally referred to as a “Mannlicher” action,
other similar actions are, including those with the Schoenauer magazine. Some authorities have
flatly stated that the Mann-licher-Schoenauer action has a receiver and bolt invented by von
Mannlicher and a magazine invented by Schoenauer—but can the receiver bolt be Mannlicher
when the bolt and receiver of its parent action, the M88, was admittedly based largely on
Mauser features and those of the Commission? Incidentally, the Hungarian G98/40 (also known
as the Model 98/40 Mauser) has a bolt and receiver based on the same design, but fitted with
the Mauser staggered-column box magazine.M88 rifles and carbines are getting scarcer as
each year passes. Beginning military arms collectors will find that obtaining either or both of
these arms in original, very good condition is not as easy as it was years ago. Amateur
gunsmiths, however, will find it much easier to obtain them, since there are still a lot of them
around in a condition suitable for gunsmithing purposes—those in less than good condition,
having been previously reworked or missing some parts. Speaking of parts, parts houses have
long been out of bolt heads and extractors for the M88. So, unless you can make these parts, be
certain they are not missing from the gun you plan to buy.In gathering information on the M88, I
discovered two unusual items. I found the first one in the 1902 Sears, Roebuck & Co. catalog,
which listed and illustrated a sporting version of this rifle at $24. It was described as a
Mannlicher six-shot, high-power sporting rifle in 8mm caliber as made by C.G. Haenel in Suhl,
Germany. It had a sporting stock with a pistol grip and short forend, and the 25” barrel appears to
be covered by a jacket. In describing the 8mm cartridge, the Sears catalog shows a maximum
range of 4500 yards, a killing range of 3000 yards, and a point-blank range of 300 yards! The
other item was a Golden State Arms advertisement in a 1958 issue of American Rifleman which
still listed surplus M88 rifles at $9.95 each. These two items give us some idea of the time
spread that these have been on the American market, indicate that a lot of them must have been
made, and that there must still be a lot of them in this country.The M95 Netherlands (Dutch) rifle
in 6.5mm caliber is a variation of the M88 action. It has the two-piece bolt and the Mannlicher
magazine requiring a special clip.Left-side view of the M95 Netherlands (Dutch) rifle. Notice how
the stock is made to cover this side of the magazine.* The literal meaning of this letter “J” in
English translation or terminology has been the cause of much confusion. In fact, the “J” in
German printing stands for “I,” not our :J.”CommentsThus far I have referred to the action under
discussion as the German Model 88 Commission action since it was the first of this type and
design to be adopted. Actually, the action is partly Mannlicher design, partly Paul Mauser’s, with
some ideas thrown in by the German Testing Commission—whose job it was to find, develop if
necessary, and test the new action which was to be adopted. The magazine was entirely the
invention of Ferdinand Ritter von Mannlicher, an Austrian arms inventor. It seems likely that
Mannlicher may have had a hand in designing the receiver and bolt, although the two-piece
design of the bolt, the firing mechanism, safety, trigger and the slotted receiver were all Mauser
patents. The forward dual-opposed locking lug system had been used previously on some other
rifles, a design feature that is neither Mannlicher nor Mauser. Credit must be given to the testing



commission for arranging all of these features in a single action that turned out so well. Later on,
the great Steyr arms factory in Austria, the firm that manufactured most of the many rifles von
Mannlicher invented, produced other military and sporting rifles based essentially on the same
action. These included the M92 and M93 Rumanian rifles in 6.5mm caliber and the M95 Dutch
Infantry rifle. Using a rotary spool magazine invented by Otto Schoenauer, one-time head of the
Steyr factory, they also manufactured 6.5mm military rifles for Greece.The bolt and receiver of
this rifle, with minor changes and improvements, was essentially the same as the M88
Commission rifle. The M1903 Greek action later became the basis for the world renowned
Mannlicher-Schoenauer sporting rifle.M88 German Commission action.While the M88
Commission action is not generally referred to as a “Mannlicher” action, other similar actions
are, including those with the Schoenauer magazine. Some authorities have flatly stated that the
Mann-licher-Schoenauer action has a receiver and bolt invented by von Mannlicher and a
magazine invented by Schoenauer—but can the receiver bolt be Mannlicher when the bolt and
receiver of its parent action, the M88, was admittedly based largely on Mauser features and
those of the Commission? Incidentally, the Hungarian G98/40 (also known as the Model 98/40
Mauser) has a bolt and receiver based on the same design, but fitted with the Mauser staggered-
column box magazine.M88 rifles and carbines are getting scarcer as each year passes.
Beginning military arms collectors will find that obtaining either or both of these arms in original,
very good condition is not as easy as it was years ago. Amateur gunsmiths, however, will find it
much easier to obtain them, since there are still a lot of them around in a condition suitable for
gunsmithing purposes—those in less than good condition, having been previously reworked or
missing some parts. Speaking of parts, parts houses have long been out of bolt heads and
extractors for the M88. So, unless you can make these parts, be certain they are not missing
from the gun you plan to buy.In gathering information on the M88, I discovered two unusual
items. I found the first one in the 1902 Sears, Roebuck & Co. catalog, which listed and illustrated
a sporting version of this rifle at $24. It was described as a Mannlicher six-shot, high-power
sporting rifle in 8mm caliber as made by C.G. Haenel in Suhl, Germany. It had a sporting stock
with a pistol grip and short forend, and the 25” barrel appears to be covered by a jacket. In
describing the 8mm cartridge, the Sears catalog shows a maximum range of 4500 yards, a
killing range of 3000 yards, and a point-blank range of 300 yards! The other item was a Golden
State Arms advertisement in a 1958 issue of American Rifleman which still listed surplus M88
rifles at $9.95 each. These two items give us some idea of the time spread that these have been
on the American market, indicate that a lot of them must have been made, and that there must
still be a lot of them in this country.The M95 Netherlands (Dutch) rifle in 6.5mm caliber is a
variation of the M88 action. It has the two-piece bolt and the Mannlicher magazine requiring a
special clip.Left-side view of the M95 Netherlands (Dutch) rifle. Notice how the stock is made to
cover this side of the magazine.* The literal meaning of this letter “J” in English translation or
terminology has been the cause of much confusion. In fact, the “J” in German printing stands for
“I,” not our :J.”GermanModel 98/40 FdHGerman Model G98/40 rifle.IN THE CHAPTER on the



German Model 88 Commission action, I mentioned that the receiver and bolt of the very popular
Mannlicher-Schoenauer action evolved from the German Commission-designed Model 88
action, and that several other rifles, including the Model 98/40, have a similar receiver and bolt.
In the M88 Commission rifle, we see how the German Testing Commission copied some
features from the 71/84 Mauser rifle, used some of their own, and incorporated a Mannlicher-
designed single-column magazine to come up with a distinctive and smooth working action. This
was followed by the Hungarian Model 1935, also with a Mannlicher single-column magazine.
From this rifle, the Hungarian Model 98/40 and the German G 98/40 action evolved—changing
the Mann-licher magazine for the Mauser staggered-column flush magazine.The German 98/40
(the G is usually dropped from the designation), as well as the Hungarian 98/40 (this rifle is more
correctly designated as the Hungarian Model 43— “43” because Hungary adopted it in 1943),
were created because of Germany’s dire need for military shoulder arms at the beginning of
WWII. The Hungarian government arsenal in Budapest was tooled up to make the Mannlicher-
magazined Model 1935 rifle, which, except for the magazine drawbacks, was a good rifle. Then
by adapting the staggered-column Mauser magazine to it, and chambering it for the 8mm
(8x57mm or 7.9x57mm) Mauser cartridge, the 98/40 was born. It is so designated because it
has the basic M98 Mauser magazine and was adopted in 1940.The German Model 98/40
RifleThe German 98/40 rifle has a 23.6 ” barrel, is 43.62” overall, and weighs about 8.9 pounds.
It has a two-piece stock similar to the British Lee-Enfield rifle, with the forend attached to the
barrel by the front guard screw and two barrel bands. The muzzle barrel band contains a
bayonet stud so the regular M98 Mauser bayonet can be affixed. Unlike the 98K Mauser barrel,
the G 98/40 (G stands for Gewehr, German for rifle) barrel has no steps, but has a straight taper
from the breech shoulder forward. The magazine holds 5 rounds.MarkingsThe model
designation of G 98/40 is stamped on the left receiver wall. The date (year) of manufacture, such
as 41, which means 1941, is stamped on the top rear of the receiver ring. The factory code
letters jhv are stamped on the top front of the receiver ring. The letters jhv are the code letters for
the Metallwaren Waffen u Maschinenfabrik arsenal in Budapest, Hungary. The caliber (bore
diameter), e.g., 7.91, is stamped on the barrel shoulder next to the receiver. The serial number is
stamped on the breech end of the barrel, left side of the receiver ring, trigger guard, floorplate,
buttstock socket and bolt, and with the last two digits of this number stamped on most of the
other major parts.The 98/40 ActionAlthough the Model 98/40 action closely follows the design
features of the German 88 Commission action and some of the Mannlicher actions mentioned
earlier, it has enough individual features to require a separate description. The receiver ring is
about 1.735” long. The loading port is about 3.2” long with the higher left receiver wall made with
a deep thumb notch like that in the M98 Mauser action. The receiver bridge is very long (about
2.25”) and split; that is, there is a slot milled through the top to allow passage of the bolt handle
and guide rib. The front corners of this slot are grooved to accept the M98 Mauser stripper clips
so the magazine can be quickly loaded. The bottom of the receiver is flat. The recoil lug, on the
front of this flat, is about 1.60” wide and 2.25” deep. The magazine well is milled out of this flat,



leaving an opening 3.30” long and cartridge-guide lips to hold the cartridges in the magazine
and to guide them into the chamber.The magazine box is solidly constructed of sheet metal with
reinforced ends, and the bottom of the receiver is milled to hold it securely in place. The rear wall
of the magazine box also acts as a recoil lug and makes up for the small area of the main recoil
lug on the front of the receiver. Recoil is mainly absorbed by the buttstock against the butt
socket, while the rear of the magazine box and the recoil lug prevent the forend from moving
forward.Inside the receiver ring, there are two shoulders which the breech end of the barrel
contacts. They are divided by cuts made to allow entrance of the extractor and ejector. The
barrel is threaded tightly (right-hand thread) into the receiver with the barrel made with a narrow
shoulder to abut against the front of the receiver. A shallow groove cut across the face of the
barrel provides room for the extractor and ejector to engage the cartridge rim. This breeching
system is the same as used in the Greek Mannlicher-Schoenauer action.Left side of the German
Model 98/40 action, opened.The inside of the receiver is milled out to accept the bolt assembly.
Locking lug raceways are milled nearly the length of the action and inside the receiver ring to
form locking shoulders for the two locking lugs on the bolt. Slight inclines on the approaches of
these shoulders cam the bolt forward as the bolt handle is lowered.The bolt is of two-piece
design with a separate bolt head which fits into the front of the bolt body. The heavy hook
extractor is mortised into the right side of the head, held in place and tensioned by a flat spring
mortised in place behind it.The extractor has a very wide hook and is made so it cannot be
pulled out from the front. It has ample movement so the hook can easily slip over the rim of a
cartridge placed in the chamber ahead of the bolt. I believe this is even a better extractor than in
the commercial Mannlicher-Schoenauer action. The ejector, almost an exact copy of the
Mannlicher-Schoenauer ejector, is held in place by a small screw. The bottom corner of the
extractor and ejector are rounded off so that, when the bolt pushes a cartridge from the
magazine to the chamber, the rim of the cartridge slips under the extractor. This prevents double
loading if the bolt is not fully locked before it is drawn back again. This is a good feature. The
extractor is also made so that it holds the bolt head in place in the bolt, and on removing the bolt
from the rifle, the bolt head cannot accidentally fall out and be lost.The bolt body has an integral
guide rib along most of its length. The bent bolt handle is an integral part of this rib. This rib
functions to guide and prevent the bolt from binding as it is operated. It also serves as the safety
locking lug since it engages forward of the right receiver bridge wall when the bolt is closed. Its
front end moves over an inclined surface on the rear of the receiver ring and provides the initial
extractor camming power when the bolt is opened. The grasping ball on the bolt handle is
flattened underneath, and this flat surface is checkered.The bolt body is drilled from the front to
accept the coil mainspring and the one-piece firing pin. One side of the rear end of the firing pin
is flattened to match a similar hole in the cocking piece through which the rear end of the firing
pin extends. This prevents the pin from turning. The firing pin nut threads onto the rear of the
firing pin and holds the assembly together. The heavy cocking piece has a heavy rib which
moves in a slot in the receiver bridge preventing it from turning when the bolt handle is raised



and lowered. There is a small cam on the cocking piece which fits a matching shallow cam and
notch in the rear of the bolt body. All this cam and notch do is hold the cocking piece and firing
pin back unless the bolt handle is fully down and the action locked, thus preventing accidental
firing unless the action is fully locked. When the bolt is open, the cocking cam resting in the
shallow notch prevents the cocking piece from turning.The stem of the wing safety fits in a hole
drilled lengthwise in the cocking piece rib. A coil spring over the stem holds the safety back
against a notch in the firing pin nut and prevents the nut from turning. When the action is closed
and cocked, swinging the safety to the right rotates the flattened end of the safety stem into a
notch in the bolt. This locks both the bolt and cocking piece. The safety can also be swung to the
right when the cocking piece is forward; this draws the firing pin tip within the face of the bolt and
locks it back, as well as locking the bolt.There is a thumb-piece on the firing pin nut by which the
action can be manually cocked with the thumb, or the action can be uncocked (the firing pin
lowered) by reversing the procedure. This provides a means to recock the action in case of a
misfire. I do not know why the safety was made to lock the cocking piece and bolt when the
action is uncocked. This feature is of doubtful value.The 98/40 bolt-stop is nearly identical to the
one on the Greek Mannlicher-Schoenauer action. It is fitted on a stud on the left side of the
receiver bridge, and is pivoted on a pin and tensioned by a coil spring. It projects through a hole
into the left locking lug raceway and stops the bolt on contacting the ejector, which fits over the
locking lug. Like the M-S action, there is a ridge-and-groove arrangement on the bolt-stop and
left locking lug, so that unless the ejector and/or bolt head are not assembled on the bolt, the
bolt cannot be inserted into the receiver unless the bolt-stop is depressed, but with the bolt head
and ejector in place, the bolt can be inserted without depressing the bolt-stop. Since this rifle
could actually be fired without the bolt head, which would be very dangerous, the fact that the
bolt cannot be inserted into the receiver without first depressing the bolt-stop is a safety feature
which reminds the shooter that the bolt is not fully assembled.The trigger and sear mechanism
is similar to that in the M-S rifle. The sear is pivoted on the bottom of the receiver on a pin. The
trigger is pivoted on the rear end of the sear on a pin and has two humps which provide the
double-stage pull. A projection in the rear of the sear extends through a hole in the cocking piece
raceway in the receiver tang to contact the sear on the cocking piece, and holds it back when
the action is closed. This action is cocked on the forward or closing motion of the bolt.The sear
and trigger are tensioned by a coil spring. A head pin inside this spring, with its head resting on
the front of the sear, projects into a hole in the receiver. There is a hole drilled into the rear edge
of the bolt body, and when the bolt is fully closed and locked, this hole is aligned over the end of
the sear safety pin so that, unless the bolt is fully locked, the rifle cannot be fired. This
arrangement is similar to that used in the M93 Mauser, Japanese Arisaka and 1917 Enfield. This
extra safety device is of no value since the cocking piece will not let the firing pin protrude from
the face of the bolt head unless the bolt handle is turned down completely. There is also a
narrow groove in the bottom of the bolt which aligns with the sear safety pin when the bolt is
forward, but with the bolt handle raised. This allows the trigger to be pulled to release the sear



from the cocking piece so that it can follow the bolt forward. However, to lower the bolt handle
afterward, the cocking piece has to be pulled back slightly.Well constructed of sheet metal, the
magazine box is held in place under the receiver by the trigger guard plate, with the plate
attached to the action by a guard screw through each end and threading into the receiver. A
latch in the front of the larger trigger guard bow holds the magazine floorplate in place.
Depressing this latch allows the floorplate to be removed. One end of the W-shaped follower
spring in mortised into the floorplate, while its other narrower end fits into the bottom of the
milled steel follower. The rear end of the follower is square, and when the magazine is empty, it
prevents the bolt from being closed, indicating to the shooter that the magazine is empty. This
prevents blind loading. The magazine box, trigger guard plate and latch are not too unlike those
of the Japanese 38 Arisaka action.Model 98/40 bolt head showing: (A) dual locking lugs, (B)
extractor, (C) bolt head, (D) ejector and (E) gas vent hole in the bolt body.The method used to
stock this rifle is quite different from any other stocking method used on military rifles known to
me. It is most like that used on the British Lee-Enfield rifles; that is, with a two-piece stock; a
separate buttstock and forend with the buttstock attached to the action by a through bolt. From
this point on, however, the Lee-Enfield and the G 98/40 stocking methods differ.On the Lee-
Enfield, the part of the action to which the buttstock is attached is an integral part of the receiver
and called the butt socket. On the 98/40 action, the part which I will also call the butt socket is a
separate part fitted between the rear end of the trigger guard and the receiver tang. The rear
guard screw passes through this part to hold it in place. In addition, the top and bottom of this
butt socket are milled out to fit closely over the tang end of the trigger guard to prevent it from
pivoting. Hooks at the top and bottom of this part also engage in grooves in the tang and trigger
guard, and secure it to the action. In fact, it is so well attached to the action that it is almost an
integral part. Two long oblong holes are milled through the inside of the butt socket so that
tenons can be made on the forend and buttstock where they fit against it.A heavy bolt threaded
into a tenon on the butt socket is used to fasten the buttstock securely to the action. The forend,
with tenons which extend halfway into the butt socket, is also held securely in place on the
action by the trigger guard plate, magazine box, recoil lug and the front trigger guard screw.
Even without the two barrel bands, the forend is secure.While the buttstock attachment is no
better than on the Lee-Enfield, the forend attachment method on the 98/40 is much superior to
that of the Lee-Enfield. As I mentioned in the chapter on the Lee-Enfields, the British had a
problem with the forends of their rifles, and I believe a lot of this could have been eliminated and
the bedding problems easily corrected had the rear end of the forend been tenoned into the butt
socket. The designers of the 1935 Hungarian rifle, from which the 98/40 was developed,
probably knew about the forend problems of the Lee-Enfield and designed their forend and the
action so that it would be as secure as if the forend were part of the buttstock. It is believed that
the designers went to the two-piece stock design for reasons of economy and to achieve a
stronger buttstock. In doing this, they developed perhaps the very best method and arrangement
for fitting two-piece stocks.CommentsAll-in-all, the German Model 98/40 is a good action. It has



its share of undesirable features, but it also has some strong points. Manufactured from 1940 to
1945, those made early in this period show much better workmanship and finish than the ones
toward the end. In early samples, the bolt moves in the receiver as smoothly as the best
Mannlicher-Schoenauer action. Although some experts dislike the separate bolt head feature, I
don’t think it is that bad. The extractor is probably more rugged than the extractor in the
commercial Mannlicher-Schoenauer action. The forward placement of the bolt handle is not
liked, but it is necessary in this type of action.There is no need for the thumb-piece on the firing
pin nut. The cock-on-closing feature is not generally liked, and without any extra trouble this
action could just as well have been made to cock on the uplift of the bolt handle. The magazine
floorplate release latch is neat, and although the floorplate is not hinged to the trigger guard, it is
convenient for unloading since it can be quickly removed.Every part of the 98/40 action is made
of steel—there are no stampings or alloy parts. There is little question that the finest steels were
used in the manufacture of the major parts of this action, with the receiver and bolt parts
properly heat-treated. I believe this action entirely suitable for almost any modern cartridge that
is not too long for the magazine box; for if it was safe for the 8mm German military load, it should
also be safe for other cartridges developing breech pressures in the 50,000 psi
range.GunsmithingThe 98/40 rifle and action offer a number of remodeling, sporterizing and
rebarreling possibilities. First, the 8mm Mauser cartridge for which this rifle is chambered is
entirely satisfactory for big game hunting, and if the rifle you have has an excellent bore, it would
be best to leave it in its present caliber. The 98/40 barrel has a very pleasing contour and taper,
quite ideal for a sporter. To make a simple sporter, the original military sights can be removed
and other sights installed. After removing the military rear sight, the small square step on the
barrel can be filed down to smooth out the shoulder contour. Good replacement sights for a
hunting rifle made on the 98/40 would be the Williams Guide rear sight mounted on the Williams
ramp base. The barrel is not too long, but it can be shortened if desired.German Model
98/40General SpecificationsType . . . . . . . . .Turnbolt repeater.Receiver . . . . . .One-piece
machined steel foraging. Slotted bridge with stripper-clip guides.Bolt . . . . . . . . . .Two-piece with
separate non-rotating bolt head. Dual opposed locking lugs forward. Bolt guide rib on bolt with
its integral bolt handle acts as a safety lug. Flat bolt face.Ignition . . . . . . .One-piece firing pin
powered by coil mainspring. Cocks on closing.Magazine . . . . .Non-detachable staggered-
column box type. Quick-detachable floorplate.Bolt-stop . . . . . .Mannlicher type positioned on the
left side of receiver bridge, stops bolt travel by contacting ejector over the left locking
lug.Trigger . . . . . . .Non-adjustable, double-stage military pull.Safety . . . . . . . .Wing-type built into
the cocking piece, locks striker and bolt when swung to the right.Extractor . . . . . .Non-rotating,
fitted into the bolt head. Uses separate flat spring.Magazine cutoff None
provided.Ejector . . . . . . .Sliding type attached to the left side of bolt head.The issue stock and
forend can be remodeled if you want to keep expenses to a minimum. The main thing is to
shorten the forend. It need not be any longer than about 14 inches.There are no commercial
receiver sights, triggers or safeties available for this rifle, although it is possible to install a



double-set trigger made for the M98 Mauser action in the 98/40. There are no rechambering
possibilities for this rifle. While no one makes a threaded and chambered barrel available for this
rifle, a different calibered barrel can be fitted to the action. By rebarreling, this action would be
suitable for such cartridges as the 257 Roberts, 7mm Mauser, 308 and 358.I see no practical
way to change the action so it cocks on opening, or an easy way to lengthen the magazine to
accept longer cartridges.GermanModel 98/40 FdHGermanModel 98/40 FdHGerman Model
G98/40 rifle.IN THE CHAPTER on the German Model 88 Commission action, I mentioned that
the receiver and bolt of the very popular Mannlicher-Schoenauer action evolved from the
German Commission-designed Model 88 action, and that several other rifles, including the
Model 98/40, have a similar receiver and bolt. In the M88 Commission rifle, we see how the
German Testing Commission copied some features from the 71/84 Mauser rifle, used some of
their own, and incorporated a Mannlicher-designed single-column magazine to come up with a
distinctive and smooth working action. This was followed by the Hungarian Model 1935, also
with a Mannlicher single-column magazine. From this rifle, the Hungarian Model 98/40 and the
German G 98/40 action evolved—changing the Mann-licher magazine for the Mauser staggered-
column flush magazine.The German 98/40 (the G is usually dropped from the designation), as
well as the Hungarian 98/40 (this rifle is more correctly designated as the Hungarian Model 43—
“43” because Hungary adopted it in 1943), were created because of Germany’s dire need for
military shoulder arms at the beginning of WWII. The Hungarian government arsenal in
Budapest was tooled up to make the Mannlicher-magazined Model 1935 rifle, which, except for
the magazine drawbacks, was a good rifle. Then by adapting the staggered-column Mauser
magazine to it, and chambering it for the 8mm (8x57mm or 7.9x57mm) Mauser cartridge, the
98/40 was born. It is so designated because it has the basic M98 Mauser magazine and was
adopted in 1940.The German Model 98/40 RifleThe German 98/40 rifle has a 23.6 ” barrel, is
43.62” overall, and weighs about 8.9 pounds. It has a two-piece stock similar to the British Lee-
Enfield rifle, with the forend attached to the barrel by the front guard screw and two barrel bands.
The muzzle barrel band contains a bayonet stud so the regular M98 Mauser bayonet can be
affixed. Unlike the 98K Mauser barrel, the G 98/40 (G stands for Gewehr, German for rifle) barrel
has no steps, but has a straight taper from the breech shoulder forward. The magazine holds 5
rounds.MarkingsThe model designation of G 98/40 is stamped on the left receiver wall. The date
(year) of manufacture, such as 41, which means 1941, is stamped on the top rear of the receiver
ring. The factory code letters jhv are stamped on the top front of the receiver ring. The letters jhv
are the code letters for the Metallwaren Waffen u Maschinenfabrik arsenal in Budapest,
Hungary. The caliber (bore diameter), e.g., 7.91, is stamped on the barrel shoulder next to the
receiver. The serial number is stamped on the breech end of the barrel, left side of the receiver
ring, trigger guard, floorplate, buttstock socket and bolt, and with the last two digits of this
number stamped on most of the other major parts.The 98/40 ActionAlthough the Model 98/40
action closely follows the design features of the German 88 Commission action and some of the
Mannlicher actions mentioned earlier, it has enough individual features to require a separate



description. The receiver ring is about 1.735” long. The loading port is about 3.2” long with the
higher left receiver wall made with a deep thumb notch like that in the M98 Mauser action. The
receiver bridge is very long (about 2.25”) and split; that is, there is a slot milled through the top to
allow passage of the bolt handle and guide rib. The front corners of this slot are grooved to
accept the M98 Mauser stripper clips so the magazine can be quickly loaded. The bottom of the
receiver is flat. The recoil lug, on the front of this flat, is about 1.60” wide and 2.25” deep. The
magazine well is milled out of this flat, leaving an opening 3.30” long and cartridge-guide lips to
hold the cartridges in the magazine and to guide them into the chamber.The magazine box is
solidly constructed of sheet metal with reinforced ends, and the bottom of the receiver is milled
to hold it securely in place. The rear wall of the magazine box also acts as a recoil lug and makes
up for the small area of the main recoil lug on the front of the receiver. Recoil is mainly absorbed
by the buttstock against the butt socket, while the rear of the magazine box and the recoil lug
prevent the forend from moving forward.Inside the receiver ring, there are two shoulders which
the breech end of the barrel contacts. They are divided by cuts made to allow entrance of the
extractor and ejector. The barrel is threaded tightly (right-hand thread) into the receiver with the
barrel made with a narrow shoulder to abut against the front of the receiver. A shallow groove cut
across the face of the barrel provides room for the extractor and ejector to engage the cartridge
rim. This breeching system is the same as used in the Greek Mannlicher-Schoenauer action.Left
side of the German Model 98/40 action, opened.The inside of the receiver is milled out to accept
the bolt assembly. Locking lug raceways are milled nearly the length of the action and inside the
receiver ring to form locking shoulders for the two locking lugs on the bolt. Slight inclines on the
approaches of these shoulders cam the bolt forward as the bolt handle is lowered.The bolt is of
two-piece design with a separate bolt head which fits into the front of the bolt body. The heavy
hook extractor is mortised into the right side of the head, held in place and tensioned by a flat
spring mortised in place behind it.The extractor has a very wide hook and is made so it cannot
be pulled out from the front. It has ample movement so the hook can easily slip over the rim of a
cartridge placed in the chamber ahead of the bolt. I believe this is even a better extractor than in
the commercial Mannlicher-Schoenauer action. The ejector, almost an exact copy of the
Mannlicher-Schoenauer ejector, is held in place by a small screw. The bottom corner of the
extractor and ejector are rounded off so that, when the bolt pushes a cartridge from the
magazine to the chamber, the rim of the cartridge slips under the extractor. This prevents double
loading if the bolt is not fully locked before it is drawn back again. This is a good feature. The
extractor is also made so that it holds the bolt head in place in the bolt, and on removing the bolt
from the rifle, the bolt head cannot accidentally fall out and be lost.The bolt body has an integral
guide rib along most of its length. The bent bolt handle is an integral part of this rib. This rib
functions to guide and prevent the bolt from binding as it is operated. It also serves as the safety
locking lug since it engages forward of the right receiver bridge wall when the bolt is closed. Its
front end moves over an inclined surface on the rear of the receiver ring and provides the initial
extractor camming power when the bolt is opened. The grasping ball on the bolt handle is



flattened underneath, and this flat surface is checkered.The bolt body is drilled from the front to
accept the coil mainspring and the one-piece firing pin. One side of the rear end of the firing pin
is flattened to match a similar hole in the cocking piece through which the rear end of the firing
pin extends. This prevents the pin from turning. The firing pin nut threads onto the rear of the
firing pin and holds the assembly together. The heavy cocking piece has a heavy rib which
moves in a slot in the receiver bridge preventing it from turning when the bolt handle is raised
and lowered. There is a small cam on the cocking piece which fits a matching shallow cam and
notch in the rear of the bolt body. All this cam and notch do is hold the cocking piece and firing
pin back unless the bolt handle is fully down and the action locked, thus preventing accidental
firing unless the action is fully locked. When the bolt is open, the cocking cam resting in the
shallow notch prevents the cocking piece from turning.The stem of the wing safety fits in a hole
drilled lengthwise in the cocking piece rib. A coil spring over the stem holds the safety back
against a notch in the firing pin nut and prevents the nut from turning. When the action is closed
and cocked, swinging the safety to the right rotates the flattened end of the safety stem into a
notch in the bolt. This locks both the bolt and cocking piece. The safety can also be swung to the
right when the cocking piece is forward; this draws the firing pin tip within the face of the bolt and
locks it back, as well as locking the bolt.There is a thumb-piece on the firing pin nut by which the
action can be manually cocked with the thumb, or the action can be uncocked (the firing pin
lowered) by reversing the procedure. This provides a means to recock the action in case of a
misfire. I do not know why the safety was made to lock the cocking piece and bolt when the
action is uncocked. This feature is of doubtful value.The 98/40 bolt-stop is nearly identical to the
one on the Greek Mannlicher-Schoenauer action. It is fitted on a stud on the left side of the
receiver bridge, and is pivoted on a pin and tensioned by a coil spring. It projects through a hole
into the left locking lug raceway and stops the bolt on contacting the ejector, which fits over the
locking lug. Like the M-S action, there is a ridge-and-groove arrangement on the bolt-stop and
left locking lug, so that unless the ejector and/or bolt head are not assembled on the bolt, the
bolt cannot be inserted into the receiver unless the bolt-stop is depressed, but with the bolt head
and ejector in place, the bolt can be inserted without depressing the bolt-stop. Since this rifle
could actually be fired without the bolt head, which would be very dangerous, the fact that the
bolt cannot be inserted into the receiver without first depressing the bolt-stop is a safety feature
which reminds the shooter that the bolt is not fully assembled.The trigger and sear mechanism
is similar to that in the M-S rifle. The sear is pivoted on the bottom of the receiver on a pin. The
trigger is pivoted on the rear end of the sear on a pin and has two humps which provide the
double-stage pull. A projection in the rear of the sear extends through a hole in the cocking piece
raceway in the receiver tang to contact the sear on the cocking piece, and holds it back when
the action is closed. This action is cocked on the forward or closing motion of the bolt.The sear
and trigger are tensioned by a coil spring. A head pin inside this spring, with its head resting on
the front of the sear, projects into a hole in the receiver. There is a hole drilled into the rear edge
of the bolt body, and when the bolt is fully closed and locked, this hole is aligned over the end of



the sear safety pin so that, unless the bolt is fully locked, the rifle cannot be fired. This
arrangement is similar to that used in the M93 Mauser, Japanese Arisaka and 1917 Enfield. This
extra safety device is of no value since the cocking piece will not let the firing pin protrude from
the face of the bolt head unless the bolt handle is turned down completely. There is also a
narrow groove in the bottom of the bolt which aligns with the sear safety pin when the bolt is
forward, but with the bolt handle raised. This allows the trigger to be pulled to release the sear
from the cocking piece so that it can follow the bolt forward. However, to lower the bolt handle
afterward, the cocking piece has to be pulled back slightly.Well constructed of sheet metal, the
magazine box is held in place under the receiver by the trigger guard plate, with the plate
attached to the action by a guard screw through each end and threading into the receiver. A
latch in the front of the larger trigger guard bow holds the magazine floorplate in place.
Depressing this latch allows the floorplate to be removed. One end of the W-shaped follower
spring in mortised into the floorplate, while its other narrower end fits into the bottom of the
milled steel follower. The rear end of the follower is square, and when the magazine is empty, it
prevents the bolt from being closed, indicating to the shooter that the magazine is empty. This
prevents blind loading. The magazine box, trigger guard plate and latch are not too unlike those
of the Japanese 38 Arisaka action.Model 98/40 bolt head showing: (A) dual locking lugs, (B)
extractor, (C) bolt head, (D) ejector and (E) gas vent hole in the bolt body.The method used to
stock this rifle is quite different from any other stocking method used on military rifles known to
me. It is most like that used on the British Lee-Enfield rifles; that is, with a two-piece stock; a
separate buttstock and forend with the buttstock attached to the action by a through bolt. From
this point on, however, the Lee-Enfield and the G 98/40 stocking methods differ.On the Lee-
Enfield, the part of the action to which the buttstock is attached is an integral part of the receiver
and called the butt socket. On the 98/40 action, the part which I will also call the butt socket is a
separate part fitted between the rear end of the trigger guard and the receiver tang. The rear
guard screw passes through this part to hold it in place. In addition, the top and bottom of this
butt socket are milled out to fit closely over the tang end of the trigger guard to prevent it from
pivoting. Hooks at the top and bottom of this part also engage in grooves in the tang and trigger
guard, and secure it to the action. In fact, it is so well attached to the action that it is almost an
integral part. Two long oblong holes are milled through the inside of the butt socket so that
tenons can be made on the forend and buttstock where they fit against it.A heavy bolt threaded
into a tenon on the butt socket is used to fasten the buttstock securely to the action. The forend,
with tenons which extend halfway into the butt socket, is also held securely in place on the
action by the trigger guard plate, magazine box, recoil lug and the front trigger guard screw.
Even without the two barrel bands, the forend is secure.While the buttstock attachment is no
better than on the Lee-Enfield, the forend attachment method on the 98/40 is much superior to
that of the Lee-Enfield. As I mentioned in the chapter on the Lee-Enfields, the British had a
problem with the forends of their rifles, and I believe a lot of this could have been eliminated and
the bedding problems easily corrected had the rear end of the forend been tenoned into the butt



socket. The designers of the 1935 Hungarian rifle, from which the 98/40 was developed,
probably knew about the forend problems of the Lee-Enfield and designed their forend and the
action so that it would be as secure as if the forend were part of the buttstock. It is believed that
the designers went to the two-piece stock design for reasons of economy and to achieve a
stronger buttstock. In doing this, they developed perhaps the very best method and arrangement
for fitting two-piece stocks.CommentsAll-in-all, the German Model 98/40 is a good action. It has
its share of undesirable features, but it also has some strong points. Manufactured from 1940 to
1945, those made early in this period show much better workmanship and finish than the ones
toward the end. In early samples, the bolt moves in the receiver as smoothly as the best
Mannlicher-Schoenauer action. Although some experts dislike the separate bolt head feature, I
don’t think it is that bad. The extractor is probably more rugged than the extractor in the
commercial Mannlicher-Schoenauer action. The forward placement of the bolt handle is not
liked, but it is necessary in this type of action.There is no need for the thumb-piece on the firing
pin nut. The cock-on-closing feature is not generally liked, and without any extra trouble this
action could just as well have been made to cock on the uplift of the bolt handle. The magazine
floorplate release latch is neat, and although the floorplate is not hinged to the trigger guard, it is
convenient for unloading since it can be quickly removed.Every part of the 98/40 action is made
of steel—there are no stampings or alloy parts. There is little question that the finest steels were
used in the manufacture of the major parts of this action, with the receiver and bolt parts
properly heat-treated. I believe this action entirely suitable for almost any modern cartridge that
is not too long for the magazine box; for if it was safe for the 8mm German military load, it should
also be safe for other cartridges developing breech pressures in the 50,000 psi
range.GunsmithingThe 98/40 rifle and action offer a number of remodeling, sporterizing and
rebarreling possibilities. First, the 8mm Mauser cartridge for which this rifle is chambered is
entirely satisfactory for big game hunting, and if the rifle you have has an excellent bore, it would
be best to leave it in its present caliber. The 98/40 barrel has a very pleasing contour and taper,
quite ideal for a sporter. To make a simple sporter, the original military sights can be removed
and other sights installed. After removing the military rear sight, the small square step on the
barrel can be filed down to smooth out the shoulder contour. Good replacement sights for a
hunting rifle made on the 98/40 would be the Williams Guide rear sight mounted on the Williams
ramp base. The barrel is not too long, but it can be shortened if desired.German Model
98/40General SpecificationsType . . . . . . . . .Turnbolt repeater.Receiver . . . . . .One-piece
machined steel foraging. Slotted bridge with stripper-clip guides.Bolt . . . . . . . . . .Two-piece with
separate non-rotating bolt head. Dual opposed locking lugs forward. Bolt guide rib on bolt with
its integral bolt handle acts as a safety lug. Flat bolt face.Ignition . . . . . . .One-piece firing pin
powered by coil mainspring. Cocks on closing.Magazine . . . . .Non-detachable staggered-
column box type. Quick-detachable floorplate.Bolt-stop . . . . . .Mannlicher type positioned on the
left side of receiver bridge, stops bolt travel by contacting ejector over the left locking
lug.Trigger . . . . . . .Non-adjustable, double-stage military pull.Safety . . . . . . . .Wing-type built into



the cocking piece, locks striker and bolt when swung to the right.Extractor . . . . . .Non-rotating,
fitted into the bolt head. Uses separate flat spring.Magazine cutoff None
provided.Ejector . . . . . . .Sliding type attached to the left side of bolt head.General
SpecificationsType . . . . . . . . .Turnbolt repeater.Receiver . . . . . .One-piece machined steel
foraging. Slotted bridge with stripper-clip guides.Bolt . . . . . . . . . .Two-piece with separate non-
rotating bolt head. Dual opposed locking lugs forward. Bolt guide rib on bolt with its integral bolt
handle acts as a safety lug. Flat bolt face.Ignition . . . . . . .One-piece firing pin powered by coil
mainspring. Cocks on closing.Magazine . . . . .Non-detachable staggered-column box type.
Quick-detachable floorplate.Bolt-stop . . . . . .Mannlicher type positioned on the left side of
receiver bridge, stops bolt travel by contacting ejector over the left locking
lug.Trigger . . . . . . .Non-adjustable, double-stage military pull.Safety . . . . . . . .Wing-type built into
the cocking piece, locks striker and bolt when swung to the right.Extractor . . . . . .Non-rotating,
fitted into the bolt head. Uses separate flat spring.Magazine cutoff None
provided.Ejector . . . . . . .Sliding type attached to the left side of bolt head.The issue stock and
forend can be remodeled if you want to keep expenses to a minimum. The main thing is to
shorten the forend. It need not be any longer than about 14 inches.There are no commercial
receiver sights, triggers or safeties available for this rifle, although it is possible to install a
double-set trigger made for the M98 Mauser action in the 98/40. There are no rechambering
possibilities for this rifle. While no one makes a threaded and chambered barrel available for this
rifle, a different calibered barrel can be fitted to the action. By rebarreling, this action would be
suitable for such cartridges as the 257 Roberts, 7mm Mauser, 308 and 358.I see no practical
way to change the action so it cocks on opening, or an easy way to lengthen the magazine to
accept longer cartridges.Takedown and AssemblyMake sure the rifle is unloaded. To remove the
bolt, raise the bolt handle and pull the bolt back while depressing the bolt-stop. Disassemble the
bolt by first removing the bolt head. This is done by turning the bolt head so the ejector is in line
with the bolt rib. Using a cartridge, place its rim under the extractor hook, lift or tip the hook
outward, and pull the bolt head from the bolt. Turn out the ejector screw to remove the ejector.
Remove the extractor by pushing down on the extractor spring with a tool so the extractor can be
moved back and lifted out. Lift out the extractor spring. In reassembling the extractor, first insert
the extractor spring in its slot with its round end to the rear, then push the extractor down until it
slips in place.Remove the firing mechanism by pressing the safety forward and unscrewing the
firing pin nut from the firing pin, after which all the parts can be removed. Reassemble in reverse
order, turning the firing pin nut on as far as it will go and then backing it off until the safety
engages in its notch in the nut. Remove the buttstock by first removing the buttplate; then using a
long screwdriver, turn out the stock bolt. Depress the floorplate latch and remove the floorplate,
follower and spring. The follower and floorplate can then be slipped off of the spring. Remove
barrel bands and trigger guard screws. Next, remove the trigger guard from the forend and the
forend from the barrel. The buttstock socket and the magazine box are also released at this time.
Drive out the floorplate latch pin to remove the latch and spring. Drive out the sear pin to remove



the sear and trigger mechanism.Push the bolt-stop pin out toward the bottom and remove the
bolt-stop and spring. Reassemble in reverse order. The narrow end of the follower spring fits into
the follower.The barrel is threaded very tightly into the receiver and cannot be easily removed,
nor should it be removed unless necessary, and then only if the proper tools are
available.Takedown and AssemblyMake sure the rifle is unloaded. To remove the bolt, raise the
bolt handle and pull the bolt back while depressing the bolt-stop. Disassemble the bolt by first
removing the bolt head. This is done by turning the bolt head so the ejector is in line with the bolt
rib. Using a cartridge, place its rim under the extractor hook, lift or tip the hook outward, and pull
the bolt head from the bolt. Turn out the ejector screw to remove the ejector. Remove the
extractor by pushing down on the extractor spring with a tool so the extractor can be moved
back and lifted out. Lift out the extractor spring. In reassembling the extractor, first insert the
extractor spring in its slot with its round end to the rear, then push the extractor down until it slips
in place.Remove the firing mechanism by pressing the safety forward and unscrewing the firing
pin nut from the firing pin, after which all the parts can be removed. Reassemble in reverse
order, turning the firing pin nut on as far as it will go and then backing it off until the safety
engages in its notch in the nut. Remove the buttstock by first removing the buttplate; then using a
long screwdriver, turn out the stock bolt. Depress the floorplate latch and remove the floorplate,
follower and spring. The follower and floorplate can then be slipped off of the spring. Remove
barrel bands and trigger guard screws. Next, remove the trigger guard from the forend and the
forend from the barrel. The buttstock socket and the magazine box are also released at this time.
Drive out the floorplate latch pin to remove the latch and spring. Drive out the sear pin to remove
the sear and trigger mechanism.Push the bolt-stop pin out toward the bottom and remove the
bolt-stop and spring. Reassemble in reverse order. The narrow end of the follower spring fits into
the follower.The barrel is threaded very tightly into the receiver and cannot be easily removed,
nor should it be removed unless necessary, and then only if the proper tools are
available.GreekModel 1903Mannlicher-Schoenauer FdHTO MOST RIFLEMEN, the name Mann-
licher-Schoenauer brings to mind a sleek little sporting rifle having a slim forend that extends to
the muzzle of its short barrel. It is in the “elite” class of bolt-action sporting rifles, and it’s gained
worldwide recognition and fame. Its popularity does not seem to decrease despite the great
many other bolt-action rifles it has had to compete against since it was first introduced many
years ago. It all started with the Greek Model 1903 M-S military rifle, for the M-S sporting rifle is
basically a sporterized version of the military rifle.The M-S action was developed in the Austrian
Arms Factory at Steyr in 1900, the name deriving from those of Ferdinand Ritter von Mannlicher
and Otto Schoenauer. Mannlicher, born in Mainz, Germany, in 1848, became one of the world’s
leading military arms designers. He died in Austria in 1904. He is most noted for his
development of the clip-loading magazine system, “straight-pull” rifle actions, and automatic
rifles and pistols, for which he obtained many U.S. and foreign patents. Most military arms
produced by the great Austrian Arms Factory, often called the Great Steyr Works, from the
mid-1880s on, were of Mannlicher design. Otto Schoenauer, a native Austrian, was the director



of the Austrian Arms Factory for a number of years. His main claim to fame is the rotary-type
magazine used in the M-S rifle.Although he was not the first inventor of the rotary-spool
magazine system, Otto Schoenauer began working with that idea before 1885; it was first
combined with a turnbolt 43-caliber rifle of Mannlicher design in 1887. A year later it was
adapted to a Mannlicher straight-pull rifle. In the United States, Arthur Savage was working on
his lever-action rifle fitted with a rotary-spool magazine, which he perfected by 1893 and on
which he obtained patents. He became famous for his efforts which resulted in the Model 99
Savage rifle, which was made for many years.The Schoenauer spool magazine, however, was
not fully perfected until about 1900, when it was first successfully combined with a small-caliber
turnbolt rifle. It is believed that Portugal obtained a few of the Model 1900 M-S military rifles. This
rifle, with minor modifications, was adopted by Greece in 1903, and designated the Greek Model
1903 Mannlicher-Schoenauer rifle. It was produced in large numbers by the factory of which
Schoenauer was the director. Mannlicher supplied most of the action designs.At this point, I
must backtrack a bit. In an earlier chapter I described the German Model 88 Commission action,
designed by a group of men who borrowed some features from an earlier Mauser action and
used the Mannlicher patented clip-loading single-column magazine system. Adopted by
Germany in 1888, the only thing about this action which was “Mannlicher” was the
magazine.The Austrian Arms Factory in Steyr was one of the firms which contracted to make the
M88 rifles for Germany. Because of the magazine, and because Mannlicher was also associated
with the firm, and perhaps because they made some sporting rifles based on this action, the 88
rifles were often referred to as “Mannlicher” rifles.When the Steyr factory developed the M-S rifle
in 1900, they freely borrowed and copied the basic receiver and bolt features of the 88 action,
fitting it with the Schoenauer rotary-spool magazine. This was an expedient thing to do, since it
was a smooth and very reliable turnbolt system and they were already making the 88 rifle. No
doubt Mannlicher had a hand in modifying and adapting the 88 receiver for the Schoenauer
magazine, but designing it so it could be readily detached from the rifle for cleaning. He was also
responsible for the several changes and improvements on the bolt. The basic action,
nonetheless, was not his creation.Regardless of the minor role that Mann-licher had in the
development of the Model 1903 Greek rifle, that rifle, as well as all future rifles based on this
action, were and are still known as “Mannlicher-Schoenauer” actions.Greece adopted the M-S
rifle in 1903, and it was to remain their principle military shoulder arm until after WWII. Compared
to many other military bolt-action rifles, the M1903 and the later 1903/14 Greek rifles did not
gain any spectacular recognition as military arms outside of Greece. The M-S action, however,
gained worldwide acclaim and popularity when used in the Steyr-built sporting rifles. First made
and introduced to European hunters in 1903 or 1904, its most distinctive feature was a very
short barrel and a very slim forend that extended to the muzzle. It is this feature more than
anything else that the name “Mannlicher” has been associated with, and to such an extent that
even today any rifle similarly stocked is called a Mannlicher-stocked rifle.There were two model
designations and a carbine and rifle version of each designation of the Greek M-S military arm.



The 1903 Greek rifle (marked STEYR 1903 on the receiver) is 43.3” overall, has a 28.5” barrel
and weighs about 8.3 pounds. The 1903 Greek carbine is 39.4” overall, has a 19.7” barrel and
weighs about 7.3 pounds. Both have a wooden handguard which extends from the receiver to
the middle barrel band. The Model 1903/14 Greek rifle and carbine (marked STEYR 1903/14 on
the receiver) adopted in 1914 are almost the same as the 1903s except that the handguard
extended from the receiver to the upper barrel band. All are chambered for the 6.5 M-S cartridge
and made so a bayonet can be attached to the muzzle.The 1903 and 1903/14 Greek military
rifles were rather late-comers on the U.S. surplus arms market, not generally offered for sale until
about 1961. Carbines were first priced about $35 each, the rifles at about $30; M98 military
Mausers were then selling for about the same prices. I thought the Greek M-S rifles a good value
when compared with any other military surplus bolt-action rifle then being offered, except that
their bores were neglected and usually dark. However, they apparently sold well, for after a year
or so they were no longer advertised. Evidently, however, many of them must have had bores
and/or stocks in such poor shape that, shortly after the rifles were first offered, separate actions
were also made available. Moderately priced ($10 to $15) the actions also apparently sold well,
for they too were soon off the market. At any rate, for a short time the amateur gunsmith had the
opportunity to purchase a genuine Mannlicher-Schoenauer rifle or action, an opportunity which
may never again be presented.The Greek Mannlicher-Schoenauer ActionThe receiver is a
heavy one-piece steel forging machined to accept the barrel, bolt, magazine and other parts.
The front end of the receiver is bored and threaded to accept the barrel shank. Inside the
receiver ring, there is a collar against which the barrel abuts. This collar surrounds the bolt head
except for a slot on the left side for the ejector. Underneath the round receiver ring is a small stud
projection, which is tapped for the front receiver screw. It is not large enough to transfer
adequately the recoil to the stock, but on military rifles, a separate recoil plate is inletted into the
stock, just to the rear of the stud.The top and right center of the receiver are cut out to gain
access to the magazine opening. Much metal is left under the center of the receiver, enough
metal for front and rear walls, and this is milled to accept the various magazine parts. The
magazine well opening in the receiver is milled out on the left side of the receiver bottom to allow
passage of the cartridges from the magazine into the chamber.The inside of the receiver proper
is precisely bored and milled out for the bolt and its locking lugs. Recesses with angled
approaches, cut into the rear of the receiver ring, leave locking shoulders to engage locking lugs.
The angled slope on the forward corner of each shoulder draws the bolt forward as the bolt is
rotated closed. The receiver bridge is slotted to allow passage of the bolt handle, and the front of
this slot is grooved to accept a magazine-charger clip. The rear of the receiver ends in a tang
into which the rear receiver screw threads.Left-side view of the Opened military Mannlicher-
Schoenauer action.Greek Model 1903 military Mannlicher-Schoenauer action.The small one-
piece bolt-stop is attached to the left side of the receiver bridge and pivots on a stud made
integral with the receiver. A pin holds the bolt-stop on the stud, and a coil spring in the rear of the
bolt-stop provides the tension. An extension on the front of the bolt-stop, projecting through a



hole in the receiver wall into the locking lug raceway, halts the bolt in its rearward motion as it
contacts the ejector and bolt locking lug.The bolt has a separate non-rotating bolt head.
Mortised into the right side of the bolt head and its stem is a one-piece spring extractor—no
stronger or weaker than that of the 88 Commission action. Loosely mortised into the left side of
the bolt head, so that it has some longitudinal movement, is the ejector. It is held in place by a
small screw. The ejector extends back and overlaps the locking lug when the bolt handle is
raised so that, on pulling the bolt back, the bolt-stop pushes the ejector forward to eject the
cartridge or fired case before the bolt is halted, when the ejector contacts the locking lug. This
arrangement, and the ejector itself, is much better than the ejector system in the 88 action. The
outside front edge of the ejector is beveled to move the bolt-stop out of the way when the
assembled bolt is inserted into the receiver.The bolt-head face is not recessed for the cartridge
head. Instead, the breeching system is so made that, when the bolt is locked closed, the flat face
of the bolt head contacts the breech end of the barrel. The chamber is deep enough to let the
cartridge head lie flush with the end of the barrel. Shallow grooves cut across the face of the
barrel allow room for the ejector and extractor. A good arrangement, but it makes barrel fitting a
bit more difficult than it is with the 88 action, which has a recessed bolt head.The bolt body is
drilled from the front to accept the firing pin, mainspring and bolt head. A small lug on the stem
of the bolt head, and a matching longitudinal and circular groove inside the front of the bolt, hold
these two parts together, allowing the bolt head to be removed and replaced when it is turned to
a certain position. The dual-opposed locking lugs are on the extreme front end of the bolt body,
both solid and quite large. The top front corner of the right (or bottom) locking lug is beveled to
match a similar beveled surface left inside the locking-lug recess in the receiver ring. This
provides the initial extraction camming power when the bolt handle is raised.The front of the left
locking lug has a circular groove cut across its face. The rear of the projection on the bolt-stop,
which projects into the locking lug raceway, has a ridge to match the groove in the left locking
lug. Unless the ejector is in place, or the bolt head and ejector are not assembled on the bolt, the
bolt cannot be inserted into the receiver unless the bolt-stop is purposely depressed in doing so.
Thus, the groove and hook arrangement on the locking lug and bolt-stop serves as a warning
that, unless the bolt can be inserted into the receiver without manually depressing the bolt-stop,
something is amiss. This could prevent an extremely dangerous situation from arising, since it is
possible to fire the rifle with the bolt head missing.The straight bolt handle, with its large hollow
grasping ball, is an integral part of the bolt body. Also made integral with the bolt is the guide rib,
which extends forward of, and becomes part of, the base or root of the bolt handle. This rib
affords additional anchorage for the bolt handle, but also guides the bolt and prevents its
binding. The rear of the rib, or the base of the bolt handle, is not high enough to contact the front
of the receiver bridge, so apparently no effort was made to provide a positive safety lug
arrangement. In the event the front locking lugs or receiver ring should fail, however, the bolt
handle itself would prevent the bolt from being driven out of the receiver. The center of the guide
rib is milled out to keep weight to a minimum.The firing pin and mainspring are inserted through



the front of the bolt, the mainspring being compressed over the firing pin stem between a
shoulder on the front of the firing pin and a shoulder in the rear of the bolt body. The heavy
cocking piece fits over the rear end of the firing pin, held there by the firing pin nut, which is
secured to the firing pin with an interrupted lug arrangement. Flat surfaces on the rear of the
firing pin, engaging a matching hole in the cocking piece, and the flattened front end of the firing
pin, engaging a matched slot in the bolt head, prevent these parts from turning on the firing pin.A
cam projection on the cocking piece, matching a notch in the rear of the bolt body, cocks the
firing mechanism when the bolt handle is lifted. This cocking action is easy because of the
smoothness of the contacting metal surfaces. Since the firing pin nut, cocking piece, safety and
safety spring are part of the firing mechanism, and are attached to the firing pin, lock time is a bit
sluggish, but ignition is positive because of the weight of these parts.The wing safety is
positioned in a hole in the upper part of the cocking piece and into an extension of the cocking
piece which extends forward into the slot in the receiver bridge. It is tensioned by a short coil
spring which fits over the stem of the safety. This keeps it pushed back against the firing pin nut,
which holds the safety in place, and which in turn prevents the firing pin nut from being turned
unless the safety is pushed forward. When the action is cocked, swinging the safety up and to
the right locks both bolt and cocking piece. This is accomplished by the end of the safety stem
engaging in a notch in the end of the bolt. With the action uncocked (striker forward), the safety
can be depressed and swung over to the right to lock the bolt, but this is to allow the bolt to be
disassembled easily, rather than to lock the bolt in the action.Main parts of the military M-S
action, showing complete bolt assembly at top, receiver in the center, and detachable rotary
magazine assembly at bottom.One very small gas escape hole in the bolt is the only outlet
should gas enter the firing pin hole. This hole, just forward of the mainspring shoulder on the
firing pin, is exposed in the front of the receiver opening when the bolt is closed and locked.The
trigger assembly consists of trigger, trigger pin, sear, sear pin, sear lever, sear lever pin and sear
lever spring, mounted under the receiver on the sear lever pin. The trigger has the usual two
humps that provide the standard double-stage military pull.The trigger guard bow, large and
heavy, is held in place in the stock, along with the rear part of the receiver, by a tongue-and-
groove arrangement with the receiver at the front, and by the rear receiver screw, which passes
through the rear of the guard and stock, and threads into the receiver tang. The front of the
receiver is held in the stock by a screw that runs through an escutcheon in the bottom of the
stock.Top view of the Greek military Mannlicher-Schoenauer action.Issue military M-S trigger
(right) can be modified and improved, as shown at left, by installing an adjustment screw on its
upper end, plus bending and straightening the lower end.The Schoenauer Magazine
SystemThe most interesting feature of the Mannlicher-Schoenauer action is the box magazine,
whose spring-tensioned rotary spool feeds cartridges into the path of the bolt.The heart of the
magazine is the spool, held in upright standards over a box-like trough, much like an old-
fashioned chicken feeder. The spool has 5 shallow grooves that conform to the diameter and
shape of the 6.5 M-S cartridges. The cartridges are not separated except for the first and last,



which are divided by a wing that is actually the follower. A coil spring inside the spool provides
the rotary power to feed the cartridges into the action. Bearings at the spring ends provide the
means to anchor the spool to the standards and to keep the spool wound.The floorplate is
attached to the bottom of the box via a stud and spring clip, allowing the plate to rotate. The fore
and aft magazine projecting walls under the receiver are milled out to accept the magazine box.
Their inner ends are grooved for the ends of the floorplate so the magazine is locked in place
when the floorplate is lengthwise with the action. A spring clip in the bottom of the magazine box,
engaging a recess in the floorplate, locks the floorplate in its lengthwise position and, when
depressed, allows it to be rotated.The magazine well opening, in the left side of the receiver,
slants slightly in that direction so that as the cartridges are fed into and out of the magazine, they
are guided around the spool and magazine box. Circular cartridge guideways about ¼” wide,
built into the front and rear of the magazine opening in the receiver, and in the magazine box,
hold the cartridges in a circle against the spool, allowing the cartridges to move around without
much friction.To allow insertion of cartridges into the magazine and to prevent them from coming
out again, a cartridge-stop was fitted into a milled cut in the underside of the right receiver wall. It
is held in place, and pivots on, a screw through the front of the receiver wall. It is tensioned by a
small coil spring. The rear part of the cartridge-stop projects through a hole near the rear of the
right side of the magazine well opening, and a checkered projection protrudes through another
opening in the top of the wall.On loading a cartridge into the magazine and pressing it down with
the thumb, the cartridge-stop is depressed as the cartridge moves over it; when thumb pressure
is removed, the cartridge, forced up by the tension of the magazine spool, is halted by the bolt-
stop so that only part of the cartridge projects in the path of the bolt. The magazine can be fully
loaded by inserting one cartridge at a time, or loaded by stripping cartridges from a charger clip.
The loaded magazine can be quickly emptied by merely pressing down on the checkered
projection on the bolt-stop.The Schoenauer magazine system is reliable in every way. It holds
five cartridges in a space only slightly larger than needed for a staggered-column magazine.
Feeding is positive and smooth, and there is only one path for the cartridges to take as they are
fed into the chamber. The spool prevents cartridges from moving forward as the rifle recoils. This
prevents bullet point mutilation. Finally, the magazine box and spool can be easily removed for
cleaning.The Schoenauer magazine has disadvantages. It is much more costly to make than a
staggered-column type because every part of the system has to be made for the specific
cartridge for which the rifle is chambered. Once so made, it is not readily adaptable to cartridges
with different dimensions.Takedown and AssemblyMake sure chamber and magazine are
empty. To remove the bolt, raise the bolt handle and pull it back and out while depressing the
bolt-stop. To disassemble the bolt, grasp the bolt body in one hand and, with the other, rotate the
cocking piece ¼-turn counterclockwise so it is against the bolt; depress the safety and swing it to
the right. Turn the firing pin nut ¼-turn counterclockwise and pull it free; swing the safety to the
left, remove it from the cocking piece off the firing pin; now grasp bolt head firmly (remember it is
under tension of the mainspring), turn it counterclockwise until the ejector is in line with the



guide rib and ease it forward. This will release the firing pin and mainspring so they can be
pulled forward out of the bolt. Remove the ejector by turning out its screw and sliding it forward.
Remove the extractor by lifting its front end up with a screwdriver, then pull it forward. To avoid
any chance of breaking the extractor, it should not be removed unless necessary. Reassemble in
reverse order.Using a bullet point or some other pointed tool, depress the floorplate latch spring
through the front hole in the floorplate. Turn it about ¼-turn and pull out the magazine. Remove
the magazine spool by depressing the rear spool bearing and lifting up the rear of the spool.
Remove the bearings and magazine spring from the spool by rotating the front bearing counter-
clockwise about -turn until it pops out and unwinds; the bearings and spring assembly can now
be pulled out. It is best not to remove the spring bearings, although this can be done by lifting the
hooked ends of the spring from each bearing. The spool spring, with bearings attached, is
reassembled by inserting it into the spool and rotating it until the small bearing projects through
the spool; now depress the large bearing and turn it about one full turn counter-clockwise until it
falls into place and is locked into the spool. The assembled spool is fitted in place by inserting
the large bearing into its slot in the magazine box and then depressing the rear bearing until it
slips into place.GreekModel 1903Mannlicher-Schoenauer FdHGreekModel 1903Mannlicher-
Schoenauer FdHTO MOST RIFLEMEN, the name Mann-licher-Schoenauer brings to mind a
sleek little sporting rifle having a slim forend that extends to the muzzle of its short barrel. It is in
the “elite” class of bolt-action sporting rifles, and it’s gained worldwide recognition and fame. Its
popularity does not seem to decrease despite the great many other bolt-action rifles it has had
to compete against since it was first introduced many years ago. It all started with the Greek
Model 1903 M-S military rifle, for the M-S sporting rifle is basically a sporterized version of the
military rifle.The M-S action was developed in the Austrian Arms Factory at Steyr in 1900, the
name deriving from those of Ferdinand Ritter von Mannlicher and Otto Schoenauer. Mannlicher,
born in Mainz, Germany, in 1848, became one of the world’s leading military arms designers. He
died in Austria in 1904. He is most noted for his development of the clip-loading magazine
system, “straight-pull” rifle actions, and automatic rifles and pistols, for which he obtained many
U.S. and foreign patents. Most military arms produced by the great Austrian Arms Factory, often
called the Great Steyr Works, from the mid-1880s on, were of Mannlicher design. Otto
Schoenauer, a native Austrian, was the director of the Austrian Arms Factory for a number of
years. His main claim to fame is the rotary-type magazine used in the M-S rifle.Although he was
not the first inventor of the rotary-spool magazine system, Otto Schoenauer began working with
that idea before 1885; it was first combined with a turnbolt 43-caliber rifle of Mannlicher design in
1887. A year later it was adapted to a Mannlicher straight-pull rifle. In the United States, Arthur
Savage was working on his lever-action rifle fitted with a rotary-spool magazine, which he
perfected by 1893 and on which he obtained patents. He became famous for his efforts which
resulted in the Model 99 Savage rifle, which was made for many years.The Schoenauer spool
magazine, however, was not fully perfected until about 1900, when it was first successfully
combined with a small-caliber turnbolt rifle. It is believed that Portugal obtained a few of the



Model 1900 M-S military rifles. This rifle, with minor modifications, was adopted by Greece in
1903, and designated the Greek Model 1903 Mannlicher-Schoenauer rifle. It was produced in
large numbers by the factory of which Schoenauer was the director. Mannlicher supplied most of
the action designs.At this point, I must backtrack a bit. In an earlier chapter I described the
German Model 88 Commission action, designed by a group of men who borrowed some
features from an earlier Mauser action and used the Mannlicher patented clip-loading single-
column magazine system. Adopted by Germany in 1888, the only thing about this action which
was “Mannlicher” was the magazine.The Austrian Arms Factory in Steyr was one of the firms
which contracted to make the M88 rifles for Germany. Because of the magazine, and because
Mannlicher was also associated with the firm, and perhaps because they made some sporting
rifles based on this action, the 88 rifles were often referred to as “Mannlicher” rifles.When the
Steyr factory developed the M-S rifle in 1900, they freely borrowed and copied the basic receiver
and bolt features of the 88 action, fitting it with the Schoenauer rotary-spool magazine. This was
an expedient thing to do, since it was a smooth and very reliable turnbolt system and they were
already making the 88 rifle. No doubt Mannlicher had a hand in modifying and adapting the 88
receiver for the Schoenauer magazine, but designing it so it could be readily detached from the
rifle for cleaning. He was also responsible for the several changes and improvements on the bolt.
The basic action, nonetheless, was not his creation.Regardless of the minor role that Mann-
licher had in the development of the Model 1903 Greek rifle, that rifle, as well as all future rifles
based on this action, were and are still known as “Mannlicher-Schoenauer” actions.Greece
adopted the M-S rifle in 1903, and it was to remain their principle military shoulder arm until after
WWII. Compared to many other military bolt-action rifles, the M1903 and the later 1903/14
Greek rifles did not gain any spectacular recognition as military arms outside of Greece. The M-
S action, however, gained worldwide acclaim and popularity when used in the Steyr-built
sporting rifles. First made and introduced to European hunters in 1903 or 1904, its most
distinctive feature was a very short barrel and a very slim forend that extended to the muzzle. It is
this feature more than anything else that the name “Mannlicher” has been associated with, and
to such an extent that even today any rifle similarly stocked is called a Mannlicher-stocked
rifle.There were two model designations and a carbine and rifle version of each designation of
the Greek M-S military arm. The 1903 Greek rifle (marked STEYR 1903 on the receiver) is 43.3”
overall, has a 28.5” barrel and weighs about 8.3 pounds. The 1903 Greek carbine is 39.4”
overall, has a 19.7” barrel and weighs about 7.3 pounds. Both have a wooden handguard which
extends from the receiver to the middle barrel band. The Model 1903/14 Greek rifle and carbine
(marked STEYR 1903/14 on the receiver) adopted in 1914 are almost the same as the 1903s
except that the handguard extended from the receiver to the upper barrel band. All are
chambered for the 6.5 M-S cartridge and made so a bayonet can be attached to the muzzle.The
1903 and 1903/14 Greek military rifles were rather late-comers on the U.S. surplus arms market,
not generally offered for sale until about 1961. Carbines were first priced about $35 each, the
rifles at about $30; M98 military Mausers were then selling for about the same prices. I thought



the Greek M-S rifles a good value when compared with any other military surplus bolt-action rifle
then being offered, except that their bores were neglected and usually dark. However, they
apparently sold well, for after a year or so they were no longer advertised. Evidently, however,
many of them must have had bores and/or stocks in such poor shape that, shortly after the rifles
were first offered, separate actions were also made available. Moderately priced ($10 to $15) the
actions also apparently sold well, for they too were soon off the market. At any rate, for a short
time the amateur gunsmith had the opportunity to purchase a genuine Mannlicher-Schoenauer
rifle or action, an opportunity which may never again be presented.The Greek Mannlicher-
Schoenauer ActionThe receiver is a heavy one-piece steel forging machined to accept the
barrel, bolt, magazine and other parts. The front end of the receiver is bored and threaded to
accept the barrel shank. Inside the receiver ring, there is a collar against which the barrel abuts.
This collar surrounds the bolt head except for a slot on the left side for the ejector. Underneath
the round receiver ring is a small stud projection, which is tapped for the front receiver screw. It is
not large enough to transfer adequately the recoil to the stock, but on military rifles, a separate
recoil plate is inletted into the stock, just to the rear of the stud.The top and right center of the
receiver are cut out to gain access to the magazine opening. Much metal is left under the center
of the receiver, enough metal for front and rear walls, and this is milled to accept the various
magazine parts. The magazine well opening in the receiver is milled out on the left side of the
receiver bottom to allow passage of the cartridges from the magazine into the chamber.The
inside of the receiver proper is precisely bored and milled out for the bolt and its locking lugs.
Recesses with angled approaches, cut into the rear of the receiver ring, leave locking shoulders
to engage locking lugs. The angled slope on the forward corner of each shoulder draws the bolt
forward as the bolt is rotated closed. The receiver bridge is slotted to allow passage of the bolt
handle, and the front of this slot is grooved to accept a magazine-charger clip. The rear of the
receiver ends in a tang into which the rear receiver screw threads.Left-side view of the Opened
military Mannlicher-Schoenauer action.Greek Model 1903 military Mannlicher-Schoenauer
action.The small one-piece bolt-stop is attached to the left side of the receiver bridge and pivots
on a stud made integral with the receiver. A pin holds the bolt-stop on the stud, and a coil spring
in the rear of the bolt-stop provides the tension. An extension on the front of the bolt-stop,
projecting through a hole in the receiver wall into the locking lug raceway, halts the bolt in its
rearward motion as it contacts the ejector and bolt locking lug.The bolt has a separate non-
rotating bolt head. Mortised into the right side of the bolt head and its stem is a one-piece spring
extractor—no stronger or weaker than that of the 88 Commission action. Loosely mortised into
the left side of the bolt head, so that it has some longitudinal movement, is the ejector. It is held
in place by a small screw. The ejector extends back and overlaps the locking lug when the bolt
handle is raised so that, on pulling the bolt back, the bolt-stop pushes the ejector forward to
eject the cartridge or fired case before the bolt is halted, when the ejector contacts the locking
lug. This arrangement, and the ejector itself, is much better than the ejector system in the 88
action. The outside front edge of the ejector is beveled to move the bolt-stop out of the way



when the assembled bolt is inserted into the receiver.The bolt-head face is not recessed for the
cartridge head. Instead, the breeching system is so made that, when the bolt is locked closed,
the flat face of the bolt head contacts the breech end of the barrel. The chamber is deep enough
to let the cartridge head lie flush with the end of the barrel. Shallow grooves cut across the face
of the barrel allow room for the ejector and extractor. A good arrangement, but it makes barrel
fitting a bit more difficult than it is with the 88 action, which has a recessed bolt head.The bolt
body is drilled from the front to accept the firing pin, mainspring and bolt head. A small lug on the
stem of the bolt head, and a matching longitudinal and circular groove inside the front of the bolt,
hold these two parts together, allowing the bolt head to be removed and replaced when it is
turned to a certain position. The dual-opposed locking lugs are on the extreme front end of the
bolt body, both solid and quite large. The top front corner of the right (or bottom) locking lug is
beveled to match a similar beveled surface left inside the locking-lug recess in the receiver ring.
This provides the initial extraction camming power when the bolt handle is raised.The front of the
left locking lug has a circular groove cut across its face. The rear of the projection on the bolt-
stop, which projects into the locking lug raceway, has a ridge to match the groove in the left
locking lug. Unless the ejector is in place, or the bolt head and ejector are not assembled on the
bolt, the bolt cannot be inserted into the receiver unless the bolt-stop is purposely depressed in
doing so. Thus, the groove and hook arrangement on the locking lug and bolt-stop serves as a
warning that, unless the bolt can be inserted into the receiver without manually depressing the
bolt-stop, something is amiss. This could prevent an extremely dangerous situation from arising,
since it is possible to fire the rifle with the bolt head missing.The straight bolt handle, with its
large hollow grasping ball, is an integral part of the bolt body. Also made integral with the bolt is
the guide rib, which extends forward of, and becomes part of, the base or root of the bolt handle.
This rib affords additional anchorage for the bolt handle, but also guides the bolt and prevents its
binding. The rear of the rib, or the base of the bolt handle, is not high enough to contact the front
of the receiver bridge, so apparently no effort was made to provide a positive safety lug
arrangement. In the event the front locking lugs or receiver ring should fail, however, the bolt
handle itself would prevent the bolt from being driven out of the receiver. The center of the guide
rib is milled out to keep weight to a minimum.The firing pin and mainspring are inserted through
the front of the bolt, the mainspring being compressed over the firing pin stem between a
shoulder on the front of the firing pin and a shoulder in the rear of the bolt body. The heavy
cocking piece fits over the rear end of the firing pin, held there by the firing pin nut, which is
secured to the firing pin with an interrupted lug arrangement. Flat surfaces on the rear of the
firing pin, engaging a matching hole in the cocking piece, and the flattened front end of the firing
pin, engaging a matched slot in the bolt head, prevent these parts from turning on the firing pin.A
cam projection on the cocking piece, matching a notch in the rear of the bolt body, cocks the
firing mechanism when the bolt handle is lifted. This cocking action is easy because of the
smoothness of the contacting metal surfaces. Since the firing pin nut, cocking piece, safety and
safety spring are part of the firing mechanism, and are attached to the firing pin, lock time is a bit



sluggish, but ignition is positive because of the weight of these parts.The wing safety is
positioned in a hole in the upper part of the cocking piece and into an extension of the cocking
piece which extends forward into the slot in the receiver bridge. It is tensioned by a short coil
spring which fits over the stem of the safety. This keeps it pushed back against the firing pin nut,
which holds the safety in place, and which in turn prevents the firing pin nut from being turned
unless the safety is pushed forward. When the action is cocked, swinging the safety up and to
the right locks both bolt and cocking piece. This is accomplished by the end of the safety stem
engaging in a notch in the end of the bolt. With the action uncocked (striker forward), the safety
can be depressed and swung over to the right to lock the bolt, but this is to allow the bolt to be
disassembled easily, rather than to lock the bolt in the action.Main parts of the military M-S
action, showing complete bolt assembly at top, receiver in the center, and detachable rotary
magazine assembly at bottom.One very small gas escape hole in the bolt is the only outlet
should gas enter the firing pin hole. This hole, just forward of the mainspring shoulder on the
firing pin, is exposed in the front of the receiver opening when the bolt is closed and locked.The
trigger assembly consists of trigger, trigger pin, sear, sear pin, sear lever, sear lever pin and sear
lever spring, mounted under the receiver on the sear lever pin. The trigger has the usual two
humps that provide the standard double-stage military pull.The trigger guard bow, large and
heavy, is held in place in the stock, along with the rear part of the receiver, by a tongue-and-
groove arrangement with the receiver at the front, and by the rear receiver screw, which passes
through the rear of the guard and stock, and threads into the receiver tang. The front of the
receiver is held in the stock by a screw that runs through an escutcheon in the bottom of the
stock.Top view of the Greek military Mannlicher-Schoenauer action.Issue military M-S trigger
(right) can be modified and improved, as shown at left, by installing an adjustment screw on its
upper end, plus bending and straightening the lower end.The Schoenauer Magazine
SystemThe most interesting feature of the Mannlicher-Schoenauer action is the box magazine,
whose spring-tensioned rotary spool feeds cartridges into the path of the bolt.The heart of the
magazine is the spool, held in upright standards over a box-like trough, much like an old-
fashioned chicken feeder. The spool has 5 shallow grooves that conform to the diameter and
shape of the 6.5 M-S cartridges. The cartridges are not separated except for the first and last,
which are divided by a wing that is actually the follower. A coil spring inside the spool provides
the rotary power to feed the cartridges into the action. Bearings at the spring ends provide the
means to anchor the spool to the standards and to keep the spool wound.The floorplate is
attached to the bottom of the box via a stud and spring clip, allowing the plate to rotate. The fore
and aft magazine projecting walls under the receiver are milled out to accept the magazine box.
Their inner ends are grooved for the ends of the floorplate so the magazine is locked in place
when the floorplate is lengthwise with the action. A spring clip in the bottom of the magazine box,
engaging a recess in the floorplate, locks the floorplate in its lengthwise position and, when
depressed, allows it to be rotated.The magazine well opening, in the left side of the receiver,
slants slightly in that direction so that as the cartridges are fed into and out of the magazine, they



are guided around the spool and magazine box. Circular cartridge guideways about ¼” wide,
built into the front and rear of the magazine opening in the receiver, and in the magazine box,
hold the cartridges in a circle against the spool, allowing the cartridges to move around without
much friction.To allow insertion of cartridges into the magazine and to prevent them from coming
out again, a cartridge-stop was fitted into a milled cut in the underside of the right receiver wall. It
is held in place, and pivots on, a screw through the front of the receiver wall. It is tensioned by a
small coil spring. The rear part of the cartridge-stop projects through a hole near the rear of the
right side of the magazine well opening, and a checkered projection protrudes through another
opening in the top of the wall.On loading a cartridge into the magazine and pressing it down with
the thumb, the cartridge-stop is depressed as the cartridge moves over it; when thumb pressure
is removed, the cartridge, forced up by the tension of the magazine spool, is halted by the bolt-
stop so that only part of the cartridge projects in the path of the bolt. The magazine can be fully
loaded by inserting one cartridge at a time, or loaded by stripping cartridges from a charger clip.
The loaded magazine can be quickly emptied by merely pressing down on the checkered
projection on the bolt-stop.The Schoenauer magazine system is reliable in every way. It holds
five cartridges in a space only slightly larger than needed for a staggered-column magazine.
Feeding is positive and smooth, and there is only one path for the cartridges to take as they are
fed into the chamber. The spool prevents cartridges from moving forward as the rifle recoils. This
prevents bullet point mutilation. Finally, the magazine box and spool can be easily removed for
cleaning.The Schoenauer magazine has disadvantages. It is much more costly to make than a
staggered-column type because every part of the system has to be made for the specific
cartridge for which the rifle is chambered. Once so made, it is not readily adaptable to cartridges
with different dimensions.Takedown and AssemblyMake sure chamber and magazine are
empty. To remove the bolt, raise the bolt handle and pull it back and out while depressing the
bolt-stop. To disassemble the bolt, grasp the bolt body in one hand and, with the other, rotate the
cocking piece ¼-turn counterclockwise so it is against the bolt; depress the safety and swing it to
the right. Turn the firing pin nut ¼-turn counterclockwise and pull it free; swing the safety to the
left, remove it from the cocking piece off the firing pin; now grasp bolt head firmly (remember it is
under tension of the mainspring), turn it counterclockwise until the ejector is in line with the
guide rib and ease it forward. This will release the firing pin and mainspring so they can be
pulled forward out of the bolt. Remove the ejector by turning out its screw and sliding it forward.
Remove the extractor by lifting its front end up with a screwdriver, then pull it forward. To avoid
any chance of breaking the extractor, it should not be removed unless necessary. Reassemble in
reverse order.Using a bullet point or some other pointed tool, depress the floorplate latch spring
through the front hole in the floorplate. Turn it about ¼-turn and pull out the magazine. Remove
the magazine spool by depressing the rear spool bearing and lifting up the rear of the spool.
Remove the bearings and magazine spring from the spool by rotating the front bearing counter-
clockwise about -turn until it pops out and unwinds; the bearings and spring assembly can now
be pulled out. It is best not to remove the spring bearings, although this can be done by lifting the



hooked ends of the spring from each bearing. The spool spring, with bearings attached, is
reassembled by inserting it into the spool and rotating it until the small bearing projects through
the spool; now depress the large bearing and turn it about one full turn counter-clockwise until it
falls into place and is locked into the spool. The assembled spool is fitted in place by inserting
the large bearing into its slot in the magazine box and then depressing the rear bearing until it
slips into place.Mannlicher-Schoenauer TriggersSingle and Double-Set for Rifles and
CarbinesAdjustable Single or Double-Set TriggersAll models, both rifle and carbine, come with
choice of regular single trigger or double-set triggers. The single trigger is of the clean crisp
shotgun type, that is, it is completely without creep, the pull being about 4½ lbs., and is the type
most shooters are accustomed to. Below, it will be seen that the single trigger is provided with a
regulating screw, permitting adjustment of pull.The double-set trigger represents a novelty to
most American shooters, but once understood, has numerous advantages, particularly when
used with a scope. In this type, the front trigger alone always fires the gun, the rear trigger never
does, its sole function being to “set” the front trigger thus making a “hair” trigger of it. If the rear
trigger is ignored, the gun is fired by using the front trigger, though the pull is somewhat heavier
and less sharp than on the regular single trigger model. The reason for this will be clear from a
study of the two illustrations, whereby it will be seen that the leverage exerted in the single
trigger is several times as great as in the double-set.To make a “hair” trigger of the front trigger,
the rear is pulled back until it clicks, and the front trigger is then “set” and a pressure of a few
ounces fires it. This is perfect for long-distance scope shots as the gun may be fired the instant
the bead is on the target. If the trigger is “set”, it can be unset without firing the gun or opening
the bolt.To accomplish this, the rear trigger is pulled first, and while pressure is on the rear
trigger, the front trigger is pulled very lightly, and the gun is back to normal pull. This last “trick”
should be practiced on an empty chamber until it is thoroughly understood. A small regulating
screw is located between the triggers, permitting adjustment of from nothing to about three
ounces.This illustration shows double-set trigger unit complete with trigger lever. This entire unit
can be replaced or used interchangeably with the single trigger mechanism shown at right.This
is the new style single trigger mechanism (illustrated more fully below) which can be used to
replace the double trigger unit if desired. This new-style trigger is being furnished on all current
Mannlicher-Schoenauers.OLD SINGLE TRIGGER MECHANISMNEW SINGLE TRIGGER
MECHANISMA page from the 1939 Stoeger’s catalog showing the different trigger mechanisms
for the commercial M-S sporter at that time. (Courtesy Stoeger Industries)Regular sporter-type
rifle built around the Greek military M-S action. The action was fitted with a new barrel, a flat bolt
handle and a 1903 Springfield trigger guard bow, and to this the Fajen stock was fitted. The
Weaver K-6 scope is mounted in Weaver top-detachable rings on a Weaver 60 base attached to
the receiver ring with two 8x40 screws.The floorplate can be removed by driving the spring clip
off of the floorplate stud, which will release the floorplate and the spring catch. Reassemble in
reverse order. The assembled magazine can then be inserted into the action and locked in place
by turning the floorplate lengthwise with the action.To remove the barrel and action from the



stock, remove the magazine and barrel bands; turn out the rear receiver screw, lift the rear of the
trigger guard out of the stock, slide it back and remove it; turn out the front receiver screw and
the barreled action can be lifted out of the stock. Drive out (downward) the bolt-stop pin to
remove the bolt-stop and spring. Turn out the cartridge-stop screw from the right side of the
receiver and work out the cartridge-stop and spring. Drive out the sear lever pin to remove the
trigger assembly. Drive out the sear and trigger pins to remove the sear and trigger. Reassemble
in reverse order. The barrel is screwed tightly into the receiver (right-hand threads), and it should
not be removed unless the action is to be rebarreled, and then only if the proper tools are
available.Rechambering and RebarrelingI’ve already pointed out some limitations of the M-S
action and magazine, but there are more. There is just no way in which this action, made for the
6.5 M-S cartridge, can be altered to handle a cartridge whose overall length is more than about
3.10”, nor any practicable or easy way it can be made to handle any cartridge much shorter than
about 2.875”. The new cartridge, which must also be a rimless type, practically eliminates all
modern cartridges except the 257 Roberts, 244 (or 6mm Remington) and the 7mm Mauser.
While these three fall within the noted length limitations, they still pose an insurmountable
problem in the altering of the magazine to handle them because the bodies if these cartridges
are of larger diameter than the 6.5 M-S cartridge. I feel that the only practicable rebarreling of the
Greek M-S would be to its original caliber.Good and Poor FeaturesTo begin with, all of the Greek
M-S military actions I’ve seen and handled, whether Steyr- or Beretta-made, were very well
made in every detail. Undoubtedly the very best steels were used to make the various parts, and
these parts properly hardened and tempered (or heat-treated) according to the task they had to
perform. All parts are well fitted, finished and smooth. Some parts are polished very smooth,
including the exterior of the bolt, magazine spool and the contracting surfaces of the various
moving parts. All of this makes for a tight fitting yet smooth working action. Its smoothness of
operation rivals that of our Krag. In fact, most of these military actions I’ve handled operated as
easily and as smoothly as the action of any commercial M-S sporting rifle made. It is this
smoothness, plus the looks and feel of the sporting carbine, that most impresses the sportsman
who handles this rifle for the first time.I like the breeching system of this action, which is not too
unlike the M98 Mauser breeching, and the bolt-stop and ejector system, plus the fact that both
locking lugs are solid. I also like the cartridge-stop arrangement, which allows easy and
convenient removal of cartridges from the magazine.There are many things I don’t like about the
M-S action, some of which I consider poorly designed. I don’t like the slotted bridge or the
forward placement of the bolt handle, nor do I like the firing mechanism, with the heavy cocking
piece and safety hung on the firing pin.After almost 70 years of nearly continuous manufacture,
the modern M-S action had almost the same firing mechanism, and I should think that it could
have been improved.I do not particularly dislike the separate bolt head, but the extractor is far
from being the best. Of all its action parts, the bolt head and extractor are most often lost, and
the extractor the part most often broken. Because of the separate bolt head design, the receiver
ring and bolt travel are proportionally longer. Because of the long cocking piece, the receiver



bridge is also quite long. The rotary spool magazine system requires longer space than would a
staggered-column box magazine holding a cartridge of the same length. Considering, however,
the size and length of the 6.5 M-S cartridge, the M-S action seems unduly long and heavy.Close-
up of the above sporting rifle showing the altered safety wing, flat bolt handle, 1903 Springfield
trigger and guard bow, and Weaver scope mount.Greek 1903 Mannlicher-Schoenauer(Uses 6.5
M-S cartridges)General SpecificationsType . . . . . . . . .Turnbolt repeater.Receiver . . . . . .One-
piece machined steel forging with slotted bridge. Stripper-clip charger guide milled in the
bridge.Bolt . . . . . . . . . .Two-piece, with separate non-rotating bolt head. Dual-opposed locking
lugs on front of bolt body. Bolt handle acts as a safety lug.Ignition . . . . . . .One-piece firing pin,
coil spring powered. Cocks on opening bolt.Magazine . . . . .Rotary spool, five-shot capacity,
detachable box-type.Trigger . . . . . . .Non-adjustable, double-stage military
pull.Safety . . . . . . . .Rotary wing-type built into cocking piece. 180° swing from left to right, locks
striker and bolt when swung up or right.Extractor . . . . . .One-piece non-rotating spring extractor
mortised in bolt head.Magazine cutoff None.Bolt-stop . . . . . .Pivoting type, located at left rear of
receiver.Ejector . . . . . . .Sliding type fitted on bolt head, activated by bolt stop.Despite these
criticisms, I still like this action very much. Just as many shooters complained when the Model
70 Winchester action was changed in 1964, I imagine that a similar reaction occurred when the
Mannlicher-Schoenauer action was changed.GunsmithingWhen surplus Greek M-S rifles and
actions were available in the early 1960s, amateur gunsmiths all over the U.S. and Canada
expressed a great deal of interest in them. I know that many were rather disappointed in this
action because of its limitations, while others bought a rifle or an action or two or more to lay
away for the day they could build that “Mannlicher” rifle— that sleek little sporter they have seen
in the Stoeger’s catalog for many years but could never afford.When the Greek M-S military rifles
and actions were first available as surplus arms, I obtained several of the actions. I did
considerable experimental work with them, since little has been written about them in
gunsmithing books. What I learned should interest those wanting to know the practical use of
this rifle or action when remodeling or building a rifle on it.If you have a complete and original
Greek M-S rifle or carbine in excellent condition inside and out, you might consider the fact that
they have some value as a collector’s item because they’re not very common.The M-S rifle or
carbine can be readily remodeled into a very fine sporter, for it has one of the best shaped and
designed stocks of any military rifle. If you have the rifle, a standard-type sporter can be made
from it by discarding the handguard, removing the rear sight, cutting off the forend just to the rear
of the middle barrel band, and shortening the barrel to 24” or 22”. Or, if you want to make a
typical Mannlicher carbine from either the rifle or carbine, shorten the barrel to 18”, fit a steel
Mannlicher-type forend cap on the end of the forend and then trim the entire forend down. Install
an open rear sight and a front sight of your choice on the barrel. Lastly, cut off the bolt handle
and weld on a flat Mannlicher-type handle. I have made flat handles from the shank of a small
open-end wrench or a flat spoke from an old farm implement wheel.If your rifle or carbine has a
ruined bore and you want to use it, my suggestion would be to have a new barrel fitted in its



original caliber. It can then be remodeled as outlined above.There is no receiver sight made for
this rifle, and it is most difficult to adapt any other receiver sight to fit it. I’ve successfully mounted
a scope on this action using the one-piece Weaver 60 base, attaching it to the receiver ring with
two 8x40 screws. This also required the installation of a new bolt handle to clear the
scope.Typical “Mannlicher” styled sporting rifle made up on the Greek military M-S action. The
action was attached to a 6.5 caliber barrel, open sights fitted into the barrel, the original bolt
handle replaced with a flat type, and then a Fajen Mannlicher stock fitted to the barreled
action.In attaching a new bolt handle to achieve a very low profile, and so it will clear the
eyepiece of a low-mounted scope, it may be necessary to weld it directly to the bolt guide rib.
This will then require notching the side of the stock and cutting down the right side of the
receiver bridge. In any case, the clip-charger humps should be filed down.To my knowledge,
there is no commercial safety or trigger made for this action. I solved the safety problem when a
scope is mounted low by cutting off most of the wing from the original safety and silver soldering
on an L-shaped piece of flat steel, as shown in the illustration. The original trigger can be
improved by fitting it with an adjustment screw, as shown. I have also replaced the original
trigger with a 1903 Springfield trigger, modifying it as required. The original M-S trigger guard
bow is unusually large and heavy, and on one rifle, I replaced it with a 1903 Springfield guard.
This not only improves the looks, but in combination with the Springfield trigger, the trigger and
bow are placed farther to the rear and closer to the grip, making for better handling and feel.A
double-set trigger mechanism made for the M98 Mauser can be installed in the Greek M-S
action. On one rifle I remodeled, I sawed off the bow, or loop part, from the guard, installed the
trigger mechanism in the plate that was left, and then fitted a double-barrel shotgun guard to the
plate and grip, nearly duplicating the original double trigger set-up of the commercial M-S
rifle.Additional CommentsI don’t know how many Greek M-S military rifles and carbines were
made, but the figure must surely be in the scores or hundreds of thousands. Of all the military
and commercial centerfire turnbolt actions discussed in this book, I believe more separate
manufacturing operations are required to make the Mannlicher-Schoenauer action than any of
the others.The 1903 and the 1903/14 Greek M-S rifles are serial numbered. The complete serial
number is usually stamped on the receiver ring, on the bolt guide rib and on the breech end of
the barrel, and with two or more digits of this number stamped on such other parts as the bolt
head, cocking piece, firing pin, firing pin nut and safety. If all the numbers match, this indicates
all of the numbered parts are original. The place and date (year) of manufacture are usually
stamped on the left receiver wall, as for example: STEYR 1914 or BERETTA and date. The
model designation of the rifle is usually stamped on the receiver ring, as for example: Y:1903/14.
A crown over a cross within a shield is also usually found stamped on the receiver ring.The 6.5
M-S CartridgeThe 6.5 M-S cartridge was developed and introduced with the M-S military rifle in
1900, and adopted by Greece in 1903. It is a rimless, bottlenecked cartridge, loaded with a long
round-nosed bullet. The 6.5 M-S case is slightly smaller at the head (.453”) than the 30-06 case
(.473” head dia.). As a military cartridge, it was certainly as good as the 6.5mm Japanese and



6.5mm Italian-Carcano cartridges, but since Greece was such a small country, the 6.5 M-S
cartridge never became a noteworthy military cartridge. It did, however, become a worldwide
favorite sporting cartridge in the famous M-S sporting carbine, and it has been successfully used
for taking all species of big game, including elephant.The 6.5 M-S is also known as the 6.5x54 or
6.5x53 M-S. The “6.5” indicates the caliber in millimeters of .256”.the approximate bore size of
the barrel. The “53” or “54” (the latter figure is most generally used today) is the case length in
millimeters. Bullets are usually of .264” diameter to match the groove diameter of barrels made
for this cartridge, which normally range from .266 ” to .268”. M-S rifle barrels usually have a very
fast rifling twist, one turn in 7.87 ”.The 6.5 M-S Greek military cartridge was normally loaded with
a 159-grain full-jacketed round-nosed bullet, muzzle velocity about 2225 fps. Sporting loads,
which were made in such countries as Austria, Germany, Great Britain, Canada and the U.S.,
were usually loaded with 150- to 160-grain round-nosed expanding-type bullets.If you own a rifle
in this caliber and want to shoot it, you surely can find an ammunition source by contacting
dealers who sell imported ammunition. Check the “Directory of the Arms Trade” in GUN DIGEST
for the names and addresses of importers and manufacturers of ammunition. And when you
shoot your rifle, save the empty cases because they can be reloaded. In the directory, you
should also be able to find a commercial stock maker who can furnish semi-shaped/inletted
stocks for the Mannlicher-Schoenauer.The handloader will want to use Norma cases because
they accept Boxer primers. Because the 6.5 M-S chamber has a very deep throat for the long-
bulleted factory load, and the M-S action and magazine are made specifically for such a load,
the handloader will have the best results with long and heavy 6.5mm bullets.Beginning in 1903,
the Mannlicher-Schoenauer factory began producing fine sporting carbines on the M-S action.
These lightweight and short barreled rifles with a full length form became popular the world over.
Pictured here is the 1905 Model. Other models followed including the 1908 and 1910. The most
popular caliber was the 6.5x54mm but they were also made in 8x56mm, 9x56mm and
9.5x57mm. (Photo from the Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Winchester Museum.)Mannlicher-
Schoenauer TriggersSingle and Double-Set for Rifles and CarbinesAdjustable Single or Double-
Set TriggersAll models, both rifle and carbine, come with choice of regular single trigger or
double-set triggers. The single trigger is of the clean crisp shotgun type, that is, it is completely
without creep, the pull being about 4½ lbs., and is the type most shooters are accustomed to.
Below, it will be seen that the single trigger is provided with a regulating screw, permitting
adjustment of pull.The double-set trigger represents a novelty to most American shooters, but
once understood, has numerous advantages, particularly when used with a scope. In this type,
the front trigger alone always fires the gun, the rear trigger never does, its sole function being to
“set” the front trigger thus making a “hair” trigger of it. If the rear trigger is ignored, the gun is fired
by using the front trigger, though the pull is somewhat heavier and less sharp than on the regular
single trigger model. The reason for this will be clear from a study of the two illustrations,
whereby it will be seen that the leverage exerted in the single trigger is several times as great as
in the double-set.To make a “hair” trigger of the front trigger, the rear is pulled back until it clicks,



and the front trigger is then “set” and a pressure of a few ounces fires it. This is perfect for long-
distance scope shots as the gun may be fired the instant the bead is on the target. If the trigger
is “set”, it can be unset without firing the gun or opening the bolt.To accomplish this, the rear
trigger is pulled first, and while pressure is on the rear trigger, the front trigger is pulled very
lightly, and the gun is back to normal pull. This last “trick” should be practiced on an empty
chamber until it is thoroughly understood. A small regulating screw is located between the
triggers, permitting adjustment of from nothing to about three ounces.This illustration shows
double-set trigger unit complete with trigger lever. This entire unit can be replaced or used
interchangeably with the single trigger mechanism shown at right.This is the new style single
trigger mechanism (illustrated more fully below) which can be used to replace the double trigger
unit if desired. This new-style trigger is being furnished on all current Mannlicher-
Schoenauers.OLD SINGLE TRIGGER MECHANISMNEW SINGLE TRIGGER MECHANISMA
page from the 1939 Stoeger’s catalog showing the different trigger mechanisms for the
commercial M-S sporter at that time. (Courtesy Stoeger Industries)Regular sporter-type rifle built
around the Greek military M-S action. The action was fitted with a new barrel, a flat bolt handle
and a 1903 Springfield trigger guard bow, and to this the Fajen stock was fitted. The Weaver K-6
scope is mounted in Weaver top-detachable rings on a Weaver 60 base attached to the receiver
ring with two 8x40 screws.The floorplate can be removed by driving the spring clip off of the
floorplate stud, which will release the floorplate and the spring catch. Reassemble in reverse
order. The assembled magazine can then be inserted into the action and locked in place by
turning the floorplate lengthwise with the action.To remove the barrel and action from the stock,
remove the magazine and barrel bands; turn out the rear receiver screw, lift the rear of the trigger
guard out of the stock, slide it back and remove it; turn out the front receiver screw and the
barreled action can be lifted out of the stock. Drive out (downward) the bolt-stop pin to remove
the bolt-stop and spring. Turn out the cartridge-stop screw from the right side of the receiver and
work out the cartridge-stop and spring. Drive out the sear lever pin to remove the trigger
assembly. Drive out the sear and trigger pins to remove the sear and trigger. Reassemble in
reverse order. The barrel is screwed tightly into the receiver (right-hand threads), and it should
not be removed unless the action is to be rebarreled, and then only if the proper tools are
available.Rechambering and RebarrelingI’ve already pointed out some limitations of the M-S
action and magazine, but there are more. There is just no way in which this action, made for the
6.5 M-S cartridge, can be altered to handle a cartridge whose overall length is more than about
3.10”, nor any practicable or easy way it can be made to handle any cartridge much shorter than
about 2.875”. The new cartridge, which must also be a rimless type, practically eliminates all
modern cartridges except the 257 Roberts, 244 (or 6mm Remington) and the 7mm Mauser.
While these three fall within the noted length limitations, they still pose an insurmountable
problem in the altering of the magazine to handle them because the bodies if these cartridges
are of larger diameter than the 6.5 M-S cartridge. I feel that the only practicable rebarreling of the
Greek M-S would be to its original caliber.Good and Poor FeaturesTo begin with, all of the Greek



M-S military actions I’ve seen and handled, whether Steyr- or Beretta-made, were very well
made in every detail. Undoubtedly the very best steels were used to make the various parts, and
these parts properly hardened and tempered (or heat-treated) according to the task they had to
perform. All parts are well fitted, finished and smooth. Some parts are polished very smooth,
including the exterior of the bolt, magazine spool and the contracting surfaces of the various
moving parts. All of this makes for a tight fitting yet smooth working action. Its smoothness of
operation rivals that of our Krag. In fact, most of these military actions I’ve handled operated as
easily and as smoothly as the action of any commercial M-S sporting rifle made. It is this
smoothness, plus the looks and feel of the sporting carbine, that most impresses the sportsman
who handles this rifle for the first time.I like the breeching system of this action, which is not too
unlike the M98 Mauser breeching, and the bolt-stop and ejector system, plus the fact that both
locking lugs are solid. I also like the cartridge-stop arrangement, which allows easy and
convenient removal of cartridges from the magazine.There are many things I don’t like about the
M-S action, some of which I consider poorly designed. I don’t like the slotted bridge or the
forward placement of the bolt handle, nor do I like the firing mechanism, with the heavy cocking
piece and safety hung on the firing pin.After almost 70 years of nearly continuous manufacture,
the modern M-S action had almost the same firing mechanism, and I should think that it could
have been improved.I do not particularly dislike the separate bolt head, but the extractor is far
from being the best. Of all its action parts, the bolt head and extractor are most often lost, and
the extractor the part most often broken. Because of the separate bolt head design, the receiver
ring and bolt travel are proportionally longer. Because of the long cocking piece, the receiver
bridge is also quite long. The rotary spool magazine system requires longer space than would a
staggered-column box magazine holding a cartridge of the same length. Considering, however,
the size and length of the 6.5 M-S cartridge, the M-S action seems unduly long and heavy.Close-
up of the above sporting rifle showing the altered safety wing, flat bolt handle, 1903 Springfield
trigger and guard bow, and Weaver scope mount.Greek 1903 Mannlicher-Schoenauer(Uses 6.5
M-S cartridges)General SpecificationsType . . . . . . . . .Turnbolt repeater.Receiver . . . . . .One-
piece machined steel forging with slotted bridge. Stripper-clip charger guide milled in the
bridge.Bolt . . . . . . . . . .Two-piece, with separate non-rotating bolt head. Dual-opposed locking
lugs on front of bolt body. Bolt handle acts as a safety lug.Ignition . . . . . . .One-piece firing pin,
coil spring powered. Cocks on opening bolt.Magazine . . . . .Rotary spool, five-shot capacity,
detachable box-type.Trigger . . . . . . .Non-adjustable, double-stage military
pull.Safety . . . . . . . .Rotary wing-type built into cocking piece. 180° swing from left to right, locks
striker and bolt when swung up or right.Extractor . . . . . .One-piece non-rotating spring extractor
mortised in bolt head.Magazine cutoff None.Bolt-stop . . . . . .Pivoting type, located at left rear of
receiver.Ejector . . . . . . .Sliding type fitted on bolt head, activated by bolt stop.General
SpecificationsType . . . . . . . . .Turnbolt repeater.Receiver . . . . . .One-piece machined steel forging 
with slotted bridge. Stripper-clip charger guide milled in the bridge.Bolt . . . . . . . . . .Two-piece,
with separate non-rotating bolt head. Dual-opposed locking lugs on front of bolt body. Bolt



handle acts as a safety lug.Ignition . . . . . . .One-piece firing pin, coil spring powered. Cocks on
opening bolt.Magazine . . . . .Rotary spool, five-shot capacity, detachable box-
type.Trigger . . . . . . .Non-adjustable, double-stage military pull.Safety . . . . . . . .Rotary wing-type
built into cocking piece. 180° swing from left to right, locks striker and bolt when swung up or
right.Extractor . . . . . .One-piece non-rotating spring extractor mortised in bolt head.Magazine
cutoff None.Bolt-stop . . . . . .Pivoting type, located at left rear of receiver.Ejector . . . . . . .Sliding
type fitted on bolt head, activated by bolt stop.Despite these criticisms, I still like this action very
much. Just as many shooters complained when the Model 70 Winchester action was changed in
1964, I imagine that a similar reaction occurred when the Mannlicher-Schoenauer action was
changed.GunsmithingWhen surplus Greek M-S rifles and actions were available in the early
1960s, amateur gunsmiths all over the U.S. and Canada expressed a great deal of interest in
them. I know that many were rather disappointed in this action because of its limitations, while
others bought a rifle or an action or two or more to lay away for the day they could build that
“Mannlicher” rifle— that sleek little sporter they have seen in the Stoeger’s catalog for many
years but could never afford.When the Greek M-S military rifles and actions were first available
as surplus arms, I obtained several of the actions. I did considerable experimental work with
them, since little has been written about them in gunsmithing books. What I learned should
interest those wanting to know the practical use of this rifle or action when remodeling or
building a rifle on it.If you have a complete and original Greek M-S rifle or carbine in excellent
condition inside and out, you might consider the fact that they have some value as a collector’s
item because they’re not very common.The M-S rifle or carbine can be readily remodeled into a
very fine sporter, for it has one of the best shaped and designed stocks of any military rifle. If you
have the rifle, a standard-type sporter can be made from it by discarding the handguard,
removing the rear sight, cutting off the forend just to the rear of the middle barrel band, and
shortening the barrel to 24” or 22”. Or, if you want to make a typical Mannlicher carbine from
either the rifle or carbine, shorten the barrel to 18”, fit a steel Mannlicher-type forend cap on the
end of the forend and then trim the entire forend down. Install an open rear sight and a front sight
of your choice on the barrel. Lastly, cut off the bolt handle and weld on a flat Mannlicher-type
handle. I have made flat handles from the shank of a small open-end wrench or a flat spoke from
an old farm implement wheel.If your rifle or carbine has a ruined bore and you want to use it, my
suggestion would be to have a new barrel fitted in its original caliber. It can then be remodeled
as outlined above.There is no receiver sight made for this rifle, and it is most difficult to adapt
any other receiver sight to fit it. I’ve successfully mounted a scope on this action using the one-
piece Weaver 60 base, attaching it to the receiver ring with two 8x40 screws. This also required
the installation of a new bolt handle to clear the scope.Typical “Mannlicher” styled sporting rifle
made up on the Greek military M-S action. The action was attached to a 6.5 caliber barrel, open
sights fitted into the barrel, the original bolt handle replaced with a flat type, and then a Fajen
Mannlicher stock fitted to the barreled action.In attaching a new bolt handle to achieve a very
low profile, and so it will clear the eyepiece of a low-mounted scope, it may be necessary to weld



it directly to the bolt guide rib. This will then require notching the side of the stock and cutting
down the right side of the receiver bridge. In any case, the clip-charger humps should be filed
down.To my knowledge, there is no commercial safety or trigger made for this action. I solved
the safety problem when a scope is mounted low by cutting off most of the wing from the original
safety and silver soldering on an L-shaped piece of flat steel, as shown in the illustration. The
original trigger can be improved by fitting it with an adjustment screw, as shown. I have also
replaced the original trigger with a 1903 Springfield trigger, modifying it as required. The original
M-S trigger guard bow is unusually large and heavy, and on one rifle, I replaced it with a 1903
Springfield guard. This not only improves the looks, but in combination with the Springfield
trigger, the trigger and bow are placed farther to the rear and closer to the grip, making for better
handling and feel.A double-set trigger mechanism made for the M98 Mauser can be installed in
the Greek M-S action. On one rifle I remodeled, I sawed off the bow, or loop part, from the guard,
installed the trigger mechanism in the plate that was left, and then fitted a double-barrel shotgun
guard to the plate and grip, nearly duplicating the original double trigger set-up of the
commercial M-S rifle.Additional CommentsI don’t know how many Greek M-S military rifles and
carbines were made, but the figure must surely be in the scores or hundreds of thousands. Of all
the military and commercial centerfire turnbolt actions discussed in this book, I believe more
separate manufacturing operations are required to make the Mannlicher-Schoenauer action
than any of the others.The 1903 and the 1903/14 Greek M-S rifles are serial numbered. The
complete serial number is usually stamped on the receiver ring, on the bolt guide rib and on the
breech end of the barrel, and with two or more digits of this number stamped on such other parts
as the bolt head, cocking piece, firing pin, firing pin nut and safety. If all the numbers match, this
indicates all of the numbered parts are original. The place and date (year) of manufacture are
usually stamped on the left receiver wall, as for example: STEYR 1914 or BERETTA and date.
The model designation of the rifle is usually stamped on the receiver ring, as for example:
Y:1903/14. A crown over a cross within a shield is also usually found stamped on the receiver
ring.The 6.5 M-S CartridgeThe 6.5 M-S cartridge was developed and introduced with the M-S
military rifle in 1900, and adopted by Greece in 1903. It is a rimless, bottlenecked cartridge,
loaded with a long round-nosed bullet. The 6.5 M-S case is slightly smaller at the head (.453”)
than the 30-06 case (.473” head dia.). As a military cartridge, it was certainly as good as the
6.5mm Japanese and 6.5mm Italian-Carcano cartridges, but since Greece was such a small
country, the 6.5 M-S cartridge never became a noteworthy military cartridge. It did, however,
become a worldwide favorite sporting cartridge in the famous M-S sporting carbine, and it has
been successfully used for taking all species of big game, including elephant.The 6.5 M-S is
also known as the 6.5x54 or 6.5x53 M-S. The “6.5” indicates the caliber in millimeters
of .256”.the approximate bore size of the barrel. The “53” or “54” (the latter figure is most
generally used today) is the case length in millimeters. Bullets are usually of .264” diameter to
match the groove diameter of barrels made for this cartridge, which normally range from .266 ”
to .268”. M-S rifle barrels usually have a very fast rifling twist, one turn in 7.87 ”.The 6.5 M-S



Greek military cartridge was normally loaded with a 159-grain full-jacketed round-nosed bullet,
muzzle velocity about 2225 fps. Sporting loads, which were made in such countries as Austria,
Germany, Great Britain, Canada and the U.S., were usually loaded with 150- to 160-grain round-
nosed expanding-type bullets.If you own a rifle in this caliber and want to shoot it, you surely can
find an ammunition source by contacting dealers who sell imported ammunition. Check the
“Directory of the Arms Trade” in GUN DIGEST for the names and addresses of importers and
manufacturers of ammunition. And when you shoot your rifle, save the empty cases because
they can be reloaded. In the directory, you should also be able to find a commercial stock maker
who can furnish semi-shaped/inletted stocks for the Mannlicher-Schoenauer.The handloader
will want to use Norma cases because they accept Boxer primers. Because the 6.5 M-S
chamber has a very deep throat for the long-bulleted factory load, and the M-S action and
magazine are made specifically for such a load, the handloader will have the best results with
long and heavy 6.5mm bullets.Beginning in 1903, the Mannlicher-Schoenauer factory began
producing fine sporting carbines on the M-S action. These lightweight and short barreled rifles
with a full length form became popular the world over. Pictured here is the 1905 Model. Other
models followed including the 1908 and 1910. The most popular caliber was the 6.5x54mm but
they were also made in 8x56mm, 9x56mm and 9.5x57mm. (Photo from the Buffalo Bill Historical
Center, Winchester Museum.)ItalianCarcano Rifles FdHModel 38 Italian Carcano Short Rifle,
caliber 7.35mm.THE CARCANO BOLT-ACTION rifle was adopted by Italy in 1891 as her official
military shoulder arm. Adopted with it was the 6.5mm Carcano cartridge, one of the first small
caliber smokeless military cartridges to be used by a major military power. The Model 1891
Carcano rifle and its various versions, and the 6.5mm cartridge, were in continual production
and use until Italy’s defeat in WW II. No doubt several million of these Carcanos were made in
this long period (about 54 years). Returning American servicemen brought many home as
souvenirs, but this number was a mere drop of water in a tub compared to the countless
thousands dumped on the U.S. military surplus arms market since the late 1940s.The Carcano
action was developed jointly by Lt. Col. Salvatore Carcano and Col. G. Parravicino, both
employed in the Torino (Turin) Arms Factory in Turin, Italy. Perhaps most of these rifles and
carbines were made in Terni, but they were also made in Turin, Brescia, and Gardone in
government or privately owned arsenals. The action, a turnbolt repeater with dual front locking
lugs on the bolt, was copied from the Model 89 Mauser, but made with a single column box
magazine of Mannlicher design. As a result of the various names and places connected with
these arms, they have been called the Parravicino Carcano, but they’re now generally called the
Mannlicher-Carcano, Italian Carcano, or Terni.Carcano MarkingsMarkings are many and varied,
and specific models are not always marked alike. The model designation is never stamped on
the rifle, nor are the words “ Carcano” or “Italy.” Some receivers are entirely unmarked.The serial
number, usually beginning with one or two letters, may be stamped on the breech end of the
barrel, on the receiver, or on both.The serial number, or any part of it, is seldom stamped on any
other part of the rifle.There is usually an assortment of inspector’s and/or proof marks stamped



on the barrel breech, receiver, and bolt. Often unclear, they’re not really important.The name of
the manufacturer, and/or the Carcano city where the rifle was made, is usually stamped on the
receiver ring or on the breech end of the barrel. The marking TERNI indicates manufacture there
by the Italian Army small arms arsenal. The marking RE TERNI stands for Regio Esercito Terni,
which means ARMY, TERNI. The marking “F.N.A. Brescia” stands for Fabbrica Naziionale d’Armi
(National Arms Factory) in the city of Brescia. The marking BERETTA GARDONE means
manufacture by P. Beretta Arms Factory in Gardone, V.T., Italy.The year of manufacture of many
Carcanos is often stamped on the receiver ring. On others the date of manufacture may be
stamped on the barrel breech, such as 01 for 1901. Most rifles produced during the Fascist
regime were also marked with a Roman numeral, such as XVI, indicating manufacture in the
16th year of the regime.Many Italian rifles were re-marked; for example, some are found marked
SPECIAL-GUARD-BAVARIA; others carry the letters SA within a rectangle, which means
“Suomen Armeija” or “Finnish Army.” The Finns obtained these rifles from Italy during WW II for
defense against Russia. No doubt there are Carcano rifles and carbines with other markings
unknown to me. Various Carcano rifle and carbine models were produced. Since they’re all
based on the same action, I’ll describe the principal models briefly.The first model was the 1891
Carcano rifle, its 30.8” barrel adapted for a knife bayonet. Next came the M1891 Carcano
carbine with a folding bayonet permanently attached to its 17.5” barrel, and the M1891 TS
carbine with a 17.5”-plus barrel and detachable knife bayonet. There was also the Model 41 rifle
with a 27” barrel. All of these were made only in 6.5mm caliber.In 1938 Italy adopted a new
cartridge of larger caliber—the 7.35mm Carcano. It was based on the same case as the 6.5mm
Carcano cartridge but with the neck expanded to hold the larger 7.35mm bullet. The rifles
chambered for this cartridge were the M38 short rifle with a 21.1” barrel and detachable bayonet,
and the M38 carbine with a 17.5”-plus barrel. Italy, however, soon became involved in WW II and
could not make a complete change-over to the new caliber, so it was dropped in favor of the
older 6.5mm. As a result, many M38 rifles and carbines made for the 7.35mm cartridge were
rebarreled for the 6.5mm load.W.H.B. Smith, in his The Book of Rifles says that some M38 rifles
were made in 7.92mm caliber (8x57mm Mauser) for use by Germany during WW II.The 6.5mm
Carcano rifle barrels were made with progressive or gain twist rifling; that is, the rate of twist
gradually increasing from breech to muzzle. At the breech the twist was about one turn in 19”,
increasing to about one turn in 8” at the muzzle.The 7.35mm Carcano barrels were made with a
uniform rate of twist, one turn in 10”.The Carcano ActionThe Carcano is a relatively simple
turnbolt, 6-shot repeating action having some Mauser and Mannlicher features, plus others
found only in this action. Despite wide criticism leveled against it, the Carcano is a well designed
and rugged action for military use since, presumably, the Italians did not have any major trouble
with it or they would have changed the design.The Carcano receiver appears to have started as
a forging which was then milled and machined to final dimensions. The round receiver ring is
quite large in diameter (1.335”), with only a small projection underneath to form the recoil
shoulder. The inside of the receiver ring, threaded to receive the barrel shank, has a thin collar



left in its center against which the breech end of the barrel abuts. The barrel breech is flat except
for a thin ring which fits inside the receiver collar and around the head of the bolt, The rear of the
receiver ring is milled to form locking recesses for the bolt lugs. There is more than ample metal
at this point to securely support both locking lugs. In the lower left side, in the locking lug recess,
a shelf of metal is retained which has a forward sloping surface. The angle of this surface
matches a beveled corner on the left (upper) locking lug; on opening the bolt this arrangement
provides the initial extraction camming power; on closing the bolt rapidly it helps to start the
closing rotation of the bolt. The receiver walls behind the receiver ring are smaller in diameter
than the ring; on the left side of the receiver there is a definite step, as in the large ring 98
Mauser action.The left receiver wall is much higher than the right, and the high left wall lacks a
thumb notch. A long opening is milled in the bottom of the receiver for the magazine. The rear
half of this opening is wide enough to accept the cartridge clip, while the front half is only slightly
wider than the body of the cartridge. The front end of this opening is sloped toward the chamber
to form a loading ramp to raise and guide the cartridge from the magazine to the chamber.
Cartridge feeding into the chamber is positive and reliable.The receiver bridge is split or slotted
at the top to allow passage of the bolt handle. The receiver ends in a top tang about 2.5”
long.The trigger mechanism is mounted below the receiver bridge and tang. The sear attaches
to the receiver, pivoting on a pin crosswise through a hole in the bottom of the bridge. A
projection (made separately, but more or less permanently pinned in place) on the rear of the
sear projects upward through a hole in the tang into a groove which is milled out for the sear
notch to engage the cocking piece when the bolt is closed. The sear is tensioned by a coil spring
positioned between recessed holes in the front of the sear and receiver. The trigger, attached to
the sear, pivots on a pin through the sear. The upper part of the trigger, which bears against the
bottom of the receiver, has twin humps which produce the two stage pull.The ejector is a
collared pin positioned over and inside the sear spring and extending upward through a hole in
the receiver. A long tapering groove is cut into the front half of the bolt body to allow the ejector
to rise, as the bolt is opened, to contact the head of the cartridge or case and eject it from the
action. This appears to be a very efficient, though simple, arrangement.Italian Model 91
Mannlicher-Carcano action (shown with loaded clip in place).The bolt-stop is equally as efficient
and simple as the ejector. It is a bar extending upward through a hole in the bottom right side of
the receiver which projects into the right locking lug raceway in the receiver bridge. The bolt-stop
is attached to an arm on the trigger. Pulling the trigger back moves the bolt-stop down so the bolt
can be removed.The bolt and bolt handle appear to have been machined from a one-piece
forging, although the latter may have been permanently attached to the bolt by other means. The
bolt handle is near the center of the bolt and, when the action is closed and locked, the heavy
rectangular base of the bolt handle is forward of the receiver bridge, acting as a safety lug
should the forward locking lugs fail. The shank of the bolt handle, round and quite thin, ends in a
round grasping ball. On the Carcano rifles the bolt handle sticks straight out, but is bent down on
the carbine.The dual-opposed front locking lugs are quite large and solid; neither has any slots



or holes. The bolt face is recessed for the cartridge rim, but the rim of the recess is cut away one-
fourth of its diameter for the extractor hook. Another quarter is cut away beyond the bottom of the
extractor hook to allow the cartridge head to slip under the extractor hook when fed into the
chamber from the magazine. This prevents double loading.The one-piece spring steel extractor,
about 2” long, is mortised into the front of the bolt. A projection under the front end of the
extractor fits in a slot in the bolt, preventing the extractor from pulling out. Cartridges normally
slip under the extractor hook when being chambered from the magazine. Closing the bolt on a
cartridge that is chambered ahead of the extractor (as in single loading the rifle by dropping a
cartridge into the chamber) is difficult because the extractor hook is not made to slip easily over
the cartridge rim.The major parts of the firing mechanism are the firing pin, coil mainspring, firing
pin nut, cocking piece and bolt sleeve. In addition, there is a spring and plunger in the cocking
piece, the purpose of which is to prevent the firing pin nut from turning. The mainspring is
compressed between a shoulder on the one-piece firing pin and the bolt sleeve which is backed
by the cocking piece. All are retained on the firing pin by the firing pin nut, which threads on the
rear of the firing pin. A flat spot on the firing pin matching a similar spot in the cocking piece
prevents either part from turning on the other. A shoulder at the rear end of the firing pin prevents
longitudinal movement of the firing pin in the cocking piece when the firing pin nut is fully
tightened.The bolt sleeve is usually defined as that part of the action which holds the firing
mechanism in the bolt. In the Carcano action the bolt sleeve does this, but it also performs the
function of a safety. A small lug on the front part of the bolt sleeve slides into a groove and notch
cut into the rear of the bolt body. When the action is cocked, the bolt sleeve is held forward by
the lug engaging the notch, and heavy mainspring pressure holds it in this notch so that it rotates
with the bolt. When the bolt is closed and the bolt handle down (it must be in this position or the
rifle cannot be fired) part of the flange on the rear of the bolt sleeve is also engaged in a notch
cut into the receiver tang. This keeps the bolt sleeve in place, and there is little chance of it being
blown out even in the event of a severe primer rupture.Italian Carcano action, open.Model 91
Italian Carcano action.A deep cocking notch is cut into the rear of the bolt body, which the
cocking cam on the cocking piece engages. The cocking cam, quite long, extends into the left
locking lug raceway in the receiver bridge. When the striker is down, raising the bolt handle
cocks the action.To prepare the action for firing, the checkered safety wing on the bolt sleeve is
positioned forward and to the right. To place the bolt sleeve (or safety—whatever you want to call
it) in the “safe” position, it is pushed slightly forward and turned up. When this is done the bolt
sleeve is partly released to move back against the cocking piece, relaxing the firing mechanism
in the bolt. In this position the firing pin is held back, its tip held well within the bolt, so a blow on
the cocking piece cannot fire the rifle. In this position the bolt is also locked, and cannot be
opened.To engage the safety it is necessary to grasp the bolt handle, while depressing and
turning the safety (bolt sleeve), to prevent the bolt from opening. The bolt sleeve is under full
mainspring tension and it is not easily operated. Moving the bolt sleeve on to “safe” calls for a
strong thumb, but turning it again to the “fire” position is quite hard to do.The action is securely



held in the stock by two guard screws, these passing through holes in each end of the trigger
guard/magazine, and threaded into the tang and receiver ring. Stock bushings (or spacers) are
used with each guard screw. The very small recoil shoulder on the receiver would be entirely
inadequate to absorb the recoil if inletted directly into the stock. In the Carcano action recoil is
taken up by a clever T-shaped stock bushing and spacer through which the front guard screw
passes. The top of the “T” is a heavy metal bar about 1.20” long and .40 ” deep, its top grooved
to fit the small lug on the receiver. With this T-bushing snugly bedded into the stock, and
anchored between the trigger guard tang and the receiver by the guard screw, action set-back in
the stock is hardly possible. In restocking this rifle I strongly suggest this T-bushing be used.The
trigger guard/magazine is made of a single piece of steel. The trigger guard bow is wide and
heavy, the bow opening larger than needed. The thin-walled magazine box is an elongation of
the guard bow bottom, thus extends well below the stock line. The single follower arm pivots on
a pin through the lower front of the follower housing. It is given strong upward tension by a flat
spring mortised in the follower housing. The follower housing closes the bottom front half of the
magazine box and is in turn partly mortised in the magazine box and held in place by a screw. A
special cartridge clip, holding up to 6 cartridges, must be used with the Carcano action if the rifle
is to be shot as a repeater. The fully or partially loaded clip is inserted through the top of the
open action, depressing the follower by the bottom cartridge. There is no top or bottom to the
clip; it can be inserted either end first. When the clip is pressed down fully the spring-loaded
magazine catch, located in the rear of the magazine box, engages it and holds it down. The
bottom portion of the magazine box below the clip is open and when all the cartridges are fed
out of the clip, it drops out. The fully or partly loaded clip can be released to pop up out of the
open action by depressing the clip slightly and then depressing the magazine catch button in the
front of the trigger guard.There are no gas-escape holes in the receiver, and only one small hole
is provided in the bolt near the front end. When the bolt is closed this hole opens into the right
locking lug raceway in the receiver ring. Any gases escaping through this hole would be directed
backward alongside the bolt. This provision is sufficient unless the rifle is fired from the left
shoulder. To make the action safer there should be a hole in the left side of the receiver ring to
coincide with the under-cut in the bolt face recess. Without this hole any gases that got into the
left lug raceway would surely be felt by the shooter.Takedown and AssemblyCheck to make sure
the rifle is unloaded. To remove the bolt raise the bolt handle, hold the trigger back and pull the
bolt from the receiver.To disassemble the bolt, first rotate the cocking piece one-quarter turn
clockwise; with the thumbnail depress the firing pin nut plunger and unscrew firing pin nut; the
cocking piece can now be pulled off the firing pin. Next, depress bolt sleeve (safety) slightly and
rotate it a bit clockwise, allowing it to come back. Do this again and bolt sleeve, firing pin, and
mainspring can be removed from the bolt. Remove the firing pin nut plunger by driving out the
cross pin. Remove the extractor only if necessary. It is removed by raising the hooked end with a
screwdriver until it can be moved forward. Since the stem of the extractor is usually wedged very
tightly into the dovetail groove in the bolt, it may be necessary to drive the extractor forward with



a pointed tool while the hook end is held up. Reassemble in reverse order.To take the barrel and
action from the stock remove barrel bands and the two guard screws. With barrel and action
removed, the sear, sear spring, ejector, bolt-stop, and trigger can be removed by driving out the
sear and trigger pin.Pull trigger guard/magazine from the stock. Turn out the clip latch screw,
remove the clip latch and spring. Turn out the follower housing screw, drive the housing forward
to remove it. Depress the follower arm fully, insert a screwdriver blade in the slots in the sides of
the housing to hold the follower spring down, and remove the follower pin and follower. Pull the
screwdriver out and the follower spring can be removed. Reassemble in reverse order. Do not
attempt to remove the barrel unless proper tools are available.Carcano Action StrengthMany
Carcano rifles may not be well finished compared to M91 Mausers, but they’re certainly better
than most of the many Japanese Model 99 rifles I’ve seen, and far better than most WWII M98
Mausers. Carcano receivers are not always smoothly polished, and some concealed parts show
no polish at all, but the bolts are generally well-machined and smooth. The receiver and bolt
appear made of good steels and to be properly heat treated. Although the 6.5 and 7.35 Carcano
military cartridges are only loaded to a maximum breech pressure of less than 38,000 psi, I
believe Carcano actions are strong and safe enough to handle heavier loads. The 6.5
Mannlicher-Schoenauer cartridge is generally loaded to 40,000- 45,000 psi and, in those 6.5
Carcano rifles rechambered for this cartridge, the actions seem to take these higher pressures in
stride. However, in handloading Carcano cartridges I advise keeping loads moderate, not
exceeding 40,000 psi.Top view of the Model 91 Italian Carcano action. The jeweling on the bolt
is not the original finish.Italian Carcano Model 91General SpecificationsType . . . . . . . . .Turnbolt
repeater.Receiver . . . . . .One-piece machined steel forging; slotted bridge.Bolt . . . . . . . . . .One-
piece, with dual-opposed forward locking lugs. Base of the bolt handle serves as safety
lug.Ignition . . . . . . .One-piece firing pin and coil mainspring. Cocks on bolt
opening.Magazine . . . . .Single column, non-detachable six-shot box magazine. Special clip is
required to load and hold cartridges in magazine.Trigger . . . . . . .Non-adjustable, double-stage
military pull.Safety . . . . . . . .Combined with the bolt sleeve; 90° swing from right to up. When up,
safety locks bolt and relaxes firing pin.Extractor . . . . . .One-piece spring type recessed in front of
bolt.Bolt-stop . . . . . .One-piece, connected to, and released by trigger. Stops bolt by contacting
right (lower) locking lug.Ejector . . . . . . .Plunger type located in receiver bottom.The Carcano
ClipAs noted before, a special clip must be used if the Carcanos are to function as repeaters.
These clips, made of steel or brass, hold 6 rounds. Two crimped-in ridges, inside the back part
of the clip, engage in the extractor groove of the cartridges to hold the rounds against the clip
rear.The receiver and the magazine box are milled out to accept the loaded clip, with shoulders
left so it cannot move forward. This also holds the cartridges securely in the magazine so they
cannot move forward from recoil. The ridges in the clip extend nearly to each end, allowing just
enough room for cartridges to be, inserted and removed (or fed out via the bolt) when the head
of the cartridge is pressed against the curved lips of the clip. This is a good arrangement: the clip
is easy to load; the fully loaded or partly loaded clip is easily inserted into the action (from the



top with the bolt open); it is easily removed; feeding is in a straight line and reliable. The
drawbacks are these: when the clip is emptied it drops out and is easily lost; without the clip the
rifle can only be used as a single shot. Clips are still readily available at this writing, and both
Italian 6.5mm and 7.35mm cartridges use the same clip.Gunsmithing the CarcanoCarcano rifles
are among the least desirable of all modern military bolt actions to remodel or sporterize, nor is
the Carcano action a very good choice on which to build a rifle. I’ve already mentioned a couple
of poor and undesirable features of the Carcano: the very awkward and hard-to-operate safety,
and the necessity of using a clip. There are many more. The slotted receiver bridge prevents the
installation of a regular receiver sight. No commercial replacement safety is made for this action,
and there is no practical way the military safety can be altered to improve it. No replacement
trigger is made for the action although the military trigger can be improved. The box magazine
extends below the stock and it isn’t feasible to make it flush with the stock. The clip is too narrow
to accept standard 30-06 head size cartridges, so cartridge choice for rechambering or
rebarreling is very limited.None of these objections has really bothered or stopped the
enterprising amateur gunsmith from tackling them and working the rifle over into a
sporter.Rebarreling to another caliber, if the rifle is to remain a repeater, is also limited.Even as a
single shot, cartridge choice is limited because the bolt head and extractor are not easily
altered.The only satisfactory remodeling of the Carcano carbine consists of starting with one
having a good bore, then limit the work to putting on new sights, refinishing the metal,
remodeling the issue stock or installing a new one. A good rear sight choice is the Williams
Guide, adjustable for windage and elevation. This should be paired with a new front blade or
bead sight mounted on the Williams Shorty ramp base. Mounting a scope on Carcanos is just
not practicable.Bolt head of the Italian Carcano6.5 & 7.35 Carcano CartridgesThe 6.5 military
round was normally loaded with a 162-grain round-nosed, full-jacketed bullet, muzzle velocity
about 2300 fps. It was a good military cartridge, comparing favorably with other 6.5 military
loads.The commercial Norma 6.5 Carcano is loaded with a 156-grain soft-point, round-nosed
bullet, 2000 fps muzzle velocity. Although this seems a very mild load it has ample power to take
deer-sized game to about 200 yards. It could be handloaded safely to higher velocities with the
same weight or lighter bullets. Because of the deep throat in the Carcano barrel, best results will
be had with bullets of at least 130 grains. Poor accuracy may result with lighter bullets.The usual
7.35 Carcano military cartridge carried a 128-grain semi-pointed, full-jacketed bullet, its velocity
about 2482 fps; normal bullet diameter is .298”-.300”.Italian Youth CarbineThis title—the name it
commonly goes by in English-speaking countries—describes one of the most unusual military
arms of the WW II period. Mussolini and the Fascist Party leaders—aping the Nazis—wanted to
start training Italian boys at an early age (probably at about 6) and a special small-sized arm was
developed and manufactured for this purpose alone. The Youth Carbine is an almost identical
but scaled-down version of the regular Model 91 Carbine with folding bayonet.A photo
comparison of the Italian Youth Carbine action (top) with the regular Model 91 Italian Carcano
action.It is believed that about 30,000 of these small Carcano carbines were made between



1930 and 1940. American servicemen in Italy during the war took a number of these carbines
home, but they’re quite scarce today.The IYCs are marked F.N.A. BRESCIA on the receiver for
Fabbrica Nazionale d’Armi. Their serial number usually begins with a letter. The year date of
manufacture is also stamped on the receiver as well as the Roman numeral(s) indicating the
Fascist regime year. On the carbine illustrated a rectangular stamping, atop the receiver ring,
shows an insignia or crest with the Roman fasces.The official Italian designation for the Youth
Carbine is Moschetto Regolomentare Ballila Modelo 1891 Ridutto. Translated, this means
“Ballila Regulation Musket Model 1891 Reduced.” “Ballilo” was the name of the Italian Fascist
Youth Party.The IYC was used for drill training only, since only blank ammunition was made for
them, and the tip of the bayonet dulled. Some are smoothbored, others have a rifled bore of
6.5mm caliber. The blank cartridge is about the size of the 222 Remington, but has a longer
neck ending in a folded crimp. The chambers are reamed minus any neck or throat; the neck of
the blank cartridge is made small enough to enter directly into the bore, whether rifled or not. It is
thought that perhaps IYCs with rifled barrels were made from discarded Model 91 Carcano
barrels.The action of the IYC is a regular little gem, and just over half the weight of the regular
M91 and M38 Carcano actions. In every detail it is similar to the larger action. I don’t believe it is
made of good enough steel to be used with a modern bulleted cartridge, otherwise this
miniature action would be just the right size for the 222 Remington.The blank cartridges made
for these carbines are extremely scarce, much more so than the carbines, and are prized
collector items.(Top)Model 91 Italian Carcano carbine, caliber 6.5mm. The barrel of this carbine
has been increased to 18.50” by silver soldering a steel sleeve to the muzzle. (Above) Italian
Youth Carbine (minus the folding bayonet).ItalianCarcano Rifles FdHItalianCarcano Rifles
FdHModel 38 Italian Carcano Short Rifle, caliber 7.35mm.THE CARCANO BOLT-ACTION rifle
was adopted by Italy in 1891 as her official military shoulder arm. Adopted with it was the 6.5mm
Carcano cartridge, one of the first small caliber smokeless military cartridges to be used by a
major military power. The Model 1891 Carcano rifle and its various versions, and the 6.5mm
cartridge, were in continual production and use until Italy’s defeat in WW II. No doubt several
million of these Carcanos were made in this long period (about 54 years). Returning American
servicemen brought many home as souvenirs, but this number was a mere drop of water in a tub
compared to the countless thousands dumped on the U.S. military surplus arms market since
the late 1940s.The Carcano action was developed jointly by Lt. Col. Salvatore Carcano and Col.
G. Parravicino, both employed in the Torino (Turin) Arms Factory in Turin, Italy. Perhaps most of
these rifles and carbines were made in Terni, but they were also made in Turin, Brescia, and
Gardone in government or privately owned arsenals. The action, a turnbolt repeater with dual
front locking lugs on the bolt, was copied from the Model 89 Mauser, but made with a single
column box magazine of Mannlicher design. As a result of the various names and places
connected with these arms, they have been called the Parravicino Carcano, but they’re now
generally called the Mannlicher-Carcano, Italian Carcano, or Terni.Carcano MarkingsMarkings
are many and varied, and specific models are not always marked alike. The model designation is



never stamped on the rifle, nor are the words “ Carcano” or “Italy.” Some receivers are entirely
unmarked.The serial number, usually beginning with one or two letters, may be stamped on the
breech end of the barrel, on the receiver, or on both.The serial number, or any part of it, is
seldom stamped on any other part of the rifle.There is usually an assortment of inspector’s and/
or proof marks stamped on the barrel breech, receiver, and bolt. Often unclear, they’re not really
important.The name of the manufacturer, and/or the Carcano city where the rifle was made, is
usually stamped on the receiver ring or on the breech end of the barrel. The marking TERNI
indicates manufacture there by the Italian Army small arms arsenal. The marking RE TERNI
stands for Regio Esercito Terni, which means ARMY, TERNI. The marking “F.N.A. Brescia”
stands for Fabbrica Naziionale d’Armi (National Arms Factory) in the city of Brescia. The marking
BERETTA GARDONE means manufacture by P. Beretta Arms Factory in Gardone, V.T., Italy.The
year of manufacture of many Carcanos is often stamped on the receiver ring. On others the date
of manufacture may be stamped on the barrel breech, such as 01 for 1901. Most rifles produced
during the Fascist regime were also marked with a Roman numeral, such as XVI, indicating
manufacture in the 16th year of the regime.Many Italian rifles were re-marked; for example, some
are found marked SPECIAL-GUARD-BAVARIA; others carry the letters SA within a rectangle,
which means “Suomen Armeija” or “Finnish Army.” The Finns obtained these rifles from Italy
during WW II for defense against Russia. No doubt there are Carcano rifles and carbines with
other markings unknown to me. Various Carcano rifle and carbine models were produced. Since
they’re all based on the same action, I’ll describe the principal models briefly.The first model was
the 1891 Carcano rifle, its 30.8” barrel adapted for a knife bayonet. Next came the M1891
Carcano carbine with a folding bayonet permanently attached to its 17.5” barrel, and the M1891
TS carbine with a 17.5”-plus barrel and detachable knife bayonet. There was also the Model 41
rifle with a 27” barrel. All of these were made only in 6.5mm caliber.In 1938 Italy adopted a new
cartridge of larger caliber—the 7.35mm Carcano. It was based on the same case as the 6.5mm
Carcano cartridge but with the neck expanded to hold the larger 7.35mm bullet. The rifles
chambered for this cartridge were the M38 short rifle with a 21.1” barrel and detachable bayonet,
and the M38 carbine with a 17.5”-plus barrel. Italy, however, soon became involved in WW II and
could not make a complete change-over to the new caliber, so it was dropped in favor of the
older 6.5mm. As a result, many M38 rifles and carbines made for the 7.35mm cartridge were
rebarreled for the 6.5mm load.W.H.B. Smith, in his The Book of Rifles says that some M38 rifles
were made in 7.92mm caliber (8x57mm Mauser) for use by Germany during WW II.The 6.5mm
Carcano rifle barrels were made with progressive or gain twist rifling; that is, the rate of twist
gradually increasing from breech to muzzle. At the breech the twist was about one turn in 19”,
increasing to about one turn in 8” at the muzzle.The 7.35mm Carcano barrels were made with a
uniform rate of twist, one turn in 10”.The Carcano ActionThe Carcano is a relatively simple
turnbolt, 6-shot repeating action having some Mauser and Mannlicher features, plus others
found only in this action. Despite wide criticism leveled against it, the Carcano is a well designed
and rugged action for military use since, presumably, the Italians did not have any major trouble



with it or they would have changed the design.The Carcano receiver appears to have started as
a forging which was then milled and machined to final dimensions. The round receiver ring is
quite large in diameter (1.335”), with only a small projection underneath to form the recoil
shoulder. The inside of the receiver ring, threaded to receive the barrel shank, has a thin collar
left in its center against which the breech end of the barrel abuts. The barrel breech is flat except
for a thin ring which fits inside the receiver collar and around the head of the bolt, The rear of the
receiver ring is milled to form locking recesses for the bolt lugs. There is more than ample metal
at this point to securely support both locking lugs. In the lower left side, in the locking lug recess,
a shelf of metal is retained which has a forward sloping surface. The angle of this surface
matches a beveled corner on the left (upper) locking lug; on opening the bolt this arrangement
provides the initial extraction camming power; on closing the bolt rapidly it helps to start the
closing rotation of the bolt. The receiver walls behind the receiver ring are smaller in diameter
than the ring; on the left side of the receiver there is a definite step, as in the large ring 98
Mauser action.The left receiver wall is much higher than the right, and the high left wall lacks a
thumb notch. A long opening is milled in the bottom of the receiver for the magazine. The rear
half of this opening is wide enough to accept the cartridge clip, while the front half is only slightly
wider than the body of the cartridge. The front end of this opening is sloped toward the chamber
to form a loading ramp to raise and guide the cartridge from the magazine to the chamber.
Cartridge feeding into the chamber is positive and reliable.The receiver bridge is split or slotted
at the top to allow passage of the bolt handle. The receiver ends in a top tang about 2.5”
long.The trigger mechanism is mounted below the receiver bridge and tang. The sear attaches
to the receiver, pivoting on a pin crosswise through a hole in the bottom of the bridge. A
projection (made separately, but more or less permanently pinned in place) on the rear of the
sear projects upward through a hole in the tang into a groove which is milled out for the sear
notch to engage the cocking piece when the bolt is closed. The sear is tensioned by a coil spring
positioned between recessed holes in the front of the sear and receiver. The trigger, attached to
the sear, pivots on a pin through the sear. The upper part of the trigger, which bears against the
bottom of the receiver, has twin humps which produce the two stage pull.The ejector is a
collared pin positioned over and inside the sear spring and extending upward through a hole in
the receiver. A long tapering groove is cut into the front half of the bolt body to allow the ejector
to rise, as the bolt is opened, to contact the head of the cartridge or case and eject it from the
action. This appears to be a very efficient, though simple, arrangement.Italian Model 91
Mannlicher-Carcano action (shown with loaded clip in place).The bolt-stop is equally as efficient
and simple as the ejector. It is a bar extending upward through a hole in the bottom right side of
the receiver which projects into the right locking lug raceway in the receiver bridge. The bolt-stop
is attached to an arm on the trigger. Pulling the trigger back moves the bolt-stop down so the bolt
can be removed.The bolt and bolt handle appear to have been machined from a one-piece
forging, although the latter may have been permanently attached to the bolt by other means. The
bolt handle is near the center of the bolt and, when the action is closed and locked, the heavy



rectangular base of the bolt handle is forward of the receiver bridge, acting as a safety lug
should the forward locking lugs fail. The shank of the bolt handle, round and quite thin, ends in a
round grasping ball. On the Carcano rifles the bolt handle sticks straight out, but is bent down on
the carbine.The dual-opposed front locking lugs are quite large and solid; neither has any slots
or holes. The bolt face is recessed for the cartridge rim, but the rim of the recess is cut away one-
fourth of its diameter for the extractor hook. Another quarter is cut away beyond the bottom of the
extractor hook to allow the cartridge head to slip under the extractor hook when fed into the
chamber from the magazine. This prevents double loading.The one-piece spring steel extractor,
about 2” long, is mortised into the front of the bolt. A projection under the front end of the
extractor fits in a slot in the bolt, preventing the extractor from pulling out. Cartridges normally
slip under the extractor hook when being chambered from the magazine. Closing the bolt on a
cartridge that is chambered ahead of the extractor (as in single loading the rifle by dropping a
cartridge into the chamber) is difficult because the extractor hook is not made to slip easily over
the cartridge rim.The major parts of the firing mechanism are the firing pin, coil mainspring, firing
pin nut, cocking piece and bolt sleeve. In addition, there is a spring and plunger in the cocking
piece, the purpose of which is to prevent the firing pin nut from turning. The mainspring is
compressed between a shoulder on the one-piece firing pin and the bolt sleeve which is backed
by the cocking piece. All are retained on the firing pin by the firing pin nut, which threads on the
rear of the firing pin. A flat spot on the firing pin matching a similar spot in the cocking piece
prevents either part from turning on the other. A shoulder at the rear end of the firing pin prevents
longitudinal movement of the firing pin in the cocking piece when the firing pin nut is fully
tightened.The bolt sleeve is usually defined as that part of the action which holds the firing
mechanism in the bolt. In the Carcano action the bolt sleeve does this, but it also performs the
function of a safety. A small lug on the front part of the bolt sleeve slides into a groove and notch
cut into the rear of the bolt body. When the action is cocked, the bolt sleeve is held forward by
the lug engaging the notch, and heavy mainspring pressure holds it in this notch so that it rotates
with the bolt. When the bolt is closed and the bolt handle down (it must be in this position or the
rifle cannot be fired) part of the flange on the rear of the bolt sleeve is also engaged in a notch
cut into the receiver tang. This keeps the bolt sleeve in place, and there is little chance of it being
blown out even in the event of a severe primer rupture.Italian Carcano action, open.Model 91
Italian Carcano action.A deep cocking notch is cut into the rear of the bolt body, which the
cocking cam on the cocking piece engages. The cocking cam, quite long, extends into the left
locking lug raceway in the receiver bridge. When the striker is down, raising the bolt handle
cocks the action.To prepare the action for firing, the checkered safety wing on the bolt sleeve is
positioned forward and to the right. To place the bolt sleeve (or safety—whatever you want to call
it) in the “safe” position, it is pushed slightly forward and turned up. When this is done the bolt
sleeve is partly released to move back against the cocking piece, relaxing the firing mechanism
in the bolt. In this position the firing pin is held back, its tip held well within the bolt, so a blow on
the cocking piece cannot fire the rifle. In this position the bolt is also locked, and cannot be



opened.To engage the safety it is necessary to grasp the bolt handle, while depressing and
turning the safety (bolt sleeve), to prevent the bolt from opening. The bolt sleeve is under full
mainspring tension and it is not easily operated. Moving the bolt sleeve on to “safe” calls for a
strong thumb, but turning it again to the “fire” position is quite hard to do.The action is securely
held in the stock by two guard screws, these passing through holes in each end of the trigger
guard/magazine, and threaded into the tang and receiver ring. Stock bushings (or spacers) are
used with each guard screw. The very small recoil shoulder on the receiver would be entirely
inadequate to absorb the recoil if inletted directly into the stock. In the Carcano action recoil is
taken up by a clever T-shaped stock bushing and spacer through which the front guard screw
passes. The top of the “T” is a heavy metal bar about 1.20” long and .40 ” deep, its top grooved
to fit the small lug on the receiver. With this T-bushing snugly bedded into the stock, and
anchored between the trigger guard tang and the receiver by the guard screw, action set-back in
the stock is hardly possible. In restocking this rifle I strongly suggest this T-bushing be used.The
trigger guard/magazine is made of a single piece of steel. The trigger guard bow is wide and
heavy, the bow opening larger than needed. The thin-walled magazine box is an elongation of
the guard bow bottom, thus extends well below the stock line. The single follower arm pivots on
a pin through the lower front of the follower housing. It is given strong upward tension by a flat
spring mortised in the follower housing. The follower housing closes the bottom front half of the
magazine box and is in turn partly mortised in the magazine box and held in place by a screw. A
special cartridge clip, holding up to 6 cartridges, must be used with the Carcano action if the rifle
is to be shot as a repeater. The fully or partially loaded clip is inserted through the top of the
open action, depressing the follower by the bottom cartridge. There is no top or bottom to the
clip; it can be inserted either end first. When the clip is pressed down fully the spring-loaded
magazine catch, located in the rear of the magazine box, engages it and holds it down. The
bottom portion of the magazine box below the clip is open and when all the cartridges are fed
out of the clip, it drops out. The fully or partly loaded clip can be released to pop up out of the
open action by depressing the clip slightly and then depressing the magazine catch button in the
front of the trigger guard.There are no gas-escape holes in the receiver, and only one small hole
is provided in the bolt near the front end. When the bolt is closed this hole opens into the right
locking lug raceway in the receiver ring. Any gases escaping through this hole would be directed
backward alongside the bolt. This provision is sufficient unless the rifle is fired from the left
shoulder. To make the action safer there should be a hole in the left side of the receiver ring to
coincide with the under-cut in the bolt face recess. Without this hole any gases that got into the
left lug raceway would surely be felt by the shooter.Takedown and AssemblyCheck to make sure
the rifle is unloaded. To remove the bolt raise the bolt handle, hold the trigger back and pull the
bolt from the receiver.To disassemble the bolt, first rotate the cocking piece one-quarter turn
clockwise; with the thumbnail depress the firing pin nut plunger and unscrew firing pin nut; the
cocking piece can now be pulled off the firing pin. Next, depress bolt sleeve (safety) slightly and
rotate it a bit clockwise, allowing it to come back. Do this again and bolt sleeve, firing pin, and



mainspring can be removed from the bolt. Remove the firing pin nut plunger by driving out the
cross pin. Remove the extractor only if necessary. It is removed by raising the hooked end with a
screwdriver until it can be moved forward. Since the stem of the extractor is usually wedged very
tightly into the dovetail groove in the bolt, it may be necessary to drive the extractor forward with
a pointed tool while the hook end is held up. Reassemble in reverse order.To take the barrel and
action from the stock remove barrel bands and the two guard screws. With barrel and action
removed, the sear, sear spring, ejector, bolt-stop, and trigger can be removed by driving out the
sear and trigger pin.Pull trigger guard/magazine from the stock. Turn out the clip latch screw,
remove the clip latch and spring. Turn out the follower housing screw, drive the housing forward
to remove it. Depress the follower arm fully, insert a screwdriver blade in the slots in the sides of
the housing to hold the follower spring down, and remove the follower pin and follower. Pull the
screwdriver out and the follower spring can be removed. Reassemble in reverse order. Do not
attempt to remove the barrel unless proper tools are available.Carcano Action StrengthMany
Carcano rifles may not be well finished compared to M91 Mausers, but they’re certainly better
than most of the many Japanese Model 99 rifles I’ve seen, and far better than most WWII M98
Mausers. Carcano receivers are not always smoothly polished, and some concealed parts show
no polish at all, but the bolts are generally well-machined and smooth. The receiver and bolt
appear made of good steels and to be properly heat treated. Although the 6.5 and 7.35 Carcano
military cartridges are only loaded to a maximum breech pressure of less than 38,000 psi, I
believe Carcano actions are strong and safe enough to handle heavier loads. The 6.5
Mannlicher-Schoenauer cartridge is generally loaded to 40,000- 45,000 psi and, in those 6.5
Carcano rifles rechambered for this cartridge, the actions seem to take these higher pressures in
stride. However, in handloading Carcano cartridges I advise keeping loads moderate, not
exceeding 40,000 psi.Top view of the Model 91 Italian Carcano action. The jeweling on the bolt
is not the original finish.Italian Carcano Model 91General SpecificationsType . . . . . . . . .Turnbolt
repeater.Receiver . . . . . .One-piece machined steel forging; slotted bridge.Bolt . . . . . . . . . .One-
piece, with dual-opposed forward locking lugs. Base of the bolt handle serves as safety
lug.Ignition . . . . . . .One-piece firing pin and coil mainspring. Cocks on bolt
opening.Magazine . . . . .Single column, non-detachable six-shot box magazine. Special clip is
required to load and hold cartridges in magazine.Trigger . . . . . . .Non-adjustable, double-stage
military pull.Safety . . . . . . . .Combined with the bolt sleeve; 90° swing from right to up. When up,
safety locks bolt and relaxes firing pin.Extractor . . . . . .One-piece spring type recessed in front of
bolt.Bolt-stop . . . . . .One-piece, connected to, and released by trigger. Stops bolt by contacting
right (lower) locking lug.Ejector . . . . . . .Plunger type located in receiver bottom.General
SpecificationsType . . . . . . . . .Turnbolt repeater.Receiver . . . . . .One-piece machined steel forging; 
slotted bridge.Bolt . . . . . . . . . .One-piece, with dual-opposed forward locking lugs. Base of the
bolt handle serves as safety lug.Ignition . . . . . . .One-piece firing pin and coil mainspring. Cocks
on bolt opening.Magazine . . . . .Single column, non-detachable six-shot box magazine. Special
clip is required to load and hold cartridges in magazine.Trigger . . . . . . .Non-adjustable, double-



stage military pull.Safety . . . . . . . .Combined with the bolt sleeve; 90° swing from right to up.
When up, safety locks bolt and relaxes firing pin.Extractor . . . . . .One-piece spring type recessed
in front of bolt.Bolt-stop . . . . . .One-piece, connected to, and released by trigger. Stops bolt by
contacting right (lower) locking lug.Ejector . . . . . . .Plunger type located in receiver bottom.The
Carcano ClipAs noted before, a special clip must be used if the Carcanos are to function as
repeaters. These clips, made of steel or brass, hold 6 rounds. Two crimped-in ridges, inside the
back part of the clip, engage in the extractor groove of the cartridges to hold the rounds against
the clip rear.The receiver and the magazine box are milled out to accept the loaded clip, with
shoulders left so it cannot move forward. This also holds the cartridges securely in the magazine
so they cannot move forward from recoil. The ridges in the clip extend nearly to each end,
allowing just enough room for cartridges to be, inserted and removed (or fed out via the bolt)
when the head of the cartridge is pressed against the curved lips of the clip. This is a good
arrangement: the clip is easy to load; the fully loaded or partly loaded clip is easily inserted into
the action (from the top with the bolt open); it is easily removed; feeding is in a straight line and
reliable. The drawbacks are these: when the clip is emptied it drops out and is easily lost; without
the clip the rifle can only be used as a single shot. Clips are still readily available at this writing,
and both Italian 6.5mm and 7.35mm cartridges use the same clip.Gunsmithing the
CarcanoCarcano rifles are among the least desirable of all modern military bolt actions to
remodel or sporterize, nor is the Carcano action a very good choice on which to build a rifle. I’ve
already mentioned a couple of poor and undesirable features of the Carcano: the very awkward
and hard-to-operate safety, and the necessity of using a clip. There are many more. The slotted
receiver bridge prevents the installation of a regular receiver sight. No commercial replacement
safety is made for this action, and there is no practical way the military safety can be altered to
improve it. No replacement trigger is made for the action although the military trigger can be
improved. The box magazine extends below the stock and it isn’t feasible to make it flush with
the stock. The clip is too narrow to accept standard 30-06 head size cartridges, so cartridge
choice for rechambering or rebarreling is very limited.None of these objections has really
bothered or stopped the enterprising amateur gunsmith from tackling them and working the rifle
over into a sporter.Rebarreling to another caliber, if the rifle is to remain a repeater, is also
limited.Even as a single shot, cartridge choice is limited because the bolt head and extractor are
not easily altered.The only satisfactory remodeling of the Carcano carbine consists of starting
with one having a good bore, then limit the work to putting on new sights, refinishing the metal,
remodeling the issue stock or installing a new one. A good rear sight choice is the Williams
Guide, adjustable for windage and elevation. This should be paired with a new front blade or
bead sight mounted on the Williams Shorty ramp base. Mounting a scope on Carcanos is just
not practicable.Bolt head of the Italian Carcano6.5 & 7.35 Carcano CartridgesThe 6.5 military
round was normally loaded with a 162-grain round-nosed, full-jacketed bullet, muzzle velocity
about 2300 fps. It was a good military cartridge, comparing favorably with other 6.5 military
loads.The commercial Norma 6.5 Carcano is loaded with a 156-grain soft-point, round-nosed



bullet, 2000 fps muzzle velocity. Although this seems a very mild load it has ample power to take
deer-sized game to about 200 yards. It could be handloaded safely to higher velocities with the
same weight or lighter bullets. Because of the deep throat in the Carcano barrel, best results will
be had with bullets of at least 130 grains. Poor accuracy may result with lighter bullets.The usual
7.35 Carcano military cartridge carried a 128-grain semi-pointed, full-jacketed bullet, its velocity
about 2482 fps; normal bullet diameter is .298”-.300”.Italian Youth CarbineThis title—the name it
commonly goes by in English-speaking countries—describes one of the most unusual military
arms of the WW II period. Mussolini and the Fascist Party leaders—aping the Nazis—wanted to
start training Italian boys at an early age (probably at about 6) and a special small-sized arm was
developed and manufactured for this purpose alone. The Youth Carbine is an almost identical
but scaled-down version of the regular Model 91 Carbine with folding bayonet.A photo
comparison of the Italian Youth Carbine action (top) with the regular Model 91 Italian Carcano
action.It is believed that about 30,000 of these small Carcano carbines were made between
1930 and 1940. American servicemen in Italy during the war took a number of these carbines
home, but they’re quite scarce today.The IYCs are marked F.N.A. BRESCIA on the receiver for
Fabbrica Nazionale d’Armi. Their serial number usually begins with a letter. The year date of
manufacture is also stamped on the receiver as well as the Roman numeral(s) indicating the
Fascist regime year. On the carbine illustrated a rectangular stamping, atop the receiver ring,
shows an insignia or crest with the Roman fasces.The official Italian designation for the Youth
Carbine is Moschetto Regolomentare Ballila Modelo 1891 Ridutto. Translated, this means
“Ballila Regulation Musket Model 1891 Reduced.” “Ballilo” was the name of the Italian Fascist
Youth Party.The IYC was used for drill training only, since only blank ammunition was made for
them, and the tip of the bayonet dulled. Some are smoothbored, others have a rifled bore of
6.5mm caliber. The blank cartridge is about the size of the 222 Remington, but has a longer
neck ending in a folded crimp. The chambers are reamed minus any neck or throat; the neck of
the blank cartridge is made small enough to enter directly into the bore, whether rifled or not. It is
thought that perhaps IYCs with rifled barrels were made from discarded Model 91 Carcano
barrels.The action of the IYC is a regular little gem, and just over half the weight of the regular
M91 and M38 Carcano actions. In every detail it is similar to the larger action. I don’t believe it is
made of good enough steel to be used with a modern bulleted cartridge, otherwise this
miniature action would be just the right size for the 222 Remington.The blank cartridges made
for these carbines are extremely scarce, much more so than the carbines, and are prized
collector items.(Top)Model 91 Italian Carcano carbine, caliber 6.5mm. The barrel of this carbine
has been increased to 18.50” by silver soldering a steel sleeve to the muzzle. (Above) Italian
Youth Carbine (minus the folding bayonet).JapaneseArisaka Rifles FdH6.5mm Japanese
Arisaka Type 38 (1905) carbine.PRIOR TO WWII there were very few Japanese military rifles in
the United States, apart from a small number of the older 11mm Japanese Murata rifles in
various private and museum collections. Beginning with the bombing of Pearl Harbor on
December 7, 1941, and ending with signing of the peace treaty on board the battleship Missouri



in Tokyo Bay on September 2, 1945, our servicemen went through untold hardships in the
Pacific area to win that peace. Perhaps because of these hardships, regulations regarding
sending or taking home captured rifles for souvenirs were kept lenient, and largely overlooked by
our military officers, so that by the end of the war Japanese rifles had become commonplace
items.Before and during the first part of the war not much was known about Japanese military
rifles and cartridges. At that time gun writers generally scoffed at both the rifles and the
cartridges, berating the rifles generally as junk and the 6.5mm cartridge as vastly inferior to our
30-06. This was unfortunate, since many servicemen reading these reports before they were
inducted for duty in the Pacific area, didn’t have the respect they should have had for their
opponents’ weapons. I could cite a couple of instances of this from among my own
acquaintances, but suffice it to say they soon learned better, and it was not long before the
“puny” 6.5mm Japanese cartridge, and later the 7.7mm cartridge, were rated among the world’s
best military cartridges.It took somewhat longer, however, to establish the fact that the Japanese
rifles firing these cartridges were also good. The Japanese knew this, of course, but it took some
convincing to change the minds of some of our gun experts that the Japanese Arisaka rifles
were good. The fact is, we discovered that the Type 38 and 99 Arisaka actions were perhaps the
world’s strongest and safest bolt actions, and that it is almost impossible to blow them
up.DevelopmentJapan’s first important breech-loading military shoulder arm was the Type 13
(1880) Murata chambered for the 11mm Murata cartridge. A single shot bolt-action rifle, it was
later modified and made as a repeater by installing a feed mechanism and a tubular magazine in
the forend. Then, in 1887, Japan adopted an 8mm cartridge (8mm Japanese Murata) and used
it in a further modification of the Murata rifle, again with a tubular magazine.In Japan, as was
done in many other countries, a commission was appointed to study, develop, test and adopt
new military arms. In the late 1890s the superintendent of the Tokyo Arsenal, Col. Nariaki
Arisaka, headed such a commission, which in 1897 recommended the adoption of a 6.5mm
cartridge and a new rifle to handle it. The rifle adopted was the Type 30 (1897), the cartridge a
semi-rimmed, bottlenecked, smokeless-powder one now commonly known as the 6.5mm
Japanese. Although Col. Arisaka probably had little to do with the designing of either the
cartridge or the rifle, his name is usually given to them, as well as to later versions. The Type 30
was a further development of the old Murata design, but with a staggered-column box
magazine, a separate bolt head and a finger-hook safety. First made in about 1889, a still further
development came around 1902 with the adoption of the Type 35 (1902) Arisaka rifle, of which
only a limited number were made.The Type 38 ArisakaHaving by this time perfected the 6.5mm
cartridge, the commission, still under Col. Arisaka, continued looking for a better action. By 1905
they had found it. The rest of this chapter is about the Type 38 action, its modifications and the
rifles built on it.Before going into details of the action, I’ll briefly describe the rifles and carbines
based on this action the Japanese adopted in 1906, all of them chambered for the 6.5mm
cartridge.1. Type 38 (1905) Rifle. About 9.5 pounds, 31.25” barrel, 50.25” overall. The standard
Japanese infantry shoulder arm from 1906 to 1940.2. Type 38 (1905) Short Rifle. About 8.5



pounds, 25.25” barrel, 44.25” overall. Not many made.3. Type 38 (1905) Carbine. About 7.75
pounds, 19” barrel, 38” overall. The standard carbine.4. Type 97 (1937) Sniper Rifle. Same as
the Type 38 rifle but fitted with a short 2.5xscope attached to the left side of the receiver; the
detachable mount holds the scope off-set to the left to allow loading the magazine with a
stripper clip. This model has a bent down bolt handle.The above rifles have two-piece, pistol grip
stocks. The bottom piece of the buttstock, a separate piece of wood, is glued to the top part. All
have a one-piece cleaning rod in the forend and are made to accept a bayonet. All have sliding
breech covers, and all but the sniper rifle have straight bolt handles.5. Type 44 (1911) Cavalry
Carbine. About 8.75 pounds, 19” barrel, 38.25” overall. Straight bolt handle, sliding breech cover
and a non-detachable folding bayonet.The 6.5mm rifles and carbines of late manufacture
usually have the bore and bolt face chrome-plated.The Type 38 ActionA modified Mauser
design, the Type 38 action has several features distinctly of Mauser design, but a couple of
others which were new and entirely Japanese designed. These new features make this action
different from any other military bolt action made before or since. In some ways it is a crude
action, not being very easy to operate, but it is simple and extremely strong.The receiver is a
round steel forging of the same diameter for its entire length. The front is bored out and threaded
to accept the barrel shank. There is no collar inside the receiver ring as in the Model 98 Mauser
action; instead, a collar forms part of the breech end of the barrel, this becoming a shroud for the
front end of the bolt. More on this later. Ample-sized locking shoulders are left in the rear of the
receiver ring, in which the locking lugs on the bolt engage. The forward corners of these
shoulders are beveled off to form inclines, so that the final closing draws the bolt forcibly
forward.6.5mm Japanese Arisaka Type 44 (1911) Cavalry carbine, a folding bayonet recessed in
the bottom of the forend.The top and right side of the receiver center are milled away to form an
opening, leaving the left receiver wall quite high. To the rear of this opening is the receiver
bridge, of the same diameter as the receiver ring. Stripper-clip slots are milled into the front of
the solid bridge. Raceways milled in the left receiver wall and in the right of the receiver ring and
bridge allow passage of the locking lugs and extractor. The rear part of the bridge has an L-
shaped slot milled from the top rear to the right front for passage of the bolt handle. The forward
side of this slot, beginning at the corner, is angled slightly forward; this provides the initial
camming power for extraction when the bolt is opened, and helps to rotate the bolt when it is
closed smartly.6.5mm caliber Japanese type “I” rifle, made in Italy for Japan.The bolt and bolt
handle are of one-piece construction. The straight bolt handle, at the rear of the bolt, has a large
oval-shaped grasping knob. The base or root of the bolt handle is squared. The large dual-
opposed front locking lugs lie ahead of the receiver locking shoulders when the bolt is closed,
holding the cartridge securely in the chamber. The right (bottom) lug is solid, the left (top) lug is
partly slotted in front to allow passage of the ejector, this slot extending partly into the bolt-face
recess.7.7mm Japanese Arisaka Type 99 (1939) rifle, shown with the breech cover and
monopod, but minus cleaning rod.There is also an auxiliary lug (not a locking lug) just to the rear
of the left (top) locking lug. This acts as an activator for the ejector, and as the bolt-stop lug when



it engages with the bolt-stop when the bolt is opened. An inclined slot in the rear of this lug
prevents the bolt hanging up on the ejector, and trips the ejector when the bolt is fully
opened.JapaneseArisaka Rifles FdHJapaneseArisaka Rifles FdH6.5mm Japanese Arisaka
Type 38 (1905) carbine.PRIOR TO WWII there were very few Japanese military rifles in the
United States, apart from a small number of the older 11mm Japanese Murata rifles in various
private and museum collections. Beginning with the bombing of Pearl Harbor on December 7,
1941, and ending with signing of the peace treaty on board the battleship Missouri in Tokyo Bay
on September 2, 1945, our servicemen went through untold hardships in the Pacific area to win
that peace. Perhaps because of these hardships, regulations regarding sending or taking home
captured rifles for souvenirs were kept lenient, and largely overlooked by our military officers, so
that by the end of the war Japanese rifles had become commonplace items.Before and during
the first part of the war not much was known about Japanese military rifles and cartridges. At
that time gun writers generally scoffed at both the rifles and the cartridges, berating the rifles
generally as junk and the 6.5mm cartridge as vastly inferior to our 30-06. This was unfortunate,
since many servicemen reading these reports before they were inducted for duty in the Pacific
area, didn’t have the respect they should have had for their opponents’ weapons. I could cite a
couple of instances of this from among my own acquaintances, but suffice it to say they soon
learned better, and it was not long before the “puny” 6.5mm Japanese cartridge, and later the
7.7mm cartridge, were rated among the world’s best military cartridges.It took somewhat longer,
however, to establish the fact that the Japanese rifles firing these cartridges were also good. The
Japanese knew this, of course, but it took some convincing to change the minds of some of our
gun experts that the Japanese Arisaka rifles were good. The fact is, we discovered that the Type
38 and 99 Arisaka actions were perhaps the world’s strongest and safest bolt actions, and that it
is almost impossible to blow them up.DevelopmentJapan’s first important breech-loading
military shoulder arm was the Type 13 (1880) Murata chambered for the 11mm Murata cartridge.
A single shot bolt-action rifle, it was later modified and made as a repeater by installing a feed
mechanism and a tubular magazine in the forend. Then, in 1887, Japan adopted an 8mm
cartridge (8mm Japanese Murata) and used it in a further modification of the Murata rifle, again
with a tubular magazine.In Japan, as was done in many other countries, a commission was
appointed to study, develop, test and adopt new military arms. In the late 1890s the
superintendent of the Tokyo Arsenal, Col. Nariaki Arisaka, headed such a commission, which in
1897 recommended the adoption of a 6.5mm cartridge and a new rifle to handle it. The rifle
adopted was the Type 30 (1897), the cartridge a semi-rimmed, bottlenecked, smokeless-powder
one now commonly known as the 6.5mm Japanese. Although Col. Arisaka probably had little to
do with the designing of either the cartridge or the rifle, his name is usually given to them, as well
as to later versions. The Type 30 was a further development of the old Murata design, but with a
staggered-column box magazine, a separate bolt head and a finger-hook safety. First made in
about 1889, a still further development came around 1902 with the adoption of the Type 35
(1902) Arisaka rifle, of which only a limited number were made.The Type 38 ArisakaHaving by



this time perfected the 6.5mm cartridge, the commission, still under Col. Arisaka, continued
looking for a better action. By 1905 they had found it. The rest of this chapter is about the Type
38 action, its modifications and the rifles built on it.Before going into details of the action, I’ll
briefly describe the rifles and carbines based on this action the Japanese adopted in 1906, all of
them chambered for the 6.5mm cartridge.1. Type 38 (1905) Rifle. About 9.5 pounds, 31.25”
barrel, 50.25” overall. The standard Japanese infantry shoulder arm from 1906 to 1940.2. Type
38 (1905) Short Rifle. About 8.5 pounds, 25.25” barrel, 44.25” overall. Not many made.3. Type 38 
(1905) Carbine. About 7.75 pounds, 19” barrel, 38” overall. The standard carbine.4. Type 97
(1937) Sniper Rifle. Same as the Type 38 rifle but fitted with a short 2.5xscope attached to the
left side of the receiver; the detachable mount holds the scope off-set to the left to allow loading
the magazine with a stripper clip. This model has a bent down bolt handle.The above rifles have
two-piece, pistol grip stocks. The bottom piece of the buttstock, a separate piece of wood, is
glued to the top part. All have a one-piece cleaning rod in the forend and are made to accept a
bayonet. All have sliding breech covers, and all but the sniper rifle have straight bolt handles.5.
Type 44 (1911) Cavalry Carbine. About 8.75 pounds, 19” barrel, 38.25” overall. Straight bolt
handle, sliding breech cover and a non-detachable folding bayonet.The 6.5mm rifles and
carbines of late manufacture usually have the bore and bolt face chrome-plated.The Type 38
ActionA modified Mauser design, the Type 38 action has several features distinctly of Mauser
design, but a couple of others which were new and entirely Japanese designed. These new
features make this action different from any other military bolt action made before or since. In
some ways it is a crude action, not being very easy to operate, but it is simple and extremely
strong.The receiver is a round steel forging of the same diameter for its entire length. The front is
bored out and threaded to accept the barrel shank. There is no collar inside the receiver ring as
in the Model 98 Mauser action; instead, a collar forms part of the breech end of the barrel, this
becoming a shroud for the front end of the bolt. More on this later. Ample-sized locking
shoulders are left in the rear of the receiver ring, in which the locking lugs on the bolt engage.
The forward corners of these shoulders are beveled off to form inclines, so that the final closing
draws the bolt forcibly forward.6.5mm Japanese Arisaka Type 44 (1911) Cavalry carbine, a
folding bayonet recessed in the bottom of the forend.The top and right side of the receiver center
are milled away to form an opening, leaving the left receiver wall quite high. To the rear of this
opening is the receiver bridge, of the same diameter as the receiver ring. Stripper-clip slots are
milled into the front of the solid bridge. Raceways milled in the left receiver wall and in the right of
the receiver ring and bridge allow passage of the locking lugs and extractor. The rear part of the
bridge has an L-shaped slot milled from the top rear to the right front for passage of the bolt
handle. The forward side of this slot, beginning at the corner, is angled slightly forward; this
provides the initial camming power for extraction when the bolt is opened, and helps to rotate
the bolt when it is closed smartly.6.5mm caliber Japanese type “I” rifle, made in Italy for
Japan.The bolt and bolt handle are of one-piece construction. The straight bolt handle, at the
rear of the bolt, has a large oval-shaped grasping knob. The base or root of the bolt handle is



squared. The large dual-opposed front locking lugs lie ahead of the receiver locking shoulders
when the bolt is closed, holding the cartridge securely in the chamber. The right (bottom) lug is
solid, the left (top) lug is partly slotted in front to allow passage of the ejector, this slot extending
partly into the bolt-face recess.7.7mm Japanese Arisaka Type 99 (1939) rifle, shown with the
breech cover and monopod, but minus cleaning rod.There is also an auxiliary lug (not a locking
lug) just to the rear of the left (top) locking lug. This acts as an activator for the ejector, and as
the bolt-stop lug when it engages with the bolt-stop when the bolt is opened. An inclined slot in
the rear of this lug prevents the bolt hanging up on the ejector, and trips the ejector when the bolt
is fully opened.
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Jarrett M. Weatherspoon III, “Description was accurate and arrived quickly.. Description was
accurate and arrived quickly.”

Frank Hagg, “Enjoy the book. I really like this book”

thedalles, “Outstanding Resource for Milsurp and other Rifles. This book came highly
recommeded by a gunsmith friend. Knowing my interest in military surplus rifles that I ultimately
use for hunting, he knew this book had answers to many of my questions about some of the
worlds great historical bolt action firearms, and would help me in selecting the right models and
models for my needs. This book does that and more. There is quite a bit of historical
information as well as a detailed covering of each firearms strengths and weaknesses,
operational and field stripping instructions, and even information on the cartriges each firearm
used. Most rifles are also discussed in the context of sporter use, and that was especially
appealing to me as I hunt with all rifles I own. Even though I have altered a handful of milsurp
rifles in the past, I am now into collecting and preserving, and I only mount scopes on those
rifles I can do so without altering their historical value. The only major military rifles I notice are
missing are the M95 Steyr Mannlicher and the Swiss Schmidt Rubin rifles and their variants,
probably due to the fact they are straight pull actions rather than traditional bolt action rifles.
Nonetheless, this is an outstanding resource for those who want to know the history, workings,
and sporting use of some of the worlds great military bolt action rifles. There is also an equally
detailed section on more modern bolt action rifles. Depending upon the age of the edition you
choose to buy, it covers in the same great detail many of the more modern bolt action rifles one
may encounter.”

Josy Wales, “lots of info about the goods and bads of different makes of bolt action center fire
rifles.. Lots of good info about Receivers of bolt action center fire rifles.Real good Mauser 98
sections, original and customs.”

Clark Magnuson, “Great Book!. I have taken my guns apart and looked at the design, but now I
am learning more about my guns with this book.De Haas can take guns apart, see more, and
write more than I can for myself.If you have a zillion bolt action rifles, get this book and read
about what you have got.De Haas lists advantages and disadvantages of each rifle design. This
is not light reading from some stupid gun writer, this is like engineering, and may be too much for
some readers.700 pages, and he shows drawings of the threads and shanks of the barrels, for
those into re barreling.”

Kbeb_1371, “Not what I expected, but just as good. This book definitely wasn't what I was
expecting, but that's not a complaint. Plenty of good info on a lot of different rifles. It's great



whether you're just looking to learn a few things about a rifle you own or want or you're going to
work on it. Beware though, the book is a bit dated, so newer commercial rifles probably won't be
in there, but WWII surplus rifles will.”

B47Stratojet, “Excellent photograph-reference guide to bolt-action rifles. I collect World War II
Bolt Action rifles and this book is everything the other reviewers have said it was. It is especially
helpful in giving the reader cut-away views of the internal workings of many famous worldwide,
bolt-action rifles, from the earliest Mausers to today's favorite hunting rifles. Excellent technical
info and professional viewpoints by the authors, who are total gun enthusiasts and historians.
The photos are all in black and white, but that doesn't matter as it is still a wonderful reference
book. As usual, a great price on Amazon as well!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great book. This book was well worth the price”

Richard, “Great reference even on a 5 inch screen. Just finished reading the Kindle version and
found it excellent. Read about half on my eReader some on my Kindle for PC and the rest on my
Kindle App android phone. Kindle supported it wherever I happened to be and syncs to the
current page every time.This updated edition is excellent and gave me more than I ever wanted
to know about just about every bolt rifle I've owned.  Well illustrated even on a 5" screen.”

George-Peter Paxinos, “Clear, concise take on rifles. Purchased this book anew, as I have had it
in earlier editions and unfortunately given them away. A clear-headed assessment of his
subject, written by a man with no commercial axe to grind, always a wonderful read, again and
again.”

hytech redneck, “Great book! Great seller!. Great Book! Great seller!”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 73 people have provided feedback.
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